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The Management of Antarctic Tourism: Environmental Issues, the Adequacy of
Current Regulations and Policy Options within the Antarctic Treaty System
by

Debra J. Enzenbacher
Record numbers of tourists have visited Antarctica for the past four seasons; nearly 8000 visited
during the 1993/94 season. The substantial increase in Antarctic tourist activity and recent
developments in the industry have prompted concern over the effect visits have on Antarctica's
unique environment. As self-appointed stewards of Antarctica, the Antarctic Treaty Parties have
resolved to address tourism issues, but have had little data on which to base their policy response.
This study on the management of Antarctic tourism establishes the size and development of the
industry, examines recent tourism trends, traces the policy response to tourism issues within the
Antarctic Treaty system and investigates the main environmental and regulatory issues associated
with Antarctic tourist activity. The research included three components of fieldwork. The first
consisted of a tourism monitoring project to document what happened when repeat visits were made
at a popular Antarctic landing site. The second compared the tourism management practices of four
different operators aboard ship and ashore in Antarctica. The third involved analysis of a two-part
questionnaire distributed among 1126 tourists in Antarctica to gather data on tourist demographics,
motivations, expectations, impressions and satisfaction levels.
Compliance with current visitor and operator guidelines and other regulations in effect in the
Antarctic Treaty Area was investigated. Fieldwork revealed that frequent violations of cmTent
regulations occur.

The data were used to examine the adequacy of cunent Antarctic tourism
regulations in the light of environmental concerns and identify issues that need to be addressed by
policymakers.

The study emphasizes the need for a coordinated policy response to outstanding Antarctic tourism
issues, one based on reliable data that addresses all forms of tourist activity and sets out some
specific measures that would assist in addressing the major gaps in current tourism regulations and
lead to significant improvements in the management of Antarctic tourism. Overall, the study
provides baseline data on Antarctic tourism that are currently lacking in policy decision-making
circles. The findings have implications for three separate groups of people: Antarctic tour operators,
policymakers and researchers.
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Chapter 1 The Antarctic tourism industry: an introduction
1.1 The Antarctic tourism industry
The following description of the Antarctic tourism industry, with some basic definitions, will
facilitate subsequent detailed discussion of how Antarctic tourism is conducted and regulated.
1.1.a Area under study and political framework

The area considered in this study, delimited in Article VI of the Antarctic Treaty, lies south of
60° South latitude and is commonly referred to as the Antarctic Treaty Area. Destinations outside
the Treaty Area are often visited as part of an Antarctic tour itinerary, but regulation of such
visits is based on national sovereignty and therefore, will not be examined in this study which
is concerned with regulation by international agreement within the Antarctic Treaty system (A TS).
The ATS comprises the collective body of agreements that govern Antarctica including the 1959
Treaty, numerous subsequent recommendations, agreed measures and other freestanding but
associated instruments, the foremost of which, for the purpose of this study, is the 1991 Protocol
on Environmental Protection to the Antarctic Treaty. The Protocol applies to all forms of human
activity in the Treaty Area (and therefore includes tourism) although it has not yet entered into
force. Codes of guidance for tour operators and visitors have recently been agreed in the Treaty
forum. Guidelines for operators and visitors have also been developed within the industry by the
International Association of Antarctica Tour Operators (IAATO). These insn·uments play an
important role in the regulatory framework for Antarctic tourism and will be described in greater
detail in Chapter 3.
1.1.b Definition of tourism
Although there are many different definitions of tourism available and the precise definition of
Antarctic tourism has not always been clear (Herr 1993:92), it is here defined to include any vis.it
made for the purpose of recreation, education, pleasure, personal fulfillment, holiday, culture,
interest or otherwise to the Antarctic Treaty Area without an official attachment to an established
national Antarctic program or research project. Fmthermore, this study makes a distinction
between commercial and government-affiliated tourism; the former yields profits to commercial
interests organized in various countries and the latter has generated or cmTently generates revenue
for the respective governments involved, namely Argentina and Chile.
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A fast growing sector of the world travel market is ecotourism, popularly characterized as
offering opportunities to visit environmentally 'sensitive' areas with minimum disruption.
Questions have arisen regarding the ability of tour operators to practice responsible tomism in
remote areas (Hall and McArthur 1993:118). Skeptics question whether the term ecotourism
provides merely a sales gimmick with little substance, 'nothing more than another confusing
buzzword or ecological label' (Kostyal 1992:32) or a bright light that may soon fade, while in
other quarters this form of tourism is considered to have enormous potential as yet untapped
(WTO 1991b:4-5). Antarctica is often marketed as an ecotourism destination since it offers
unique opportunities to visit wildlife (often in close proximity), behold dramatic landscapes and
experience wilderness. Although there is a growing ecotourism literature, it remains to be seen
whether in practice it is environmentally any different from more traditional forms of tourism.
1.1.c Definition of a tourist

A tourist is here defined as any visitor to the Antarctic Treaty Area who is not affiliated in an
official capacity with an established national Antarctic program. Off-duty Antarctic personnel
may, in effect, act as tourists; equally, distinguished visitors, artists, photographers, writers and
members of the press may be considered tourists even though they travel to Antarctica at the
invitation of a host government operating a research facility in the Antarctic. These categories
of visitors are not included in the counts of tourists or the discussion of tourism issues herein,
neither are official observers on Antarctic inspection teams.

Antarctic tourists include fare-paying or guest passengers, press members or film crews aboard
ships, yachts, aircraft or other vessels and p1ivate expeditioners or adventurers. Tour operator
crew and staff members might also be considered tourists in Antarctica, but have not been
included in counts made for this study.
1.1.d Modes of transportation to and within Antarctica
Various modes of transportation are used in Antarctic tourism operations. Recent advances in
transport technology have increased the number available. Those that have been or are cun-ently
available include private, government, charter or commercial aircraft including the Twin Otter,
Hercules, DC-6B and Cessna 185, and seaborne vessels including ice-strengthened ships, nonstrengthened cruise ships, icebreakers and yachts. A rowboat has also been used (Gillette 1991).
Once tourists anive in the Antarctic, other forms of transpmtation may be made available
depending on the type of tour visit arranged. Tomists may travel on foot, skis, snow machines,
2

wheeled or over-snow vehicles, inflatable boats, helicopters or aircraft to destinations in and
around the Antarctic continent.
1.1.e Antarctica as a travel destination
Antarctica is the world's coldest, highest, driest, windiest and most remote continent (Fig 1.1 ).
It has no indigenous population. Antarctic exploration began approximately 220 years ago. Until
the arrival of the sealers in the 1820s, the continent was devoid of human presence.

Once

discovered, the area was exploited for its rich marine life by the sealing and whaling industiies
during the 19th and 20th centuries. These activities have virtually ceased, but commercial fishing
has taken their place. Systematic and extensive scientific exploration of the region began only
in the 1930s (National Research Council 1993:22). Since the International Geophysical Year
(IGY) of 1957/58, the continent has been home to a continuous presence of international scientists
and support personnel. Advances in science, technology, equipment, clothing and improvements
in shipping design and instrumentation have aided such pursuits.

This human activity in

Antarctica drew media attention. Before long, tour operators realized the area contained many
features that appeal to tourists; thus Antarctic tourism was born. Tourism and fishing are the two
commercial industries currently operating in the Treaty Area. Tourists are drawn to Antarctica
for a vaiiety of reasons. Many wish to see the beautiful scenery (snow, icebergs and mountains),
take photographs or view the abundant wildlife (notably seals, whales and penguins). Some have
heard of its wonders from previous visitors or were inspired by photographs, films, documentaries
or accounts in the press. Media coverage of Antarctica has increased greatly in recent years. The
greenhouse effect, depletion of the ozone layer, increased environmental awai·eness and private
adventure expeditions have all played a role in enhancing Antarctica's media profile. As a result,
many more people have become aware of Antai·ctica as a tourist destination. Some want to visit
scientific reseai-ch stations, others are interested in polar history and may have read accounts from
the continent's early explorers, sealers or whalers and wish to see such inhospitable terrain
firsthand. Many, lacking scientific training or suitable skills that enable them to work in the
Antarctic, have sought another means to see the ai·ea for themselves (Reich 1979: 17). Others
may wish to check off Antarctica as a continent on their travel list.

1.1.f The development of Antarctic tourism
Although it is not known when the first tourist visited Antarctica, one eai·ly reference to the
bringing of tourists to the continent appeared in a New Zealand newspaper on 4 November 1910.
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Figure 1.1

Elliptical map showing Antarctica in relation to the rest of the world. Source:
Beck 1990a:249

The Press, published in Christchurch, reported that 'There is a possibility of the Antarctic regions
being visited by a party of tourists next year' (Antarctic 1966:292), although Thomas Cook Travel
was unable to confirm that the trip ever took place (Swinglehurst 1991). Passengers were
reported to have been aboard Fleurus, the Falkland Islands Dependencies Government Mail
Service vessel that sailed regularly between the Falkland Islands, South Georgia and the South
4

Shetland Islands from December 1924 until 1933 (Headland 1989:273). Also in 1933, a party
of tourists was reported to have sailed in Chaco, an Argentine naval vessel dispatched to relieve
the meteorological station on Laurie Island, South Orkney Islands (ibid.:292). Antarctica emerged
as an established tourist destination in the mid-1950s. Tourist flights first arrived in Antarctica
at the end of 1956. Shipborne cruises soon followed in 1958. Details of the development of
Antarctic tourism are provided below. Tourists currently have a wide-ranging choice of air, land
or sea-based services available to them.
1.1.f.1 Seaborne tourism - ships and yachts
From January 1958 to March 1959, Argentina and Chile conducted four tourist cruises that
brought more than 500 tourists to the South Shetland Islands (Reich 1980:207). No Antarctic
tourist activity is known to have occurred from the 1959/60 through 1964/65 seasons. Cruise ship
tourism resumed when the first US-based tourist cruise to the Antarctic was offered by Lindblad
Travel of New York aboard the chartered Argentine vessel Lapataia during January and February
1966 (ibid.:207-208). Following on the success of this excursion, Lindblad offered Antarctic
cruises regularly during the 1960s and 1970s. During the 1980s, Lindblad Travel and Society
Expeditions, both based in the US, offered the majority of Antarctic cruises.

Argentina ran

regular cruises aboard Bahia Paraiso, a naval resupply vessel, until 28 January 1989 when it ran
aground and sank less than two miles from the US Palmer station on Anvers Island near the
Antarctic Peninsula. Cruise ship tourism continued to expand into the 1990s, reaching record
high levels.

Most tomi.sts visiting the Antarctic arrive aboard cruise ships (the figure was nearly 98% for the
1993/94 season). The remainder travel aboard yachts and various aircraft, but current annual
figures for these latter fo1ms of tourism are very low by comparison. As the dominant form of
Antarctic tourism at present, cruise ship visits are the main focus of this study; yachting and
airborne tourism will also be addressed, but to a lesser extent.

The majority of Antarctic-bound cruise ships visit the Antarctic Peninsula and nearby islands (Fig
1.2). The popularity of this area may be attributed to the proximity and abundance of South
American ports; a milder summer climate than elsewhere in Antarctica, hence a longer shipping
season; diverse and abundant wildlife offering photographic opportunities; relative freedom from
pack ice for landings compared with other parts of the Antarctic coast; a shorter sea journey
needed to reach landing sites than other parts of the continent; and the largest concentration of
Antarctic research stations, visits to which are included in most tours. Antarctic tourism is
5

Figure 1.2

Map of the Antarctic Peninsula and nearby islands showing a typical cruise route
of passage from South America. Source: Quark Expeditions 1993
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generally conducted from November to March (approximately a four month season), leaving from
ports in Chile, Argentina, Uruguay or the Falkland Islands for the crossing of the Drake Passage.
Ships may depart from New Zealand, Australia or South Africa for the other side of the
continent, but more time must be spent at sea before reaching Antarctic landing sites and
accessibility is less certain. A small number of cruises offer partial circumnavigations of the
Antarctic coastline thereby visiting the Antarctic Peninsula and the Ross Sea region and/or East
Antarctica.

Cruises vary in length, but many last from 12 to 15 days, with four or five days actually spent
in the Treaty Area visiting different sites using inflatable boats (Fig 1.3). Many tour operators
also offer boat cruising trips in the vicinity of popular landing sites when weather and sea
conditions pe1mit. Such trips allow tourists to watch whales, observe seals on ice floes, examine
coastal geological features and take in the surrounding scenery from a more immediate vantage
point, all in relative comfort. Most ships provide a program of passenger briefings and lectures
on such topics as Antarctic history, geology, wildlife, marine biology, glaciology, politics and
current scientific research. These sessions provide an important source of infmmation to tourists
visiting the Treaty Area and are used, in some cases, to reinforce the tour operator and visitor
guidelines agreed by the industry.

Cruise ships vary in size. Smaller vessels may accommodate 40 tourists, -larger ones more than
400. Most carry between 100 and 250 passengers. The cost of a cruise depends upon many
factors including the size of the ship, length of trip, itinerary, be1thing choice and tour operator
overhead costs. Advertised prices for 10-30 day cruises during the 1992/93 season ranged from
$2850 (USD) to $16,475 (USD) with a typical 12 day cruise costing between $5000-8000 (USD).
Some prices include transportation to the port city serving as the cruise departure point.

Virtually all yachts that enter the Treaty Area visit the Antarctic Peninsula for the same reasons
provided above. Many yacht trips to the Antarctic are mq.de by private owners leaving from
Ushuaia, Argentina or the Falkland Islands; some are available commercially for charter or on
a passenger fare-paying basis.

Some yacht expeditions carry out scientific research that

contributes to or complements the work of governmental expeditions (US Department of State
1994a:2287). The first tourist yacht to winter in the Antarctic was Damien during 1977/78. The
site used was Avian Island, Antarctic Peninsula. Since then, other yachts have wintered at a
variety of sites along the Antarctic Peninsula (Poncet and Poncet 1991).
7

At least one

yachtsperson has wintered alone.

Figure 1.3

Inflatable boats used for Antarctic tours. Weddell seals appear in the foreground.
Source: the author

1.1.f.2 Airborne tourism - airplanes and helicopters
The first Antarctic tomist flight was made by the Chilean National Airline to the Antarctic
Peninsula in a Douglas DC-6B with 66 passengers on 22 December 1956 (Reich 1980:211;.
Headland 1989:363). The first commercial flight to land in Antarctica was a Pan American
Boeing Stratocruiser that departed Christchurch, New Zealand for McMurdo Sound on 15 October
1957 (Reich 1980:209,211). · In 1977, Qantas (Australia) and Air New Zealand began making
tourist overflights of the Antarctic continent. More than 11,000 tourists traveled aboard 44 flights
from February 1977 to December 1979, but never set foot on the continent (ibid.:210-211). After
an Air New Zealand DC-10 crashed on Mt. Erebus (Ross Island) on 28 November 1979, killing
8

all 257 passengers and crew on board (New Zealand Government 1980; Mahon 1985), overflights
soon ceased (US Depaitment of State 1994a:2287). The last of the Qantas overflights was made
on 16 February 1980 (Headland 1989:526). During the 1983/84 season, the Chileans began
annual tourist flights from Punta Arenas to Teniente Rodolfo Marsh Station on King George
Island, South Shetland Islands. There tourists were accommodated in the first Antai·ctic 'hotel',
Estrella Polar. Adventure Network International (ANI), a Canadian company now based in the
UK, has organized expeditions using ski-equipped and wheeled aircraft, ships, skis and over-snow
vehicles to many Antarctic destinations, most notably in the continental interior, since 1984
(Swithinbank 1988). A record nine month flying season, July to April, was achieved by ANI
during 1989/90 operations (Swithinbank 1990). ANI Antarctic flights have been offered each
season during the 1990s. The company attempted to enter the seaborne tourism market during
the 1994/95 season by offering a sailing/climbing expedition using a chartered yacht, but the trip
was canceled (Catterson-Smith, personal communication 1994).
At present, wheeled and ski versions of government, charter and commercial aircraft transport
tourists in the Antarctic. Statistics are difficult to obtain, but it is probable that aircraft brought
fewer than 3% of tourists to the Antarctic during the 1992/93 season. From 1983/84 through
1992/93 inclusive, an average of 178 tourists flew to the Antarctic each season (Enzenbacher
1993b:142, 1994b:105). Swithinbank (1993a) has summarized Antai-ctic airborne tourism. To
date, there are four pe1manent hard rock runways in Antarctica. Only one of these, at Chile's
Marsh station, is open to private or commercial aircraft. 'None has a finished surface and none
is suitable for aircraft larger than C-130 Hercules' (ibid.: 104).
Helicopters extend the range of travel possibilities for tourists in Antarctica.

Some South

American navy vess.els supporting national Antarctic programs and carrying fai·e-paying tourists
have used government helicopters aboard for tour operations. The first commercial tour operator
known to offer helicopter flights in Antarctica was Quark Expeditions; during the 1992/93 season
the first tourist helicopter flights brought 106 passengers to the Taylor Valley in the Dry Valleys
(National Research Council 1993:27; NSF 1993b:45).
1.1.f.3 Landing craft - rubber inflatables
Inflatable rubber boats are responsible for opening previously inaccessible ai·eas to tourism and

play a significant role in the development and populaiity of Antai-ctic tourism (Fig 1.3). Carrying
an average of 12-14 passengers, inflatables can land directly on nearly any beach. These sturdy
expeditionary boats provide safe and reliable transport, allow the number of tourists landing at
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any one site at a given time to be limited and extend the range of cruise ships by increasing the
number of possible landing sites.
1.1.f.4 Other methods of tourist transport
Most Antarctic tomists travel on foot once ashore. Adventurers have also used skis, dog teams,
sledges, over-snow vehicles, snow machines and parachute sails (National Geographic 1990:9495) for travel on or across the Antarctic continent.

1.1.g Tourist landings in the Antarctic Treaty Area
Tourist landings are made at different types of sites in the Antarctic including wildlife breeding
areas, sites of historic interest, areas having a dramatic landscape, scientific research stations and
sites having different combinations of these features. Under Antarctic Treaty Recommendation
VIII-9 Annex C, tom operators organizing toms in countries that are signatory to the Antarctic
Treaty are to report to those governments the number of tourists on each Antarctic cruise as well
as places and dates at which landings were made in the Treaty Area, with the number of persons
landed on each occasion (US Department of State 1994a). During the 1992/93 season, six cruise
operators based in the United States were required to report to the US National Science
Foundation (NSF), the government agency responsible for administering the US Antarctic
Program. Between them, they carried 57% of all cruise ship passengers that visited the Antarctic
that season (3969 of the total 6933). Five of these operators reported information covering 2915
of these passengers (73% of the total to have been reported to NSF). One operator carrying the
remaining 27% did not report. Although some visits made by operators based outside the US
were reported to the respective home governments involved, others went unreported.

A

substantial amount of information on landed passengers therefore remains unknown. Some
operators may not report all the actual Antarctic landing sites used since, in their view, a
competitive edge is gained by not revealing the locations of sites unknown to other operators.
Since the 1989/90 season, the NSF Office of Polar Programs has compiled statistics of landings
made by US-based tour operators that have rep01ted their activities in the Treaty Area in
accordance with Antarctic Treaty Recommendation VIII-9 (NSF 1993a). As of July 1993, these
data indicated that tourists landed at 51 sites in the Antarctic Peninsula area during the 1992/93
season. Inflatable boat cruising trips were made in waters adjacent to seven of these landing sites
in addition to seven other areas used only for boat cruising (NSF 1993d). Table 1.1 lists some
of the most popular landing sites visited by tour groups in Antarctica. The site visited by the
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most passengers during the 1992/93 season was Port Lockroy, Wieneke Island (2139 visitors
during 22 visits).

The site visited most often by tour operators that reported to NSF was

Cuverville Island (25 times by 1589 visitors) (ibid.). The tourism research team on Cuverville
(based at the University of Cambridge's Scott Polar Research Institute) counted 2094 landed
passengers from 26 cruises and two yacht trips from 7 December 1992 to 3 March 1993.1 An
additional 420 passengers did not land, but cruised the surrounding area in inflatable boats (Davis,
personal communication 1993).

Table 1.1

The five tourist landing sites in the Antarctic visited most often dming the
1991/92, 1992/93 and 1993/94 seasons, as reported by US-based tour operators
to the US National Science Foundation, in order of number of visits made with
numbers landed. These figures are minimum estimates since some operators did
not report to NSF (most notably for the 1992/93 season) and others are not
required to do so since they are based outside of the US. Sources: National
Research Council 1993; NSF 1994f
Site visited

No. of visits

No. of passengers

1991/92
Almirante Brown Station
Half Moon Island
Whaler's Bay, Deception Island
Cuverville Island
Port Lockroy, Wieneke Island

26
25
23
21
19

2889
2984
2899
2565
2615

Cuverville Island
Pendulum Cove, Deception Island
Hannah Point, Livingston Island
Port Lockroy, Wieneke Island
Whaler's Bay, Deception Island

25
23
23
22
22

1589
1936
1542
2139
1711

Whaler' s Bay, Deception Island
Pendulum Cove, Deception Island
Alrnirante Brown Station
Port Lockroy, Wieneke Island
Gonzalez Videla Station/Waterboat Point

37
33
31
30
17

3480
3159
3513
4274
3248

1992/93

1993/94

1

The high levels of visitation noted on Cuverville Island may be attributed, in part, to the
presence of the tourism research team and the willingness of tour operators to be studied.
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Cruise ships differ in the number of Antarctic landings made per trip. Some examples during the
1992/93 season include Explorer: 11 day cruise, nine landings; Kapitan Khlebnikov: 27 day
cruise, eight landings; and Professor Molchanov: 12 day cruise, 11 landings (NSF 1993g). The
differences in the number of landings made are due to such factors as sea, ice and weather
conditions, cruise itinerary, duration in the Antarctic and the number of passengers carried. For
example, larger vessels with more passengers may make fewer landings per day but may spend
more days in the Antarctic than some smaller ships, whereas smaller ships with fewer passengers
may make more landings per day than larger vessels. The length of time different sized ships
spend at landing sites also varies considerably; influencing factors include weather conditions,
ship schedule constraints, how many Antarctic landings have already been made on a given cruise
and the type of landing site being visited. Field data on tourist landings are presented in Chapters

5 and 6.

At present, each national Antarctic program determines its own tour visit policy. Some strictly
limit the number of tour ship visits to their respective stations each season because of the limited
window of opportunity within which to conduct research each austral summer, the careful
planning of logistics needed to stage cargo and deliver science and support personnel and
increasing pressure on Antarctic program planners to account for budgets, productivity and all
aspects of operations, especially those involving safety and the environment (Enzenbacher 1994a).
Poland's Arctowski station on King George Island has long been popular with tourists (Donachie
1994:335) and appears to be the most heavily visited operational research facility in the Antarctic.
Upon consulting the station log book dming fieldwork, 32 cruise ship visits were listed out of
the total of 63 made during the 1992/93 season (Table 1.2). This represents an average of one
visit every three days throughout a three month period. In one case, three cruise ships visited
during the same day. Dming the same pe1iod, Arctowski was also visited twice by yachts and
four times by Chilean military ships caiTying tourists, in addition to ships associated with station
operations or from other national Antarctic programs.
1. 1.h Antarctic tour operators
Commercial and government-affiliated toutism are both currently available in the Antarctic; at
present, the former predominates. Tour operators may charter, sub-chaiter or own vessels used
for Antai·ctic tours. Government or commercial sector services may also be contracted or subcontracted.
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Table 1.2

Dates of cruise ship visits to Arctowski station on King George Island during the 1992/93
season, with total numbers of visitors. Two cruise ships landed crew only. Source:
Arctowski 1993
Date
20 Nov 92
21 Nov 92
3 Dec 92
5 Dec 92
14 Dec 92
15 Dec 92
18 Dec 92
28 Dec 92
29 Dec 92
8 Jan 93
11 Jan 93
21 Jan 93

24 Jan 93
26 Jan 93
27 Jan 93
29 Jan 93
2 Feb 93
3 Feb 93
4 Feb 93
6 Feb 93
8 Feb 93
12 Feb 93
13 Feb 93
18 Feb 93
19 Feb 93
21 Feb 93

Ship
Explorer
Professor Molchanov
World Discoverer
Explorer
Explorer
Columbus Caravelle
Professor Molchanov
Akademik Vavilov
Professor Molchanov
llliria
Professor Molchanov
Columbus Caravelle
Vistamar
Northern Ranger
World Discoverer
Professor M olchanov
llliria
Columbus Caravelle
Northern Ranger
Vistamar
Explorer
Northern Ranger
llliria
Professor Molchanov
Columbus Caravelle
Northern Ranger
Vistamar
llliria
Northern Ranger
Akademik Vavilov
Professor Molchanov
Columbus Caravelle

Total

Visitors
55
27
75
3
61
97
27
50
30
107
37
120
300
70
120
30
108
128
70
289
62
65
100
38
180
65
220
108
60
47
5
160
2914

1.1.h. l Commerci al tour operators
Commercial tour operators brought nearly 98% of all tourists visiting the Antarctic during the
1992/93 season. The number of operators is increasing. The majority of commercial tour
operators are either based or market tours in the United States although the European market is
increasing. Sections 1.3.b and 2.2.b provide data on the Antarctic tourism marketing base.
1.1.h.2 Government-affiliated tourism
Government-affiliated tourism in the Antarctic has decreased in recent years. The Argentine
Government has offered tourist berthing space aboard the following ships: General San Martin,
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Bahta Aguirre, Les Eclaireurs, Lapataia, Libertad, Rio Tunuyan , Yapeyu, Bahia Buen Sucesso
and Bahia Paraiso, the last two being naval auxiliary transports (Reich 1980:207-208; Hart
1988:96; Headland 1989:465). Chilean government vessels used to transport Antarctic tourists
include Capitan Luis Alcazar, Navarino and Aquiles (Hart 1988:96-97). Aquiles was recently
renamed Pomaire (La Prensa 1991:1). Four Chilean Navy ships (Galvarino, Lautaro, Pilato

Pardo and Yelcho), used to support the national Antarctic program during the 1992/93 season,
also carried fare-paying passengers (Holik, personal communication 1993). Chilean Air Force
C-130s have been used to transport tourists to King George Island during previous seasons, most
notably in conjunction with the tour operators TRA VCOA and Sobek Travel in the 1980s and
early 1990s.

Approximately 2% of all Antarctic tourists during the 1992/93 season traveled aboard
government-affiliated tour vessels. Government-affiliated tourist activity provides revenue for
national Antarctic programs that work to very limited budgets. 'Political motives' have been
ascribed to this form of tourism, but were not elucidated (NSF 1988:14).

1.2 The size of the Antarctic tourism industry
The Antarctic tomism industry has grown steadily since regular cruises were first offered in the
mid-1960s (Fig 1.4). The help of some Treaty nations 'was vital to the nascent industry's early
success. Access to stations, advice and information, and the availability of emergency assistance
or rescue were among the more important of the significant contributions' (Herr 1993:95) Treaty
Parties have made to the tourism industry. More than 60,000 shipborne tourists had visited the
Treaty Area by March 1994 (Table 1.3); 25% of these traveled during the 1992/93 and 1993/94
seasons. Chapter 2 contains detailed figures compiled for this study that show the substantial
growth of Antarctic seaborne tourism since 1990/91 when the study began.
1.2.a The importance of establishing tourist numbers
Discussions of tomism issues that affect Antarctica's future, such as the environmental effects
of tour visits, regulatory policies and operator-government communication need to be informed
by data on the industry's size and trends in its development. These should include numbers of
tourists, operators, ships and visits. Data for this study were obtained from fieldwork, NSF's
Office of Polar Programs, Antarctic Treaty exchanges of information (under Article VII,
paragraph 5), personal communications with managers of national Antarctic programs, the
Antarctic Unit of the Tourism Board of Tierra del Fuego (IN.FUE.TUR) based in U shuaia,
14
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Figure 1.4 Histogram showing the growth of Antarctic seaborne tourism from 1957/58 to
1990/91 [when this study began]. Source: Enzenbacher 1992b:19
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Table 1.3 Known numbers of shipborne tourists and cruises in the Antarctic from 1957/58 to
March 1994 by decade, with totals. N.B. There was an absence of tourist activity
from the end of the 1958/59 season until the 1965/66 season. Sources: Appendix A
and Table 2.1

Decade .
1950s
1960s
1970s
1980s
1990s

Tour seasons
in decade

Tourists

Cruises

2·
5
10
10
4

538
3093
15,956
15,150
25,518

4
17
73
145
223

Totals

60,255

462
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Argentina, publications, archival mate1ial and General Base Reports for Faraday Station compiled
by the British Antarctic Survey (BAS). It is important to note that although data presented in this
study are reliable and all sources of recorded Antarctic tourism data known and available to the
author were examined, it has been difficult to present complete figures for some seasons because
some data contained minor discrepancies or were fragmentary, unavailable or unreported. The
fact that Antarctica has no single port of entry, customs authority or centrally available documents
containing comprehensive seasonal tourism figures increases the difficulty in compiling precise
statistics on tourist activity in the Treaty Area.

1.3 Recent developments and current trends in Antarctic tourism

Antarctic tourism continues to evolve at a considerable pace. The rise in tourist numbers is
accompanied by a growing number of tour operators, cruise ships, cruises, Antarctic landing sites
used for tour visits, landings and different fo1ms of tourism. Among the new forms of tourism
offered by commercial operators are helicopter flights, camping ashore (from cruise ships) and
cruises made to new sectors of the Antarctic.

Other industry developments include the use of larger cruise ships, more yacht visits (some with
fare-paying passengers), a marked increase in the number of European operators and tourists and
renewed interest in overflights of the continent, last popular during the 1970s. Also, cruise ships
on around-the-world itineraries now visit the Antarctic, often with little knowledge of, or
experience in, the area.

The face of Antarctic tomism is changing; the greater selection of Antarctic tours has resulted
in a broader range of trip prices. Increased competition between Antarctic tour operators has
resulted in some operators offering lower priced cruises. During the 1992/93 season, one cruise
operator new to the Antarctic offered trips, including return airfare to South America from several
major cities in North America, for $2950 (USD) plus port fees and tax, considerably lower than
the average price of between $5000-8000 (USD). Lower-priced trips provide Antarctic tr·avel
opportunities to greater numbers of people. Although it is not yet known how Antarctic tourism
demographics may be affected by offering lower fares, if younger passengers visit the Antarctic
in greater numbers there may well arise an increased demand for more adventurous activities
when landings are made. Furthermore, if NSF estimates for the 1994/95 tourism season prove
true and some tour plices fall, further substantial growth in Antarctic tourism would result,
especially if more large ships return to the market.
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For the tour operators based in the US that rep01ted their plans for the 1993/94 season, the
average number of days cruise ships planned to spend in the Antarctic was 6.8. This included
one cruise planning to remain for only two days (Sagafjorcf) and three planning to spend 15 or
more (Marco Polo, Explorer and Kapitan Khlebnikov) in the Treaty Area (US Department of
State 1993a). Reported figures for the 1994/95 season included trips planning to spend between
three and 17 days in the Treaty Area, with 5.8 days being the average for the 74 cruises reported
(US Department of State 1994b). Decreasing the average number of days each cruise spends in
the Treaty Area will not necessarily result in less tourist activity, especially if tour operators do
so in order to increase the number of cruises made in a given season.
1.3.a Ship size
Ocean Princess, with a capacity of 480, sparked considerable controversy when it first appeared

in the Antarctic during the 1990/91 season because it was far larger than most tour ships used
there during the previous decade, although its operator stated an intent to cany no more than 400
passengers aboard each cruise to the Treaty Area. During the 1991/92 season Ocean Princess
made three Antarctic trips involving 1152 passengers or 18.6% of the season's cruise ship
tourists. In all, Ocean Princess, Daphne (capacity 406) and Vistamar (capacity 285) brought 31 %
of cruise passengers; Columbus Caravelle (capacity 250) made five cruises during the same
period, its first season in the Antarctic (Table 2.2). Although large capacity ships were used for
Antarctic tourism during previous decades, the recent increase of environmental awareness has
led to the placing of pressure on companies that operate them as large ships are viewed to be
more difficult to manage and control. This is paiticularly relevant to vessels operated by IAATO
members since a main objective of the organization is to conduct environmentally sound tourism
in the Antarctic. The extent to which this pressure has met with success is difficult to measure
since a sustained decrease in large tour ship activity may be attributed to other causes, including
market forces, ship availability or operator preference.

Although the Antarctic tourism industry was once characteriz~d by small expedition-sized vessels
with capacities of 100-150 (pioneered in the 1960s, such trips ai·e still available), 50% of all
cruise passengers (3447 of 6933) t:raveled aboard ships with a capacity of 250 or more during the
1992/93 season as compared to 44% (2717 of 6196) during the 1991/92 season. However, a 10%
decrease was noted during the 1993/94 season when 40% of passengers (3093 of 7760) n·aveled
aboard these larger ships (Appendix A). Incentives for using lai·ger vessels ai·e largely economic,
including increased revenue from more berthing spaces, the sharing of operator overhead costs
17

among a larger client base and the ability to offer a wider range of cruise prices to capture a
greater market share. Large vessels typically have more facilities on board with which to
entertain passengers during long stretches at sea.
1.3.b Number of operators and marketing base
Appendix A traces the development of the Antarctic cruise industry, showing the increase in the
number of tour operators over time. For example, at least 13 operators brought cruise tourists
to the Antarctic during the 1993/94 season compared with 12 operators during the 1992/93
season, 10 operators during the 1991/92 season and seven during the 1990/91 season. Before
then, often one, two or three operators provided the cruises available in a given season. Five
cruise operators not known to have previous Antarctic experience brought 1686 (27%) of cruise
passengers to Antarctica during the 1991/92 season. Four of these operators did not return during
the 1992/93 season.

Two of the companies changed ownership and re-formed under three

different operators that each returned dUiing the 1992/93 season. The five cruise operators in the
Antarctic for the first time during the 1992/93 season brought a total of 2694 tourists (39% of
all cruise passengers) aboard 27 cmises. Three of these operators hired a majority of staff with
previous Antarctic experience.
The majority of Antarctic tourists, to date, have been US citizens (Beck 1990b:346). Appendix
A shows that the US has been the dominant marketing base for Antarctic tourism, especially since
visitor numbers began to increase considerably in the late 1980s.

For example, during the

1993/94 season, at least 11 of 13 cmise operators marketed trips in the US, although some of
these companies were based outside of North America. However, the increased number of
European operators in Antarctica noted during the 1991/92 season (Enzenbacher 1993a) was
sustained during the 1992/93 season when at least five (out of 12) operators carried 2546 or 37%
of cruise passengers, the majority of whom were European. During the 1993/94 season, 2603 or
34% of cruise passengers traveled with four operators based primarily in Europe. Other cruise
ships also carried Europeans during each season, but complete data on the nationalities of
passengers have been difficult to obtain. US operators still bring the majmity of tourists to th·e
Antarctic, but the increase in the number of Europeans visiting represents a growing percentage
of the market share and can be expected to increase further.

Data on the 1993/94 season2

collected by NSF from Antarctic operators revealed that 42% of tourists were from the United

2

the first season in which such data were reported, compiled and made publicly available
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States, 17% were Geiman, 9% were British, 2% were Canadian, 2% were Swiss and 13% were
from other countries. The nationalities of the remaining 15% were not specified (NSF 1994c).
1.3.c Destinations
The increase in the number of operators has resulted in increases in itinerary choices and the
number of landing sites used in the Antarctic (NSF 1994f). As operators compete to land tourists
at a variety of sites and attempt to avoid landing at the same places at the same time or within
view of each other (to maintain the impression of being in a remote area not often visited), more
landing sites are needed.
1.3.d Fare-paying passengers aboard yachts
The number of yachts in the Antarctic has increased in recent years; some carry fare-paying
passengers. This practice is not new, but an increase was noted during the 1991/92 season when
at least 17 yachts visited (Table 2.3). Poncet and Poncet (1991) provide a comprehensive list of
yachts in the Antarctic since 1902, with details. Tradewind (NZ), with a capacity of 19 and nine
crew, offered two trips to the Peninsula during the 1991/92 season. Larger than most others in
the Antarctic, this yacht also planned trips during the 1992/93 and 1993/94 seasons (NSF
1992b:133, 1993b:136).
1.3.e Land-based adventure tourism
A greater variety of land-based adventure tourism is now available in the Antarctic, including
snow machine-accompanied ski treks to the South Pole, ski 'safaris', mountain climbing trips and
photo 'safaris' to wildlife destinations. One cruise operator landed 16 passengers and four crew
to camp overnight ashore at Waterboat Point on the Antarctic Peninsula in February 1993 (NSF
1993b:44); the first such recorded occurrence. New references to Antarctic adventures available
to cruise tourists have been advertised.

One operator labeled a Peninsula cruise 'Antarctic

Trekking' in a recent brochure (Blyth 1993), although the trekking activities on offer were not
detailed.

Adventure tourism organized by p1ivate expeditions may be assisted by aircraft, ship or yacht
operators. Typically, expeditions seek to achieve an Antarctic 'first' whether it be by route taken,
mode of transportation employed or composition of team members.
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1.3.f Airborne tourism developments
Although airborne tourism in Antarctica is considered to be in an early stage of development
(Swithinbank 1994:221) when compared to seaborne tourism, a number of notable recent events
have occurred in airborne operations. Airborne tourism issues receive considerable attention
since, unlike shipborne operations that are relatively self-contained, airborne operations require
land-based facilities to support tourists in the interior. Other airborne tourism issues concern air
traffic control and safety, emergency response planning and potential effects on the Antarctic
environment and science programs.

1.3.f.1 Airplanes
Adventure Network, the only airborne operator member of IAATO, used a wheeled Lockheed L382G Hercules for the first time during the 1993/94 season to bring tourists to the Antarctic
interior, a move designed to provide safer, more reliable operations, cut operating costs, increase
payload and decrease the number of trips made to the company's base camp at Patriot Hills (80°
20'S, 81 °20'W) in the Heritage Range of the Ellsw01th Mountains. The Hercules is a proven
aircraft in the Antarctic. Wheeled and ski versions have been used for many years in support of
national Antarctic programs. This use is a major development in land-based Antarctic tourism
since it represents the first (wheeled) Hercules used to land tourists on a blue-ice runway and
increases the potential to open up new areas, adjacent to other blue-ice in the Treaty Area, to
tourism.

On 26 November 1993, a DC-6B aircraft chartered from Allcair by a private Antarctic
expedition crashed nine miles from the ANI base camp. All eight persons aboard were evacuated
by ANl4 and flown to Punta Arenas, Chile. Although there were no se1ious injuries (ibid.), the
incident raised a number of the above-mentioned safety and policy issues.

Although the Antarctic tourist overflight advertised for the 1992/93 season by Air Adventure
Australia was canceled, an Australian operator chartered Qantas aircraft for six Antarctic
overflights during the 1994/95 season, beginning 31 December 1994 (Croydon Travel Cenu·e
1994).

3

based in Laredo, Texas

4

Although ANI was not under contract to the expedition, the operator was nearby and able
to lend assistance.
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1.3.f.2 Helicopters

A recent significant development is the inn·oduction of tomist helicopter flights into Antarctica's
Dry Valleys by Quark Expeditions. Although science programs have used helicopters in the area
for many years, tourists had never been taken to this part of the Antarctic. Helicopter tom
landings or overflights have been made in the Dry Valleys each season since 1992/93 and also
in such areas as the Ross Sea and the Peninsula.
The first tourist cruise to the Weddell Sea was made during the 1993/94 season by Quark
Expeditions. Helicopter toms for the nip took place in an area the tom operator had never visited
and therefore did not have experience of safety or environmental considerations specific to the
area. Passengers aboard Marco Polo (capacity 800) were also offered helicopter flights in
Antarctica during the 1993/94 season. More specifically, 109 tourists took part in helicopter
overflights of the EITera Channel and 108 tomists aboard helicopters made landings on Stonington
Island in the Antarctic Peninsula during the 1993/94 season (NSF 1994d).
1.4 Antarctic tourism and the environment
1.4.a The Antarctic environment
Antarctica is the most remote continent on earth; covering 14 million square kilometers, it is
twice the size of Australia and larger than the US and Mexico combined. Extensive pack ice
covers an area greater than the size of the continent by September each year, limiting sea access
for much of the year. Nearly 98% of the continent is covered by ice with an average thickness
of 2000 m (Benninghoff and Bonner 1985:10); parts of the remaining 2% provide breeding and
nesting grounds for the abundant wildlife, namely seals, penguins and numerous seabirds. The
surrounding ocean system, the Southern Ocean, is nutrient-rich; its ecosystem is unique and
complex (Benninghoff and Bonner 1985; Laws 1989). Highly specialized relationships have
developed within Antarctic teITesnial and marine communities that allow them to adapt to their
environment. Communities 'may be expected, therefore, to be particularly sensitive to
pertmbations which go beyond the naITow range of changes that are naturally encountered'
(Benninghoff and Bonner 1985:15). Furthermore, the area's importance in global environmental
systems (Fifield 1987; Beck 1993) should not be underestimated since it provides significant
research opportunities that are not available elsewhere on the planet (Heap and Holdgate 1986).
Detailed descriptions of the Antarctic environment are widely available (May 1988; Reader's
Digest 1988; Laws 1989; Flegg et al. 1990; Kerry and Hempel 1990). Some aspects have been
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mentioned above to provide a context in which to consider Antarctic tourism operations.
1.4.b Human activity in Antarctica
All forms of human activity in the Antarctic cause some form of environmental impact, including
exploration, scientific investigation and its su~port, whaling and sealing activity, commercial
fishing and tourism. 'Perhaps the most notable change in use of the Antarctic is the significant
increase in numbers of tourists visiting the continent in recent years' (National Research Council
1993:25). During the 1992/93 season, the number of tourists visiting the Antarctic exceeded the
combined number of science and support personnel from all national Antarctic programs for the
third season in a row (Enzenbacher 1992b:19; CIA 1993). Each form of human activity causes
different types and varying amounts of impact; some may overlap. It is important to develop a
thorough understanding of the nature, extent and scale of environmental impacts caused by these
activities to manage Antarctica properly. It may prove difficult to attribute environmental damage
to a particular form of human activity, for example tourism, due to the amount of change
attributable to natural environmental variation. Furthermore, it may not be possible to isolate the
effects of tourist activity at sites that are also used for other purposes, such as scientific research
stations (especially those adjacent to wildlife breeding areas), or by other forms of life, such as
seals, penguins or other birds. Moreover, tourism encompasses a full range of different types of
activities that each need to be considered by policymakers.

The environmental effects of human activities in the Antarctic have been described and a
procedure for evaluating impacts has been outlined (Benninghoff and Bonner 1985). Fifield
(1987) provides an introductory description of human impacts on the Antarctic environment
naming tourism as one form of activity that might cause significant impacts on it. Others note
tourism may increase local pollution, degrade habitats and disrupt animal populations (Cousteau
and ChaiTier 1992). · Although, to date, scientific reseai·ch may have had a greater impact on the
Antarctic environment than tourism (Tangley 1988:594; Herr 1993:94), the benefits of reseai·ch
are widely recognized; impacts from science are generally accepted, within reason, as an
unavoidable price to pay for scientific advance. The need to understand better the nature of
environmental impacts caused by scientific activity and its support operations is acknowledged
by the author, however, th.is study focuses on the Antarctic tourism industry in an attempt to
develop a clearer picture of the nature and scale of tourist activity, its environmental effects and
the effectiveness of current regulations. The results provide a basis for the development of more
effective monitoring and control policies.
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1.4.c Antarctic tourism and environmental concerns
Environmental concerns identified in current Antarctic tourism literature are based largely on
general knowledge of the industry. CmTent trends and developments in Antarctic tourism have
implication s for the long-term conduct of tourist activity in the Treaty Area and its overall effec t
on the environment; the manner in which tourism is conducted affects the nature and extent of
impacts. Some environmental issues arising from Antarctic tourism that are discussed in the
literature (see next section) concern wildlife tolerance, waste disposal, passenger education, tour
operator management practices, personnel and tour operator experience, frequency of visits, ship
design and compliance with cmTent guidelines. These interrelated issues aTe considered briefly
here in order to provide background for fieldwork results presented in Chapters 5-7 and further
discussion of Antarctic tourism management practices in subsequent chapters. Recent increases
in the number of tour ships operating in the Treaty Area also raise questions concerning fuel
consumption, emissions, navigational aids and communication practices between vessels. Other
issues are likely to emerge as the industry evolves.

Current guidelines provide a practical

approach to managing tourism, but do not address all environmental issues arising from tourist
activity.
1.4.c.1 Wildlife tolerance
The effect of visitors at close range to Antarctic wildlife has yet to be clearly established.
Preliminary research has been conducted on the effect human presence has on penguins, but is
typically site and species specific (Thompson 1977; Culik et al. 1990; Wilson et al. 1990, 1991;
Fraser and Patterson 1994b). IAATO guidelines call for visitors to maintain a distance of at least
15 m from fur seals and 4.5 m from penguins, nesting birds and true (crawling) seals (National
Research Council 1993:96). In practice it is not always possible to maintain these distances at
sites due to terrain or na1Tow access to features of interest.
1.4.c.2 Waste disposal
Treaty instruments, such as the Code of Conduct annexed to Recommendation VIII-11 and
subsequent recommendations, contain provisions for waste disposal practices, but do not cover
all aspects of tour operations.

Annex III to the Protocol also covers waste management;

Recommendation XV-3 addresses ship incinerator facilities, sewage and the dumping of waste
at sea, although these have yet to enter into force.

M.S. Frontier Spirit, renamed Bremen in 1993, was built in 1990 and is equipped to handle ship
waste more effectively than cruise ships built in past decades. The ship employs methods to
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reduce and recycle wastes.

Similar voluntary small scale initiatives may improve cun-ent

environmental practices aboard tour ships in Antarctica.
1.4.c.3 Passenger education
Most tour operators distribute reading material to passengers, often prior to an expedition
(Wikander 1986:584), but how much is read is unknown.

Various guidelines attempt to

standardize tourist information, but are not yet available to all Antarctic visitors or in all
languages.

Many tour operators provide naturalists/lecturers for the duration of the trip and

interpretive guide service ashore.

Others offer little access to pertinent information on the

Antarctic environment during the course of the trip.

The provision of relevant briefings by

knowledgeable staff members or lecturers before landings in the Treaty Area is important to
minimizing the effects visits have on the environment. IAA TO distributed among its members
a set of color slides outlining the agreed guidelines, for use during the 1993/94 season. More
information is needed on the extent to which passenger education programs or handout
information affect levels of compliance with cun-ent guidelines or the extent of tourism impacts
made on the Antarctic environment.
1.4.c.4 Tour operator management practices
Management practices determine how sites are visited and affect how Antarctica's environment
may be impacted; many management differences between tour operators were noted during
fieldwork conducted for this study (see Chapters 5 and 6). IAATO members agree to abide by
tour operator and visitor guidelines while in the Treaty Area, but not all operators are members.
Furthermore, compliance is difficult to monitor or enforce. For example, most tour operators
provide guides at landing sites although many are untrained. Tourists are overseen to varying
degrees of scrutiny, are generally free to explore nearby areas and may walk out of sight. Many
operators employ a no smoking policy for tourists, staff and crew while ashore, others do not.
Some tour operators optimize boat operations by making fewer shuttle trips to landing sites than
other companies with similar passenger numbers, which in turn saves fuel and results in fewer
emissions from outboard motors and a decreased disturbance of local maiine life.
1.4.c.5 Personnel and tour operator experience
Tour operator and personnel experience is important to the conduct of safe and environmentally
sound tours. Many tour operators hire personnel with previous Antai·ctic experience, but this is
not always possible, especially given recent increases in Antai·ctic tourism. Personnel include
captains, officers, expedition leaders, cruise directors, naturalists/ lecturers, boat drivers and other
crew members. Ship personnel working in Antarctica are not required to meet special standai·ds,
although ship captains and officers may have experience in Antai·ctic waters. Some expedition
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leaders with no previous Antarctic experience have been hired to lead trips. Growth in the tour
industry may make it increasingly difficult for companies to find personnel with suitable
experience. The issue has been recognized by the Council of Managers of National Antarctic
Programs (COMNAP), but has yet to be resolved.

A number of important questions arise concerning tour operators and personnel new to the
Antarctic. Are they aware of Antarctic Treaty system provisions, current tourism regulations,
applicable national legislation and agreed tour operator and visitor guidelines in Antarctica? Are
they aware of their obligations to report activities in the Treaty Area to home governments if their
operations are organized in countries party to the Antarctic Treaty? Will boat chivers have
appropriate experience when operating landing craft in Antarctic conditions?
1.4.c.6 Frequency of visits
Data on all Antarctic tour visits reported to the respective Treaty governments have not yet been
compiled. However, data compiled by NSF on sites visited in the Antarctic Peninsula during the
past five seasons (1989/90 through 1993/94), covering US -based tour operators who reported their
visits in accordance with Antarctic Treaty Recommendation VIII-9, confirmed that more tourists
are visiting sites and an increasing number of sites are used for tourism. For example, during the
1993/94 season, Whalers Bay, Deception Island was visited 37 times by a total of 3480 tourists
from various cruise ships and Port Lockroy, Wieneke Island was visited by a total of 4274
tourists dming 30 visits. During previous seasons (from 1989/90 to 1992/93 inclusive) the latter
site was visited 7, 7, 19 and 22 times, by 796, 1067, 2615 and 2139 tourists respectively. During
the 1991/92 season, fewer than 45 sites in the Treaty Area were visited by tour operators having
reported their activities to NSF; by the 1993/94 season, this figure increased to nearly 70 (NSF
1994f). All US operators known to have offered crnises in the Antarctic during the 1991/92
season reported their activities to NSF, but not all reported after the 1992/93 or 1993/94 seasons;
therefore current data on the frequency of visits, although illuminating, are not complete. A
number of landing sites prove popular with tourists and are included on most ship itineraries, but
the effect of localized and repeated visits is not clearly understood. At present, little data are
available to establish correlations between the frequency of visits and environmental damage.
1.4.c.7 Ship design
Not all tour ships are ice-strengthened or icebreakers. Governments and environmentalists have
expressed 'the desirability of establishing special design and construction standards for vessels
operating in Antarctic waters' (Manheim 1990:15). This issue is especially relevant to ships
carrying large numbers of passengers and crew for which rescue capabilities might prove difficult
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or impossible to provide and is of particular importance due to the increasing number of tour
ships operating in the Antarctic and the potential risks to life, prope1ty and the environment.
coMNAP recommended that the setting of minimum standards for vessels to be used in the
Treaty Area be referred to the International Maritime Organization (IMO) for consideration
(COMNAP 1991).

1.5 Existing studies
This section outlines the need for Antarctic tourism research, presents a brief survey of existing
Antarctic tourism literature and describes other bodies of literature drawn upon for this study.
Other academic research and initiatives regarding Antarctic tomism are then summarized.
1.5.a The need for Antarctic tourism research
Tourism is the world's largest civilian industry (WTO 1991a:6). In 1992, it is estimated there
were 475 million international arrivals who spent a total of $278 billion (USD) (WTO 1993); in
1993, the estimated totals were 500 million international arrivals worldwide accompanied by
international tourism receipts of more than $324 billion (USD) (WTO 1994). The World Tourism
Organization (WTO) forecasts 661 million anivals for the year 2000 and 937 million for 2010
(ibid.). As a powerful commercial industry, tourism prompts public and political concern. The

size, scope, pervasiveness, economic weight and influence of the tourism industry have long
attracted academic interest. Tourism, as a field of enquiry, was discovered by social scientists
in the early 1970s and has since been systematically investigated in many regions of the world.
Although geographers have conducted research on tourism for at least fifty years, they have
published very little on the subject (Dann et al. 1988:2). Yet, there is growing awareness that
environmental issues arising from toUiist activity are increasingly important (Budowski 1976;
Butler 1991; Hall 1992; WTTER 1992:2; Hall and McArthur 1993) and merit the attention of
policymakers, travel companies, tour operators, tourists and others in order to minimize adverse
environmental effects. Research on the environmental effects of tourism in many parts of the
world has been undertaken in response to growing concern, including Antarctica, but is in its
infancy.

The extent to which tourist activity affects the environment depends on many factors including
the type of area visited, time of year (climate and weather), state of the local environment and
associated ecosystems and the extent to which natural variation affects the site, the frequency and
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nature of visits, duration of stay and visitor awareness of the environment. The effects tourist
activity has on the Antarctic environment are, at present, poorly understood . No comprehensive
study of Antarctic tourism has been conducted. Were tourist activity to increase rapidly within
a short time frame, policymakers would be placed in a difficult position if no baseline data on
the industry or the environment were available on which to base a policy response.
Environmental baseline data on tourist sites are needed to provide a reference point against which
factors such as natural variation and the environmental effects of tourism may be examined.
There is a need for long-term research on the environmental effects of Antarctic tourist activity
using scientific methods including 'an initial quantitative description against which the
consequences of possible future increased human activity can be assessed' (Fifield 1987:127).
Such research would shed light on important policy issues. Meanwhile, however, Antarctic
tourism regulations are agreed on the basis of available information.
1.5.b Antarctic tourism literature
Although a substantial tourism literature exists and tourism research methods have been assessed
(Pearce 1985; Dann et al. 1988; Hartmann 1988), literature concerning Antarctic tourism
specifically is scant since research is in its infancy. Academic studies on Antarctic tourism have
been conducted at the Master's degree level (Reich 1979; Mussack 1988; Christensen 1990;
Enzenbacher 1991; Tathoff 1994), but these did not entail travel to Antarctica. Other academic
studies that relate strongly to the subject have also been conducted (Nimon 1992; Harris 1993).
Section 1.5.d.3 describes research efforts currently underway at the University of Cambridge.
The importance of building on previous tourism research has been noted (Dann et al. 1988). This
study builds on Antarctic tourism research conducted by R.J. Reich (1979) at the Scott Polar
Research Institute, University of Cambridge. Later, Reich (1980) traced the development of
Antarctic tourism an4 conducted a study of Antarctic cruise ship tourism, publishing findings
from a trip aboard World Discoverer during the 1980/81 season (Codling [nee Reich] 1982a),
having noted the limitations of drawing conclusions from personal observation of one cruise (also
Dann et al. 1988:15). Despite these limitations, the research was significant because, for the first
time, it attempted to put the study of Antarctic tourism on a scientific footing. Reich's
contribution to research is widely acknowledged and her results continue to be cited. Study
conclusions called for the monito1ing of tourism sites, the education of science and support
personnel (so that when visited at research stations they might lead by example), a recommended
maximum of 130 passengers aboard Antarctic cruises and cooperation between tour operators and
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Treaty nations (Codling 1982a:9).

Data have been published regarding ship, yacht and airborne tour visits to the Treaty Area (Reich
1980; Codling 1982a; Boswall 1986; Swithinbank 1988-90, 1992a-b, 1993a-b, 1994; Headland
1989, 1994; Wace 1990; Poncet and Poncet 1991; Enzenbacher 1992a-b, 1993a-b, 1994a-b;
Beltramino 1993).

The effects of human visits on Antarctic wildlife have been reported

(Stonehouse 1965; Thompson 1977; Culik et al. 1990; Wilson et al. 1990, 1991; Trivelpiece
1991; Fraser 1993; Fraser and Patterson 1994a-b).

The effects of tourism on Antarctic science programs have been considered (Tangley 1988;
Monastersky 1993; Donachie 1994; Enzenbacher 1994a). The legal status of tourists and
regulatory issues have been discussed in varying degrees of detail (Boczek 1988; HeIT 1989; HeIT
and Davis 1993; Beck 1994). The economics of Antarctic tourism (Wilder 1992; White 1994),
monitoring Antarctic tourists (Stonehouse 1992, 1993; Acero and AguiITe 1994) and the role of
environmental management and monitoring (HaITis 1991a-c, 1994; Kriwoken 1991; Champ et al.
1992; Hams and Meadows 1992) have also been considered.
'Of equal importance to the study of Antarctic tourism are the tourists, their motivations and
activities' (Smith 1994:226). At present, tour operators have access to demographic information
on tourists they have brought to Antarctica, but such data are closely guarded to protect
commercial interests and are difficult to obtain. To date, little research investigating these issues
has been conducted (Butler 1980:6), although some preliminary work has been published by
Bauer (1994) and Hughes (1994). Visitor satisfaction and the conservation needs of the area
visited can be met provided tours are properly managed. Tourism research literature can best
inform the tourism management and policy decision-making process when the most appropriate
field methods are employed. The foci and methods of tourism research vary greatly since tourism
has many dimensions, each of which can be approached from different viewpoints, employing
various means of investigation (Dann et al. 1988:3). The field methods employed for this study
appear in Chapter 4.

A number of journal special issues devoted to ecotourism (Weiler 1993), scientific requirements
for Antarctic conservation (Moghissi and Moghissi 1987) and environmental awareness in
Antarctica (Kennicutt and Champ 1992) have recently been published. Each contains one or
more articles concerning Antarctic tourism. A noteworthy development occurred in 1994 when
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the first journal special issue devoted solely to Antarctic tourism was published in the Annals of
Tourism Research (Smith and Splettstoesser 1994). A book providing 'the first comprehensive
overview of tourism in the polar regions' (Hall and Johnston 1993:1) and devoting approximately
half of the material to Antarctica, is due to be published in 1995 (Hall and Johnston in prep).
Accounts of Antarctic tourism have appeared in the popular press since trips were first offered
(Lewis 1975, 1979; Lindblad and Fuller 1983; Sammons 1985; Lewis and George 1987; NSF
1990a, 1991c, 1992h, 1993m); many offer superficial treatment of the issues. Some articles
contain unsubstantiated or emotive comments, others are unbalanced or posit extremist positions.
Misconceptions and misinformation have resulted. Current academic research on Antarctic
tourism, while new, may serve to redress the balance, but myths, once circulating in the popular
press, are notoriously difficult to counteract.
1.5.c Other literature and information
This study has also drawn upon literature from other academic disciplines including tourism
studies (Mathieson and Wall 1982; McIntosh and Goeldner 1984; Edington and Edington 1986),
survey design (Moser and Kalton 1979; de Vaus 1991), environmental studies, wilderness
management (Hendee et al. 1990) and Antarctic law (Redgwell 1990) and policy studies. Other
important sources included Antarctic Treaty system documents (especially Antarctic Treaty
Consultative Meeting (ATCM) infmmation and working papers); legal and-governmental repmts
and documents; and papers, presentations and reports on Antarctic tourism or related issues from
international meetings, conferences and symposia. These were supplemented by survey work and
notes from fieldwork including interviews conducted during this study.
Obvious gaps in the literature included scientific reports based on long-term studies of the
environmental effects.of Antarctic tourism, statistics covering all forms of tourist activity and tour
operators in Antarctica and official reports containing either detailed information on how tours
are conducted and managed in the Treaty Area or findings fro!ll a substantive review of Antarctic
tourism.
1.5.d Other academic research and government-sponsored initiatives
1.5.d. l United States National Science Foundation sponsored Antarctic tourism research
The US National Science Foundation has sponsored a number of initiatives aimed at providing
information on Antarctic tourism operations and their environmental effects. These effmts are
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significant because they represent positive steps being taken by a
Treaty Party based on an
examination of its role as a steward of the Antarctic and what this
entails with respect to
commercial tourist activity in the Treaty Area.
1.5.d. l.a Tourism research as part of the Long-Term Ecological
Research Project
NSF has established a global network of sites for Long-Term Ecological
Research

(LTER) 5 in

order to gain a clearer understanding of larger and longer scale ecolog
ical processes worldwide.
The project incorporates a wide range of environments and research approa
ches (Quetin and Ross
1992:233). The sixteenth LTER site was established in the vicinity
of Palmer station (US) off
the west coast of the Antarctic Peninsula in 1990. 'The central hypoth
esis of the Palmer LTER
states that many significant biological processes in the Antarctic marine
environment are strongly
affected by physical factors, particularly the annual advance and retreat
of pack ice and variations
in ocean currents' (ibid.:234). 6 It is necessary to understand the physic
al processes affecting an
ecosystem in order to assess the extent to which specific activities
such as tourism alter the
environment. A comprehensive strategy for any environmental resear
ch program should include
long-term environmental baseline data as well as shorter, more intens
ive study of processes
(ibid.).

Long-term studies that compare coincident environmental change at tourist

sites with control sites

not visited by tourists have not yet been conducted in Antarctica and
are needed to differentiate
between natural ecosystem variability and changes caused by tourism
(Fraser 1990). Responding
to this need, NSF announced at its July 1993 meeting with Antarctic
tour operators that it has
funded tourism research on Torgersen Island7 for the next five years as
part of the LTER program
at Palmer station (Kiernan 1993; Enzenbacher 1994c:427). Two resear
chers were placed on the
island to collect data beginning in October 1993. This represents the
first Antarctic tourism study
funded by a national Antarctic program. Data collected on tourist visits
will be considered in the
light of environmental _baseline data collected at the site over the past
two decades (and compared
with that of four other nearby islands), including population data on
adelie penguins (Pygoscelis

5

The LTER network began in 1980 with six sites in the continental United States
and has now
expanded to 18 sites (LTER Network Office 1993).
6

'(l)nterannual cycles and/or trends in the annual extent of pack ice are
likely to have
significant effects on all levels of the food web, from total annual primar
y production to breeding
success in seabirds' (Quetin and Ross 1992:234).
7

Torgersen Island (64°46'S, 64°05'W) is located near Palmer station (US),
on Anvers Island
near the Antarctic Peninsula.
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adeliae), predation pressure, prevailing wind direction, snow deposition and the respective island
topographic features, along with other factors known to influence local ecosystems, such as

oceanic and atmospheric processes and past patterns of human activity. The effects of tour visits
on adelie penguins breeding on the island are of primary interest.

In a paper presented at the Sixth Scientific Committee on Antarctic Research (SCAR) Biology
Symposium in Venice, a chief scientist on the Palmer LTER project looking at first season
(1993/94) results from the tourism study on Torgersen Island postulated that 'data suggest that
the potentially adverse effects of tourism and research may be negligible relative to the effects
imposed by long-term changes in other environmental variables' (Fraser and Patterson 1994a).
Decreases in adelie populations on islands with an absence of human activity suggest that other
processes have been involved (Fraser and Patterson 1994b). However, great care should be taken
to avoid drawing from these preliminary findings any general conclusions about the
environmental effects of Antarctic tourism and how the industry should be managed or regulated.
Noting that these findings were made after the study's first season of fieldwork, the data must
be viewed in the light of a number of reservations. One limitation of the study is that it is site
and species specific. Also, the site lies near Arthur Harbor, the area in which the Argentine
resupply vessel Bahia Paraiso grounded and spilled 600,000 l of diesel fuel arctic in January
1989. Although the amount spilled, its volatility rate and the dynamic local weather and current
conditions tended to minimize long-term contamination of the area (Kennicutt and Sweet
1992:303), it will be difficult to establish conclusively the extent to which environmental change
in the area may still be attributed to the oil spill. It is not clear how the study will determine the
environmental effects specifically caused by tourism. Therefore, the findings are stated without
knowing the level of environmental change attributable to tourism. All of the study sites used
for comparison have previously been used to conduct other research. The study is unable to
compare environmental change at a site used solely for tourism with a site having either no
history of human use or a history of other use. Perhaps more importantly, the study begs the
question of how humans uphold their environmental responsibilities. Even if the findings are
true, Treaty Parties, science and support personnel, tour operators and tourists would not be
absolved from their responsibilities while in.the Treaty Area. Scientific research and tourism are
conducted in many other parts of the world. It does not follow that efforts to regulate human
activity should be abandoned because the effects imposed by long-term change caused by other
environmental variables are greater than those caused by tourism and research. After reading the
preliminary findings one is left wondering whether they will provide an excuse for irresponsible
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human behavior in Antarctica and whether the investigators have considered that tourist activity
is likely to continue in the Treaty Area for the foreseeable future and therefore needs to be
properly managed and regulated. While it will not be possible to draw from the study any
conclusions about other landing sites home to different species or the cumulative impacts of
Antarctic tourist activity, it may yield important information on the local ecosystem that can then
be entered into a tourism database to increase current understanding of the nature and scale of
the environmental effects of Antarctic tourism. LTER findings, data on tourism management
practices, tourist landings and different species at other Antarctic sites and other environmental
baseline data will all help to develop a framework within which to consider what, if any, new
guidelines or environmental regulations need to be established for the region.
1.5.d. l.b Data collected from the United States Antarctic Program Observer Program
Final season reports from the United States Antarctic Program (USAP) Observer Program are
distributed at the annual NSF/Antarctic Tour Operators Meeting and to relevant government
agencies (NSF 1991a-b, 1992d-f, I993g-l, 1994g-k).8 These unpublished reports provide
information on how tours are conducted in the Treaty Area and tourist behavior at landing sites.
The reports contain two parts and range in length from three to 12 pages, six being average. The
first part of early reports is organized under the following headings: quality of briefings,
adherence to conservation measures, coordination with other vessels and cooperation with the
USAP observer. Later reports briefly discuss visitor conduct ashore under a fifth heading. The
second part of the reports contains recommendations. This study draws upon information
contained in the NSF Observer Program final season reports where appropriate. NSF observers
also complete cruise summary reports and individual site visit reports (NSF 1992f:1), but these
were not available for study. A copy of the form used by USAP observers to collect data on
individual site visits appears as Figure 1.5. Although data from the observer program are not
collected as part of a scientific study, research methods such as direct field observation and
participant observation are employed to gather information. As such, the observer program
represents a form of NSF sponsored research on Antarctic tourism.
There are limitations on data collected under the USAP Observer Program. Since findings are
limited to tour operators based in the United States, comparable information on the growing
number of ships run by operators based outside of the US is not available and in many cases does

8

The USAP Observer Program and NSF/Antarctic Tour Operators Meetings are described
further in Sections 3.3.a and 3.3.b respectively.
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Figure 1.5 Form (containing two pages) used by observers from the United States Antarctic
Program Observer Program during the 1990/91 season for each tour landing made by
cruise ships in the Treaty Area. Source: NSF 1990b
1990-91
REfORl.'

VESSE[/CRJISE

I.

IANDING

CN srIB VISITED

#:

ll!'\TE:
IANDING

Coordinates: -

------

General Description of Site:
A.

Terrain arrl Plant Life Present:

B.

Wildlife Life Present:

C.

Weather Conditions:

PASSENGERS I.ANDED AT SITE
Number of Passengers:

Number of Crf:M:

Ratio of Passengers and CrfM to Tour Guides:
Dlration of Visit:
IlI.

-----

srrn

Name of Site:

II.
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Figure 1.5 continued

c. Adherence to Antarctic conservation Act:
1.

Actual or Potential Violations (description of activity and action
taken):

2.

IV.

Policing Activities (by tour guides, by USAP Obsel:ver, other):

USAP OIEERVERS - SUl+1ARY cx:J.t,tENIB OF VISIT

A.

Problems Noticed:

B.

Actions Taken and By Wham:

c.

Recamrrerrlation s:
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not exist. Final season reports submitted by observers vary considerably
in overall quality and
amount of detail provided.
Data reported to the US Government by Antarctic tour operators based
in the US are also
compiled and distributed by NSF's Office of Polar Programs. Data compi
led include names of
tour operators, vessels, captains, pursers, expedition leaders and countr
ies in which vessels are
registered, cruise numbers, total numbers of tourists, staff and crew,
dates landings are made,
landing site names (with coordinates), numbers of tourists, staff and crew
landed at different sites
in the Treaty Area, numbers of tourists, staff and crew aboard boat cruise
s made in the Treaty
Area and nationalities of tourists. Based on these reports, NSF also compi
les statistics on total
numbers of tourists landed at sites in the Treaty Area (NSF 1992c,g, 1993a
,d-e, 1994d-f; National
Research Council 1993). Data are also used internally by NSF in its
policy decision-making
process.
1.5.d.2 IN.FUE.TUR initiatives
The Tourism Board of Tierra del Fuego (IN.FUE.TUR) established
an Antarctic Unit in
September 1992 to contribute to the international network of parties
involved with Antarctic
tourism; create an information center (in Ushuaia, Argentina) for Antarc
tic visitors and tour
industry personnel; study and assess Antarctic tourism conducted throug
h the port of Ushuaia;
and assess the adequacy of Tierra del Fuego 's infrastructure and faciliti
es for Antarctic tour
operations (Galimberti 1993a). The Antarctic Unit of IN.FUE.TUR also
distributed an Antarctic
Tour Operator Survey during the 1992/93 and 1993/94 seasons to study
the flow of ships and
visitors involved in Antarctic tourism that use Ushuaia as a departure
or transit p01t. Results
appear in annual reports (Galimberti and Bugnest 1993; IN.FUE.TUR
1994) that include ship
names, tour operators, passenger and staff figures and Ushuaia arrival/depar
ture dates. Data are
compiled to present the total number of passengers, average passenger
load per ship, staff to
passenger ratios for . each ship and landings made during each trip.
Reports also include
comparative analyses with Ushuaia-based Antarctic tourist activity condu
cted during previous
seasons. Nine of the 11 cruise ships operating in the Treaty Area during
the 1993/94 season
transited through the port of Ushuaia, involving 43 of 66 (more than
65% of) Antarctic cruises
made that season and more than 60% (4689 of 7760) of all cruise
passengers (IN.FUE.TUR
1994). The organization of an international database on Antarctic tomism
was also proposed
(Galimberti 1993b).
1.5.d.3 Other initiatives, academic research and surveys
COMNAP commissioned the International Centre for Antarctic Information
and
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Research (ICAIR)

in Christchurch, New Zealand to develop an international Antarctic tourism database in 1993.
Data will be integrate d into a Geographical Information Systems (GIS) database. The project's
coordinators develope d a standardized form for use by tour operators in Antarctica beginning with
the 1993/94 season. 9 Forms are to be sent to the home governments of the tour operators
involved. Reported data can then be entered into ICAIR's International Database on Antarctic
Tourism (IDAT). 10 This development addresses a gap in the current handling of data on
Antarctic tourist activity and will prove invaluable to science, tourism and environm ental policy
planners provided parties cooperate to provide the necessary info1mation.
The Antarctic Tourism Research Association (ATRA) was formed in July 1993 in Canada to
serve as an information clearinghouse for anyone conducting Antarctic tourism research. All
researchers are strongly encourag ed to join. 11

Other research on Antarctic tourism is currently underway. Stonehouse (1992) set out plans for
monitoring shipborn e visitors in Antarctica. Acero and Aguirre (1994) described a monitoring
research plan for tourism in Antarctica. Both of these research efforts complem ent this study by
considering Antarctic tourism management issues. The forthcoming findings are expected to
provide policyma kers with further information on how tours are conducte d in the Treaty Area.
The research team from the Scott Polar Research Institute, University of Cambridg e, headed by
Dr. Bernard Stonehouse, conducted research on Antarctic tourism at Cuverville Island during the
1992/93 season (Stonehouse 1993) and at Cuverville Island and Hannah Point, Livingsto n Island
during the 1993/94 season. The team also undertook research in the Antarctic Peninsula during
the 1994/95 season. 12 At both Peninsula sites, team members monitored the effects of tour visits
on the environm ent and considered visitor management techniques that might be applied to the
9

The form was revised for 1994/95 season distribution after comments were received from
tour operators having used it during the 1993/94 pilot season and other parties approached by ICAIR.
10

So named at the start of the 1994/95 tourism season.

11

Membership is free by writing to: Professor Kenneth J. White, Department of Economics,
University of British Columbia, Vancouver, B.C. V6T lZl Canada; Email: ken@unixg.ubc.ca or Fax:
1-604-822-5915. ATRA maintains an online bibliography available to anyone who has access to a
gopher server on the Internet. To access ATRA information type: gopher gopher.econ.ubc.ca and
select the Antarctica menu.
12

The name given to the research project is Project Antarctic Conservation; 1994/95 marked
the fourth consecutive field season for the project.
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sites.

Research is also underway on Cuverville Island to investigate non-intrusive ways of
studying human impacts on penguins. Fieldwork during the 1992/93 season resulted in the
preparation of three draft management proposals for Antarctic Specially Managed Areas (ASMAs)
covering Cuverville Island, Danco Island and the Errera Channel; Port Lockroy; and Hannah
Point, respectively. The project's '(s)hipborne research will include the developm ent of a model
for a system of inspecting all tourist-based activities ashore and afloat' (ibid.:332). Three
doctoral research students at the University of Cambridge are in various stages of writing up their
findings based on this fieldwork (Crosbie in prep; Davis in prep; Nimon in prep).
Other Antarctic tourism surveys have been developed by Lou Sanson (personal communi cation
1993) of the Departme nt of Conservation, Invercargill, New Zealand and Pamela Davis (personal
communication 1993) of the Scott Polar Research Institute, University of Cambridge, but results
have yet to be published.

1.6 Thesis aims, methodology, scope, orientation and organization
1.6.a Aims
The following points should be clear from the preceding discussion. Compreh ensive data on the
size of the Antarctic tourism industry are not available from a central source. Not all operators
report to home governments as required under ATS provisions.

However, from the figures

available it is clear that Antarctic tourist activity has increased significantly in recent years. The
overwhelming majority of Antarctic tourists arrive aboard cruise ships. A detailed study of the
management of Antarctic tourism has never before been undertaken. Very little is known about
the tourists who travel to Antarctica, what motivates them to visit, how satisfied they are with
their trips, how they are managed aboard ship and ashore in the Treaty Area and what happens
at landing sites visited repeatedly during the limited summer tourism season. The cumulati ve
environmental effects -of Antarctic tourism are unknown, but given the size of the industry and
nature of the environm ent they may be expected to be significant even though they may not
easily be measured. A number of regulations governing tour industry practices have been
proposed or are in use. Anecdotal evidence suggests that breaches frequently occur. However,
no thorough investigation of industry compliance with regulations . or assessme nt of the
effectiveness of existing regulations has been conducted.
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In the light of these points, this study undertook to 1) collect data on Antarc
tic tourist activity
to establish the size of the industry and note recent developments and
current trends; 2) consider
the collective body of instruments that serve to regulate Antarctic tourism;
3) monitor tourist
activity at a popular Antarctic site to document what happens when tourists land;
4) compare tour
operator management practices aboard ship and ashore at different sites in the
Treaty Area; 5)
collect demographic, motivational and attitudinal information on tourists visiting
Antarctica; 6)
note levels of regulatory compliance and assess the adequacy of current regulat
ions; and 7)
determine what, if any, policy options are available to improve the management
of Antarctic
tourism. The achievement of these aims will provide both a basis for info1m
ed policy decisionmaking and baseline data on the Antarctic tour industry for future researc
h on tourism
demographics and the environmental effects of tourism.
1.6.b Methodology

This research considered the current forms of tourism available in the Antarc
tic and the various
means available by which to study them. Cruise ship tourism was selected as
the focus of this
study since previous research revealed that most tourists in Antarctica arrived
aboard cruise ships
(Reich 1980; Enzenbacher 1991:24,26). 13
Site usage, visitor density, duration of stay, types of activities and the character,
personality traits,
socioeconomic characteristics, motivations, attitudes, expectations and levels
of satisfaction of
tourists influence the extent to which the physical environment is affecte
d by tour visits
(Mathieson and Wall 1982:22; O'Reilly 1986:255). With these factors in
mind, this study
considered the most effective means by which to gather relevant inf01mation on
Antarctic tourists
and the management of Antarctic tourism and developed a three-pronged approa
ch through which
to conduct fieldwork.

1. The first fieldwork component consisted of a field monitoring project to observ
e visitor
conduct at a site visited repeatedly by tour groups, yie\d insight into
how shore-based
management practices differ between Antarctic tour operators and interview
cruise staff and
tourists at the landing beach. Half Moon Island, South Shetland Islands was
selected as a field

13

Data indicate that nearly 98% of tourists in Antarctica during the 1993/94 season traveled
aboard cruise ships and 97% arrived on cruise ships or yachts during the 1990/91
, 1991/92 and
1992/93 seasons.
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site due to its popularity with tour operators and touris
ts, the variety of wildlife and ease of
access; more than 2000 tourists visited the site while it
was monitored during January 1992. 14
The management practices of the six tour operators that visite
d the site were compared and levels
of regulatory compliance for operators and tourists were
noted.
2. The second fieldwork component entailed accompanyi
ng tour ships to the Antarctic to gather
data on how management practices differ between tour
operators both aboard ship and ashore.
Of particular interest were shipboard education programs
and landings made at a variety of other
Antarctic sites. Four different ships and operators were
studied.
3. The third fieldwork component involved developing
a survey to collect demographic,
motivation al and attitudinal information from Antarctic touris
ts. Such information yields insight
into the development of Antarctic tourism, its market force
s, current trends and future demand.
Factors contributing to visitor satisfaction were of particular
interest. To gain the most direct and
expedient access to Antarctic tourists, permission was obtai
ned from tour operators to distribute
a two-part questionnaire among passengers aboard Antarctic
cruises. Seven operators participated
in the study . A total of 1796 questionnaires were collected.
Results may also be used to inform
the tourism management and policy decision-making proce
ss.

This dissertation makes an original contribution to know
ledge on the management of Antarctic
tourism aboard ship and ashore at landing sites in
the Treaty Area; the growth, recent
developments and current trends of the Antarctic tourism
industry; demographic and attitudinal
information on Antarctic tourists; and gaps in Antarctic
tourism management and policy. This
study represents the first doctoral research on Antarctic touris
m and management issues known
to the author. The study collected original field data
on Antarctic tourism using scientific
methods, in order to consider current tourism policy as it
applies to tourists and tour operators
in the Treaty Area , assess the adequacy of current tourism
regulations and consider policy options
available to Antarctic policymakers, all in an attempt to
provide a scientific basis for the future
developme nt of Antarctic tourism policy. Furthermore, this
research attempts to contribute to the
development of a rationale for the scientific study of the
environmental effects of Antarctic
tourism.

14

More tourists visited Half Moon Island during the 1991/92
season before and after
monitoring took place at the site; these other documented visits
appear in Chapter 5.
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This study provides the first set of baseline data on Antarctic landin
gs and tour visits collected
on tour operators based in different countries. Some information
that relied solely on the
cooperation of tour operators was difficult to obtain. Some replies
to questions asked of staff
members from the same ship were inconsistent. Answers were not alway
s able to be provided.
Some tourism or tourism management issues were not studied due to
time or other constraints.
Nevertheless, this study represents a significant body of data. Other
initiatives are underway to
yield information on Antarctic tourism; collectively, findings will provid
e a more accurate picture
of the nature and scale of Antarctic tourist activity and the emerg
ing issues that face
policymakers.

1.6.c Scope
As a doctoral research project, there are limits on its scope. The study
investigates only the most
important current tourism policy issues being considered in the Antarc
tic Treaty forum and
acknowledges that many aspects of tourism operations, details of Antarc
tic tourism's regulatory
framework and policy implications are not covered. Data were collected
with a view to providing
policymakers with relevant and accurate information on the nature and
scale of Antarctic tourist
activity. Further research is clearly indicated (see Chapter 9); this study
provides a groundwork.
1.6.d Orientation
The unique Antarctic environment needs to be protected; the continent
has a major influence on
global climate and weather systems and serves as an important labora
tory for numerous studies
aimed at understanding global problems (Walton and Morris 1990:2
69). The intrinsic and
scientific value of many parts of the Antarctic has yet to be established.
The extent to which past
and current human activities have affected the Antarctic environment
and its dependent and
associated ecosystems is not fully understood. For these reasons
caution is indicated where
human activity in Antarctica, especially the development of commercial
industries, is concerned.
The environmental orientation of this study is rooted in the idea that human
s have a responsibility
to minimize the extent to which their activities impact the environment
insofar as is politically,
culturally, economically and technologically possible. Concern center
s on the idea that history
has taught only too well that advances made in the name of progress
are often accompanied by
issues that might not have been foreseen or may ultimately result
in a less than favorable
outcome. The notion that generations to follow , without an environment
al voice at present, need
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to be considered on a continuing basis, underpins the concern. Mindful of the special legal and
political status of Antarctica, its designation as a Special Conservation Area, and convinced of
the need to develop a comprehensive regime for the protection of the Antarctic environment and
its dependent and associated ecosystems (Preamble to the Madrid Protocol), Treaty Parties
continue to undertake, on a self-appointed basis, stewardship of the Antarctic. Inherent in this
role is the responsibility to establish the environmental effects of all forms of human activity
occurring in the Treaty Area; keep all Antarctic operators, whether governmental, private or
commercial, accountable for their actions while in the Antarctic and the effects they may be
having on the environment to a minimum; and address the ever-emerging difficult issues arising
from Antarctic tourist activity on an ongoing basis.
1.6.e Organization

The remainder of this dissertation presents the results from each of the three fieldwork
components and analyzes their implications for Antarctic tourism management and policymaking.
Chapter Two presents detailed statistics documenting the recent growth of the Antarctic tourism
industry. Chapter Three describes the regulatory framework for tourism conducted in the Treaty
Area, with particular emphasis on the provisions of the Madrid Protocol. Chapter Four sets out
the field methods employed for this study. Fieldwork results appear in three separate chapters.
Chapter Five presents findings from the tourism monitoring project. Chapter Six compares
shipboard and shore management practices of four different operators. Chapter Seven presents
results from the two-part questionnaire distributed among Antarctic tourists. Chapter Eight draws
<,

on fieldwork results and what is known about the environmental effects of Antarctic tourism to
assess the adequacy of current tourism regulations. Chapter Nine considers some of the policy
options available within the Antarctic Treaty system for improving tourism management. Chapter
Ten presents the conclusions of the study and suggests directions for further Antarctic tourism
research.
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Chapter 2 The growth of the Antarctic tourism industry
This chapter presents statistics drawing on published and unpublished sources and fieldwork to
document the growth of the Antarctic tourism industry over the last 37 years. Emphasis is placed
on the substantial growth that has occurred during the course of this study (1991/92 to 1994/95).
2.1 Tour ship visits since the 1957/58 season
Reich (1980) compiled a list of Antarctic cruises made from January 1958 to February 1980.
This study builds on Reich's work by providing a comprehensive list of known Antarctic cruises
made from 1957/58 to 1993/94 that documents the growth of the industry over time (Appendix
A). Between January 1958 and March 1994, a total of 462 cruises carried more than 60,000
tourists to the Antarctic (Table 2.1). Only a few ships (from one to four), carried Antarctic
tourists each season prior to 1987/88 (Appendix A and Table 2.1).
2.2 Recent growth of the Antarctic tourism industry
Data indicate Antarctic tomism is currently experiencing a substantial period of growth, this
during a time when many major world economies have been in recession. Totals from the
1989/90, 1990/91, 1991/92, 1992/93 and 1993/94 seasons for airborne and seaborne activity were
2581, 4842, 6567, 7222 and 7933 respectively. This represents a three-fold increase in the last
five years. More than 42% of all shipborne tourists who have ever been to the Antarctic traveled
there during the 1990/91, 1991/92, 1992/93 and 1993/94 seasons. Figures 2.1 to 2.3 illustrate
increases in Antarctic cruise tourists, cruises made and ships used to make cruises.
2.2.a 1991/92 season activity
During the 1991/92 season 10 cruise ships, one navy vessel, one small chartered vessel, 17 yachts
and various aircraft carried at least 6567 tourists to the Antarctic; 6254 aboard ships, 135 on
yachts and 178 on aircraft. In comparison, during the same season, a total of 4115 scientists and
support personnel worked at more than 40 stations in Antarctica (CIA 1993:12). The 10 cruise
ships made a total of 49 trips. A total of 1990 berths aboard cruise ships went unused during the
1991/92 season; on average, cruise ships traveled 76% full. Had all cruises been fully booked,
a total of 8186 passengers would have visited Antarctica. Table 2.2 provides a list of ships and
operators involved in Antarctic tourism during the 1991/92 season including numbers of trips and
tourists. Table 2.3 provides a list of yachts that visited the Antarctic during the 1991/92 season,
the majority of which departed from Ushuaia, Argentina.
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Table 2.1 Numbers of ships used to carry tourists, total touris
t cruises offered and shipborne
tourists each summer season in Antarctica from 1957/58
to March 1994. Note the
lack of data available on shipborne tourism between
the 1958/59 and 1965/66
seasons. The sudden rise in the number of shipborne touris
ts during the 1974/75
season is attributable to cruises offered by large ships with
capacities of 474 and 800,
respectively. Source: Appendix A
Year

1957/58
1958/59
1965/66
1966/67
1967/68
1968/69
1969/70
1970/71
1971/72
1972/73
1973/74
1974/75
1975/76
1976/77
1977/78
1978/79
1979/80
1980/81
1981/82
1982/83
1983/84
1984/85
1985/86
1986/87
1987/88
1988/89
1989/90
1990/91
1991/92
1992/93
1993/94

No. of ships used

No. of cruises

1
2
1
1
3
2
2
2
4
3
3
3
2
4
4
2
2
2
3
2
2
1
4
3
6
6
5
9
12
16
12

2
2
1
2
5
5
4
4
6
8
5
11
10
7
9
7
6
8
10
7
8
6
11
16
27
31
21
32
54
68
69
Totals

462
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No. of tourists

194
344
58
94
257
1712
972
943
984
2075
1876
4012
2250
1068
845
1048
855
839
1430
707
822
506
884
1754
2751
3110
2347
4491
6254
6983
7790
60,255

Figure 2.1 Histogram showing the increase in the number of Antarctic shipborne tourists from
1957/58 to 1993/94. Sources: Table 2.1; Enzenbacher 1994b:107
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Figure 2.2 Histogram showing the increase in the number of Antarctic cruises from 1957/58 to
1993/94. Source: Table 2.1
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Figure 2.3 Histo gram showing the increase in the number of
ships used for Antarctic tourism
from 1957/58 to 1993/ 94. Source: Table 2.1
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Table 2.2

List of ships (in order of passenger capacity) and operators in
the Antarctic during
the 1991/ 92 seaso n including numbers of trips, tourists and
totals. N.B. Abel J
passe nger numb er exceeds ship's capacity because it reflects
passengers and crew
having chang ed during the cours e of the charter.
Sources: NSF 1992b;
Enzen bache r 1993a:241

Ship

Operator

Ship capacity

Ocean Princess
Daphne
Vistamar
Colum bus Carav elle

Ocean Cruise Lines
Costa Cruise Lines
Plan tours• Partner
International Cruise Center
Frontier Spirit
Salen Lindblad Cruising
Illiria
Travel Dynamics
World Disco verer
Society Expeditions
Society Explo rer
Society Expeditions
Piloto Pardo
Chilean Navy
Professor Molchanov Quark Expeditions/
Plancius
Boris Petro v
International Polar Cruises
Abel J
Chart er vessel
(BBC charter)

480
406
285
250
164
140
140
98
46
40

3
1
2
5
6
9
9
8
4
4

1152
350
445
770
655
833
1035
768
40
139

36
13

2
1

49
18

54

6254

Totals
45

No. cruises Tourists

I

I
11

Table 2.3 Yachts known to have visited Antarctica during the 1991/92 season. Numbers of trips made, fare-paying
passengers and crew are provided when known, with totals. Damien ll was chartered by the BBC. Ksar
reportedly turned back before reaching the Antarctic; its passengers were not counted. Oviri planned to
winter in the Treaty Area, but encountered engine trouble and diverted to South Georgia. Tradewind
totals are estimated. *Denotes yachts carrying fare-paying passengers. Source: Enzenbacher 1993a:242
Yacht
Antarctica
Assent
Asma
Balthazar
Betelgeuze
Cloud Nine
Croix St. Paul*
Curlew
Damien ll
Freydis
Kotick I*
Kotick I*
Ksar
Merivuokko
Northern Light
Oviri
Pelagic*
Scherzo*
Tieck Aydewich
Tradewind*
Tradewind*

Trip number
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2

Passengers

6

Crew
2
2
3
4

Total
10
2
2
9
4

6

6

2
2
3
2
3
3

5
2
3
2
5
8

2
2

2
2

3

2
2

19
19

9
9

9
5
3
28
28

Total

135

3

2
5

7

2.2.b 1992/93 season activity
During the 1992/93 season, a record high of 12 cruise ships were used along with four navy
vessels, 10 yachts and various aircraft, to bring 7222 tourists to the Antarctic. Data collected by
the author during fieldwork and figures reported to the NSF Office of Polar Programs and the
Antarctic Unit of IN.FUE.TUR (Galimberti and Bugnest 1993) indicate that of this record high
total, 6983 traveled aboard ships, 54 on yachts and 185 aboard aircraft. Table 2.4 lists cruise
ships used in the Antarctic during the 1992/93 season with capacities. This represents an increase
of nearly 10% over the previous season's record high of 6567 tourists. Twelve cruise ships
carried 6933 passengers aboard a total of 63 Antarctic cruises during the 1992/93 season; 57
cruises were made to the Antarctic Peninsula, six cruises were offered to East Antarctica and/or
the Ross Sea region. In all, nearly 29% more cruises were made than the previous season. The
remaining shipborne tourists traveled aboard Chilean Navy vessels (50 tourists) or yachts. Private
commercial aircraft carried passengers to the interior for mountain climbing trips and visits to the
geographic South Pole (NSF 1992b) and Twin Otter flights offered by Aerovias DAP of Punta
Arenas brought tourists to Chile's Teniente Rodolfo Marsh Station on King George Island
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Table 2.4 Tour operators in the Antarctic during the 1992/93 season, with
ship names, numbers of cruises and tourists, registries, capacities, load
factors, whether the operator reported their visit(s) to the Treaty Area and regions
in which operators are primarily based and/or market tours.
N.B. Operator market lists may not be complete; major known markets are
listed as estimated in order of market share. Aus=Australia,
Eur=Europe, Jpn=Japan, NA=North America, SA=South America and US=Un
ited States. *Denotes estimated number of passengers. Source:
Enzenbacher 1994b: 106

Ship

Akademik \lavilov

Opera tor

Quark Expeditions
Plancius

Columbus Caravelle
Europa
faplorer

Transocean-Tours

Frontier Spiril

SeaQuest Cruises

llli1ia

Travel Dynamic s. Inc.
APSARA charter

.i:,.

-...l

Hapag-Lloyd
Abercrombie & Kent

Kap itan Khlebnikov
North ern Ranger

Quark Expeditions

Ocea11 Princess
Professor Molchanov
Vistamar
World Discorerer

Paq_uet/Ocean Cruise Lines

Blyth and Company Travel

Total numbe r
of Touris ts

5
1
7
1
9
3
5
1
3
6
3

236
53
1029
530
613

1

Yelcho

Navy vessel

1

Total

Aus, US, Eur. SA
Eur

N

Eur. US,

N

Eur

y
y
y

US, Eur

Russia

120

Canada

96

73

N

NA

480
40
285
140

73
80
98
73

N

US, Eur

y

Aus, US, Eur, SA

N

Eur

y

US, Eur

N

SA
SA
SA
SA

6933

Navy vessel

y
y

218

63

Pilato Pardo

Base/
Marke t

Liberia

8

Navy vessel

75

Repor ted

459
100

3
8

2
1

Load Factor
%

Bahamas

Plantours·Partner

Navy vessel

Russia

Capac ity

320

Quark Expeditions
Clipper Cruise Line

Regist ry

63
71
59
73
70
65
66
71
65

418
1054
256
834
813

Sub-total

Galrnrino
Lautaro

Numb er of
Cruise s

20*
10*
10*
10*
6983

Bahama s

250

Germany

730
98
164
140

Liberia

Bahamas
Russia
Panama
Liberia

Mean
Chile

'

•)

y

US , Eur, Jpn
US, Eur
Eur
US, Aus, Eur

71

Chile

N

Chile

N

Chile

N

SA

(Swithinbank 1993b). The commercial overllight of Antarctica marketed by Air Adventu
re
Australia was canceled (Council of Adult Education 1992).
A total of 2858 berths went unused during the 1992/93 season; on average, cruise ships
traveled
71 % full (Table 2.4). Had all cruises been fully booked, a total of 9791 passengers would
have
visited the Antarctic.

Nine of the 12 cruise · ships were operated by members of IAATO,
representing 51 of the 63 available cruises. Five tour companies that were not IAATO member
s
brought 1935 passengers on 12 cruises. In all, 72% (4998 of 6933) of cruise ship passeng
ers
were carried by members of IAATO, a notable decrease from the 1991/92 season when member
s
carried 86% (5280 of 6196) of cruise ship tourists.
At least 10 yachts visited the Antarctic during the 1992/93 season. Table 2.5 lists passeng
er
numbers, destinations and other details. Nine yachts visited the Antarctic Peninsula and
at least
five carried fare-paying passengers. Greenpeace chartered a yacht for the season to
conduct
inspections in the Peninsula region. Having previously used a ship for this purpose, the
move
represented considerable savings. The yacht Oviri planned to winter in the Peninsula
in the
vicinity of Faraday Station (BAS 1993).

Table 2.5

Yachts known to have visited the Antarctic during the 1992/93 season. Estimated
numbers appear in parentheses. *Denotes yachts with fare-paying passengers.
Sources: ANARE 1993; Bely 1993; Mitchell, personal communication 1993;
Enzenbacher 1994b; Poncet 1994
Yacht

Buttercup
*Croix St. Paul II
Dahu
Diva
Iniquity
*Kekilistrion
*Katie II
*Kotick
Moritz D
Oviri
Pegotty
*Pelagic
Polarka

Flag

Notes

Australian
French
Swiss
French
Australian
French
French
French
Germany
French
New Zealand
USA
Czech Republic

Total

Cape Denison trip
Antarctic Peninsula

4
11

2
Antarctic Peninsula
3
Commonwealth Bay (2)
Antarctic Peninsula
5
Antarctic Peninsula
9
Antarctic Peninsula
7
Antarctic Peninsula
2
Antarctic Peninsula . 2
family
3
Greenpeace charter
8
South Shetlands
3
Total

48

61

2.2.c 1993/ 94 season activity
During the 1993/ 94 season, 11 cruise ships broug ht 7760 touris
ts to the Antar ctic (IN.F UE.T UR
1994; NSF 1994b ). This record high total represents an
increa se of more than 11 % over the
previous seaso n's record high of 6983 cruise ship tourists.
Thirte en tour opera tors made a total
of 66 Antar ctic cruise s durin g the 1993/94 season; each visite
d the Antar ctic Penin sula. For the
first time, one also went to the Wedd ell Sea. Two also visite
d the Ross Sea region. In all, nearly
5% more cruise s were made than the previous season. Just
over 83% of cruise touris ts travel ed
aboard ships opera ted by IAATO members, an increa se of
11 % over the previo us season. 15 It
is estim ated that at least 30 tourists entere d the Treaty Area
aboar d Chile an Navy vessels. Table
2.6 lists the ships and tour operators in the Antarctic during
the 1993/ 94 season.

Table 2.6 List of ships (in order of passenger capacity) and
tour operators in the Antarctic during the
1993/94 season including numbers of trips, tourists and totals.
*Denotes estimated number.
"Denotes one cruise offered in conjunction with Quark Expeditions.
U=further information was
unavailable. Sources: NSF 1993b, 1994b,1; Hoffmann 1994; IN.FU
E.TUR 1994
Ship

Operator

Marco Polo
Sagafjord
Columbus Caravelle
Hanseatic
Bremen
World Disco verer
Kapitan Khlebnikov
Explorer
Akademik loffe
Akademik Vavilov

Professor Molch anov

Orient Lines
Cunard
Transocean Tours
Hanseatic/fravel Dynamics
Hanseatic
Clipper Cruise Line
Quark Expeditions
TCS Expeditions
Abercrombie & Kent
Blyth & Company Travel
Quark Expeditions/
Zegrahm Expeditions"
Plancius
Mountain Travel*Sobek

Ship capacity

No. cruises

Tourists

800
580
250
170
164
138
112
96
79
75

4
1
7
5
4
8
3
1
9
12
4

1823
223
1047
754
517
919
303
90
649
925
274

38

1
7

62
174

66

7760

Sub-total

u

Chile an Navy

II

II

u

1*

II

II

II

II

II

II

II
II

Total

15

IAATO actively seeks to increase its membership .
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69

10*

7790

furthermore, this study estimates that at least 36 tourists traveled to the Antarctic aboard yachts
during the 1993/94 season (Poncet 1994). Private commercial aircraft operated by ANI carried
69 passengers to the interior, primarily for mountain climbing trips or visits to the geographic
South Pole; Aerovias DAP of Punta Arenas brought tourists to Chile's Teniente Rodolfo Marsh
Station on King George Island aboard nine flights using King Air and Twin Otter aircraft; a third
company brought a total of eight passengers and crew aboard a DC-6B that crashed near Patriot
Hills (Swithinbank 1994). In all, more than 7900 tourists visited the Treaty Area during the
1993/94 season, another record high.
2.2.d 1994/95 season activity: preliminary statistics
NSF estimated that more than 8000 tourists would visit Antarctica aboard 99 cruises during the
1994/95 season (NSF 1994a). Only one ship (Vistamar) planning visits is known to have a
passenger capacity exceeding 200. Further information supporting the NSF estimate was
circulated by the US Department of State (1994b) as part of exchange of information procedures
between Treaty Parties. Airborne, yacht and government-affiliated tourism will also contribute
to what may prove to be a record high season of Antarctic tourist activity.
Having described in greater detail the recent growth of the Antarctic tourism industry, the
following chapter considers how Antarctic tourism is regulated, some of the limitations of
Antarctic regulatory measures and other barriers to the formulation of Antarctic tourism
regulations.
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Chapter 3 The regulation of Antarctic tourism
Antarctic tourism is currently regulated by a wide-ranging body of measures. 16
Briefly, these
include Treaty system provisions, national legislation and various sets of tour operato
r and visitor
guidelines. The Protocol contains many specific provisions that relate to tourist
activity, but has
yet to enter into force. National Antarctic programs develop their own tourism
policies governing
visits to their respective stations in the Treaty Area as needed. Since Antarctic
tourism is largely
self-regulated at present, emphasis is given to the role of IAATO and guidelines
generated within
the tourism industry. Sections 3.1 to 3.4 below address these subjects in turn.
Discussion is
complicated by the fact that most regulatory measures are aimed at all forms
of human activity
and may not specifically address tourism issues. Section 3.5 summarizes tourism
's regulatory
framework and sets out some of the known limitations of existing regulations
and barriers to the
formulation of tourism regulations, including those that have been the particu
lar focus of this
study.

3.1 The Antarctic Treaty system
Regulation of the commercial tourism industry in the Treaty Area poses a major
challenge to
Antarctic policymakers. The recent increase in Antarctic tourist activity has
prompted Treaty
Parties and policymakers to take a closer look at tourism issues (ATCM 1992af). Indeed, the
management of Antarctic tourism has been identified as being perhaps 'the
key current issue'
confronting Treaty Parties (Beck 1994:375). The rising tide of environmental
concern the world
over (Burgess 1990), especially regarding the impacts of tourism (Butler 1991;
Hall 1992; Hall
and McArthur 1993), has fueled debate over how Antarctic tourism should be
regulated (Beck
1990b; Manheim 1990, 1992a-b; Herr 1993; Herr and Davis 1993). Antarc
tic environmental
literature and awareness are increasing; issues have gained prominence
in national and
international science and policy arenas (Australian House of Representatives
1989; Abbott and
Benninghoff 1990; IUCN 1991; Angelini and Mansfield 1993; Handmer and Wilder
1993; Keage
and Dingwall 1993; National Research Council 1993). Tourism is recognized
as a legitimate use
of Antarctica and a natural development that requires regulation (US Depart
ment of State
1994a:2289). Treaty Parties agreed at XV ATCM that a comprehensive review
of tourism was
needed (ibid.:2298), but this has yet to be undertaken. Tourism has not
been approached

16

The regulations for Antarctic tourism are not set forth in any one document; this chapter
provides the first such summary known to the author.
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systematically by Treaty Parties and there is no comprehensive control mechan
ism in place for
the industry (Beck 1994:379). A Strategy for Antarctic Conservation (IUCN 1991)
was published
to assist implementation of the legal conservation regime for Antarctica and prompt
fmther ATS
efforts (Keage and Dingwall 1993).
The term ATS is employed by Treaty Parties to indicate the permanent and
coherent nature of
their framework of cooperation (Beck 1986: 149); it comprises the collective body
of agreements
that govern Antarctica including the Antarctic Treaty, all recommendations made
subsequent to
the date it entered into force (23 June 1961), agreed measures and all supplementary
instruments.
The Antarctic Treaty was signed on 1 December 1959 by the 12 nations that conduc
ted Antarctic
research during the IGY of 1957/58. Treaty membership has since grown conside
rably and the
system now has two tiers. Antarctic Treaty Consultative Parties (ATCPs) have
full voting rights
while Non-Consultative Parties (NCPs) may attend meetings but may not vote.
As of 1993, there
were 42. Treaty Parties; 26 Consultative Parties and 1b NCPs. Refer to Appen
dix B for a list of
Treaty signatories with dates of accession. Current membership reflects represe
ntation of more
than two-thirds of the world's population from countries with vastly different
political, cultural,
environmental and economic orientations. The Handbook of the Antarctic Treaty
system (US
Department of State 1994a) provides the text of the Treaty and useful inform
ation on Treaty
issues and operational matters. Bush (1991, 1992) compiles useful Treaty docum
ents. Scully
(1986a) outlines the institutional development of the ATS. Hajost (1988) provid
es a survey of
international agreements applicable to Antarctica that are not part of the ATS;
these do not cover
tourists specifically and so have not been examined in this study. Harris and
Meadows (1992)
review the evolution of the environmental components of the ATS.

I

I

II

Treaty Article IX provides for members to meet 'at suitable intervals and places,
for the purpose
of exchanging information, consulting together on matters of common interes
t pertaining to
Antarctica, and formulating and considering, and recommending to their Govern
ments, measures
in furtherance of the principles and objectives of the Treaty' . The politics
of ATCMs are
important to consider since progress made or stalemates reached on tourism
issues may be
affected by the manner in which they are conducted. Since there is no admini
strative center for
the Treaty system, ATCPs host meetings on a rotating basis. ATCMs were held
biennially until
1991 when it was agreed to hold them annually due to increasing demands in
administering for
the continent. The ATCM rules of procedure for future Meetin gs were amende
d at XVII ATCM
(Hay 1993a:33). Often, important Treaty business is conducted during breaks
or 'after hours'
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when delegates can comer particular persons of influence and network
in a more relaxed
atmosphere. The final form Treaty language takes often reflects the difficu
lties inherent in
achieving international consensus on some issues.
Although environ mental protection issues were not high on the international
agenda when the
Antarctic Treaty was signed in 1959 (Blay 1992), Treaty Meetings are increas
ingly focused on
environmental issues (Barnes 1991; Harris 1993). Conservation philoso
phies have strongly
influenced Antarctic policy since the inception of the Treaty (Holdgate 1983).
An important
element in the successful operation of the ATS is the flexibility of the Treaty
(Scully 1986b) that
allows previou s decisions to be modified or amended at any time by unanim
ous agreement of the
Contracting Parties. New recommendations allow Treaty Parties to respon d
to tourism issues on
an ongoing basis; they may employ hortatory or mandatory language (Bocze
k 1988), the former
predominating. Examples of hortatory language include: 'They should exert
appropriate efforts
to ensure that all tourists and other visitors do not engage in any activity
in the Treaty Area
which is contrar y to the principles and purposes of the Antarctic Treaty
' [Ree VI-7] (Heap
1990:2602), 'They urge non-governmental expeditions to carry adequate insuran
ce' and 'To the
extent practicable, they encourage commercial tour operators to cany
tour guides with
experience of Antarctic conditions' [Ree X-8] (ibid.:2606). Since most are
hortatory, approved
recommendations are seldom enacted into national legislation (ATCM 1992c
); a Party is bound
only to the extent that the wording of the recommendation requires.
Once mandatory
recommendations are agreed, the strength of implementing legislation
determines their
effectiveness for each country. Some nations may enact more stringent legislat
ion than others
(Orrego Vicuna 1988) resulting in a lack of uniformity in regulatory standar
ds.
3.1.a The response of the Antarctic Treaty system to tourism issues
As self-appointed stewards of the Antarctic, Treaty Parties have claimed
for themselves the
responsibility for ensuring that human activities, including tourism, south of
60°S are conducted
in a manne r consistent with the principles of the Treaty and its instrum
ents and to provide
appropriate, comprehensive and effective regulation. These objectives challen
ge policymakers
given the differe nt governmental positions taken with respect to tomism issues.
Treaty Parties
have expres sed the 'need to maintain an awareness of the activities of tourists
in the Antarctic
Treaty Area' [Ree XIII-3] (Antarctic Treaty 1985:36) and the effect
tourism has on the
environment. Although tourism has more recently been a regular agenda
topic at ATCMs, no
tourism recommendations were made from 1982 to 1991 (Vidas 1992) or more
recently at XVII
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ATCM during November 1992.

However, the sole recommendation from XVIII ATCM
concerned tourism. Many authors have considered how well Treaty Parties have
responded to
tourism issues (Auburn 1982; Nicholson 1986; Cook 1990; Manheim 1990,
1992a-b; Barnes
1991; IUCN 1991; Suter 1991; ATCM 1992a; Vidas 1992; Angelini and Mansfi
eld 1993). The
need for further tourism regulation has been identified by tour industry
representatives,
governmental and non-governmental bodies and academics alike (Zehnder 1989;
ATCM 1992f;
Hall 1992; Hall and McArthur 1993; Keage and Dingwall 1993:243; The Antarc
tica Project
1994b). A working paper (ATCM 1992e:2) tabled at ATCM XVII stated:
'There is no disagreement amongst Treaty Parties that tourism and non-governme
ntal
activities must be regulated. Unregulated activities in Antarctica would
lead to
unacceptable impacts on the fragile Antarctic environment and criticism of the
ATCPs'
ability to provide for the effective governance of Antarctica.
It is therefore not a question of whether tourism and non-governmental activiti
es should
be regulated but how.'

The implementing Protocol legislation of some Treaty Parties is expected to play
a crucial role
in regulating some aspects of Antarctic tourist activity, but Treaty provisi
ons and other
instruments backed by national legislation and guidelines, notably those for
tourists and tour
operators endorsed by members of IAATO, provide the current regulatory
framework for
Antarctic tourism. These instruments can be divided into official and unoffic
ial categories.

:

1

111

Official instruments include the Antarctic Treaty, recommendations made subseq
uent to its entry
into force, especially those that specifically mention tourism or tourists (Table
3.1), codes of
guidance for visitors and tour organizers and all other applicable supplementary
instruments
agreed within the ATS (including the Protocol), national legislation enacted by
Treaty Parties to
implement these instruments, other applicable national laws and national Antarc
tic program
policies covering visits to research stations in the Treaty Area. The distinction
between the two
levels of authority (national and international) may prove critical in the regulat
ion of Antarctic
tourism . Herr (1989:64) stated that 'national authority is unquestionably more
significant at an
operational level'. Notable supplementary instruments include the Agreed
Measures for the
Conservation of Antarctic Fauna and Flora, the Convention for the Coi:iservation
of Antarctic
Seals (CCAS) and the Convention on the Conservation of Antarctic Marine
Living Resources
(CCAMLR). The 1988 Convention on the Regulation of Antarctic Mineral Resour
ce Activities
(CRAMRA) subsequently met with opposition and is not expected to enter into force
(Joyner and
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Ewing 1991).

Table 3.1

Brief summaries of Antarctic Treaty Recommendations pertaining to tourism. Sources:
Antarctic Treaty 1992, 1994:36; US Department of State 1994a

Recommendation

Summary

IV-27(1)

Information about tourist and non-governmental expeditions should be
provided in advance.

IV-27(2), VI-7(2),
VIII-9(2)(a)

Conditions for visits to stations should be made known.

IV-27 and VI-7

Scientific research activities should not be prejudiced by tourism.

VI-11

Tourists are discouraged from landing on newly formed islands.

VII-4(2), VIII-9(1),
X-8 Part I

Visitors to Antarctica not sponsored by a Consultative Party should be aware
of the relevant provisions of the Treaty, Recommendations and accepted
practices.

VII-4(3), VIII-9(2)(b)

Provision exists to concentrate the impact of tourism should this be
considered environmentally prudent.

VIII-9 Annex A

Guidance for visitors to the Antarctic is provided.

VIII-9(2(b)) and
Annex B

Areas of Special Tourist Interest (ASTls) are created although to date, no such
areas have been designated.

VIII-9(3) and Annex C

Provides details on tourism reporting procedures.

X-8 Part II

Consultative Parties should consult each other about non-governmental
expeditions organized in one country and requesting assistance from another.

X-8 Part II

Non-governmental expeditions should be self-sufficient and carry adequate
insurance.

X-8 Part III

Tour operators are encouraged to carry experienced guides.

X-8 Part IV

Commercial overflights in Antarctica exceed existing capabilities for air
traffic control and search and rescue.

XI-3

The site of the Mt. Erebus air disaster is declared a tomb to be left in peace.

XVI- 13

An informal meeting devoted to tourism issues will be convened to
precede XVII ATCM in Venice.

XVIII-1

Guidance for visitors to the Antarctic and those organizing and conducting
tourism and non-governmental activities in the Antarctic is to be circulated
widely and as quickly as possible.
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Unofficial instruments include sets of guidelines such as the SCAR
subco

mmittee of the Working

Group on Biolo gy's A visitor's introduction to the Antarctic and
its environment (SCAR 1980);
IAATO Guidelines of conduct for Antarctica visitors and Guide
lines of conduct for Antarctica
tour operators (National Research Council 1993:96-103); the
COMNAP (1990) Visitors' guide
to the Antarctic; and Antarctic naturalists/expedition leaders' Trave
ler' s code for

visitors and tour
companies (Oceanites 1990/91). These sets of guidelines suppl
ement ATS efforts to regulate
tourism by establishing a code of behavior for tourists and
operators to follow while in
Antarctica, but are not legal instruments.

The Areas of Special Tourist Interest category [Ree VIII-9 Annex
B] was designed to direct tours
to certain sites so their effects could be contained and monitored.
These specially defined tourism
areas have been advocated (Cousteau and Charrier 1992), but to
date, none have been designated.
Other recommendations may apply to tourism even if it is not
explicitly mentioned, especially
those covering 'Air safety in Antarctica' (XV-20), 'Cooperation
in the hydro graphic charting of
Antarctic waters' (XV-19) and 'Human impact on the Antarctic
environment: prevention, control,
and response to marine pollution' (XV-4).
3.1.b The Scientific Committee on Antarctic Research and
tourism
Outside influence is also exerted on the ATS decision and policy
making . process. Although
SCAR is not technically a part of the ATS and its linkage
with ATCPs is indirect (Scully
1986a:401) it wields perhaps the most outside influence and has
a role to play with respect to
tourism issues. SCAR is a committee within the Internationa
l Council of Scientific Unions
(ICSU) designated to initiate, promote and coordinate scientific
activity in Antarctica. SCAR
plays an increasingly important role in determining Antarctic resear
ch priorities (Fifield 1987) and
supporting Treaty instr~ments (Myhre 1986:83). SCAR provid
es Treaty Parties with informed
advice on pertinent scientific and environmental matters. Altho
ugh the Parties are not required
to join, by January 1995, more than 71 % had done so. All
26 ATCPs have joined SCAR.
Appendix B lists SCAR members and dates of admission.
When SCAR was asked at XII ATCM in Canben-a (1983) for
an assessment of human impacts
on the Antarctic environment and suggestions on ways of measu
ring environmental changes due
to human activity on the continent, it responded with the report
Man's Impact on the Antarctic
Environment (Benninghoff and Bonner 1985) which emphasized
that environmental assessment
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should be a continual process since Antarctic human activity is increasing. The study did not
discuss the general impact of Antarctic tourism, but stated that 'the types of impact resulting from
tourists are no different from those caused by support staff and scientists' as they are often
localized due to repeated visits and limited since elaborate precautions are often taken to
minimize environmenta l impact (ibid.:51).

A visitor's introduction to the Antarctic and its environment (SCAR 1980) was designed to inform
all Antarctic visitors, scientists and tourists alike, about the environment and life fo1ms on land
and at sea. It was not copyrighted to encourage a wide distribution and urges a common sense
approach to the environment, wildlife and vegetation, including eight points of conduct17 to
guide visitor behavior (Table 3.2). The SCAR Bulletin appears in Polar Record with useful
Treaty information such as recently agreed recommendat ions. Stonehouse (1990:58) noted that
SCAR and Treaty publications are not readily accessible to the public, nor are they phrased for
busy expeditioners or tourists.

Table 3.2 Eight points of conduct appearing in A visitor's introduction to the Antarctic and its environment (SCAR

1980), the first set of published instructions developed by scientists to guide visitor behavior in
Antarctica. Japan, Brazil, Australia and the UK have each published a version of the booklet.
1. Avoid walking over moss-banks or lichen-covered scree slopes.

2. Do not collect conspicuous lichens or moss-tufts. The best souvenirs to bring back from
the Antarctic are memories and photographs.

3. Do not collect fossils, other interesting mineral specimens, or disturb patterned ground.

4. Do not disturb nesting bird colonies. Stay outside the margins of a colony and observe
from a distance.

5. Do not disturb sleeping seals and never attempt to handle seal pups.
6. A void marked sites where scientific experiments are going on.
7. Take all litter back to the ship with you.

8. Encourage your associates and comrades to follow your efforts at keeping Antarctica's
wilderness conserved and unspoiled for future generations.

17

It is interesting to note that the eight points of conduct in Table 3.2 differ from the
Guidance for visitors to the Antarctic contained in Treaty Recommendation VIII-9 Annex A in many
respects. The latter builds on the eight points and requests that visitors avoid touching birds, using
sporting guns, introducing plants and animals into the Antarctic, entering Specially Protected Areas
and Sites of Special Scientific Interest, painting names or graffiti on rocks or buildings and entering
unoccupied buildings or refuges except in an emergency and requests that visitors keep together with
their party and take care of Antarctic Historic monuments (US Department of State 1994a:2293).
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Jn 1988 SCAR established the interdisciplinary Group of Speci
alists on Environmental Affairs
and Conservation (GOSEAC) to review and develop arrangemen
ts for cuITent environmental and
conservation issues (Antarctic Treaty 1992:234). GOSEAC met
in September 1989 to discuss
Antarctic tourism extensively, concluding that there was a need
to provide greater guidance for
tourists. Since then, the proposal to produce a handbook for touris
ts was postponed indefinitely
due to other SCAR work priorities, although a proposal would
be put to the SCAR Executive to
produce a brochure for tourists that describes in lay language
the important scientific research
being undertaken in Antarctica (Clarkson, personal communica
tion 1995).
SCAR organizes important international symposia and works
hops with recognized experts from

many disciplines and 'provides an authoritative source of scient
ific judgment about Antarctic
ecosystems and their likely response to impact' (Heap and Holdg
ate 1986:209). Its technical
support role in the ATS has grown over the years as witnessed
by recommendations passed
'encouraging', 'requesting' or 'suggesting' SCAR act in variou
s ways, e.g. VI-5, VII-1, VIII-3,
IX-1, X-1, etc. (Myhre 1986:82-83). SCAR's provision of inform
ed advice on tourism issues
allows the ATS to benefit from input offered by a neutral body
largely unbound by the politics
influencing ATCM delegations . While SCAR has been well served
by its ability to address nonscientific issues without compromising the distinction between
science and politics, a recent past
president of SCAR said that it 'must recognize that the scope of
its activities will be broadened
in future years' (Zumberge 1986:8).
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3.1.c The Council of Managers of National Antarctic Progr
ams and tourism
COMNAP is federated to SCAR and serves to exchange inform
ation and review operational
matters on a regular basis. The Standing Committee on Antar
ctic Logistics and Operations
(SCALOP) is a COMNAP sub-group that replaced the SCAR
Logistics Working Group. Both
COMNAP and SCAR hold annual meetings (some of these
coincide with SCAR Delegate's
Meetings held biennially) and regularly discuss Antarctic touris
m issues.

i
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At the October 1989 meeting, members noted that tour visits
to stations may disrupt science
programs.
Different perspectives concerning government-affiliated touris
m were noted .
COMNAP established a sub-group to prepare the set of draft
guidelines for visits to Antarctic
research stations. All national Antarctic programs are affected
by tourism since the topic is
regularly discussed within the ATS; some programs may not receiv
e tourists, but no program is
immune from a future reque st to provide emergency assistance.
Tourism or non-governmental
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activity has occurred to varying degrees at the Antarctic facilities of Argentina, Australia, Brazil,
Chile, China, France, Italy, Korea, New Zealand, Poland, Russia, the UK, the US and Uruguay.
Program managers agreed to distribute copies of COMNAP guidelines to station leaders (SCAR
1990:2).

At the July 1990 COMNAP meeting, the Visitors' guide was reviewed, revised and adopted; it
is distributed by COMNAP for use by national Antarctic programs (SCAR 1991:2). The guide
deals with care for the environment; litter and human impact; safety; and science stations and
programs. The condensed COMNAP guide promotes specific behavior patterns among Antarctic
visitors and complements the SCAR Visitor's Introductory booklet that provides greater detail
about Antarctica's environment and wildlife habitats. Different forms of information serve a
useful purpose since some visitors prefer more detail than others.
When COMNAP met in Bariloche, Argentina in June 1992, a new sub-group was formed and
reported on the impact of tourism on science and the environment, potential liability, interference
with routine operations, contingency response and the prospects for formulation and enforcement
of regulations. COMNAP was represented at the Venice Treaty Meeting on tourism and charged
its sub-group to develop a plan for a workshop on tourism and non-governmental activities
(Antarctic Treaty 1993:273).

Tourism figured prominently on the 1993 COMNAP meeting agenda, resulting in a number of
recommendations, including the development of an international Antarctic tourism database
mentioned in Section 1.5.d.3. COMNAP held its first meeting with IAATO members in July
1994 in Washington, DC having requested it through the representative sent to the July 1993
NSF/Antarctic Tour Operators Meeting. COMNAP has since requested that this meeting be held
on an annual basis and operators have agreed (Hall, personal communication 1994).
3.1.d Recent tourism developments within the Antarctic Treaty system
The first informal Treaty meeting devoted solely to tourism is~ues was held in Venice from 9-10
November 1992 (preceding XVII ATCM) to address environmental and operational issues
(Antarctic Treaty 1992). Organizations such as IAATO, IMO, WTO, the Antarctic and Southern
Ocean Coalition (ASOC) and the Pacific Asia Travel Association (PATA) were invited to attend.
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Informati on and working papers are distribute d at A TCMs.

Treaty Parties need accurate

information on Antarctic tourism to develop appropria te policies.

One positive developm ent

occurred at XVII ATCM when 15 informati on papers and six working papers dealt with tourism
(ATCM 1992b), represent ing 18% and 20% respectiv ely of all meeting papers. The treatment
of tourism issues varied (see Table 3.3). Some offered no new informati on, others considere d
importan t policy issues in detail. The most controver sial tourism documen t was the proposed
Protocol annex on tourism (ATCM 1992c). Tabled by Chile, France, Germany , Italy and Spain,
the documen t met with considera ble opposition.
I

I

Table 3.3 XVII Antarctic Treaty Consultative Meeting information and working papers pertaining to
tourism. Contributors follow in parentheses. Info=inforrnation paper; WP=working paper.
Source: ATCM 1992b

Number

Title

Info 4
Info 5

Antarctic tourism: 1991-92 summer season (UK)
Recent publications on tourism in the Antarctic (UK)
The regulation of tourism and non-governmental activities in the Antarctic Treaty Area (II)

Info 6

(UK)

Info 7
Info 18
Info 22
Info 23
Info 31
Info 52
Info 65
Info 75
Info 76
Info 77
Info 78

Info 82

Tourism bibliography (UK)
Tourism in Antarctica (IUCN)
The regulation of tourism and non-governmental activities in the Antarctic Treaty Area:
yacht-based tourism (UK)
Chronological list of Antarctic expeditions and related historical events (UK)
Notification of non-governmental expeditions to Antarctica under Article VII-5 of the
Antarctic Treaty (US)
Regulation of non-governmental and tourism activities in Antarctica (ASOC)
Tourism in Antarctica - Guidelines for a low impact presence (IAATO)
Educational program on tourist vessels to Antarctica (IAATO)
Responsible tourism in Antarctica (IAATO)
Regulation of tourism and non-governmental activities in the Norwegian high Arctic
(Norway)
Tourism in the high North - Management challenges and recreation opportunity spectrum
planning in Svalbard, Norway (Norway)
Environmental management in Antarctic tourism: an international initiative (Argentina, Chile,

UK)

WP 1
WP 2
WP 3
WP 6
WP 14
WP23

Preliminary draft Annex VI to the Protocol on Environn:iental Protection to the Antarctic
Treaty - regulation concerning tourism and non-governmental activities (Chile, France,
Germany, Italy, Spain)
The regulation of tourism and non-governmental activities in the Antarctic Treaty Area (UK)
A revised "Code of guidance for visitors to the Antarctic" (UK)
Antarctic tourism and the Environmental Protocol (US)
Tourism and non-governmental activities in the Antarctic Treaty Area (Australia)
Compulsory insurance of tourism and non-governmental activities in the Antarctic Treaty Area
(Russia)
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A comprehensive code of guidance was tabled by the UK at XVII ATCM, but was not taken
up
for discussion at the meeting (ATCM 1992±); it called for a review of the 'Guidance for visitors
to the Antarctic' found in Recommendation VIII-9 Annex V and taking the Protocol into account,
attempted to revise the 'Guidance' by consolidating into one coherent code the various
sets of
guidelines that had emerged. The six sub-headings were titled: Antarctic wildlife is protecte
d,
Keep Antarctica pristine, Respect others' interests, Environmental protection, Safety
and
Communications. Two other papers tabled by the UK on the regulation of Antarctic tourism
(ATCM 1992d-e) assessed the nature and scale of tourism's potential problems and impacts
,
examined whether existing Treaty provisions adequately address them and made recommendation
s
accordingly. The potential problems and impacts of tourism were grouped into seven categ01i
es:
Impacts on conservation, Specific physical impacts, Pollution, Impacts related to
aircraft
operations, Impacts related to shipping operations, Information issues and Safety, insuranc
e and
liability. These papers were not taken up for discussion at the meeting. Progress was made
at
XVIII ATCM with tourism Recommendation XVIII-1. Guidance for visitors to the Antarcti
c and
those organizing and conducting tourism and non-governmental activities in the Treaty Area
was
also agreed at the meeting and appears as an appendix to the recommendation (see Append
ix C).
A prompt and wide distribution of the guidance was urged. This represents a significant
ATS
development since it has long been difficult to reach consensus on tourism issues, though
it
remains to be seen whether the codes represent a watershed in tourism negotiations.
3.2 The Protocol on Environmental Protection to the Antarctic Treaty
The Madrid Protocol revolutionized conservation measures for the Antarctic by providin
g the
most comprehensive multilateral document on the international protection of the environment
ever
adopted (Blay 1992). It is expected to serve as the basis for the area's environ
mental
management in the near future (Harris and Meadows 1992). The Protocol's text with Annexe
s
appears in Verhoeven- et al. 1992 and SCAR 1993. The preamble of the Protoco l states
that
Antarctica affords unique opportunities for scientific research of global importance and designat
es
Antarctica as a natural reserve, devoted to peace and science. The Annexes cover environ
mental
impact assessment, conservation of Antarctic fauna and flora, waste disposal and
waste
management, the prevention of marine pollution and area protection and management.
The
comprehensive nature of the Protocol is significant since it ensures a more systematic
and
effective strategy of protection for the Antarctic; negotiations were marked by an unprece
dented
level of non-governmental organization (NGO) participation (Blay 1992).
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The Protocol with Annexes applies to all forms of huma
n activity in the Antarctic, including
tourism, but has yet to enter into force. To do so, it must
be ratified by all Consultative Parties
present when it was agreed in October 1991 in Madrid.
Although this is expected in the near
future its entry into force is not guaranteed. Many Partie
s are strongly committed to a timely
ratification and implementing legislation is currently in
various stages of development within
many Treaty governments. By June 1993 five ATCPs had
ratified the Protocol: Spain, Ecuador,
France, Peru and Norway (US Department of State 1993b
). Four more nations had ratified by
April 1994: Argentina, Australia, The Netherlands and Swed
en (The Antarctica Project 1994a:2).
By April 1994 Australia and Sweden were the only
two nations to have also enacted
implementing legislation (ibid.:1). By February 1995
China, Germany, New Zealand and
Uruguay had also ratified and Germany had enacted imple
menting legislation. The UK has
agreed implementing legislation, but has not yet ratified
the Protocol. This is planned 'before
ATCM XIX in Seoul, in May' 1995 (Shaw 1995). The
effect of the Protocol will remain
considerably weakened until more Parties ratify and enact
implementing legislation. However,
the increased level of global environmental consciousn
ess, NGO influence and the recent
tendency of Treaty Parties to portray themselves as environme
ntally responsible should result in
an all around greater willingness to ratify the Protocol
(Blay 1992). Although the amount and
nature of Protocol implementing legislation remains to be
seen, it can reasonably be expected to
have an important effect on the regulation of Antarctic touris
m, but will not be treated in detail
in this study since far more needs to take effect before the
collective whole can be compared,
contrasted and assessed properly.
3.2.a Protocol provisions with respect to tourism
Tourism is specifically mentioned in Protocol Articles 3,
8, 15 and Annex III; a brief summary
of Protocol provisions especially relevant to tourist activi
ty follows. Tour operator compliance
with these provisions is considered in Chapter 8.
Article 3 - Environmental Principles
Activities in the Treaty Area shall be planned and conducted
so,

as to limit adverse effects on the
environment and ecosystems; plans and conduct should avoid
significant adverse effects on air
or water quality, detrimental changes occuning to fauna and
flora and degradation of areas having
biological, scientific, historic, aesthetic or wilderness signif
icance. Prior assessment of possible
impacts on the environment shall consider the scope of
the activity, its area, duration and
intensity, and cumulative impacts (by itself and in combinatio
n with other activity in the Treaty
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Area).

It shall also examine whether it detrimentally affec
ts other activity m the area,
environmentally safe operations are conducted, envir
onmental monitoring with respect to the
activity is possible and an accident response plan is
in effect.
Regular and effective monitoring shall take place to
assess impacts of ongoing activities, verify
predicted impacts and detect possible unforeseen effec
ts of activities. Priority shall be accorded
to scientific research and preserving the Antarctic as
an area for such research. Tourism shall
take place in a manner consistent with these principles
and be modified, suspended or canceled
if it results in or threatens to result in impacts on the
environment or its ecosystems.
Article 6 - Cooperation
Parties shall cooperate in the planning and conduct
of activities in the Treaty Area to promote
educational programs on the protection of the Antarctic
environment and its ecosystems; provide
assistance to other Parties in preparing environmental
impact assessments (EIAs); and provide
upon request, information on potential environmental
risks and assistance to minimize effects of
accidents that may damage the environment or its ecosy
stems.

Parties shall share information that may be helpful to
others in planning and conducting activities
in the Treaty Area with a view to protecting the Anta
rctic environment and its ecosystems and
ensuring they do not have adverse environmental impa
cts on areas adjacent to the Treaty Area.
Article 8 - Environmental Impact Assessment
Proposed activities shall be subject to the procedures
for EIAs set out in Annex I; Parties shall
ensure EIA procedures are applied.
Article 11 - Committee for Environmental Protectio
n (CEP)
The CEP is established and shall report on each of
its sessions to the ATCM. Its rules of
procedure shall be subject to approval by the ATC
M. Relevant experts may be invited to
participate in sessions as observers with the approval
of the ATCM.
Article 12 . Functions of the Committee
The CEP shall provide advice and formulate recommend
ations to the Treaty Parties in connection
with the implementation of the Protocol and its Anne
xes. In particular, advice shall be provided
on the application and implementation of EIA procedures
, inspection procedures, the collection ,
archiving, exchange and evaluation of information relat
ed to environmental protection, the state
of the Antarctic environment and the need for addit
ional measures and scientific research,
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including environ mental monitoring. The CEP shall consult with SCAR, the Scienti
fic Committee
for the Conservation of Antarctic Marine Living Resources and relevant experts
as appropriate.

Article 13 - Compliance with this Protocol
Each Party shall take appropriate measures to adopt laws, regulations, admini
strative actions and
enforcement measures to ensure compliance with the Protocol, ensure that
no one engages in
activity contrar y to it and draw the attention of all Parties to any activity contrar
y to it.
Article 14 - Inspection
ATCPs shall arrange for inspections by observers to ensure compliance with
the Protocol and
promote the protection of the Antarctic environment and its ecosystems.
Article 15 - Emergency Response Action
Parties agree to respond promptly and effectively to emergencies arising from
tourism, among
other activities, and establish contingency plans for incidents with potential adverse
environmental
effects. Advice from appropriate international organizations shall be sought.
Article 16 - Liability
Parties shall elaborate rules and procedures on liability for damage ar1smg
from activities
conducted in the Treaty Area. These shall be adopted in one or more Annexe
s.
Article 17 - Annual Report by Parties
Annual reports on steps taken to implement the Protocol shall be compil
ed by each Party,
circulated to all Parties and the CEP for consideration at the next ATCM
and made publicly
available.
Annex I - Environmental Impact Assessment
Environmental impact assessment procedures are set forth; Initial (IEE)
and Compr ehensiv e
(CEE) Environmental Evaluations are outlined. IEEs shall be prepared unless
it is determined
that activities will have less than a minor or transitory impact or a CEE is in
preparation. IEEs
shall include a description of proposed activity, its purpose, location, duration
and intensity along
with consideration of alternatives to the activity and any impacts they may
have and cumulative
impacts in the light of existing and known planned activities. CEEs are indicat
ed where activities
are likely to have more than a minor or transitory impact. CEEs are to
be made publicly
available and circulated for comment to all Parties and the CEP at least 120 days
prior to the next
ATCM . Monito ring procedures shall be put in place to assess and verify
impacts of activities
that procee d following the completion of a CEE.
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Annex II - Conservation of Antarctic Fauna and Flora
The taking or harmful interference with native fauna and flora is prohibited. A permit
system
shall establish authorized activity. No species of non-native animal or plant shall be introduc
ed

onto land, ice shelves or water in the Treaty Area except with a permit. Domestic plants
may
be imported into the Treaty Area under Appendix B. The importation of non-sterile soil
shall
be avoided to the maximum extent practicable.
Parties shall prepare and make available information on prohibited activities and lists of Speciall
y
Protected Species and relevant Protected Areas to all persons present in or intending to enter
the
Treaty Area. Parties are to obtain and exchange information on the status of native fauna
and
flora and the extent to which they need protection. A common form shall be develop
ed to
facilitate the reporting of this information.
Annex III - Waste Disposal and Waste Management
The amount of waste produced or disposed of in the Treaty Area shall be reduced as
far as
practicable. All wastes shall be stored so as to prevent their dispersal into the environ
ment.

Sewage and domestic liquid wastes may be discharged directly into the sea provide
d that,
wherever practicable, conditions exist for initial dilution and rapid dispersal and large quantiti
es
are treated by at least maceration.
Annex IV - Prevention of Marine Pollution
The discharge of oil or oily mixtures into the sea is prohibited except in cases permitte
d under
Annex I of MARPOL 73/78. Sea disposal of all plastics, including garbage bags, and all
other

garbage, including glass, metal, paper, bottles and incineration ash is prohibited. Food
waste
passed through a comminuter or grinder with a screen having openings no greater
than 25
millimeters may be disposed at sea, but not less than 12 nautical miles from the nearest
land or
ice shelf.

Parties at whose ports ships depart for or arrive from the Treaty Area should ensure that
as soon
as practicable adequate facilities are provided to receive sludge dirty ballast, tank washing
water
7
and garbage from ships without undue delay. Parties should ensure that port reception facilitie
s
of Parties adjacent to the Treaty Area are not overburdened in doing so and develop
marine
pollution response contingency plans.
Annex V - Area Protection and Management
Antarctic Speciall y Protected Areas (ASPAs) and Antarctic Specially Managed Areas
may be
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designated in which activities shall be prohibited, restricted or managed in accordance with
adopted Management Plans. ASPAs are designed to protect outstanding environmental, scientific,
historic, aesthetic or wilderness values or ongoing or planned scientific research. Areas to be
identified as ASP As include those with important or unusual assemblages of species, including
wildlife colonies or the only known habitat of any species. Entry into ASPAs shall be by permit
only.
ASMAs may include areas where activities pose risks of cumulative environmental impacts or
sites and monuments of recognized historic value; entry permits shall not be required. ASMAs
may contain one or more ASPAs; permits are needed only if entry is sought into an ASP A.
Management Plans for proposed ASPAs and ASMAs shall include a statement of aims and
objectives with a description of the value(s) for which special protection or management is
required. For ASPAs, a description of the conditions under which permits may be granted is
needed. For ASMAs, a code of conduct is needed covering access to and movement within the
area, activities which are or may be conducted, including restrictions on time and place; the
taking of or harmful interference with native fauna and flora; the collection or removal of
anything not brought into the area by visitors; and any requirements for reports to be made for
visits to the area.

Each Party shall make available information including the location of ASP As and ASMAs with
lists and maps of these areas, relevant Management Plans and the location of Historic Sites and
Monuments and cooperate to ensure that, where appropriate, the boundaries of these sites are
suitably marked. Records of issued permits, visits and inspections shall be exchanged between
Parties along with information on changes or damages occurring at these sites. Common forms
shall be established for these purposes. Each Party authorizing activities in ASP As or ASMAs
shall exchange a record with summary descriptions of activities conducted by persons subject to
its jurisdiction in these areas during the preceding year.
3.2.b The proposed Protocol annex on tourism

As Treaty Parties consider the form tourism regulations should take, a current debate centers on
the need for a Protocol annex dealing specifically with tourism. Table 3.4 lists some key
elements of both sides of the debate. The three main legal arguments for a tourism annex cited
by its proposers are: a comprehensive framework for regulating tourism would allow States at
national levels to enact homogeneous laws and regulations thereby avoiding serious
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Table 3.4 An annex on tourism has been proposed for the Protocol on Enviro
nmental Protection
to the Antarctic Treaty. Some key elements of differing views expressed at
XVII
ATCM are listed. Source: US Department of State 1994a:2300
Views put forth in defense of a Protocol annex on tourism:

1)

Some activities unique to tourist activity have not yet been addressed within
the Antarctic
Treaty system. A Protocol annex on tourism provides an opportunity
to adopt a
comprehensive set of regulations for tourism conducted in the Treaty Area.

2)

A Protocol annex provides a means of addressing tourism issues in a consistent,
coherent and
legally binding manner.

3)

If all the regulations applicable to tour operators and private expeditioners were
placed in
a Protocol annex the information could be more readily understood by and
disseminated
among those bound by its provisions.

4)

Current provisions covering Antarctic tourism are not specific enough and may
be exploited
by commercial tour operators or private expeditioners.

5)

It is better to err on the side of caution and regulate tourism in a Protocol
annex before
irreversible environmental damage is caused. Regulations can be relaxed if proven
to be too
stringent.

6)

An annex would allow all member States of the Protocol to be involved in regulat
ing tourism
activity.

Views put forth opposing a Protocol annex on tourism:

1) The Protocol on Environmental Protection to the Antarctic Treaty already
covers all human
activity in the Treaty Area rendering an annex on tourism redundant.
2)

Means already exist within the Antarctic Treaty system (including the Protoco
l itself) to
address tourism issues.

3)

A two-tiered system of rules or regulations is not appropriate for the Antarc
tic. State
operators should be held to the same operational and behavioral standards as comme
rcial tour
operators and visitors or privately funded expeditioners.

4)

A Protocol annex, as a legal instrument, would be more difficult to amend once
it entered
into force than Treaty recommendations.

5)

Over-regulation of the commercial tourism industry might force operators to
work outside
of the Treaty system.

6)

Antarctic tour operators should be encouraged to self-regulate.
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inconsistencies; tourism regulations would have indisputable legally binding force much stronger
than current recommendations and an annex offers the most appropriate form in which to regulate
tourism; and it would allow all Treaty Parties to be involved in regulating tourism activities
(ATCM 1992c). Those opposing maintain that the Protocol already covers all human activities
in the Treaty Area, rendering a tourism annex redundant, or claim a convincing case to regulate
tourism further has yet to be made. Another view holds that the status quo should be maintained
at least until the Protocol enters into force, i.e. ratification merits utmost priority among Treaty
Parties (Hay 1993b).

The Committee on Environmental Protection's role with respect to tourism issues has yet to be
determined, especially regarding IEE and CEE paperwork. While it is generally recognized that
specific issues unique to tourist activity have arisen that are not covered by existing Treaty
provisions and may need to be regulated, how the issue of the proposed annex on tourism will
be resolved remains to be seen. When raised at XVII ATCM in Venice, the issue brought

I
I
I

negotiations to a standstill.

I

3.2.c Applicable national legislation
National Antarctic legislation plays an important role in giving effect to provisions agreed in the
Treaty forum. Although this study does not provide a detailed examination of all national
Antarctic legislation, US legislation applicable within the Treaty Area is considered since US
citizens comprise the largest percentage of tourists in Antarctica.
No single instrument legislates solely for US Antarctic tourist activity. The two primary legal
documents that cover US citizens in the Treaty Area are the Antarctic Treaty and the Antarctic
Conservation Act (ACA) of 1978 [Public Law 95-541] (NSF 1989). The ACA implements the
Agreed Measures of 1964, which have long been considered one of the most comprehensive and
successful international instruments for wildlife conservation ever negotiated (Auburn 1982).
Although the ACA does not address all aspects of tourist activity, its provisions are relevant to
Antarctic tours since collectively they consist of repeated localized visits to popular landing sites
that often have wildlife present. Under the ACA it is unlawful to take, without pennit, native
animals or birds, introduce species, enter special areas or discharge pollutants. The Act provides
for penalties of up to $10,000 (USD) and one year in prison for each violation (NSF 1989). NSF
provides copies of the ACA booklet to tour operators for bridge use, briefings and ship libraries.
In 1993, NSF hired an ACA Enforcement Officer who had a wide range of responsibilities and
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as a federal employee was empowered to issue citations for violations on site. The extent to
which the officer would cover tourist activity was expected to be limited (Kiernan 1993) due to
other demands on job time. In an effort to cover a broader range of Antarctic activity, 13 staff
members from the NSF Office of Polar Programs were selected for training as ACA Enforcement
Officers for the 1994/95 season (Kennedy 1995).
Treaty recommendations adopted by the US Government have the effect of law for US citizens
(NSF 1988:15). The Comprehensive Crime Control Act of 1984 extends US maritime and
territorial jurisdiction to cover offenses committed by or against its civilians in the Antarctic. US
tourists or operator personnel can therefore be prosecuted for serious offenses committed in
Antarctica. Other laws such as the Marine Mammal Protection Act of 1972 also bind US citizens
in Antarctica to their terms.
US tourists will continue to be bound by ACA provisions at least until Protocol legislation is
implemented. Earlier versions of introduced bills met with Administration opposition when they
were seen as more stringent than the Protocol (Foreman 1992). Angelini and Mansfield (1993)
provide a useful comparison of two competing US bills aimed at implementing the Protocol, the
Boucher Bill (H.R.964) (US Congress 1993a) and the Studds Bill (H.R.1066) (US Congress
1993b). The final version of US Protocol legislation is expected to be a compromise of these two
bills, although its precise wording has not been agreed, it is potentially very important since it
will cover Antarctic tour operators organized in the US, the majority at present. Controversy has
centered on which government agencies should be charged with monitoring compliance with
legislative provisions. Domestic politics can strongly influence the final form Protocol
implementing (and other applicable national) legislation takes and therefore need to be considered
when developing appropriate Antarctic tourism regulations.
3.3 National Antarctic programs
Each national Antarctic program can develop its own policy ~overing tour visits to its research
stations in an effort to reduce impacts on science programs. Some employ strict sets of rules
limiting the number of tour visits per season (NSF 1988; NZARP 1990; Enzenbacher 1991,
1994a; Stephenson 1993). New Zealand, for instance, undertakes the care and custody of certain
historic monuments in the Ross Dependency and employs guides to accompany cruise ships
having arranged to visit them (NZARP 1990). This policy provides firsthand information on
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Antarctic cruise ship tourism.

Practical steps have been taken by some Treaty nations to meet with Antarctic tour operators and
monitor shipborne tourism.

The US leads the field in this respect with an annual meeting

between NSF and Antarctic tour operators, an established tourism observer program and the
LTER Project on Torgersen Island.

These measures demonstrate commitment to Antarctic

tourism issues and environmental protection and reaffirm the role Treaty Parties undertake as
stewards of Antarctica.
3.3.a The United States Antarctic Program Observer Program
NSF has employed a tourism observer program since the 1990/91 summer season to monitor
activities of US-based tour operators in the Antarctic. Observers gather information on passenger
landings and monitor compliance with the Antarctic Treaty and ACA. The program provides
useful feedback on tourism operations and informs the tourism policyrnaking process, but is
limited in both its ability to cover tourist activity given the recent growth of the industry
described in Chapter 2 and what it can achieve since operator participation is voluntary. Three
observers were employed during the 1991/92 season; five during the 1992/93 season. The latter
observed 1123 passengers on seven cruises aboard five ships run by four different operators (NSF
1993g). This represents 16% of shipborne tourists that season. All observed operators were
members of IAATO. The program was planned for the 1994/95 season, but was deferred due
to budgetary constraints (Kennedy 1995).
3.3.b United States National Science Foundation/ Antarctic Tour Operators Meetings
NSF has held an annual open meeting with Antarctic tour operators since 1989. These meetings
provide an important communication forum for NSF, the agency responsible for overseeing the
US Antarctic Program, and operators that are either based in or market tours in the US. Meeting
attendance has increased over the years with the growing interest in tourism issues. Meetings
establish the schedule for tour ship visits at US research stations in Antarctica for the corning
season, including dates and numbers of visits allotted, and relay important procedural information
for visits. International representation at these meetings is considerable. Enzenbacher (1994c)
provides further details of developments arising from two recently held meetings.
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3.3.c Other Antarctic tourism meetings and initiatives
Recent initiatives in Germany have improved the overall scope of contact with Antarctic tour
operators. In October 1993, the first meeting of government officials and Antarctic tour operators
based in Germany was held in Bremerhaven.

Funded by the operators with the theme

'Environmentally responsible tourism in the Antarctic', the meeting provided an opportunity for
important issues to be discussed including the implications of Protocol implementing legislation
for operators, environmental assessment and reporting procedures. Officials from the AlfredWegener-Institute for Polar and Marine Research (AWI) 18 announced the development of a
standardized form to be distributed among German operators visiting Antarctica beginning with
the 1993/94 season for use in reporting information as required under Treaty provisions. A
growing number of Antarctic tours are organized in Germany; of the 66 cruises conducted during
the 1993/94 season, at least 16 were organized by German operators. Data on these tours would
enhance significantly current knowledge of site visitation levels in the Treaty Area. At the
second meeting of German Antarctic tour operators held in Bremerhaven on 13 October 1994
(shortly after Germany's implementing legislation for the Protocol took effect) operators were
requested to complete ICAIR reporting forms 19 and return them to Germany's Umweltbundesamt

Ii

(UBA) [Federal Department of the Environment]. However, the main purpose of the meeting was
to allow representatives from various governmental agencies to explain how the new legislation
would affect tour operators. The first symposium on 'Tourism in Polar Areas' was organized in
Colmar, France in April 1992 (Enzenbacher 1992c). The SCAR/IUCN (International Union for
Conservation of Nature and Natural Resources) workshop on 'Environmental Education and
Training in the Antarctic Region' was held in Gorizia, Italy in April 1993 and considered
Antarctic tourist education programs. IAATO was represented at each of these meetings.
3.4 The International Association of Antarctica Tour Operators

1AATO is the sole international tourism organization for Antarctic operators and was founded in
August 1991 by seven charter members (see Appendix D, Art I, Sect A). Membership has since
grown considerably (Fig 3.1) and continues to change due to market forces. As of 1994 it
included most of the main cruise lines planning to operate in the Treaty Area dming the 1994/95

18

The Alfred-Wegener-Institute administers Germany 's national Antarctic program.

19

It was understood at the meeting that both AWi and ICAIR sets of reporting forms would
be used by German operators during the 1994/95 season.
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Figure 3.1

IAA TO membership as of September 1994. Source: IAA TO 1994
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season. IAATO members meet annually in conjunction with the NSF/A
ntarctic Tour Operators
Meeting; attendance is compulsory as memberships, bylaws and other
important issues are
discussed. Since IAA TO members carried more than 83% of Antarctic
cruise ship tourists during
the 1993/94 season their influence is considerable. Membership
dues are used to fund
representation of IAATO at important Treaty or other meetings and a
modest secretariat in Kent,
Washington.

The willingness of industry members to cooperate with Treaty Parties
in regulating tourism has
been noted (Keage and Dingwall 1993) and is crucial to the protec
tion of Antarctica's
environment. IAATO members have also cooperated with current
research efforts to better
understand the nature and scale of Antarctic tourism and its environment
al effects; many have
provided passage and logistical support to such field research parties
.
3.4.a IAATO bylaws

IAATO bylaws (Appendix D) cover founding details of the organi
zation, its objectives,
membership criteria, organizational structure, election and voting
information, standing
committees, meetings, finances and bylaw amendment procedures. For
example, the bylaws limit
to 400, the number of passengers full members may bring to Antarctica
(Art III, Sect A). Full
members are also bound to 'obey and enforce' IAATO Guidelines of
Conduct for tour operators
and visitors (Art III, Sect E). Tour operator compliance with IAATO
bylaws is considered in
Chapter 8.
3.4.b IAATO guidelines of conduct for Antarctica tour operators

IAATO endorses two sets of guidelines, one for tour operators (Fig
3.2), the other for visitors.
Intended for crew and staff members of Antarctic tour companies, the
operator guidelines cover
a wide range of activities and aim at increasing environmental awareness
and establishing a code
of behavior that minimizes tourism impacts on the environment. IAA
TO operator guidelines
recommend: the hiring of boat drivers who are familiar with driving in
polar regions; 'that at least
75% of the staff have previous Antarctic experience'; 'that for every
20 to 25 passengers there
is 1 qualified naturalist/lecturer guide to conduct and supervise small
groups ashore'; that the
number of passengers ashore is limited to 100 'at any one place at any
one time'; and that litter
'must never be left ashore'.
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Figure 3.2

IAATO guidelines for tour operators (two pages). Source: IAATO 1993b (also
National Research Council 1993:101-103)

Guidelines of Conduct
. for Antarctica Tour Operators
1.

Thoroughly read the Antarctic Conservation Act of 1978 (U.S. Public Law 95-541 ), abide by the
regulations set forth in the Act, and brief your staff accordingly. Comparable legislation for nonU.S. countries should be adhered to accordingly. Be mindful of your own actions and present the
best example possible to the passengers.

2.

Be aware that under the Act, it is prohibited to enter Specially Protected Areas (SPAs) and Sites of
Special Scientific Interest (SSSis) unless permits have been obtained in advance. Only those with
"compelling scientific purpose" are allowed permits to enter SPAs, as any entry could "jeopardize the
natural ecological system existing in such an area." SSSis are "sites where scientific investigations
are being conducted or are planned and there is a demonstrable risk of interference which would
jeopardize these investigations." Permits to enter SSSis are only granted if the "proposed entry is
consistent ,vith the management plan" for that particular site.

3.

Enforce the [AA TO Guidelines of Conduct for Antarctica Visitors in a consistent manner. Please
keep in mind, howe\'er, that guidelines must be adapted to individual circumstances. For example.
fur seals with pups may be more aggressive than without pups, and therefore passengers need to
stay farther away: gentoo penguins are more sensitive to human presence than chinstraps: penguins
on eggs or with small chicks are more easily disturbed than malting chicks.

-1-.

Hire a professional team, including qualified, well-trained and experienced expedition leaders, cruise
directors, officers, and crew . Place an emphasis on lecturers and naturalists who will not only talk
about the wildlife, history and geology, but also guide passengers when ashoi:e. It is recommended
that at least 75% of the staff have previous Antarctic experience.

5.

Hire Zodiac drivers who are familiar with driving Zodiacs in polar regions. Zodiac drivers should
take care not to approach too close to icebergs or other floating ice, or glaciers where calving is a
possibility, or to steep cliffs where snow or ice may suddenly slip down into the sea. They should
also use caution not to disturb wildlife, which can be very sensitive to engine noise.

6.

Educate and brief the crew on the !AATO Guidelines of Conduct for Antarctica Visitors, the Agreed
Measures for the Conservation of Antarctic Fauna and Flora, the Marine Mammal Protection A~ct of
1972 and the Antarctic Conservation Act of 1978, and make sure they are consistently enforced. We
encourage tour operators to give slide illustrated talks to the crew and offer guided tours ashore, in
order to stimulate the crew's interest in Antarctica and to make sure that they also understand the
need for the environmental protection of the region. Unsupervised cre~v should not be ashore.

7.

H::n-e a proper staff-to-passenger ratio. Ensure that for every 20 to 25 passengers there is I qualified
naturalisUlecturer guide to conduct and supervise small groups. ashore.

8.

Limit the number of passengers ashore to 100 at any one place at any one time.
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Figure 3.2 continued

9.

Brief all passengers thoroughly on the IAATO Guidelines of Conduct for Antarctica Visitors, the
Agreed Measures for the Conservation of Antarctic Fauna and Rora, the Marine Mammal Protection
Act of 1972 and the Antarctic Conservation Act of 1978. It is imperative that passengers and crew
be briefed about the Acts and Agreed Measures, as well as the specifics about the landing sites, prior
to going ashore. Make certain that passengers understand both the ethical and legal responsibilities
outlined in these documents.

JO. When approaching whales or seals by ship or by Zodiac, the ship's officer on the bridge, or the
Zodiac driver, should use good judgement to avoid distressing them.
11. Communicate your voyage itinerary to the other passenger vessels in order to avoid over-visitatio n of
any site.
12. Give proper notice to all research stations: 72 hours advance notice and a 24-hour advance
reconfirmation of the ship's estimated time of arrival at all Antarctic research stations.
13.

Respect the number of visits which have been allocated by different stations, for example Palmer and
Faraday, as agreed with the NSF and BAS, respectively. Comply with the requests of the station
commander _,,, for example. the commander at Arctowski requests that visits only be made in the
afternoon.

I-+.

Respect the work the scientists are conducting - do not disturb those working \vhile visiting the
stations.

15. It is the responsibility of the tour operator to ensure that no evidence of our visits remains behind.
This includes garbage (of any kind), marine pollution, vandalism, etc. Litter must never be left
ashore.
16.

Follow Annex 5 of the Marpol Agreement. Retain all plastic for proper disposal on the mainland.
Wood products, glass and metal must be compacted and disposed of well away from land or
returned to the mainland. Ensure that incinerators, if used, are functioning properly.

17.

Refrain from dumping bilges or treated sewage within 12 nautical miles of land or ice shelves, or in
the vicinity of research stations where scientific research is taking place. This might inadvertently
affect the results of scientific investigations, and could potentially harm the wildlife.

18. Respect historic huts, scientific markers and monitoring devices.

1992;93
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Figure 3.3

IAATO guidelines for visitors (four pages). Source: IAATO 1993c (also National
Research Council 1993:96-100)

II'

Guidelines of Conduct
for Antarctica Visitors
Antarctica, the world's last pristine wilderness, is particularly vulnerable to human presence. Life in
Antarctica must contend with one of the harshest environments on earth, and we must take care that our
presence does not add more stress to this fragile and unique ecosystem.
The following Guidelines of Conduct have been adopted by all members of the Intema~onal Association
of Antarctica Tour Operators (IAA TO) and will be made available to all visitors traveling with them to
Antarctica. With your cooperation we will be able to operate environmentall y-conscious expeditions that
protect and preserve Antarctica, leaving the continent unimpaired for future generations.

11

Please thoroughly study and follow these guidelines. By doing so, you will make an important
contribution towards the conservation of the Antarctic ecosystem and minimize visitor impact. It will also
help to insure that you will have a safe and fulfilling experience in visiting one of the most exciting and
fascinating places on earth.

I. DO NOT DISTURB, HARASS, OR INTERFER E WITH THE WILDLIFE .

,I

never touch the animals.
maintain a distance of at least 15 feet (4.5 meters) from penguins, all nesting birds and true seals
(crawling seals), and 50 feet (15 meters) from fur seals.
give animals the right-of-way.
do not position yourself between a marine animal and its path to the water, nor between a parent and its
young.
always be aware of your surroundings; stay outside the periphery of bird rooke1ies and seal colonies.
keep noise to a minimum.
do not feed the ~mimals, either ashore or from the ship.
Most of the Antarctic species exhibit a lack of fear which allows you to approach relatively close; however,
please remember that the austral summer is a time for courting, mating, nesting, rearing young and
moiling. If any animal changes or stops its activities upon your approach, you are too close! Be
especially careful while taking photographs, since it is easy to not notice adverse reactions of animals
when concentrating through the lens of a camera. Disturbing nesting birds may cause them to expose their
eggs/offspring to predators or cold. Maintain a low profile since animals can be intimidated by people
standing over them. The disturbance of some animals, most notably fur seals and nesting skuas, may
elicit an aggressive, and even dangerous, response.

2 . DO NOT WALK ON OR OTHERWI SE DAMAGE THE FRAGILE
PLANTS, i.e. LICHENS, MOSSES AND GRASSES.
Poor soil and harsh living conditions mean growth and regeneration of these plants is extremely slow.
Most of the lichens, which grow only on rocks, hard-packed sand and gravel, and bones, are extremely
fragile. Damage from human activity among the moss beds can last for decades.
·
! I
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Figure 3.3 continued

3. LEAVE NOTHIN G BEHIND , AND TAKE ONLY MEMOR IES AND
PHOTOGRAPHS.
).
,
,

leave no litter ashore (and remove any litter you may find while ashore); dispose of all litter properly.
do not take souvenirs, including whale and seal bones, live or dead animals, rocks, fossils, plants,
other organic material, or anything which may be of historical or scientific value.

4. DO NOT INTERF ERE WITH PROTEC TED AREAS OR SCIENT IFIC

RESEAR CH.

,
,

do not enter buildings at the research stations unless invited to do so.
avoid entering all officially protected areas, and do not disturb any ongoing scientific studies.

Areas of special scientific concern are clearly delineated by markers and/or described in official records
(the expedition staff know these sites). Scientific research in Antarctica: is in the interest of
everyone ... visitors, scientists. and laymen.

5. HISTORIC HUTS MAY ONLY BE ENTERE D WHEN ACCOM PANIED
BY A PROPER LY AUTHO RIZED ESCORT .
•

nothing may be removed from or disturbed within historic huts.

Historic huts are essentially museums, and they are all officially maintained and monitored by various
governments.

6. DO NOT SMOKE DURING SHORE EXCUR SIONS.
Fire is a very serious hazard in the dry climate of Antarctica. Great care must be taken to safeguard against
this danger, particularly around wildlife areas, historic huts, research buildings. and storage facilities.

7. STAY WITH YOUR GROUP OR WITH ONE OF THE SHIP'S LEADER S

WHEN ASHOR E.

•
•
•

follow the directions of the expedition staff.
ne ver wander off alone or out of sight of others.
do not hike onto glaciers or large snow fields, as there is a real danger~~ falling into hidden crevasses.
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Figure 3.3 continu ed

In addition to the Guidel ines of Conduc t for Antarc tica Visitor s adopte d by
IAATO, all visitors should be
av...are of the Agreed Measur es for the Consef ".ation of Ant~c tic Fauna and
Flora. This ann~x ~o the
Antarctic Treaty of 1959 address es the protect ion of the environ ment and conserv
atibn of wildlife .
Citizens of any gove~ ent tha~ has ratified the_Antarct~c Treaty are legally
bound by the followi ng
guidelines of conduc t m the region south of Latitud e 60 South:
Conser vation of Wildlif e
Anima ls and plants native to Antarc tica are protect ed under the followi ng
five
instrum ents outline d in the Agreed Measur es:
1. Protect ion of Native Fauna
Within the Treaty Area it is prohibi ted to kill, wound , capture or molest any
native mamm al or bird. or any attemp t at such an act, except in accord ance
with
a permit.
·

2. Harmfu l Interfer ence
Approp riate efforts will be taken to ensure that harmfu l interfer ence is
minimi zed in order that normal living conditi ons of any native mamm al or
bird
are protect ed. Harmful interfe rence include s any disturb ance of bird and seal
colonie s during the breedin g period by persiste nt attentio n from person s on
foot.
3. Specia lly Protect ed Species
Specia l protect ion is accord ed to Fur and Ross Seals.
4. Special ly Protect ed Areas (SPAs)
Areas of outstan ding scientif ic interes t are preserv ed in order to protect their
unique natural ecologi cal system . Entry to these areas is allowe d by permit
only.
5 . Introdu ction of Non-In digeno us Specie s, Parasit es and Disease s
No species of animal or plant not indigen ous to the Antarc tic Trea~y Area may
be brough t into the Area. except in accord ance with a permit. All reasona ble
precaut ions have to be taken to preven t the acciden tal introdu ction of parasite
s
and disease s into the Treaty A rea.
Add_itionally, the Marine Mamm al Protect ion Act of 1972 prohibi ts U.S. citizen
s from taking or import ing
manne mamm als, or parts of marine mamm als, into the U.S. Both acciden tal
or deliber ate disturb ance of
seals or whales may constitu te harassm ent under the Act.
,
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Figure 3.3 continued

further, the Antarctic Conservation Act of 1978 (U.S .Public Law 95-541) was adopted by the United
States Congress to protect and preserve the ecosystem , flora and fauna of the continent, and to implement
the Agreed Measures for the Conservation of Antarctic Fauna and Flora. The Act seS,<, forth regulations
which are legally binding for U.S . citizens and residents visiting Antarctica.
Briefly, the Act provides the following:
In Antarctica the Act makes it unlawful, unless authorized by regulation or permit-issued
under this Act, to take native animals or birds, to collect any special native plant, to
introduce species, to enter certain special areas (SPAs), or to discharge or dispose of any
pollutants. To "take" means to remove , harass, molest, harm, pursue, hunt, shoot,
wound, kill, trap, capture, restrain, or tag any native mammal or native bird, or to attempt
to engage in such conduct.
Under the Act, violations are subject to civil penalties, including a fine of up to $10,000 and one year
imprisonment for each violation. The complete text of the Antarctic Conservation Act of 1978 can be
found in the ship's library.
·
Our ship's staff will make certain that the Antarctic Conservation Act and the above guidelines are adhered
to.

By encouraging your fellow expeditioners to follow your environmentally-conscious efforts you will help
us to ensure that Antarctica will remain pristine for the enjoyment of future generations. Thank you in
advance for your cooperation.
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Some operators have taken an interest in the tourism policymaking
process. 'Over the past few
years we have been involved in Antarctic policy meetings, US
Congressional hearings and
scientific conferences, not only in the US but in Australia and New
Zealand as well, where we
have taken a leadin g role in the environmental protection of Antarc
tica' (Claus 1990). IAAT O
operator guidelines are discussed further in Chapters 5, 6 and 8.

3.4.c IAATO guidelines of conduct for Antarctica visitors
The other set of IAATO guidelines is directed towards Antarctica
visitors (Fig 3.3). IAAT O
visitor guidelines stipulate: that a distance of 4.5 m should be mainta
ined from penguins, all
nesting birds and true seals and that 15 m should be maintained
from fm seals; that no litter
should be left ashore; that no souvenirs should be taken; that smoki
ng is not permi tted during
shore visits; that tourists should never wander off alone; that visitors
should not walk on grasses,
mosses and lichens; and that buildings should not be entered withou
t an invitation.
IAATO visitor guidelines cun-ently have the widest disuibution of the
vaiious sets available and
have been develo ped from lay observation of environmental effects that
operators have identified.
They incorporate advice from recognized polar experts, but are not
based on hard scientific data
(Champ, person al communication 1994). Although this study does
not provid e a detailed
comparison of the various sets of Antarctic tourism guidelines, consid
erable differences exist,
notably between IAAT O guidelines and the recently agreed A TS
codes of guidance. IAA TO
visitor guidelines are discussed fmthe r in Chapters 5, 6 and 8.

3.5 Summ ary of Antarctic tourism regulations and significant policy
challenges
Tom operators are therefore faced with a host of regulations
vai·ying in specificity and
complexity, some of which are based on scientific advice. Briefly summ
arized, Antai·ctic tourism
regulations include Treaty system provisions (the Treaty , Recom
mendations, Protocol with
Annexes and all supplementary instruments), national Antai·ctic progra
m policies covering visits
to research stations in the Treaty Area, national legislation applicable
in Antarctica and the sets
of guidelines agreed by various bodies such as SCAR, COMNAP and
IAAT O. This section sets
out some of the limitations of existing regulations and other baiTiers
to the formulation of tourism
regulations identified in the literature to provide a foundation for consid
ering fieldwork results
presented in Chapters 5-7. Issues such as the extent to which curren
t tourism regulations are
enforced and whether monitoring of compliance or regulatory effecti
veness takes place will be
examined more closely in Chapters 8 and 9.
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Antarctica's unique international status and unresolved issues in the ATS present significant
challenges to policymakers regulating tourist activity. The success of the ATS has been well
attested (Orrego Vicufia 1986; Scully 1986a; Watts 1986a; Negroponte 1987; Trolle-Anderson
1987). Treaty Parties are se1ious about comprehensive environmental protection in Antarctica
(Barnes 1992); no State directly involved in matters Antarctic works outside of the ATS (Watts
1992). However, gaps in measures adopted under the Treaty have been identified and the ATS
has met criticism on a number of important issues. Troublesome issues were sidestepped when
the Treaty was negotiated in order to reach agreement; some continue to plague the system and
may ultimately affect its ability to regulate tourism effectively. The constraints of the ATS policy
process need to be understood to implement appropriate regulations for Antarctic tourism.

3.5.a Limitations of Antarctic regulatory measures
A number of limitations have been identified with respect to Antarctic regulatory measures: 1)
jurisdiction and the application of national and international law to third parties; 2) sovereignty
and territorial disputes; 3) the area of applicability and enforcement issues; 4) liability; and 5)
implementation. These important issues arise when considering a regulatory framework for
Antarctic tourism and have slowed progress on negotiations in the Treaty forum. Each plays a
role in the regulatory framework for Antarctic tourism. A brief summary of the major unresolved
issues follows.

3.5.a. l Jurisdiction and third parties
Jurisdiction remains one of the major unsolved problems of the ATS (Quigg 1983; Watts 1992);
issues that arise are dealt with on an ad hoe basis with police authority being the major difficulty
(Auburn 1982). Treaty Parties have yet to resolve questions involving the application of national
and international law to third parties. According to Article 34 of the Convention on the Law of
Treaties, treaties do not generally bind third party States to their terms without their consent.
There is, therefore, no legal basis for steps taken to ensure compliance by third parties (ibid.).
It is not clear that tourism regulations agreed within the ATS would be binding on citizens of
non-Party states and it 'is unlikely that third parties will be bound by the Protocol' (Foreman
1992:877). For example, Annex IV dealing with the prevention of marine pollution does not
apply to ships flying flags of non-state parties, a category under which many tour ships fall.
Third parties are discussed further in Auburn (1982) and Boczek (1988):
3.5.a.2 Sovereignty and territorial disputes
Another difficulty faced by the ATS is the inability to resolve sovereignty issues (Triggs 1987;
Foreman 1992). Some Treaty Pa1ties felt their authority would be undercut if they smTendered
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their territorial claims when (or after) the Treaty was negot
iated. For example, South Amelican
claimant countries have distinct views regarding temtory
in their Antarctic sectors; often the area
is seen as a direct extension of national boundaries. Altho
ugh these views are not endorsed by
other Parties, they strongly influence negotiators who hold
them. As a result, consensus on
tourism issues may be hindered by deep-rooted temtorial
notions. In sum, Antarctic sovereignty
issues remain as important in the 1990s as they were in
the 1950s (Kaye and Rothwell 1993).
3.5.a.3 Area of applicability and enforcement issues
Neither the Treaty (Art VI) nor the Protocol (Art 3(1)) appli
es

to the high seas, thereby limiting

the area of regulatory applicability. The lack of enforceme
nt procedures has led to disregard of
environmental guidelines (Orrego Vicuna 1988; Foreman
1992) and may lessen the likelihood of
compliance with Treaty provisions (Barnes 1991). Enfo
rcement issues for tomism, already
severely challenged by the vastness of the region, are
further constrained by the area of
applicability and the ease in which transgressors may evade
detection. Kaye and Rothwell (1993)
noted the difficulties inherent in a more ligorous application
of Australian law in their claimant
sector in Antarctica. Sabella (1992) maintains that a forma
l inspectorate and regulatory authority
for compliance and monitoring are needed. Blay (1992)
points out that before the Protocol was
agreed tourism was not covered by any legally enforceabl
e rules.
3.5.a.4 Liability
Liability issues for Antarctic activities are complex (Watts
1986b) and present a major challenge
to tourism policymakers. The form liability rules shoul
d take, what constitutes environmental
damage sufficient to invoke liability proceedings, the basis
of fault and the action to be employed
once damage occurs (Wilder 1993:1) are issues that need
further attention in the Treaty forum.
The sinking of the Bahia Paraiso less than one mile from
Anvers Island, Antarctic Peninsula in
January 1989 sparked considerable debate since the vesse
l was carrying 81 tomists; as an
Argentine Navy vessel it was not insured. The resulting
oil spill, quick response team efforts
(Kennicutt et al. 1990) and subsequent clean-up opera
tions entailed financial and technical
resources that far exceeded the capacity of Argentina's natio
nal Antarctic program. 20 At XVII
ATCM it was agreed to convene a meeting of legal exper
ts before the next ATCM to consider
liability issues (Hay 1993a). The meeting was held in Heide
lberg from 18-20 November 1993,
but it is not known whether or to what extent tourism
issues were considered or whether a
Protocol annex on liability will result.

20

A joint Dutch and Argentine venture to clean up the excess oil spille
d was completed during
the 1992/93 season.
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3.5.a.5 Implementation
Long delays in implementing national legislation for instruments agreed in the ATS are not
unusual and may be due to the low priority national policy accords Antarctic matters (Auburn

1982), domestic policies and/or the political system involved. Any new tourism regulations
agreed in the ATS would face the prospect of delayed implementation. Until all Protocol
implementing legisfation is seen it remains unclear how the ATS might reach all tour ships and
operators since some may be organized in non-signatory States and some legislation may be more
stringent than others.

11

1/

The delay in the Protocol's entry into force has resulted in the formation of a Transitional
Environmental Working Group (TEWG) at XVIII ATCM (Antarctic Treaty 1994:11-12) to
address those items on the agenda of XIX ATCM (8-19 May 1995) that would be dealt with by
the CEP if it were operative. The TEWG is to meet during the first week of the ATCM 'so that
its advice and recommendations may be considered by the plenary during the second week'
(ibid.: 12).

3.5.b Other barriers to the formulation of Antarctic tourism regulations

Other barriers to the regulation of Antarctic tourism include the real and perceived political,
cultural, environmental and economic differences between Treaty Parties; the terminology
employed in Treaty instruments and national legislation; non-compliance with reporting
procedures; the lack of an adrninist:rative center for Treaty matters; and the need for a codification
of tourism regulations.
3.5.b.1 Political, cultural, environmental and economic differences between Treaty
Parties
Treaty Parties represent nations with many different political, cultural, environmental and
economic orientations. These factors influence negotiating positions in the Treaty forum and need

to be considered to appreciate fully the achievements of the ATS 's consensus system. Joyner and
Ewing (1991) noted that ATCPs, especially the Latin countries, are not likely to accept any
changes that degrade their prominence in the ATS, but sh.ifts in traditional roles may be
forthcoming given proper conditions and continued negotiation. The challenge to Parties is to
reconcile national interests with increasing global environmental awareness in order to develop
forward looking policies that remain flexible enough to respond to curren·t and future levels and
forms of Antarctic tomist activity.
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3.5.b.2 Terminology
Treaty documents do not employ consistent terminology that defines and clearly differen
tiates
categories of Antarctic visitors (Boczek 1988). For example, Ree VIII-9 (Heap 1990:26
04)
suggests that tour organizers oversee tours and expeditions, when this may not in fact
be the
case. Relevant concepts need to be sharpened and applied in a consistent manner. Boczek
(1988:489) suggested they be placed 'in one Recommendation like the Agreed Measures'.
Some terms used in the Protocol are ambiguous, such as the repeated use of the phrase
'to the
maximum extent practicable' that leaves Parties to interpret measures as they see fit (Blay
1992)
or undefined, such as minor or transitory impacts (Art 8) and Antarctic associated or depende
nt
ecosystems (Preamble, Arts 3,6,8,10,14-16). These terms may have to be clarified to achieve
consistent environmental regulation. Boczek (1988:465) observed that there is no coheren
t set
of rules governing tourists given the 'softness' of Treaty language and a lack of 'conceptual
rigor'
in regulations applicable to Antarctic visitors.
3.5.b.3 Non-compliance with reporting procedures
Treaty Article VII(5) provides for the exchange of tourism and other relevant informa
tion
between Parties, but the quality, nature and amount of material exchanged varies consider
ably.
Treaty Parties are required to report on Antarctic tourist activity organized in their home country.

If operators fail to report to home governments as required, Treaty Pruties cannot comply in
tum.
Many operators do report, especially those based in the US (Table 2.4), but some do not.
This
study found that yacht owners typically fail to report their Antarctic trips (see Section 8.1.b).
As
noted in Chapter 1, of the 12 tour operators that offered Antarctic cruises during the 1992/93
season, five of the six required to report to NSF did. Reported information may be incompl
ete
or irregularly distributed (Nicholson 1986; Boczek 1988). At present, little is done to
ensure
compliance (Auburn 1982; Foreman 1992). Compiling accurate statistics on Antarctic tourism
entails considerable effort as a result.

Some information stipulated in Treaty provisions,
especially Ree VIII-9, has not been reported in the past. This gap has recently been addresse
d
by NSF in its revised reporting form. Copies of a previous and recently revised NSF reportin
g
form appear as Figures 3.4 and 3.5. These forms currently cover the majority of operator
s, but
an increasing number of tours are being organized outside of the US and information
on those
tourists has not yet been exchanged at ATCMs. Germany's standardized tourism reporting
form
has brought many more operators under the reporting umbrella. However, it is not yet known
whether these data will be reported at ATCMs. The standardized reporting form develop
ed by
ICAIR is the first designed for use by all Treaty Parties to collect information required of
tour
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Figure 3.4

Early form developed by the US National Science Foundation's Division of Polar
Programs for use by Antarctic tour operators based in the United States to report
information required under Antarctic Treaty system provisions. One fo1m was to
be completed for each cruise made in the Antarctic Treaty Area. Note: This form
did not request information from tour operators on the number of passengers carried
aboard cruise ships entering the Treaty Area as stipulated in Treaty
Recommendation VIII-9 Annex C. This oversight was con-ected in the revised
form issued since the 1993/94 season. Source: NSF date unknown
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operators, but has yet to be translated into all the appropriate languages.
3.5.b.4 The lack of an Antarctic Treaty system administrative center
There is no centralized source for the assessment, compilation or storage of reported tourism
information. The administrative needs of the ATS were deliberately not considered when the
Treaty was first negotiated (Auburn 1982). The need for permanent administrative arrangements
and archival facilities for the ATS has long been recognized as one of its principal weaknesses
(ibid.; Myhre 1986; Foreman 1992). Myhre (1986) traced the development of Antarctica's
secretariat question. The question of a small, cost-effective secretariat has been considered at
ATCMs for many years (Hay 1993a), but was long rejected. Recent progress has been made in
negotiations calling for a modest secretariat. Scully (1988) outlined how the ATS has dealt with
organizational issues historically and considers the establishment of a secretariat a necessary part
of the development of the ATS (Scully 1986b).
3.5.b.5 The need for a codification of tourism regulations
A comprehensive codification of existing tourism recommendations would harmonize relevant
provisions, provide much needed consistency (Boczek 1988) and serve a practical purpose by
providing Antarctic tour operators, yachtspersons and tourists with a complete set of applicable
regulations in one document. Current recommendations are widely scattered; considerable effo1ts
are needed to compile them.

This section has described regulations currently in effect for Antarctic tourism and identified
some of the challenges policymakers face when formulating regulations for the Treaty Area. The
following chapters (4-6) describe the fieldwork employed to investigate how these regulations
operate in practice. Chapter 8 examines regulatory effectiveness in the light of fieldwork results
and other literature.
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Chapter 4 Fieldwork methodology
'Reliable information, and the competent analy
sis of that information, are becoming
increasingly important for the effective planning, moni
toring and management of tourism' (Baron 1989:3).

Fieldwork for this study was collectively designed to
gather relevant and reliable information on
Antarctic tourists, tour operators and the manageme
nt of Antarctic tourism. The aim of the
fieldwork was to collect as much information as possi
ble on tourists and the nature of Antarctic
cruise ship tourism and the sites being visited in order
to yield insight into how tour operator
management practices affect the nature and scale of
environmental effects caused dming tour
visits and assess the regulations in effect for the tour
industry. Ritchie and Goeldner (1987:18)
noted that observational and survey research are appro
priate methods for the study of tourism
management. As stated in the introduction, fieldwork
involved a three -pronged approach. Firstly,
a tourism monitoring project was conducted on Half
Moon Island, South Shetland Islands during
the 1991/92 summer season to observe and compare
tour ship visits made by different sized
groups managed by various tour operators at one site.
Secondly, complete cruises were made
aboard four different sized cruise ships operated by
four different tour companies during the
1991/92 and 1992/93 seasons in order to compare mana
gement practices aboard ship and ashore.
In particular, shipboard education programs, boat polic
ies and passenger safety programs were
noted. Thirdly, questionnaires designed to establish
a visitor profile were distributed among
passengers traveling with seven different Antarctic tour
operators. Demographic information was
collected along with information on visitor motivatio
ns, expectations, impressions and satisfaction
levels.

Field methods employed in the study included direc
t and recorded visual observation, field
interviews, participant"observation, notetaking, questionn
aires and collecting daily ship programs
and educational materials for further study. Field
work results are presented and analyzed in
subsequent chapters. Additional information was colle
cted from interviews with yachtspersons
at the port of Ushuaia, Argentina (a popular embarkati
on point for yacht trips to the Antarctic) .
Findings from these interviews are presented in Secti
on 8.1.b. Field methods employed for each
prong of the study including some advantages and disad
vantages are described below . Table 4.1
provides a summary of these .
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Table 4.1 Field methods employed for this study of the management of Antarctic tourism with some advantages and
disadvantages.

FIELD MONITORING PROJECT
Methods • direct visual observation
• recorded visual observation (photography and videotaping)
• semi-structured field interviews with ship expedition staff and crew ashore
• informal field interviews with tourists ashore
Advantages • free and open access to information and visitors
• all aspects of shore activities can be observed
• specific tourism management issues can be focused on where appropriate
Disadvantages • tourist and/or operator behavior may be affected by the knowledge they are under observation
• research is limited to operators willing to be studied
• information provided can not always be verified

COMPARISON OF TOUR OPERATOR MANAGEMEN T PRACTICES ABOARD SHIP AND ASHORE
Methods • participant observation
• direct visual observation
• recorded visual observation (photography and videotaping)
• semi-structured and informal field interviews with ship expedition staff, crew and tourists
• collection and review of informational materials distributed aboard ships
Advantages • allows a clearer picture of the scope of operator activities and management options to emerge
• allows study of activities and management practices at a variety of sites and/or sites visited by more
than one operator
• allows study as participant observer in the tour group (with access to most aspects of the operation
as seen from the inside)
• allows ship and tour company personnel and tourists to be questioned as tour progresses
• allows study of the interface between a shipboard education program and activity ashore
Disadvantages • some aspects of management may be modified in the knowledge they are under study
• research is limited to operators willing to be studied
• information provided can not always be verified

ANT ARCTIC TOURISM SURVEY
Methods • questionnaires administered aboard Antarctic cruise ships
Advantages • Antarctic tourists can be asked specific questions on demographics, motivations, impressions,
expectations and satisfaction that can inform the tourism management and policy decision-making process
• A two-part questionnaire collects information before and after landings are made
• little demographic information on Antarctic tourists is currently available
• shipborne tourists have ample time to complete questionnaires
• by establishing what tourists want from their Antarctic visit it may be possible to further minimize
the environmental effects of tourism
Disadvantages • participation is optionai, therefore, not all tourists may complete sur~eys
• not all respondents may complete both parts of the questionnaire in full
• the potential exists for respondents to provide answers they think are expected
• it is not possible to determine the accuracy or truthfulness of the responses
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4.1 Tourism monitoring project on Half Moon Island, South Shetland
Islands
The tourism monito ring project on Half Moon Island (Fig 4.1) was conduc
ted from 30 Decem ber
1991 to 31 January 1992 to provide data on a site visited repeate dly by tourists
. By observ ing
visitor and operato r conduc t the study sought to gather baselin e data on
the manag ement of
Antarctic tourism; compa re tour operator manage ment practic es in order
to consid er the
effectiv eness of differe nt policies; and investigate how Antarctic tourism
regulat ions operate in
practice.

Figure 4.1 Half Moon Island, South Shetland Islands, Antarctica, site of the tourism
monitoring project
for this study. A chinstrap rookery appears in the foreground. Teniente Camara
station
appears in the center to the right. The number 1 indicates where most landings
were made.
Most ships anchored in Half Moon Bay which appears in the right hand side of
the photo.
The number 2 indicates where boats landed for visits to the station (in such cases
shuttle
service was also made to the rookery). The number 3 indicates an alternate landing
site used
by one operator when wind and sea conditions deteriorated. Source: the author
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Many of the most popular tourist landing sites in the Antarctic are located in the South Shetland
Islands. Half Moon Island (62°36'S; 59°54'W), approximately three square kilometers in area
(Acero and Aguirre 1994:299), is situated in the South Shetland Island chain between Livingston
and Greenwich Islands (Fig 4.2). The island is crescent-shaped, hence its name, and is home to
seven species of birds including, most notably, a chinstrap penguin colony that nests in five
distinct groups on the south end of the island, where more than 1700 chinstrap nests have been
counted (Favero and Silva 1991). Approximately 6000 chinstraps populated the island during the
tourism monitoring project (Favero, personal communication 1992). Other birds, occurring in
varying but far smaller numbers, include the subantarctic skua (Catharacta lonnbergi), blue-eyed
cormorant/shag (Phalacrocorax atriceps), Wilson's storm petrel (Oceanites oceanicus), Antarctic
tern (Sterna vittata), kelp gull (Larus dominicanus) and greater sheathbill (Chionis alba).
Weddell, elephant and fur seals visit the island regularly in summer, but are not known to breed
there; crabeater seals are often seen on ice floes just off the island. However, the island's
chinstraps, dramatic surrounding scenery and protected bay may be the greatest tourism draws
to the site.

The island is also home to Argentina's Teniente Camara station which is visited occasionally by
tourists and served as a base21 while monitoring tour visits. The station is located roughly in
the center of the island approximately one kilometer from where the vast majority of tourist
landings took place, near the southeast end (see Fig 4.1). The north end of the island is
characterized by steep te1rnin with more vegetative cover than found in the south end. Few, if
any, tourists manage the long walk to this end of the island during shore visits. Half Moon
Island was chosen as the site of the field monitoring project due to its popularity with tour
operators and tourists, the variety of wildlife found there, ease of access and the offer to use the
Argentine station as a base during the study.
This work drew upon Codling' s (1982a) [nee Reich] field study of Antarctic seaborne tourism
(based on travel with one cruise operator). Codling's study considered three main questions: the
duration of shore visits, the nature of shore activities and tourist responses to their visit, but did
not entail a tourism monitoring project, comparison of tour operator management practices or

21

Logistic arrangements were made with the Argentine national Antarctic program to work
out of Teniente Camara station on the island. The author was accompanied by Dr. Bernard
Stonehouse (group leader) and Anita Dey (research student) from the Scott Polar Research Institute,
University of Cambridge and a support team from Argentina's national Antarctic program.
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Figure 4.2 Map showing Half Moon Island in relation to surrounding islands
in the South
Shetland Island chain and the Antarctic Peninsula. The numbers in the key
refer
to past and present stations . Source : Travel Dynamics 1991
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distribution of a tourism survey. Having noted that '{p]ersonal observation of one cruise is a
limited base from which to draw conclusions' (Codling 1982a:3), Codling described in general
terms how an Antarctic cruise was conducted and referred to the use of a questionnaire 'to probe
the expectation of visitors' (ibid.:6). This prompted the author to: question how the operator in
the study compared with other Antarctic operators, formulate interview questions to be put to tour
operators and tourists, study . what happens at a popular landing site and develop a survey for
Antarctic tourists. This study sought other precedents for Antarctic tourism fieldwork in the
literature, but none were found. The USAP Observer Program monitors individual site visits in
the Antarctic, but site visit report data are not publicly available (see Fig 1.5 22). Tourism
research has been conducted in many other parts of the world and the 'impacts of tourists on
Antarctica have some similarities with tourist visitations in other remote parts of the world ... the
great wilderness areas of Alaska, Greenland, and the Galapagos Islands off the coast of Ecuador
may serve as examples - but in many ways these impacts are ... unique to the continent' (Bauer
1991:4-5). This limits possibilities of drawing comparatively upon research conducted in other
regions since the ecosystems, environmental issues, regulatory frameworks and tour practices
differ.

The main methods employed during the tourism monitoring project were visual observation
(direct and recorded) and semi-structured interviews with ship expedition staff and crew.
Informal interviews were also conducted with tourists when time permitted. Photographs and
videorecordings provided information on visitor dispersal on the island and proximity to wildlife
and other site features.

Baseline data on the management of Antarctic tourism were obtained by recording the following
information during tour visits to the island: date of visit; ship arrival and departure times; the

I

1

I
11
I

nature, location and frequency of landings and tour visits; landing site usage; numbers of
passengers landed; the duration of visits in the light of environmental constraints; shore guide
policies in effect during visits; operational policies for inflatable boats including the number of
boats in use, load factors, time intervals of arrivals and departuies, boat anchoring systems at the
shore and how boat operations were conducted around wildlife; and weather conditions. Data
were collected to compare tour operator management practices and consider the effectiveness of
different boat and shore guide policies.

22

The form that appears as Figure 1.5 was obtained after fieldwork was conducted.
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Semi-structured field interviews23 were conducted at the landing beach on Half Moon Island to
collect additional information from expedition staff and other ship personnel on each respective
tour operator including ship name and capacity; details regarding the expedition leader, staff and
crew; IAATO membership status; number of paying passengers aboard; number of inflatable boats
available for use; further details concerning boat policies including boat passenger assistance, life
jacket policy, passenger accountability system, emergency procedures and driver training; further
details concerning shore visit policies including whether any language barriers existed between
tourists and expedition staff, especially shore guides and boat drivers; passenger access to
guidelines and whether tourists had been briefed before landing; whether any official observers
accompanied the cruise; ship itinerary; operators' plans for the visit ashore; whether the operator
had ever visited the island before and if so, how many times during the cun-ent season; the nature
of contact with other tour ships in the vicinity; how many Antarctic trips were planned for the
season; trip number cun-ently in progress and cost; and the operators' plans for the following
season. Complete interviews were granted by personnel from each visiting ship regardless of
weather conditions. Table 4.2 summarizes the specific information recorded during each tour
visit to the site.

Visitor and operator conduct was observed using direct and recorded visual observation. The
study investigated how Antarctic tourism regulations operate in practice by noting levels of

i I

compliance with IAATO operator and visitor guidelines (Figs 3.2 and 3.3) . .This study recorded
arrival and departure times and passenger loads for boat trips to determine total numbers landed
during visits and how many visitors were ashore at any given time. Guideline issues considered
during fieldwork included distances maintained from wildlife; visitor conduct near wildlife; noise
levels during visits; incidents of smoking ashore, food brought ashore, littering or the taking of
souvenirs; tour staff experience levels; shore guide to tourist ratios; boat and guide policies in
effect; notice given to .stations before visiting; crew shore visits; and total numbers ashore at any
given time.

During the course of the monitoring project, from 30 December 1991 through 31 January 1992,
2038 tourists visited Half Moon Island. This represents 33% of shipborne tourists in the Treaty

I

1

Area during the 1991/92 season. Six tour operators paJ.ticipated in the study representing six of
II

23

Interview questions were selected to reveal the most relevant details concerning the nature
of tour operator management practices and site visits.
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Table 4.2 The tourism monitoring project conducted on Half Moon
Island, South Shetland Islands during

the 1991/92 summer season recorded the following information during
tour visits to the site:

1. Ship name, capacity, tour operator, expedition leader, expedition staff
and crew size, passenger load
factor and itinerary.
2. Arrival and departure times of each ship with date of visit.
3. Total number of passengers landed with landing location.
4. Duration of visit ashore and operator plans for the visit.

5. Inflatable boat policies employed including boat passenger assistan
ce (on the ship platform and

ashore), life jacket policy, passenger accountability system, emergency
procedures and boat anchoring
system at the shore.

6. Boat driver training, numbers of boats available for or in use,
time intervals of boat arrivals and

departures with passenger loads for each trip and how boat operations
were conducted near wildlife.

7. Guide policy employed ashore including guide to tourist ratios.

11

8. Passenger access to IAATO guidelines and whether tourists were
briefed before landing.
9. Compliance with tour operator and visitor guidelines (noting
guideline infractions).

10. Whether any official observers accompanied the cruise.
11. Whether any language barriers existed between tourists and expedi
tion staff, especially shore guides
and boat drivers.
I

12. Spatial bounds of the visit.

:I

13. Weather conditions during the visit.
14. Number of Antarctic trips planned for the season, trip number current
ly in progress and cost, whether
the operator had visited Half Moon Island before and if so, how many times
during the current season.

15. The nature of contact with other tour ships in the vicinity .
16. Tour operator plans for the following season.

I

I!

the 12 ships used for tourism that season (Table 2.1). Chapt er 5
provid es furthe r details on ship
visits made to the island and numbe rs of tourists landed on each
occasi on.
,i

Among the advan tages of this study approa ch was that it allowe
d free and open access to
information and visitor s, all aspect s of shore activities could be
observ ed and specif ic tourism
manag ement issues could be focuse d on where approp riate. It was
possib le to monit or landin g
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parties and tourist movements at the main rookery from the landing beach, but site
features
prevented full view of all visitors at all times. Observation was limited accordingly. Technic
al
difficulties were encountered with photographic equipment. One of the author's cameras
failed
during the monitoring project and the station power supply did not allow for regular rechargi
ng
of videorecorder batteries. One limitation was that the research was site and species specific.
Among the disadvantages was that the research was limited to operators willing to be
studied.
Information provided by tour personnel could not always be verified. Also, it is important
to note
that this study had no means of measuring the effect that knowledge of the monitoring
project
may have had on the behavior, attitudes, decisions or policies of tour groups and operator
s,
although it was clear that many tourists were conscious of the fact that they were observe
d and
all operators were aware of the study before landing. In some cases, tourists approac
hed the
author to ask whether they were behaving properly and in one case an expedition leader
stated
that he came ashore to monitor the monitors.

4.2 Comparison of tour operator management practices aboard ship and ashore
The author accompanied four different Antarctic cruise ships dming the 1991/92 and
1992/93
seasons in order to document what happened aboard ship and ashore at different Antarcti
c sites;
gather information on ships, tours and personnel; compare tour operator management practice
s
aboard ship and ashore; consider the effectiveness of different policies; and investigate
how
Antarctic tourism regulations operate in practice. All of the operators were members of IAATO
.
Three months were spent in the field during the 1991/92 season; a total of three complet
e and
two partial cruises were made. 24 During the 1992/93 season, one month was spent
in the
Antarctic aboard a fourth cruise ship run by a different operator; two further complete
cruises
were made. The trips were representative of Antarctic Peninsula cruises currently offered
by tour
operators. In addition, yacht interviews were conducted during one week at the end
of the
1991/92 austral summer season after yachts had returned from the Treaty Area. Yacht intervie
w
results appear in Section 8.1.b.

The author drew upon Codling's (1982a) study of Antarctic seaborne tourism as describe
d in the
previous section. The main methods employed were participant observation, visual observa
tion
(direct and recorded), semi-structured interviews and collecting infmmational material
s for

24

Since the identity of ships and operators under study is not relevant to the purpose of this
study they will not be revealed. At least one complete cruise was made with each operator.
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comparison. Photographs and videorecordings provided inform
ation on visitor dispersal at sites
and proximity to wildlife and other site features.
The elements of tour operator management practices studied
included the conte nt of education
programs (scheduled lectures, videos, passenger briefings
and recap sessions); access to
information such as public address system announcements, maps,
guidelines, daily programs and
other materials; passenger management and shore guide polici
es; and passenger safety programs
(shipboard emergency drills, safety briefings, passenger accou
ntability, life jacke t and boat
policies). Questions concerning boat policies included: the numb
er of boats available, the number
of boats in use for each landing, boat driver training and exper
ience levels, boating practices and
equipment, and conduct near marine life. Crew attitudes and
efficiency of operations were also
considered. Particular attention was paid to language issues espec
ially aboard ships carrying two
or more passenger language groups. These included passe
nger access to expedition staff
(especially shore guides and boat drivers), lectures, briefings
and safety and other information.
Data were collected on the nature and frequency of tour visits
and landings and the duration of
visits in the light of environmental constraints. Site featur
es such as wildlife; terrain; beach
access; snow, ice and vegetative cover; research stations; histor
ic huts or monuments; and weather
conditions were noted to consider what effect they had on tour
operator management practices.
Visit effects on flora and fauna, science programs and the marin
e system were also considered.
Semi-structured interviews were employed to collect inform
ation on ships and personnel.
Expedition leaders and cmise directors were questioned
regarding their training, Antarctic
experience, numbers and nationalities of passengers, expedition
staff and crew, language issues,
ship chain of command, cruise itinerary, number of Antarctic
trips planned this season, cost of
the tour, operator plans for the following year, contact with other
tour ships in the Treaty Area,
whether the operator had landed at each site before, landing decisi
ons and safety issues when they
arose. Bridg e personnel were questioned regarding their trainin
g, Antarctic experience, ship
specifications (ice rating, capacity, features, etc.), navigationa
l equipment, chart usage, reference
materials and waste management policies, practices and equip
ment. Boat drivers were questioned
regarding their training, Antarctic experience, gear issue and
boat maintenance. Crew members
were questioned regarding their training, Antarctic experience,
safety briefings, shore visits and
impressions of Antarctica when time permitted. Two cmises
under study were also accompanied
by NSF observers. Each was interviewed to discuss their work
experience and role aboard ship
and ashore.
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Visitor and opera tor behavior were observed aboard ship
and during shore visits to determine
compliance levels with IAATO guidelines (see Figs
3.2 and 3.3). The main factors for
consideration were distances maintained from wildlife;
visitor conduct near wildlife; noise levels
during visits; incidents of smoking ashore, littering or
the taking of souvenirs; shore guide to
tourist ratios; boat and guide policies in effect; and total
numbers ashore at any given time. In
addition, tour operator waste disposal practices were
noted to determine comp lianc e with
regulatory provisions. Overall, data on tour operator
management practices were gathered to
consider the effectiveness of different policies and curre
nt regulations.
A total of 918 passengers traveled aboard the four ships
under study. Ship capacities range d from
140 to 480. A total of 38 landings were made at 20 differ
ent sites by the four operators under
study. One additional site was used for boat cruising
only. Operators made an average of 7.6
landings each trip. Each cruise spent an average of 5.2
days in the Treaty Area. Therefore, each
ship avera ged 1.5 landings per day in Antarctica.
Although the scale and scope of this study prevent
a detailed examination of all tourism
management issues, those considered to be most relev
ant were passenger safety and education
programs; perso nnel experience levels; ship waste mana
gement policies, practices and equipment;
boat policies; landi ng site features; the nature, frequency
and duration of shore visits; passe nger
behavior ashore; compliance with IAA TO operator and
visitor guidelines; language barriers and
shore mana geme nt practices. These issues are considered
within the framework of the ships used,
features of the tours offered, the respective operators and
passengers aboard each cruise.
The study was conducted openly. Among the advantages
of this approach was that interviews
could be cond ucted with personnel and expedition staff
aboard each ship to yield information on
such subjects as ship operations, waste management polic
ies, ship education programs, captain,
staff and crew experience levels and the ship itself as tours
progressed. In many cases permission
was granted to go ashore in the first boat and remain
until the last boat trip was made back to
the ship, thus maximizing the amount of time spent
observing tourist behavior and operator
management practices at landing sites. This would not
have been possible in a conce aled study
since passengers are assigned to groups and go ashor
e in turns on a rotating basis. Much
information was obtained during informal conversatio
ns with tourists; passengers were also
approached directly to discuss different aspects of their
Antarctic trip. Furthe1more, tomis m
questionnaires (discussed further in the next section) could
be distributed and collected readily
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in this open study. An added benefit was that tourists often approa ched
the author to provide
valuable inform ation and share concerns or personal viewpo ints with respect
to tour operations.
During one trip it was possible to schedule a seminar with eight travel
agents aboard on a
familiarization trip and learn about Antarctic tourism from their perspective. 25
Overall, the study allowe d visitor behavior and manage ment practic es at
a variety of sites with
different features to be observed thereby allowing a clearer picture of
the scope of operator
activities and manag ement options to emerge. This approach also allowe d
study of the interface
between shipbo ard educati on programs and shore activities.
The author genera lly moved about freely at landing sites and was therefore
able to observ e most
tourists at each site. In some cases site features prevented full view of visit
areas and tourists.
The author 's guide duties limited the ability to observe some aspects
of shore manag ement
practices at some sites. It was not possible to recharge the videore corder batterie
s on two of the
ships, therefore, the use of videotapes was restricted in this study. Among
the disadva ntages was
that the researc h was limited to operators willing to be studied. Inform ation
provid ed by ship
person nel could not always be verified. The effect that knowle dge of this
study may have had
on the behavior, attitudes or decisions of tourists and operators is not
known. Howev er, it
appeared unlikel y that many aspects of ship and shore operations had been
modifi ed or concea led
given the difficulties that would have entailed and that tour operato r particip
ation was voluntary.
Access to inform ation would have been extremely limited had the study
been conduc ted under
cover.

Theref ore, the advantages of the study approach employ ed far outwei
ghed the
disadvantages.
I

I

4.3 Antarctic tourism survey
Chapter 1 describ ed the dearth of information on tourists who visit Antarc
tica. In respon se to
this need, this prong of the study conside red what information would prove
useful in establishing
baseline data on Antarc tic tourists and inform the tourism manag ement
and policy decisionmaking process .

A survey was designed accordingly to collect demographic, attitudinal
and
motivational information. Questionnaires were distributed among cruise
ship tourists in

I
I
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25

Having been identified at the outset of each cruise as an academic conducting research
on
Antarctic tourism, passengers were invited to discuss their ideas and concerns with
me at any point
during the trip. I also served as a lecturer and shore guide for each cruise.
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Antarctica during the 1991/92 summer season. Participation in this
study was optional.
This prong of the research drew upon Codling's (1982a) study of Antarc
tic seaborne tourism as
described in Section 4.1 and the principles of survey design outlined
by Moser and Kalton ( 1979)
and de Vaus (1991). Numerous types of survey methods are availab
le (ibid.; Ward 1992). Smith
(1989:24) suggested that attitudinal and motivational questions are
useful in tourism research.
Ritchie and Goeld ner (1987:379) noted that demographic data are useful
for categorizing visitors
and later consideration with different variables, an approach adopte
d by this study (see Chapter
7). The first steps in designing the questionnaires were to define the
problem to be tackled by
the survey and decide what questions to ask (Moser and Kalton 1979).
Having done the former
in the previous paragraph, a description of the questions asked and
the rationale for including
I

them in the survey follows.

I

I
De Vaus (1991 :87) noted that '(ijhere is no right or wrong approa
ch' and suggested that a
combination of question formats keeps the questionnaire interesting.
Questionnaires contained
both closed and open format questions (see Appendix E for copies of
the survey). Closed format
questions allow data to be more readily analyzed with the aid of a compu
ter and were, therefore,
used largely to obtain demographic infmmation, but an open format
was employed for attitudinal
and motivational questions since this was the first study of its kind
and developing a full range
of response choices for tourists would have proven difficult given the
likeli)1ood of introducing
bias. Careful structuring of questions (aimed at answering research questi
ons) that employ simple
and unambiguous language is important since it can avoid leading respon
dents (ibid.:83-85) and
minimize bias (Smith 1989:250). Noting that lengthy questions were
to be avoided (Moser and
Kalton 1979), each questionnaire was kept to one page in length
in order to limit the time

11

commitment incurred by participants; longer, more involved surveys
may yield more or different
types of data, but run the risk of attracting far fewer respondents. Survey
responses were coded
for entry into SPSS (Statistical Package for the Social Sciences).
The first half of each questionnaire requested identical demographic
information in the event
respondents did not complete both questionnaires. Part I was design
ed for distribution aboard
cruise ships before the first landing in Antarctica was made and therefo
re, was distributed enroute
to Antarctica. Part II was designed for distribution on the return
voyage after all Antarctic
landings had been made. Names were requested to later match respon
ses to Parts I and II of the
questionnaire . The overwhelming majority of tourists provided their
forenames or initials and
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surnames although this was optional. In the few cases where names were not provided, matches
were made based on identical answers appearing on the upper half of both parts of the
questionnaire. Survey results reflect all demographic information provided by a given respondent
when both parts of the questionnaire were completed since, in such cases, the first half of each
form did not necessarily contain identical material.
Questions concerning tourists' age, gender, occupation, occupational status, nationality and
country of residence were asked to establish the demographic base for Antarctic tourism and shed
light on their socioeconomic status. Information on the main leisure interests and clubs or
organizations of tourists was sought to determine how many respondents were involved in

I.

environmental or conservation groups and shed further light on their socioeconomic status.

I

Tourists were asked whether this was their first trip to Antarctica and to provide details of any
previous Antarctic trips to establish how many had been to the Treaty Area before, how such trips
were made and whether different areas of Antarctica were visited. Such information sheds light
on possible future demand. 26 This is important because increased demand for Antarctic tours
adds urgency to the need for relevant officials to address outstanding tourism management and
policy issues.

I

:I

Part I of the questionnaire asked why Antarctica was chosen, how tourists became interested in
Antarctica and how they found out about their particular trip in order to learn what motivated
them to visit. This information is important because it sheds light on why Antarctic tourism is
increasing.

Tourists were asked what they hoped to gain from their visit to determine their expectations of
the trip. Tourists were asked to provide their impressions of Antarctica, state what they learned
from their visit and name the highlight of their trip to identify the components of visitor
satisfaction. Such information can be used to consider how Antarctic tourism management
practices may be improved (e.g . so that the environmental effects of tours are minimized) and
formulate policies concerning tourism use of the Treaty Area.

26

Demand refers to a forecast of future participation (Smith 1989:99).
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Part II of the questionnaires asked whether tourists would like to return to Antarc
tica, and if yes,
why and where, to consider tourism demand. Such information sheds light on
whether Antarctic
tourist numbers may be expected to increase. Tourists were also asked whethe
r the trip met their
expectations and to provide comments. This allowed the study to consider how
Antarctic tourism
management practices and other factors contribute to visitor satisfaction. Smith
(1989:16) noted
that there is a particular need for policy analysis in tourism research. This study
considered how
survey data could best be analyzed to yield insight into Antarctic tourism manag
ement and policy
issues. In particular, relationships were investigated between survey variables
(such as visitor
age, gender and trip satisfaction level) and data collected during other fieldwo
rk (including ship
size and numbers of landings and days spent in the Treaty Area per cruise)
to explore further
possibilities for Antarctic tourism management and policy. Frequencies
(see Table 4.3),
crosstabulations, t-tests and the Pearson chi-square (X2) test were among the
forms of analyses
employed. Results appear in Chapter 7.

Table 4.3 Frequency analysis was run on survey data for the following questio
ns to provide
baseline data on Antarctic tourists and inform the tourism management and
policy
decision-making process.
Demographics gender, age, nationality, language, country of residence, occupa
tion, retirement
status, main leisure interests, membership in clubs or organizations
Motivations

is this your first trip to Antarctica?; if no, how many previous trips have you
made to Antarctica?; why was Antarctica chosen?; how did you become
interested in Antarctica?; how did you find out about this trip?

Expectations

what do you hope to gain from your visit?

Impressions

what are your impressions of Antarctica?; what have you learned from your
visit?; what has been the highlight of your trip?

Satisfaction

would_you like to return to Antarctica?; if yes, why?; if yes, where?; has this
trip met your expectations?; comments

Questionnaires were distributed among tourists cruising with seven different tour
operators. The
survey was originally planned for distribution aboard only the ships the author
accompanied.
However, other operators, ·during visits to Half Moon Island where the author
was conducting
fieldwork, agreed to distribute the questionnaires and return them to the author
once cruises were
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completed. 27 A total of 1126 respondents participated in the survey . Of these,
587 completed
both forms, 385 completed only Part I and 154 completed only Part II. In
all, 972 respondents
completed Part I and 741 completed Part II. A total of 1713 surveys were comple
ted. No major
problems were encountered in administering the survey. At least 6254
tourists visited the
Antarctic aboard ships during the 1991/92 summer season (Table 2.1). The
1126 respondents
who comple ted questionnaires represent 18% of this total.
There were advantages and disadvantages to the survey. One advantage
was that it allowed
Antarctic tourists to be asked specific questions on demographics, motiva
tions, impressions,
expectations and satisfaction. No wide-scale data on Antarctic tourists has
yet been published.
This study provides the first information of this kind. Also, by establishing
what tourists want
from their Antarctic visit it may be possible to further minimize the environ
mental effects of
tourism. Among the study limitations were that it was not possible to person
ally administer the
survey aboard all ships participating in the study and it proved difficult to provide
surveys to all
tourist language groups. As disadvantages, not all tourists participated or comple
ted both paits
of the questionnaire in full, the potential existed for respondents to have provid
ed answers they
thought were expect ed and it was not possible to determine the accuracy or
truthfulness of the
responses.

The three prongs of fieldwo rk thus provide a framework of data on Antarc
tic tourists, tour
operators and the management of Antarctic tourism within which to conside
r environmental
issues, the adequacy of current regulations and policy options within the Antarc
tic Treaty system.
The following three chapters present field results from the tourism monitoring

Ii

project, comparison

of tour operator management practices aboard ship and ashore and Antarc
tic tourism survey,
respectively.

27

The author administered the distribution and collection of questionnaires aboard three
ships
With the assistance of ship staff. The remainder were administered by ship staff from
the other tour
companies.
11
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Chapter 5 Fieldwork results: Part I - Site case study: Monitoring tourist
activity on Half Moon Island, South Shetland Islands
5.1 Comparing tour operator management practices at one site
The aim of the tourism monitoring project conducted on Half Moon Island,
South Shetland
Islands during the 1991/92 season was to docu.ment what happened when tourists
landed at a
popular Antarctic site, compare tour operator management practices and note levels
of regulatory
compliance. The previous chapter described the fieldwork methodology employ
ed for this study.
The following results provide a broad picture of what happens when an Antarc
tic landing site is
visited repeatedly by tourists. Results are presented in five main categories:
the nature and
frequency of tour visits and landings; the duration of visits and environmental
constraints; tour
operator boat policies for Half Moon Island visits; tour operator guide policie
s ashore; and
adherence to guidelines. A summary of the findings is presented once results
are discussed. The
study examined tours organized by six different operators, designated A-F
in the discussion
below.

5.2 The nature and frequency of tour visits and landings
A total of 14 tour groups of various sizes visited Half Moon Island (Figs 4.1 and
4.2) during the
monitoring project. Three operators visited three times, two visited twice and one
operator visited
once. Table 5.1 provides a list of these visits with total numbers landed, ship
capacity and crew
size, number of boats in use during each visit, maximum numbers ashore at
one time and other
relevant information. Of the six tour operators monitored, five were members
of IAATO. Data
28
gathered during field interviews revealed that only one of the operators monito
red had never
been to Half Moon Island before. Some operators landed on the island earlier
the same season
before monitoring began. At least 16 unmonitored visits were made to the
island during the
1991/92 season. Table 5.2 provides details. Most operators maintained radio
contact with other

I

ships in order to avoid overlapping visits to the same sites. Accordingly,
Half Moon Island
hosted no overlapping visits while being monitored, but the site was visited
twice on the same
day on two occasions (Table 5.1).
Ii

I,
• I

iii
28

When infonnation provided by expedition staff and other ship personnel during travel
with
ships (see Chapter 6) that could be confinned differed from data gathered during
field interviews
conducted on Half Moon Island, the fonner supercedes the latter.
I
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Table 5.1

Details on each tour ship visit made to Half Moon Island
during the tourism monitoring project including date, opera
tor, ship capacity,
maximum number ashore at one time, total number of lande
d visitors, number of landed visitors reported (NSF 1992b
:20-38
), number of
crew, number of guides, duration of visit in minutes, numb
er of boats in use, number of single boat trips made and
IAAT
O membership
status of visiting operators. Data from 20-29 January 1992
were collected by A. Dey of the Scott Polar Research Institu
te. The author was
conducting research aboard an Antarctic tour ship during
this time frame . U=information went unreported.

Note: Numbers landed may exceed numbers of passengers
carried since some tourists made more than one trip to the
site having returned to the ship
for extra film or clothing or to warn1 up. Some crew and
staff members were not readily distinguishable from touris
ts wearing identical parkas and may
have been counted while ashdre.

date

0

1

1 Jan 92

2

3 Jan 92

3
4

3 Jan 92

operator

j

capacity

6
7
8
9
10
11
12

visitors

I

reported

I

crew

guides

duration

boats

trips

iaato

A

40

34

35

u

27

5

228

:'3

B

24

yes

480

130

322

335

250

5

235

5

C

74

98

yes

98

104

95

60

11

205

5

58

yes

4 Jan 92

D

164

118

126

133

76

10

149

9 Jan 92

5

E

44

yes

36

29

29

u

40

7

177

4

8

no

0\

5

maximum

11 Jan 92

F

140

107

129

100

78

6

11 Jan 92

227

4

C

64

98

yes

100

102

89

62

5

153

5

48

yes

14 Jan 92

A

40

47

52

u

24

4

15 Jan 92

277

3

B

32

480

yes

204

396

347

270

6

169

5

112

yes

20 Jan 92

F

140

92

94

85

78

7

23 Jan 92

216

4

D

40

164

yes

65

69

69

74

3

135

5

C

yes

83

86

as!

30

98

60

10

240

5

48

yes

96

4

34

yes

235

5

106

yes

27 Jan 92

13

29 Jan 92

F

140

107

118

106

78

14

6

31 Jan 92

B

480

198

376

344

263

5

'

Table 5.2

Date

Unmonitored visits to Half Moon Island made during the 1991/92
season. Figures for tourists
landed appear if numbers were reported. This list may not be
complete because not all
operators are required to report to NSF. U=unreported cruise
s; *Denotes estimated number.
Source: NSF 1992b
Ship

22 Nov 91 World Discoverer
14 Dec 91 World Discoverer
15 Dec 91 Society Explorer
22 Dec 91 Frontier Spirit
24 Dec 91 Illiria
27 Dec 91 Illiria
3 Feb 92 Vista Mar
4 Feb 92 Society Explorer
9 Feb 92 llliria
11 Feb 92 Frontier Spirit
16 Feb 92 Illiria
16 Feb 92 Vista Mar
20 Feb 92 World Discoverer
22 Feb 92 Frontier Spirit
25 Feb 92 Illiria
9 Mar 92 Illiria

Tour operator

Society Expeditions
Society Expeditions
Society Expeditions
Salen Lindblad Cruising
Travel Dynamics
Travel Dynamics
Plantours•Partner
Society Expeditions
Travel Dynamics
Salen Lindblad Cruising
Travel Dynamics
Plantours•Partner
Society Expeditions
Salen Lindblad Cruising
Travel Dynamics
Travel Dynamics

Capacity Crew

140
140
98
164
140
140
285
98
140
164
140
285
140
164
140
140

75*
75*
60*
77

82
82
100
60*
77

74
81
100
75*
76
81
80

No. pax

90
90
89
133
119
119
160
95
88
88
90
285
120
131
85
79

No. reported landed

80
100
60
133
114
115

u
74
64

55
89

u

25
120
85
80

The six operators under study plann ed (and eventually made)
30 Antarctic Penin sula cruises
during the 1991/ 92 season. Some also visited the Falkla nd
Islands. Three of the six operators
were monit ored durin g their first cruise of the season. Each
opera tor stated an intent to return
to the Antar ctic the following season. All but one return ed.
Ships set ancho r in Half Moon Bay29 for 12 of the 14 monit
ored visits (see Fig 4.1). One
landing was made on the west side of the island due to wind
and sea conditions. Anoth er was
made in a cove at the far southeast end of the island very close
to wildlife, althou gh the reason
was not apparent. Ship capacities ranged from 36 to 480,
averaging 186 (see Fig 5.1). Crew
sizes range d from 24 to 270, averaging 103 (Table 5.1).
All operators offere d a boat shuttle
servic e to a landin g beach near the chinstrap rookery at
the south end of the island . Some
operators also offere d boat service to the station (Fig 4.1),
provi ding rookery to station or ship
to station shuttle service when both the rookery and statio
n were visited. Table 5.3 provides
detail s on rooke ry and station visits and shuttle servic es offere
d to each visiting group . Tour

29

The bay offers some protection from wind and waves. One ship that
was not ice-reinforced
anchored further out than the others and did not enter the bay.
This resulted in further, more time
consum ing shuttle trips for tourists.
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Figure 5.1 Distribution of ship capacities visiting Half Moon Island as percentages of total visits
made during the tourism monitoring project.

Ship capacity = 36
7.1%

Ship capacity = 480
Ship capacity = 40

21.4%

14.3%

Ship capacity= 164
14.3%
Ship capacity = 98
21.4%

Ship capacity= 140
21.4%

Table 5.3 Tour group landings made on Half Moon Island during the 1991/92 monitoring project
according to features visited and boat shuttle services offered to each visiting group. *Denotes
operator planned a boat cruising trip that was canceled due to deteriorating weather conditions.

Visit
1
2
3
4
5
6

7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14

Totals

Rookery
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

14

Station

Boat cruising

Rookery
shuttle

X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

xX
X

*
X
X
X
X

7

1

14

108

Station
shuttle

X
X

X
X
X
X

6

operators used between three to five boats to shuttle passengers to the island, 4.4 being
the
average (Table 5.1). Numbers of single boat trips (to or from the island) made during
visits
ranged from eight to 112, averaging 52 (Table 5.1). Only one operator specifically mention
ed
that the boat landing site was selected on the basis of its having the least impact
on the
environment. No further details were provided. Tourists, once landed, faced a gradual
30' rise
in order to visit the main penguin rookery on the island.
All operators stated that visitors had been briefed before coming ashore. Most were told
there
was a research station on the island, what wildlife to expect and when to report back to the
ship.
No further details regarding pre-landing briefings were provided.
All tour operators in the study employed shore guides to guide visitor behavior ashore.
Some
were qualified naturalists. Guide/naturalists typically landed first before tourists, although
, in
some cases, each boat was accompanied by one guide until all guides landed. Numbers of
guides
per tour group ranged from three to 11, averaging between six and seven. Operato
rs that
provided the most guides ashore did not land the most visitors (see Table 5.1).

I

I

I

I

I
: Ii
II

I

A total of 2038 visitors landed on Half Moon Island during the tourism monitoring project.
The
largest group landed 396 visitors. The smallest brought 29. The average number of
persons
landed per visit was 146. However, numbers of landed visitors reported by tour operator
s often
differed from counts made for this study (see Table 5.1). In only two cases, did the reported
figure match the number counted in this study (NSF 1992b). In two cases the reported
number
exceeded the actual count, but in seven cases (50% of the landings) the numbers reported
were
lower than actual counts (see Fig 5.2). 30 Data on three landings were not reported
by the
operators concerned.

Most prices for the trips ranged from approximately $5000-6000 (USD) upwards, dependi
ng on
such factors as cabin facilities, deck placement and occupancy basis. Some fares included
return
airfare to the South American port city.

30

This may be explained in part by operators having estimated numbers going ashore or not
knowing whether to count staff, guides or crew in the reported figure.
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I

I

I

I

Figure 5.2 Numbe rs of landed visitors counted during the tourism monitoring
project on Half
Moon Island as compa red with reported numbers for these visits. Note
that three
visits went unreported. Source: NSF 1992b:20-38
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5.3 Duration of visits and environmental constraints
The length of time spent ashore on Half Moon Island vaiied between tour
groups (see Table 5.4
31
and Fig 5.3).
The briefest visit, lasting 96 minutes, landed 118 persons. The longes t
visit,
lasting 277 minute s, landed 52 persons. Therefore, visit duration did not corresp
ond directly with
ship size or numbe rs landed. Fig 5.4 shows the duration of visits in relation
to total numbe rs of
visitors landed. The average length of stay for each operator was 196 minute
s or 3 14 hours. 32
Weather conditions affected visit duration to some extent. Rain and very windy
weathe r deterre d
some visitors from staying ashore as long as they might have, given better
conditions. During
the monitoring project, the ground at the site was either muddy, bare and
relative ly dry, or
experienced light to heavy snow cover which in tum affected the ease with
which tourists were

31

Prior to this study, the only published account of time spent ashore during an
Antarctic
cruise known to the author was documented by Codling (1982a:4-5) when a 23 day
cruise spent five
days in the Antarctic and a total of 18 hours ashore at seven different landing sites.
32

The average duration of individual shore visits could not be calculated from collecte
d data.
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Table 5.4 Duration of tour group visits and weather condit
ions recorded during the Half
Moon Island tourism monitoring project (1991/92 summer season
). Arrival and
departure times denote the total time each group spent ashore, not
at anchor. Data
on cruises from 20-29 January were collected by A. Dey.
*Deno
tes time was
estimated. 33
Date

Operator Arrival

1 Jan 92
3 Jan 92

A
B

0800*
0800

3 Jan 92

C

1804

4 Jan 92
9 Jan 92

D
E

1500*
0800

11 Jan 92
11 Jan 92
14 Jan 92

F
C
A

0823
1506
0818

15 Jan 92
20 Jan 92
23 Jan 92
27 Jan 92
29 Jan 92
31 Jan 92

B

F
D
C
F

1400
0824
1115*
0800*
1710
1400

B

Departure Total time ashore Weather during visit
(in minutes)
1148
228
calm and mild, sunny
1155
235
rain, 0930 impro ves,
deteriorates
2129
205
mild, then colder with
wind, no rain
1729
149
rainy and chilly
1057
177
calm and clear, 0900
fog/wind, 1OOO soupy
1210
227
calm and mild
1739
153
calm and sunny, mild
1255
277
bright, clear, sunny, mild
and warm
1649
169
warm and mild
1200
216
overcast/rain
1330*
135
overcast/dense fog
1200*
240
bright/light breeze
1846
96
overcast/rain
1755
235
1400 overcast/fog, 1600
Sllllily/mild wind, 1630 sunny
but much windier

able to travel on foot. Snow cover often made it diffic ult
for touris ts to distin guish rocks from
nests and wildli fe (see Fig 5.5). Many visito rs slippe d or
fell on the ice and snow. Other factor s
influe ncing trip durati on includ ed ship sched ule, numb ers
of passe ngers lande d and boats used,
passe nger fitnes s, time of day and the numb er of previo us
Antar ctic landin gs made durin g each
34
trip.
There fore, it is diffic ult to attribu te visit durati on to a
single variab le. For exam ple,
althou gh weath er condi tions durin g the briefe st visit were
overc ast with rain and the longe st visit

33

Some ships arrived at times other than those pre-arranged with
station personnel, usually
earlier. Since the walk from the station to the landing beach took
twenty minutes, it was not always
possible to be at the beach before the first boat landed. Likew
ise, some operators tried to contact the
station by radio but due to weak batteries or the station radio
having been recharging, in some cases
precise arrival times went unknown and were estimated based
on information obtained from ship
personnel. At times fog prevented sight of some ships from
the station which further limited the
number of radio contacts. In some cases, estimates of total numbe
rs ashore were reconstructed based
on counts made of departing visitors.
34

Tourists having visited other penguin rookeries before landin
g on Half Moon Island may
not have felt the need to spend as much time ashore as was spent
at previous landing sites.
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Table 5.4 Duration of tour group visits and weather conditions recorded during the
Half

Moon Island tourism monitoring project (1991/92 summer season). Arrival and
departure times denote the total time each group spent ashore, not at anchor. Data
on cruises from 20-29 January were collected by A. Dey. *Denotes time was
estimated. 33

Date

Operator Arrival

Departure Total time ashore Weather during visit
(in minutes)

1 Jan 92
3 Jan 92

A
B

0800*
0800

1148
1155

228
235

3 Jan 92

C

1804

2129

205

4 Jan 92
9 Jan 92

D
E

1500*
0800

1729
1057

149
177

11 Jan 92
11 Jan 92
14 Jan 92

F
C

A

0823
1506
0818

1210
1739
1255

227
153
277

15 Jan 92
20 Jan 92
23 Jan 92
27 Jan 92
29 Jan 92
31 Jan 92

B
F
D
C
F
B

1400
0824
1115*
0800*
1710
1400

1649
1200
1330*
1200*
1846
1755

169
216
135
240
96
235

calm and mild, sunny
rain, 0930 improves,
deteriorates
mild, then colder with
wind, no rain
rainy and chilly
calm and clear, 0900
fog/wind, 1000 soupy
calm and mild
calm and sunny, mild
bright, clear, sunny, mild
and warm
warm and mild
overcast/rain
overcast/dense fog
bright/light breeze
overcast/rain
1400 overcast/fog, 1600
sunny/mild wind, 1630 sunny
but much windier

able to travel on foot. Snow cover often made it difficult for tourists to distingu ish
rocks from
nests and wildlife (see Fig 5.5). Many visitors slipped or fell on the ice and snow.
Other factors
influenc ing trip duration included ship schedule, numbers of passeng ers landed and
boats used,
passeng er fitness, time of day and the number of previou s Antarcti c landings made
during each
34
trip.
Therefo re, it is difficult to attribute visit duration to a single variable. For example
,
although weather conditio ns during the briefest visit were overcas t with rain and the
longest visit

33

Some ships arrived at times other than those pre-arranged with station personnel, usually
earlier. Since the walk from the station to the landing beach took twenty minutes, it was not
always
possible to be at the beach before the first boat landed. Likewise, some operators tried to contact
the
station by radio but due to weak batteries or the station radio having been recharging, in some
cases
precise arrival times went unknown and were estimated based on information obtained
from ship
personnel. At times fog prevented sight of some ships from the station which further limited
the
number of radio contacts. In some cases, estimates of total numbers ashore were reconstru
cted based
on counts made of departing visitors.
34

Tourists having visited other penguin rookeries before landing on Half Moon Island may
not have felt the need to spend as much time ashore as was spent at previous landing sites.
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Figure 5.3

Graph showi ng the duration of Half Moon Island v1s1ts in
minute s and the
maxim um numbe r of visitors ashore at any one time per visit. The
arrow indica tes
the averag e visit duration of 3 14 hours (196 minutes).
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Figure 5.4

Graph showi ng the duration of Half Moon Island visits (in minute
s) in ascend ing
order and total numbe rs of visitors landed each visit by ship capaci
ty.
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Figure 5.5

Tourists ashore at Half Moon Island, South Shetland Islands.
Often snow
conditions made it difficult to distinguish rocks from nests and wildlif
e. Source:
the author
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experienced bright, clear, sunny and warm conditions, weather did
not appear to be the sole
determinant of either visit's duration. The briefest visit, made in
the evening, was the first
landing of .that cruise, whereas the longest visit began early in the morni
ng and was the second
rookery seen during that particular trip.
Overall, there were few opportunities for visitors to take extensive walks
on the island due to the
limited amount of time allocated for each visit. 35 Many visitors elected
to remain ashore until
the allotted time was spent. However, a return boat service was genera
lly made available upon
request as soon as parties landed. On average, visits that included a
tour of Cama ra station were
shorter than visits made only to the rookery at the south end of the
island. This may have been
due to visitors having spent less time at either location in the knowl
edge that a second attraction
awaite d them. Often extra shuttle services hastened the visiting proces
s.

35

Codling (1982a:5) noted that at sites where particular features were being visited
, there was
not a strong impulse for visitors to explore further afield.
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5.4 Tour operator boat policies for Half Moon Island visits
This study examined boat policies in effect for tour ship visits to Half Moon Island. The
specific
questions posed with respect to boat operations were described in the previous chapter (see
Table
4.2). Safety and environmental considerations were of particular interest. Althoug
h most
Antarctic tour operators run similar boat operations, differences were noted. For example
,
numbers of boats in use during each visit ranged from three to five depending on various
factors
including sea, ice and weather conditions, numbers going ashore, the condition of availabl
e boats,
boat load factors and the time allowed at a particular site. 14% of visits used three boats,
29%
used four boats and 57% used five boats to bring passengers ashore. Inflatable boat sizes
and
capacities may differ within a given fleet or between operators, thereby influencing the speed
and
efficiency of boat operations. Interviews revealed that ships carried between four to 20
boats,
six to eight being average. When asked how boat drivers were trained, the majority of operator
s
indicated that most driver experience was obtained in the Arctic or at other cruise destinat
ions
before coming to the Antarctic. Few specifics were provided.
Fig 5.6 shows total numbers of passengers landed in relation to the total number of boat
trips
made per visit. There was a general trend to make more boat trips as passenger numbers
increased, but this was not always the case. Numbers of boat trips made varied widely
among
operators and did not con-espond directly with ship size. For example, one ship made
58 trips
to land 104 passengers, another took 34 trips to land 118 tourists, while a third -made 74
trips to
land 322 visitors (Table 5.1).

One prominent feature of safe boat policy entailed operators placing one or more crew
or staff
members at the ship loading platform and on shore to assist tourists into and out of boats.
Some
companies designated only boat drivers to assist passengers ashore, as needed. Not all passeng
ers
needed or received assistance, but special attention was required by many elderly or frail
visitors
to the island. Once all passengers were ashore, some operators secured boat lines with
large
rocks at the shore to allow drivers to tour the island. Others had. drivers on continual
standby.
Life jacket policies also differed between operators. There were obvious advantages
and
disadvantages to each system. All tourists had the option to wear their life vest while
ashore.
However, some passengers found it more comfortable to remove the vest during visits.
Four
operators placed piles of life vests near the boats sometimes securing them with large stones
from
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Figure 5.6

Graph showing total numbers of visitors landed in relation to total numbers of
single boat trips made per visit.
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the beach. One company placed cabin numbers on life jackets so that when tourists removed
vests after landing, passengers remaining ashore at any given time could be. counted and/or
identified. This information also assisted drivers planning the visit's boat operations. Other
operators encouraged passengers to wear life jackets during shore visits to prevent damage or
loss. This policy eliminated the chance that passengers would make a boat trip without wearing
a life jacket. 36

As a safety measure, several operators employed a tag system on board ship whereby each
passenger was assigned a number appearing on a list posted in a prominen t place aboard ship.
A corresponding pegboard beating discs with listed numbers was located near the ship's boat
platf01m. When tourists went ashore they turned their numbered tag over to its blank side to
indicate they left the ship. Upon re-boarding, passengers turned only their tag back to its original
position. When all tags had been turned back over, tour leaders knew all passengers had safely
returned to the ship.

36

One operator did not provide life jackets to station personnel taken by boat to visit the ship.
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Several operators provided brushes at the shore to remove mud and penguin guano from
passengers' boots before boarding the boats to return to the ship. This practice helped to prevent
passengers from slipping in the boats and served to keep the ship clean.

Operators indicated that responses to shore emergencies were made on an ad hoe basis. During
one visit, a passenger fell while walking on the far side of the island and sprained a wrist. The
ship doctor, ashore at the time, was dispatched immediately to a boat at the landing beach that
hastened to the other side to collect the injured tourist and render first aid. Another safety issue
noted was the language barrier between some boat drivers and passengers.

This raised the

question of whether information was relayed equally to all Antarctic visitors.

One issue having environmental and safety ramifications involved the smoking habits of boat
drivers while operating craft or ashore. Operators declared a no smoking policy during boat t1ips
since spare fuel is often carried aboard boats, presenting obvious safety hazards. 37 However,
one driver was observed smoking while transporting passengers to the landing beach. Some boat
crew members smoked while ashore. The study was unable to confirm the nature of briefings
for boat crews and other ship staff concerning smoking ashore.

Environmental considerations relevant to boat operations include choice of boat landing sites,
awareness of how wildlife might be affected by boat traffic and engine noise, and how fuel
consumption and engine emissions can best be kept to a minimum. For the visits observed in
this study, boat landings on the island often appeared to be made regardless of the number of
seals and penguins on the beach. Upon questioning ship staff there appeared to be no policy in
place for any of the operators with respect to this issue. This study calculated time intervals for
boat arrivals and departures and passenger loads for each trip to determine total numbers landed
and maximum numbers ashore at a given time. When numbers of boat trips made during each
visit were looked at in relation to numbers of tourists moved (Table 5.1), findings revealed that
the smallest and largest ships were most efficient. For example, the 480 capacity vessel that
landed an average of 365 passengers each time it visited Half Moon Island, averaged .26 boat
trips per passenger.

This compares with the smallest vessel (capacity 36) monitored, which

averaged .28 boat trips per visitor. In contrast, the other small ship under study (capacity 40),
37

Wind and sea conditions can be rough and may increase the potential for flammable items
to go astray. Visitors, especially the elderly or frail, would be placed at great risk if forced to evacuate
a boat in icy waters due to fire.
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during two visits to the island, averaged .66 boat trips per tourist landed, the highest
of all
operators (see Table 5.1). Thirdly, more efficient boat operations would likely reduce
fuel
38
consumption and resultant emissions.
In an effort to understand better the nature of boat
operations, this study recorded numbers of solo boat trips made by drivers during each visit.
The
number of solo boat trips made during visits after all passengers landed ranged from zero
to 21,
the average being eight. Some of these trips were made to stage the collection of passeng
ers.
However, the need for some of these trips was not apparent. Some solo drivers arrived
and
departed without passengers.

This study also noted how boat drivers and crew members conducted themselves ashore
near
wildlife and observed boat operations from the shore to monitor compliance with tour
operator
guidelines. Findings are discussed in Section 5.6.
5.5 Tour operator guide policies ashore
Guide policies differed between the operators studied. In some cases, tourists were allowed
to
explore the island as they chose with little guidance or supervision, while other groups were
led
by guide/naturalists who actively interpreted surroundings, answered questions as they arose
and
patrolled the area in order to enforce guidelines. Others played a less active role. Some
had
professional photographic interests and were seen to pursue such activities to the exclusio
n of
other duties. Most guides remained ashore for the duration of the visit. Many returned
to the
ship aboard the final shuttle. Some passengers chose to remain with guides for the most part,
but
later wandered freely around the island. One operator divided tourists into groups designa
ted A
(Adelies), B (Blue whales), C (Chinstraps), D (Dolphins), etc.. Its passengers remaine
d in the
same group for the duration of the trip, but guides rotated and accompanied different groups
at
each new landing site to provide variety and impart different expertise.
Most tourists were issued red parkas for the trip which made them easy to see when ashore.
One
operator issued different colored parkas to guide staff so that they could be readily identifie
d and
approached to answer questions or render assistance if needed. Some guides did not speak
the

38

This study did not undertake to measure boat fuel consumption or emissions, although
interviews with boat drivers revealed that transporting full boats of passengers was not known
to
consume more fuel than partially full boats. Furthermore, fewer boat trips, especially those made
by
solo drivers, would likely result in fewer emissions overall, although it is not known whether harder
working engines carrying full loads create more emissions than engines carrying lighter loads.
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language of some passengers in the group. This raised the question of whether tourists had equal
access to information during their trip.

One operator employed a policy of having passengers collect trash found at the site that was not
introduced by their group. Refuse was brought back to the ship in an effort to clean up the site
of a scientific research station.

Tour operators also differed with respect to numbers of passengers allowed to land at any given
time (maximums ranged from 29 to 204) (see Fig 5.3 and Table 5.1), guide to visitor ratios
(ranging from 1:4 to 1:40) (see Fig 5.7) and the extent to which passengers were briefed before
landing on the island. Fig 5.8 shows that more than 100 passengers at a time were landed during
nearly 43% of the visits. In the following section, visitor and operator conduct on Half Moon
Island are discussed in the light of tour operator and visitor guidelines.

Two ships carried NSF observers while the monitoring project was conducted. One noted in an
official report that '(e)ffectively, the tourists are unpoliced while ashore' (NSF 1992f:3).

Figure 5.7

Guide/visitor ratios for Half Moon Island visits during the monitoring project. The
arrow indicates the IAATO guideline limit of 1:20-25.
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Figure 5.8

Maxim um numbers of passengers landed each visit as percentages
of all visits
made. The arrow indicates the IAATO guideline limit of 100 visitors
ashore at any
one time.
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5.6 Adherence to guidelines

The IAATO visitor and tour operator guidelines were used to assess
compliance in this study
because they were the most widely distributed and comprehensive
set of Antarctic tourism
guidelines available when fieldwork was conducted. The Treaty Codes
of guidance for visitors
and tour organizers had not yet been adopted. Each operator was asked
how passengers had been
familiarized with visitor guidelines. Responses varied. This may go some
way toward explaining
why visitors traveling with certain operators transgressed more guidel
ines than others. For
example, tourists traveling with Operator A did not receive a set
of guidelines individually.
Instead, a briefing devoted to guidelines was made prior to landing in
Antarctica and a copy of
the guidelines was posted aboard ship. Likewise, Operator D did not
distribute guidelines per
se, but covered them during a briefing made before the first landing. Opera
tor E, not an IAATO
member, had their own set of guidelines although these were not made
available to the author
Upon request. The expedition leader revealed that passengers had been
advised that they were
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to remain, at a minimum, 1 m from wildlife. This distance differed greatly from the 5 to 15 m

rules (for penguins and fur seals, respectively) agreed by IAATO. The remaining operators
distributed copies of IAATO guidelines to passengers either before or during the trip. Operator
E also informed its passengers that although they were not prohibited from smoking while ashore,
they were not to leave anything behind.

Although there are limits to one person's ability to observe large groups of landed tourists, the
author recorded infractions of the IAA TO visitor and tour operator guidelines from a shore
position on Half Moon Island. Results appear in Table 5.5.

Table 5.5

Infractions of IAATO guidelines for visitors and tour operators noted from a
shore position during ten monitored tour visits to Half Moon Island39 by operator.
Only guideline transgressions that were witnessed by the author are listed.
x Denotes observed infractions. X Denotes infractions that occurred repeatedly
during visits. The IAATO guidelines appear as Figs 3.2 and 3.3.

IAA TO visitor guidelines
• Distance from wildlife
• Do not get between an animal and its path to the sea, do
not surround animals, yield the right of way to animals
• Do not harass wildlife for the sake of photography
• Take only memories and photographs, no souvenirs
• Return all litter to the ship
• Do not bring food of any kind ashore

A B C

X X X
X
X

X

X

X

X

X

IAATO tour operator guidelines
A B C
• At least 75% of staff should have previous Antarctic
X
experience, place an emphasis on lecturers and naturalists
who guide passengers when ashore
• Boat drivers should not approach icebergs too closely,
wildlife may be sensitive to engine noise
• Unsupervised crew should not be ashore
• Passenger:staff ratio ashore should not exceed 20-25:1
X
• Limit numbers ashore at any one time and place to 100
X
• Provide 24 to 72 hours notice to stations before visiting
X
• Litter must never be left ashore
X
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D E F
X X X

X

X

D

E

X

X

F

X

X
X

X

X

Data on visits 10-13 are not available, since the author was not present on Half Moon Island
during those landings.
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Data were condensed into six categories, by tour operator, although results were originally tallied
according to individual visits. This was done in an attempt to identify any patterns associated
with individual operators.

The study confirmed that many guidelines were transgressed by
visitors and operators. Some were transgressed repeatedly. At least one tour operator guideline
was trangressed by each company visiting the site. Some transgressions of visitor guidelines
included: tourists approaching .wildlife more closely than guidelines allow; visitors surrounding
wildlife; a tourist tossing small stones at a penguin to improve a photographic opportunity;
visitors taking rocks or other items as souvenirs; small scale littering; and food brought ashore.
Transgressions of tour operator guidelines included: landing groups of more than 100 ashore at
a given time; visitors ashore in numbers exceeding the recommended 20-25: 1 tourist to guide
ratio; shore guides having no previous Antarctic experience; a boat driver smoking while
transporting passengers ashore and a crew member throwing a lit cigarette within 10 m of nesting
penguins; crew littering; allowing unsupervised crew ashore; and failure to provide adequate
notice before visiting a research station.
The average maximum number of passengers ashore at any given time during each visit was 101
(see Figs 5.3 and 5.8). This exceeds the maximum permitted by IAATO bylaws and tour
operator guidelines. All six transgressions of this guideline were made by IAATO members. In
other words, more than 100 passengers at a time were landed on Half Moon Island during 43%
of the monitored visits. All operators knew they were being monitored. It is unclear how this
may have affected adherence to this guideline or what level of compliance this guideline obtains
at unmonitored sites. Shore guide to passenger ratios frequently failed to meet the minimum of
one guide for every 20-25 passengers stipulated in IAATO operator guidelines. More than 21 %
of landings were made with insufficient guide to visitor ratios (see Fig 5.7). Refer to Figs 3.2
and 3.3 for the complete set of IAATO tour operator and visitor guidelines.
5.7 Discussion
The tourism monitoring project on Half Moon Island broke ne~ ground in a number of ways.
The study was the first to document and compare repeated, localized tour visits at an Antarctic
landing site and yielded information on Antarctic tourism that could not be gathered by other
means. The study monitored compliance with IAATO guidelines to investigate how Antarctic
tourism regulations operate in practice. This discussion considers the implications of the findings
and the effectiveness of the different policies observed during the study. The data have been
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divided into three subject areas for discussion: the nature, frequency and duration of tour visits;
boat operations policies; and guide policies and adherence to guidelines.
5.7.a The nature, frequency and duration of visits and landings
Data on the nature, frequency and duration of tour visits to Half Moon Island were presented in
Sections 5.2 and 5.3. The data suggest that tour operator experience levels40 , passenger loads
and attitudes of expedition leaders have a significant effect upon how tours are conducted, the
stringency with which tourists are supervised and adherence levels to guidelines, including the
number of visitors landed at a time and the ratio of shore guides to passengers.
Operator policies that provided passenger assistance into and out of boats at the landing beach
improved visitor safety. The issuance of brightly colored parkas to tourists also enhanced safety
since it allowed passengers to be readily accounted for and provided a useful garment for
Antarctic conditions. It also allowed passengers to be seen at a distance and alerted guides to
passengers wandering off alone.

Visit duration did not always correspond directly with group size and may be attributed to many
variables. The data collected during observation suggest that a significant influence on visit
duration may be the number of Antarctic sites visited previously on a given cruise. Often tourists
were overheard to say that they had seen enough penguins or they were tired because their visit
was the second landing made that day. The curiosity factor may diminish as tourists experience
long awaited events repeatedly. This view is supported by a statement contained in an NSF
observer report. One observer noted that after the first site visits have been made, 'tourists calm
down a bit and don't feel the need to get so close to observe and photograph the birds' (NSF
1992f:4). At times, poor weather conditions resulted in shorter group visits or caused individual
tourists to return to the ship sooner than they would have otherwise. Some brief visits may also
be attributed to poor passenger fitness or strict ship meal schedules.
Some discrepancies were noted between actual numbers landed and tourist numbers reported;
differences ranged from seven to 49. Two of the six operators did not report their Antarctic visits
as required (see Table 5.1). A concerted effort on behalf of all Antarctic tour operators to report

40

based on a comparison of the number of seasons expedition leaders and guides had worked
in Antarctica
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accurate information in accordance with Treaty provisions has the potential to unders

core operator

responsibilities, heighten awareness of other Treaty obligations among passeng
ers, staff and crew
in Antarctica and provide a clearer picture of how often landing sites are visited.
I

Only one tour operator declared a policy to consider carefully where passen
ger landings were
made in order to cause the least disturbance to the environment. All operators
landed passengers
regardless of the numbers of wildlife at the shore. This issue is discussed
further in the next
section.
5.7.b Boat operations policies
Boat operations policies are an important part of tour operator management practic

es and strongly

influence how Antarctic sites are visited. Sound boat operations policies provide
an important
means by which to promote safety and minimize the environmental effects
of Antarctic tours.
Although, to date, no scientific studies aimed at quantifying the effects of
boat operations on
Antarctic wildlife or marine ecosystems have been conducted, IAATO operato
r guideline No.5
reminds boat drivers that wildlife 'can be very sensitive to engine noise' (Fig 3.2).
Boat landings
at the beach on Half Moon Island were often observed to disturb penguins
and/or seals at the
shore.

With preliminary investigations underway, it is widely held that it is not
known
conclusively what, if any, long-term negative effects disruptions to wildlife
feeding patterns at
sea or incidental or periodic disturbance of wildlife by humans may have
on the survival of
individuals, their offspring or the larger colony (Culik et al. 1990; Jouventin
and Weimerskirch
1990; Wilson et al. 1990; Young 1990).

However, efficient boat operations that ensure a
minimum of boat trips are made may reasonably be expected to reduce the potenti
al to disturb
wildlife or interrupt feedings at sea.
Numbers of boat trips made during visits did not correspond directly to group
size (Table 5.1).
Medium-sized ships often made more boat trips than larger ships carrying
more passengers.
Operators did not appear to monitor numbers of boat trips made during visits.
One operator made
12 return trips to transport 35 passengers in boats capable of carrying 10-12
comfortably.
The differences noted in the efficiency of boat trips made to Half Moon Island
demonstrate that
management policies for boat operations, given average boat capacities, numbe
rs of boats in use
and similar anchorages (poor weather conditions notwithstanding), influence the
number of boat
trips made. Sound and efficient boat policies can result in reduced boat traffic,
fuel consumption,
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outboard engine emissions, noise and disturbance of marine life and increased safety in operations
(i.e. fewer boat trips in which incidents may occur, reduced boat crew fatigue and full boats are

less likely to overturn in windy or choppy sea conditions). Data on solo boat trips showed that
boat operations could be run more efficiently by reducing their number.
Safety issues are central to boat policies. Well considered policies limit the potential hazards
associated with boat operations and landings. Most operators under study hired experienced boat
drivers for Antarctic trips, but some had no previous polar experience. However, experience
alone is not enough to ensure safe boat operations. Some operators need to address language
barriers between boat drivers and passengers if safer operations are to result. Simple commands,
such as warning passengers to remain seated while the boat is moving, may go unsaid. In
emergencies, it would be difficult to convey instructions to boat passengers who speak different
languages. Furthermore, passengers are not always able to communicate with each other. The
remote and harsh Antarctic environment gives urgency to this issue. The potential for
communication problems between boat drivers and passengers underscores the importance of
holding comprehensive safety and informational briefings in all passenger and crew languages
throughout the trip.

Some operators could improve their passenger accountability systems. Drawbacks to ship tag
systems include the possibility that visitors may forget to tum their tag, tum the wrong tag
inadvertently, tum their partners tag without their knowledge or forget to tum their tag back once
they re-board the ship. A tag system employed in conjunction with a policy of tourists removing
life vests (bearing their cabin number) while ashore may offer the best means of preventing
passengers being left behind at landing sites41 provided boat drivers check carefully to ensure
that all passengers don life vests when returning to the ship.
Where ships set anchor also affects boat policies and raises safety issues. The ship with a
maximum draft of 5.22 m and length of 101 m that set anchor outside of Half Moon Bay may
have done so out of safety considerations, although a far larger ·ship with a maximum draft of

41

No tourists are known to have been left behind during the monitoring project on Half Moon
Island, but during later fieldwork some were reported to have been left behind inadvertently at other
Antarctic landing sites for a variety of reasons.
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6.62 m and length of 150 m set anchor in the bay on three occasions. 42 It is not
known whether
the decision was taken out of fear of grounding due to the ship's not being ice-rein
forced or not
having detailed charts. However, the action raised other safety issues. Passen
gers thereby made
further and more time consuming boat trips in more exposed waters.
Further safety and environmental issues arose during tour visits. The case of the
boat driver who
smoked in a moving boat raised obvious safety considerations and placed
passengers at risk
unnecessarily. Some boat drivers, expedition staff and crew members smoked
ashore. This
behavior sent a mixed message to passengers who had been briefed about the
no smoking policy
in effect for the visit.

Not all operators provided boot cleaning equipment at the shore. Those that
did reduced the
chance of passengers slipping while boarding the boats and therefore, improv
ed visitor safety.
In one case, a boat was not properly secured at the landing beach and drifted
out to sea, but was
soon retrieved. In deteriorating weather conditions, a similar incident
might have dire
consequences if it proved difficult to shuttle passengers back to the boat
quickly or if the

recovery of a missing boat placed other boat staff members at risk.
5.7.c Guide policies and adherence to guidelines

Guide policies are another important part of tour operator management practic
es. IAATO tour
operator and visitor guidelines form an integral part of the regulatory framew
ork for Antarctic
tourism. Both strongly influence how Antarctic sites are visited. Data on
guide policies and
adherence to IAATO guidelines allow this study to explore the relationship betwee
n tour operator
management practices and regulations in effect for the tourism industry. The tourism
monitoring
project documented the shore guide policies of six different operators and found
that guideline
infractions frequently occur.

It may prove difficult to quantify the environmental effects of tour visits or attribut
e causal links
between environmental degradation and tour guide policies or tourist behavio
r. Proper shore
supervision of visitors and improved adherence to guidelines promote safe
operations and
minimize identified hazards and environmental effects associated with Antarctic
tour visits. Tour
42

Ship dimensions and special equipment directly affect maneuverability .
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operator management practices (shore guide policies in partic
ular), can be employed to minimize
environmental effects in a number of ways. For example,
conscientious shore guides serve as
positive role models for visitors looking to authority figure
s for behavioral cues. Knowledgeable
and enthusiastic shore guides can spark interest, promote
environmental awareness and impart
considerable amounts of information when interpreting surro
undings for passengers eager to learn
more about Antarctica. Proper supervision also plays a
preventive role with respect to visitor
adherence to guidelines . Likewise, guides that actively
seek to identify visitors that fail to
conform to accepted behavioral standards have the poten
tial to ward off problems before they
occur and apply sanctions as needed. Although the guide
s under study did not monitor their
employers actions as part of their remit, guides can be
charged with closely observing tour
operator compliance with guidelines, especially those cover
ing numbers of passengers ashore at
any given time and guide to visitor ratios, and report back
to operators who may not be aware
of transgressions.
Tour operators seen to disregard guidelines send mixed mess
ages to passengers who have been
told to observe agreed guidelines. Poorly supervised passe
ngers are provided few incentives to
comply with existing guidelines aimed at limiting envir
onmental effects. Furthermore, when
tourists are poorly supervised due to inadequate numbers
of shore guides or guide inattention,
guideline infractions go unnoticed or uncorrected. Fello
w passengers may follow suit. The
purpose of the guidelines and Antarctic tourism regulation
in general is thereby undermined.
Upon examining interview data and field notes, it became
clear that sound operator management
practices, including stringent guide policies and pre-landing
briefings for tourists and crew (as
part of a coordinated shipboard education program), helpe
d to deter visitor and operator guideline
infractions. Other factors influencing guideline compliance
included the general health, attitude
and behavior of individual passengers and crew members.
For example, the passenger groups
that were observed to breach the most guidelines traveled
with the two operators that employed
the least stringent shore guide policies. The visitor group
that was observed to breach the fewest
guidelines was led by experienced guides who actively interp
reted the surroundings for passengers
and closely supervised visitor behavior (see Table 5.5).
Shore guides made more conspicuous
by wearing special clothing have a higher profile, may
serve to deter inappropriate visitor
behavior ashore and can be approached easily by tourists
with questions. One drawback to this
policy is that passengers seeking to transgress a guideline
can see where guides are at any given
time. This could assist them in evading detection. In any case,
adequate shore supervision places
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the operato r in a position to prevent such conduct.
Overall, the majority of tourists traveling with conscientious tour operato
rs observ ed cmTent
guidelines with respect to wildlife. In many cases, tourists remind ed each
other when animals
were approa ched too closely, which occasionally happened when snow conditi
ons or rocks made
them difficu lt to see (refer to Fig 5.5). This practice also served to improv
e visitor safety since
some species attack when threatened. Guidelines were deliberately violate
d in some cases. In
many cases it was not possible to attribute intent.

Many guideline infractions were caused

inadvertently, others resulted out of carelessness or inattention. For exampl
e, passen gers arriving
ashore on Half Moon Island were often dressed in many layers of clothin
g that impede d
movement. Often peripheral vision and hearing were limited by head coverin
gs. Gusty winds
also impair ed hearing. Given the elderly age of many tourists (see Chapte
r 7), eyesigh t and
hearing may not have been in prime form. As such, tourists often came
upon resting wildlife
without realizing it, thereby breaking the distance guideline. Although uninten
tional, the effect
on wildlife was the same.

The followi ng statement, while anecdotal, provides insight into why
some guidelines are
transgressed. When one tour group landed on Half Moon Island the author
was approa ched by
a tourist holding two stones saying, 'I know we're not supposed to take
these, but they're so
pretty'. This examp le underscores the difficulties inherent in enforcing tourism
guidelines that
can easily go unnoticed by those supervising shore activities.
The implem entatio n of the site clean up policy by one operator, while well-in
tentioned, raises
several issues. One positive aspect of this policy is that the site may have
been left cleaner than
it was found. However, the potential remained for scientific equipm ent
or items of historical
interest to be remove d unwittingly, given that the scheme was not approved
or monito red by any
official body.

IAATO guidelines were not distributed uniformly among all tourists and
ship person nel who
visited Half Moon Island and were only available in English at the time of the
monitoring project.
Some guidelines are vague and convey little meaning. For example, one visitor
guideline states
that noise is to be kept to a minimum in order to avoid stressing animal
s. Pengui n colonies
typically are very noisy places. It is difficult to establish or convey an accepta
ble level of visitor
noise to tourists landing at such places. Important safety and environmental
issues arise when
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shore guides are unable to communicate with all passenger language groups. Such practices may
result in unequal access to safety and environmental information ashore.
5.8 Summary of findings

Monitoring tourism on Half Moon Island yielded valuable data on the nature, frequency and
duration of Antarctic tour operations; boat and shore guide policies; and adherence levels to
operator and visitor guidelines. In the light of these data, this chapter considered how tour
operator management practices affected how an Antarctic site was visited, which aspects of
operator management practices observed on the island best promoted safe and environmentally
sound tours and the relationship between operator management practices and regulations in effect
for the tourism industry.

The following points should be clear from the preceding discussion of the findings. IAATO tour
operator and visitor guidelines were transgressed frequently during visits to Half Moon Island.
The visitor guideline transgressed most often was the distance to be maintained from wildlife.
The operator guidelines transgressed most often were those that limit the number ashore at any
one time to 100; specify a guide to visitor ratio of one guide to every 20-25 visitors; and stress
that at least 75% of staff should have previous Antarctic experience and guides should actively
manage tourists ashore. Half of the operators in the study landed more than 100 passengers
ashore at a given time during 43% of the visits. More than 21 % of visits were made with
insufficient guide to visitor ratios. An adequate ratio does not necessaiily result in effective
tourism management, especially if shore guides set a poor example for tourists. The expedition
leader who transgressed the guidelines by entering a rookery to take photographs is a case in
point. This action left the group with one less qualified guide to interpret the surroundings,
answer questions, enforce the guidelines or otherwise guide visitor behavior at the site.
The most guidelines were breached by visitor groups managed by operators with the least
stringent shore guide policies. The visitor group that breached the, fewest guidelines was well
managed and closely supervised. Tourists often reminded each other when animals were
approached too closely.

Some guidelines were deliberately violated, others resulted out of
carelessness or inattention. Given the current self-regulatory nature of tour operations, eff01ts to
place guides ashore who ai·e familiar with existing guidelines and serious about enforcing them
may provide the best means of promoting high standards of visitor behavior ashore and minimize
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the environmental effects of tour visits.

Tour groups with conscientious expedition leaders

appeared to be better controlled with fewer passengers wandering off alone out of sight or
entering rookeries .
Actual numbers of visitors counted in this study often differed from figures reported by tour
operators. This calls into question the accuracy of information that is reported. Furthermore, not
all visits were reported.

11

I
The average visit duration was 31A hours; visits ranged from 1Y2-4Y2 hours. Visit duration did not
correspond directly with ship size or numbers landed. Average visit duration was seen to be
influenced by such factors as passenger fitness, weather conditions, ship schedule, numbers of
passengers landed and boats used, time of day and the number and type of previous landings
made during each trip. The site was visited more than once in the same day for a total of more
than seven hours. As yet, the duration of Antarctic shore visits is not regulated. Although there
is also no limit to the number of tour groups that may visit Half Moon Island during any given
day, visitation pressures were relieved to some extent when operators avoided overlapping visits
to convey the impression that no other ships were in the vicinity.
Boat operations could be made more efficient and environmentally sound. This study found that
numbers of boat trips made did not correspond directly to group size. Larger ships often made
more efficient use of boat trips than medium-sized ships. Many boat trips appeared to have been
avoidable. No operators were observed to have a policy to avoid landing near wildlife on the
beach.

Some of the environmental pressures that have been identified in this study were litte1ing,
souvenir or natural artefact removal, engine emissions, fuel consumption, noise, continual close
contact with wildlife and boat operations affecting marine life. Carefully considered tourism
management practices were found to alleviate these and promote safe operations ashore and at
sea. In particular, close supervision of tourists and a commitment to adhering to established
guideline s were strong determin ants in conducting safe visits and minimizing the environmental
effects of tourism on Half Moon Island.
The monitoring project allowed the strengths and weaknesses of various tour operator policies
to be studied firsthand. Findings provided baseline data that may be used in an Antarctic tomism
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database. Data from this study contribute to research cun-ently underway to understand better
what happens when tourists visit popular Antarctic sites and could be used . to build on
Stonehouse's (1993:332) preliminary work on draft management proposals for Antarctic tourist
sites (see Section 1.5.d.3). By using this information and directing further research efforts at
filling in gaps in cmTent knowledge of tour operations, in the longer term it will be possible to

I

develop a tourism management plan for Half Moon Island and other popular sites in Antarctica
taking into account their different features and any special environmental and safety
considerations appropriate to the area.

This chapter has considered what happens when one particular site is visited repeatedly by tour
operators. The next chapter examines findings based on travel with four different operators.
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database. Data from this study contribute to research currently underway to understand better
what happens when tourists visit popular Antarctic sites and could be used . to build on
Stonehouse's (1993:332) preliminary work on draft management proposals for Antarctic tourist
sites (see Section 1.5.d.3). By using this information and directing further research efforts at
filling in gaps in current knowledge of tour operations, in the longer term it will be possible to
develop a tourism management plan for Half Moon Island and other popular sites in Antarctica
taking into account their different features and any special environmental and safety
considerations appropriate to the area.

This chapter has considered what happens when one pa1ticular site is visited repeatedly by tour
operators. The next chapter examines findings based on travel with four different operators.
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Chapter 6 Fieldwork results: Part II - A comparison of tour operator
management practices aboard ship and ashore
This chapter presents findings on the management of Antarctic tourism based on observation of
five complete Antarctic cruises made aboard four different ships run by four different operators
during the 1991/92 and 1992/93 seasons. The aim of this prong of the study was to document
what happened aboard ship and ashore at different Antarctic sites; gather information on ships,
tours and personnel; compare tour operator management practices aboard ship and ashore;
consider the effectiveness of different policies; and investigate how Antarctic tourism regulations
operate in practice. The four operators under study will be referred to as Company AA, BB, CC
and DD, respectively. The findings that follow build on those of the tourism monitoring project
presented in Chapter 5 by providing a broader view of tourism management issues both aboard
ship and ashore. The interface between shipboard education programs and shore activities was
of particular interest.

Results are presented in five main categories: passenger safety; passenger education programs;
personnel experience; waste management policies, practices and equipment; and a comparison of
tourism manageme nt at landing sites. This study investigates how tour operator manageme nt
practices affect the nature and scale of environmental effects caused by tourism by attempting to
identify the aspects of tour operator management practices that best promoted safe and
environmentally sound tours in Antarctica. The study also considered what, if any, difference
ship size made; how much tour operator and staff experience levels mattered; and how readily
effective manageme nt practices in place for one operator could be adapted to another company's
operation. These questions are considered further in the chapter's summary once findings are
discussed.

6.1 Description of the cruise ships, tours, tour operators, passengers and crews in the study
6.1.a Cruise ships
The four cruise ships under study differed in many respects (see Table 6.1). Although facilities
varied, each ship was designed to provide a high level of comfort to passengers. Cabin amenities
differed according to class and cost. Ships also differed with respect to their classification and
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Table 6.1

Some notable features of the cruise ships under study. T=ton
s (1000 kg); m=meters

Ship
Built
Registry
Capacity
Crew
Gross tonnage
Length overall
Breadth
Maxi mum draft
Fuel consumption

AA

1967
Bahamas
480
263
7186
149.6 m
21.5 m
6.62 m
443 US gal/hr
(heavy fuel oil)
120 US gal/hr
(marine diesel oil)

BB
1990
Bahamas
164
76
6752
111.5 m
17 m
4.8 m
19.4 T/day

cc
1962
Liberia
140
80
3488
101 m
14.6 m
5.22 m
3 T diesel
/day+ 40
kilos heavy
fuel

DD
1990
Bahamas
250
120
7560
116.4 m
17 m
4.38 m
18 T/day
at full speed

rating authority.

Three of the four ships were ice class vessels43 althou
gh none were
icebreakers. One was not ice-strengthened (or ice-reinforced).
All ships were equipped with fin
stabilizers designed to counteract sideways rolling action while
in rough seas and thus limit
seasickness amon g those carried. The public areas on each ship
varied in terms of size, comfort,
popularity and general condition. Each ship had a library, gym,
sauna, swimming pool (outdoor
or heated), gift shop, hair salon, infirmary, observation deck
and at least one lounge, bar and
dining room. Some had small meeting or card rooms and a jacuzz
i. Two ships placed televisions
in every cabin and ran continual video service during waking
hours. Of the other two, one had
a cinem a and a small lounge for showing reel-to -reel and video
films while the other showed
videos on a television in the library with limited seating.
All four vessels were equipped with an intercom system
that was used to make general
announcements covering schedule changes, landings, entert
ainment or lecture programs and
provide commentary on surrounding features such as scenery
or wildlife sightings. Some pruts

43

Two ships were rated by Lloyd's as lOOAl passenger vessels, LMC
wi.th ice class lA or
lAS; the third ice-rated ship was classified as AlE ice class although
the classification society did not
appear on the vessel's specifications form provided by ship staff.
The classification society for the
remaining ship (that was not ice-rated) was Bureau Veritas. Ice class
vessels are able to maneuver to
varying extents in ice-infested waters depending on their rating. Ships
without an ice rating are limited
to waters that are relatively ice-free. This in tum can limit cruisin
g and landing possibilities in
Antarctica.
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of ships were not wired to receive these announcements.
Speakers could be turned off in
individual cabins so passengers may not have heard all announcem
ents.
Each ship carried special equipment for use in navigating in Antar
ctic conditions. One ship built
in 1990 carried two gyro compasses, an echo sounder, a Dopp
ler log, two radars, a direction
finder, a satellite navigator and a Decca navigator.' Other specia
l equipment used in operating
in Antarctic waters included two controllable pitch propellers,
two rudders, a bow thruster, two
telescopic cranes (used to lower boats into the water and haul them
aboard once shore excursions
were completed), one shaft and one diesel driven electric gener
ator (apart from the main engine)
and two fresh water generators. In comparison, the ship built
in 1962 was equipped with an
automatic pilot, an ARPA Ratheon (detects objects, including ice),
Decca radar, a gyrocompass,
three magnetic compasses, a satellite navigator, an echo sound
er, a radio direction finder, a
Doppler speed log and a sea and bottom scanning sonar.
6.1.b Tours
Although itineraries differed slightly (see Table 6.2) and did not
cover the full range of tourist
experiences available, each tour was typical of those organ
ized by current Antarctic tour
operators. As such they provide a background for comparativ
e assessments (Codling 1982a:3).
See Fig 1.2 for a typical Antarctic tour route. Travel with opera
tor AA took place during part
of each of the first two cruises and all of the third and final cruise
of the season_. The final cruise
of the season was made with operators BB and CC (6/6 and 9/9,
respectively). The last two

Table 6.2

Day 1
Day 2
Days 3-4
Day 5
Day 6
Day 7
Days 8-13
Day
Day
Day
Day

14
15
16
17

Advertised versus actual itineraries of the cruises under study.
When the actual itinerary differed from
the advertised itinerary, text appearing after / indicates change
made. Sites are listed in the order in
which visits were made during the trip. Dates do not include travel
days to/from South American port
cities. *Denotes Falkland Islands trip segment was canceled.
Cruise with operator AA
Board ship
Depart Buenos Aires, Argentina
At sea
Port Stanley, Falkland Islands
West Point Island, Falkland Islands
At sea
Antarctica (Hope Bay, Paulet Island, Yankee Harbor, Half Moon
Island, Cuverville Island, Paradise
Harbor, Port Lockroy, King George Island)
At sea
Ushuaia, Argentina
At sea
Punta Arenas, Chile (disembarkation)
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Cruise with operator BB
Day 1
Depart Ushuaia, Argentina
Day 2
Drake Passage
Day 3
Drake Passage/same, Admiralty Bay
Days 4-8 Antarctica (Livingston Island, Petermann Island, Paulet Island, King George Island, Deception Island,
Lemaire Channel, Paradise Bay)/King George Island, Anvers Island, Lemaire Channel, Paradise Harbor,
Port Lockroy, Gerlache Strait, Deception Island, Hope Bay
Day 9
Drake Passage/Half Moon Island (Antarctica), Drake Passage
Drake Passage
Day 10
Day 11
Cape Horn, Chile
Day 12
Ushuaia, Argentina (disembarkation)
Cruise with operator CC
Day 1
Depart Ushuaia, Argentina/trip delayed due to problem with fuel delivery
Day 2
Drake Passage/depart Ushuaia, Argentina, Beagle Channel
Days 3-7 Antarctica (King George Island, Ardley Island, Deception Island, Half Moon Island, Port Lockroy,
Cuverville Island, Paradise Bay, Petermann lsland)/Drake Passage (Day 3); Antarctica (Anvers Island,
Torgersen Island, Lemaire Channel, Petermann Island, Neumayer Channel, Paradise Harbor, Cuverville
Island) (Days 4-9)*
Day 8
Drake Passage/Half Moon Island and King George Island, Antarctica
Days 9-10 Falkland Islands/Deception Island and Livingston Island, Antarctica (Day 9); Drake Passage (Day 10)
Day 11
At sea/Drake Passage
Day 12
Ushuaia, Argentina (disembarkation)

Day 1
Day 2
Day 3
Day4
Days 5-9

Day
Day
Day
Day
Day

10
11
12
13
14

First cruise with operator DD
Depart Punta Arenas, Chile
Passage through Beagle Channel
Cape Horn, Chile (landing)
Drake Passage
Antarctica (Deception Island, Neumayer Channel, Lemaire Channel, Paradise Bay, King George Island,
Elephant Island)/Livingston Island, Petermann Island, Neko Harbor, Paradise Harbor, Cuverville Island,
Deception Island, King George Island
Drake Passage
Port Stanley, Falkland Islands
Carcass lsland/West Point Island
At sea
Punta Arenas, Chile (disembarkation)

Second cruise with operator DD
Depart Punta Arenas, Chile
Passage through Beagle Channel
Cape Horn, Chile (landing)
Drake Passage
Antarctica (Deception Island, Hope Bay, King George Island, Elephant lsland)/Livingston Island,
Deception Island, Petermann Island, Neko Harbor, Paradise Harbor, Cuverville Island, King George Island
Day 9
Drake Passage
·
Day 10
Port Stanley, Falkland Islands
Days 11-13 At sea
Day 14
Buenos Aires, Argentina
Day 15
Montevideo, Uruguay (disembarkation)
Day 1
Day 2
Day 3
Day4
Days 5-8

cruises (of seven offered that season) were made with operator DD. Further details of the tours
under study appear in Table 6.3.
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Table 6.3

Details of the five complete tours accompanied for this study. Travel
days to/from port cities were not
included in numbers of days in tours. *Denotes boat cruising was offered
in conjunction with a shore
visit. **Denotes three of the four boat cruising trips were offered in
conjunction with shore visits.

Operator

AA

BB

cc

Number of passengers aboard ship
Ship capacity
Dominant language group
Other lecture languages

386
480
English
French

131
164
English
Japanese

79
140
English

32
8
263
17
6

5
7
76
12
5

5
6
80
12
6

143/ 179
250
German
English
Spanish
12-16
7/7
115-120
14/ 15
5/4

8

9

8

7/6

1.3

1.8

1.3

1.4/ 1.5

0
yes

0
yes

4**
no

1*/1
no

Number of staff
Number of lecturers/naturalists
Number of crew
Number of days in tour
Number of days in the Treaty Area
(average 5.2)
Number of landings made in Treaty Area
(average 7.6)
Average number of landings per day in Treaty
Area per operator (group average 1.5)
Number of boat cruising trips made in Treaty Area
NSF observer aboard

DDl/2

Each cruise offered a welcoming reception and/or cocktail party in which
the ship's captain and
senior officers, department heads, cruise director and expedition staff
(including the expedition
leader, lecturers, guide/naturalists or boat drivers) were introduced. Once
aboard, some operators
offered tours of the bridge, engine room and/or galley. Table 6.4 provid
es details.

Table 6.4 Shipboard tours available to passengers traveling aboard
the ships under study. TBA= to be
arranged by appointment. *Denotes weather permitting.
Tour
Bridge

AA

limited access, open
during designated
times while at sea*

Engine room off limits
Galley

off limits

cc

BB
open bridge
policy*

open bridge
policy*

DD

. open bridge
policy*

TBA

off limits

TBA

off limits

off limits

TBA
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6.1.c Tour operators
Although the four operators differed in many respects, each was a member of IAA TO when
fieldwork was conducted. Differences between tour operators and their management practices
are discussed in each subsequent section of this chapter. Passenger, staff and crew ratios played
an important role in the implementation of each operator's ship and shore policies. Table 6.5
provides details of passenger, staff and crew numbers for all cruises offered during the 1991/92
season by one of the operators under study. Personnel experience levels are discussed in Section
6.4.

6.1 .d Passengers
Numbers of passengers aboard the ships under study appear in Table 6.3. Data on Antarctic
passenger nationalities were difficult to obtain. This situation is changing due to recent NSF
efforts to revise its reporting form (see Fig 3.5; NSF 1994m). Data on passenger nationalities
are now collected from all Antarctic tour operators organized in the US. This study gathered data
on passenger nationalities aboard some of the ships under study. Tables 6.6 through 6.8 list
passenger nationalities for operators AA, CC and OD, respectively. Operator AA carried an
average of 60% US and 21 % UK passengers aboard each of its three tJ.ips. Operator CC can·ied
an average of 81 % US passengers during nine trips. Operator DD carried 45% German and 27%
US citizens during one trip. Further demographic data on Antarctic tourists, collected during the
survey, appear in Chapter 7.

Table 6.5

Passenger, staff and crew numbers for nine cruises offered by one tour company
under study. Some naturalists also served as lecturers but were counted separately.
Ship capacity= 140. Source: Operator CC ship purser

Cruise number

1-

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Passengers
Lecturers
Naturalists
Staff
Doctor
Guests

119
2
5
5
1
2

80
2
8
4
1

101
3
6
4
1

82
2
8
5

109
3
5
5
1

88
2
5
5
1

90

85
1

2
3
1

5
5

79
2
4
5
1
3

Totals

134

95

115

99

123

101

96

97

94

Crew

82

80

78

78

78

77

81

81

80

l

1

1
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Table 6.6

Numbers of passengers aboard the three cruises offered by operator AA during the
1991/92 season by nationality. Source: Ship AA cruise director

Trip 1
American
Australian
Austrian
Belgian
Brazilian
British
Canadian
Danish
French
German
Indian
Irish
Italian
Japanese
Mexican
New Zealander
Norwegian
Portuguese
Spanish
Swedish
Swiss
Uruguayan
Totals

I'

Trip 2

201
5

262
9

7

11
1

81

68

4
1

36
8

Trip 3
227
8
2
2
92
6

1

23
4

29
7

2

1

1

3
1
1

4

5
1

ii

1

6
1

3
1

12
3
6

1
3

1

376

390

386
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Table 6.7

Numbers of passengers aboard the
nine Antarctic cruises offered by
ope rato r CC during
the 1991/9 2 season by nationality
. Source: Ship CC pur ser

Trip

1

Argentina
Australia
Belgium
Brazil
Canada
France
Gen nan y
India
Ireland
Italy
Japan
Philippines
Singapore
Sweden
Switzerland
United Kin gdo m
United States
Zaire

Totals

Table 6.8

Argentina
Austria
Belgium
Bolivia
Chile
Den mar k
France
Gen nan y
Italy
The Netherlands
Spain
Switzerland
United Kin gdo m
United States

Totals

2

4

3

2

4

5

6

7

8

2

3

2

1

2
I

9

5
5

3
7
1

1
1

2
1

1
2
2

3

1
1

2

2
1

3
1

121

75

1
103

134

95

115

9

1

2
59
2

2

2

2

15

3

1

2

95

2
115

90

5
1

99

123

101

96

1
1
91

3
88

97

94

Pas sen ger and staf f numbers aboard
a cruise offered by ope rato r DD dur
ing the 1992/93
sea son by nationality. Source: Shi
p DD cruise director

Passengers
1

Staff

7
2
2
7

l
2

80

10

7
2

2

13
3
5
49

6

179

21

1
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6.1.e Crews

Crew sizes ranged from 76 to 263 (see Table 6.1). Precise data on crew nationalities were
difficult to obtain. Only one operator agreed to release this information. Refer to Table 6.9 for
details.

Table 6.9

Crew numbers aboard ship AA (capacity 480) during the 1991/92 season by
nationality. Source: Ship AA cruise director
American
Australian
Belgian
Brazilian
British
Chilean
Chinese
Costarican
Dutch
Filipino
French
Greek
Indonesian
Italian
Japanese
New Zealander
Polish
South African
Spanish
Swedish
Yugoslavian
Total

6
2
1
1
26
2
5
1
1
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19
25
27
7
1
1
1
1
2
3
1
263

6.2 Passenger safety
Passenger safety programs differed between Antarctic tour operators.

Safety issues were

important to tourism management and strongly influenced an operator's policy decision-making
process. Current regulations aim at setting minimum safety standards for ship operations. A
wide range of international maritime shipping regulations exist but will not be discussed in detail
in this study. This section considers the safety issues that most directly affected how Antarctic
tours were run and how management policies affected the level of safe practice. The following
descriptions of shipboard emergency drills, safety briefings and boat policies yield insight into
how safety issues were addressed and reinforced during Antarctic cruises.
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6.2.a Shipboard emergency drills
International Maritime Law requires that each passenger vessel holds a lifeboat drill within the
first 24 hours of sailing. All operators held the mandatory drill within the specified time frame.
At the alarm, seven short blasts and one long blast, passengers were instructed to return to their
cabins and retrieve their life jacket and survival clothing. Each ship announced that the drill was
compulsory, but only one operator took attendance at muster.

The presentational style,

thoroughness and level of detail provided regarding emergency procedures vatied between
operators. For example, all operators demonstrated how to don a life jacket and pointed out its
features, but only two checked that individual vests were properly fastened during the drill. Ship
services were otherwise suspended duling these drills.
A btief desctiption of each ship's emergency drill reveals further differences. Operator AA
instructed passengers to report to their assigned muster stations located in central areas of the
ship. Once there, passengers were not assigned to specific lifeboats. Instead, individuals were
instructed, in cases of emergency, to report to their muster stations to await further instructions
from a crew member regarding which boats to board. Operator BB conducted the briefing of
emergency procedures once attendance was taken.

The cabins of missing passengers were

checked to attain full attendance. Operator CC conducted a thorough btiefing showing passengers
where to muster to enter lifeboats. Females were lined up in rows in front of males. Only the
life jackets of females were checked. Operator DD provided announcements in German, English
and Russian. At muster, most passengers were not dressed suitably for a survival situation. The
drill was followed directly by a btiefing on boat operations and safety procedures.
6.2.b Shipboard safety briefings
The following summaries describe each operator's approach taken to the general safety briefing
conducted at the start of_ the cruise. Safety issues often arose or were reinforced during boat
operations, shore visits, briefings, recap sessions and lectures. Presentational style, content and
emphasis of safety issues eluting btiefings differed between operators although each operator
demonstrated and stressed the importance of using an arm grip when entering and exiting boats
instead of the less secure hand grip and described the landing tag system employed during the
trip (see Section 6.2.c ).

Company AA offered a general safety briefing the evening of the first full day at sea m

conjunction with an introduction to general shipboard life, ship facilities, the cruise staff,
managers and entertainers. This company hired a retired US Coast Guard Rear Admiral as a
safety officer and beachmaster for landings who also conducted the shipboard safety briefings.
Rules and procedures for boat operations and landings were presented. The need to minimize the
risk of accident or injury by remaining cautious and alert while ashore on unfamiliar terrain was
stressed. Environmental conservation was also emphasized. A 15' length of rope was used to
demonstrate the physical distance to be maintained from wildlife. This briefing was conducted
in English and French during the same session. The ship's main lounge was not able to
accommodate all passengers aboard. An introduction to the expedition staff followed the lifeboat
drill held the following day. A no smoking policy for the boats, gangway and shore visits was
announced in the daily program.

Operator BB held an introduction to ship and expedition staff during the first evening of the
cruise. A briefing on Antarctic boat operations was held the following day. Life jackets were
demonstrated and boat loading and landing procedures were explained thoroughly.
Operator CC requested that passengers wear their boots to the briefing on boat operations and
conservation to check their fit and suitability for landings. A welcome introduction and
embarkation briefing was held within two hours of boarding. The lifeboat drill was held an hour
later. Due to an unscheduled delay in port, the safety briefing was held on the fourth day of the
cruise, before Antarctic landings were made. The thorough briefing covered clothing, guidelines,
photography, boat operations and landings. The company announced that smoking was allowed
ashore, but only at the boats, not while walking around. Maps and visitor guidelines were
distributed at the briefing.

Operator DD provided passengers with boots and parkas during the second day of the cruise.
These were returned at the end of the cruise. The boat safety briefing was held later during the
second day, after a boat landing was made in Tierra del Fuego. The briefing was conducted in
German and English during one session. A policy of no smol<lng on deck was announced.
Attendance was not taken at any of the safety briefings offered aboard the four ships.
Announcements were made aboard all ships when sea and weather conditions deteriorated, urging
careful movement about the ship and the securing of objects in cabins. Decks were declared off
limits when extreme weather was encountered by one cruise. During another, in anticipation of
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rough seas, cabin television sets were placed on the floor by attendants while passengers dined.
During another cruise experiencing rough seas, cabin cupboard doors and drawers repeatedly
opened and dressing table objects were hurled about. This caused distress and minor injuries to
some passengers.
6.2.c Boat policies, practices and procedures
Although each operator briefed passengers on boat operations and procedures, none of the
operators mentioned procedures in the event a boat passenger went overboard. Differences were
noted with respect to boating practices, driver experience levels (see Section 6.4.b), crew attitudes
and overall efficiency. Each ship carried an adequate number of boats. All operators provided
continual passenger assistance into and out of boats at the loading platform shipside and, for the
most part, at the landing beach. All empty boats left at the shore during landings were secured
properly. At times passengers wishing to return to the ship entered them unassisted. As noted
during the tourism monitoring project, numbers of boats used for each landing depended on
factors including numbers going ashore; weather, ice and sea conditions; the repair status of
boats; and the amount of time allocated for the visit. Numbers of crew assigned to assist
passengers during boat operations varied between companies depending on such factors as crew
size, weather and sea conditions, the nature of the landing site and time of day. Total numbers
of boat trips made for each landing varied widely although precise counts were not made for this
study. 44 No emergencies arose during boat operations conducted for the trips under study.
Most boat drivers were provided with immersion suits, but these were not always worn in
Antarctica. Boat drivers carried radios and maintained contact with the ship throughout boat
operations. Although boat chivers were not seen to disturb any wildlife deliberately during this
study, in some cases boat cruising trips brought boats close to ice floes and caused seals to rear
up and enter the sea. Boat cruises were made during one cruise to watch whales more closely
and came within a few feet of surfacing whales.

All passengers were given the choice to either wear their life jacket while ashore or remove and
secure it at the landing beach until they re-boarded the boats. No passengers were seen traveling
in boats without life jackets during these cruises. Ships provided brushes at the beach for use

44

As described in the fieldwork methodology (Section 4.2), the author moved about at landing
sites to observe shore-based activities and note site features.
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in scraping mud and penguin guano from boots before boarding boats to return to the ship.
Alternatively, brushes and buckets or a washing station were made available upon boarding the

ship. No drivers were seen smoking in the boats. Each tour operator employed a tag system to
account for passengers going ashore (as described in Chapter 5). The following brief descriptions
of passenger accountability systems and boat operations for each operator reveal some of the
differences between the tour companies studied.

Company AA divided passengers into four groups of approximately 100. Each group was
assigned a different color worn as a 4" circular disc on the parka zipper. The landing order for
color groups was printed in the daily program and announced over the intercom system before
each landing. Group order rotated after each landing providing the opportunity for each color
group to land first in turn. This system allowed management to control the numbers ashore at
a given time since shore guides could identify passengers who needed to return to the ship in
order that other color groups could go ashore.

The operator also placed a pegboard at the

gangway to allow passengers to tum the tag bearing their cabin number over (indicating they
were ashore), and turn it back once they returned to the ship. Most passengers chose to wear
their life jackets while ashore. Six full time boat drivers were employed for the cruise. All
drivers spoke English. Nearly 8% of the passengers were French, but some drivers did not speak
French. Radios were carried in waterproof protective pouches. Some had clip-on microphones
that allowed drivers to speak while using both hands to operate the boat. A highly positive
attitude among boat staff was noted throughout the cruise. Special assistance was often needed
by elderly or frail passengers and was rendered unreservedly by staff. Overall, boat operations
were very efficient in transporting large numbers of passengers to a variety of sites. Briefings
made before landings were conducted alternately in French and English during the same sessions.
Operator BB employed two full time boat drivers for the cruise. The expedition leader, assistant
expedition leader and two lecturers also operated boats in turn as needed. All drivers with this
company spoke English. A tag system was used to account for passengers ashore in conjunction
with noting when life jackets removed by passengers (and placed in a pile ashore) were
reclaimed. At some landings, shore guides assisted passengers into and out of boats. Of the
large group of Japanese passengers on this cruise, few understood English. None of the boat
drivers spoke Japanese.

Operator CC provided passengers with regular assistance donning life jackets before
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disembarkation and ashore before re-boarding boats. Drivers, guides or crew assisted passengers
into and out of boats shipside and ashore.

Drivers and passengers spoke English.

operations were highly organized and efficient.

Boat

The ship's tag system involved assigning

passengers a number that appeared on a list in the ship lobby, near the boat loading platforms.
Passengers consulted the list and pegboard to turn their tag when going ashore and turned it back
over upon re-boarding the ship.

Company DD employed a similar tag system. As with other ships, when the final boat back from
shore reached the ship, the names of passengers with unturned tags were announced over the
intercom and requested to consult expedition staff immediately, in order that clearance could be
given to the bridge to lift anchor. Boat drivers spoke Russian, but only some of them spoke
English or German, the main passenger languages.

6.3 Passenger education programs
Many passengers had considerable knowledge of Antarctica before the start of their nip. All
operators offered a wide range of Antarctic information to passengers before and during the
cruise. The components of passenger education programs considered in this study included precruise information packets, daily programs, shipboard briefings held before landings, recap
sessions held after landings, lectures, videos, films and other educational materials distributed or
made available aboard ship, such as wall-sized maps and library materials . .

Pre-cruise information varied between operators, but each packet provided to English speaking
passengers45 contained an extensive amount of material covering such topics as Antarctic
exploration, science, natural history, conservation, practical information on travel matters,
weather, clothing, ship services, boat trips, photography hints, reading lists or maps of the area
to be visited.

Three · 9f the four companies distributed visitor guidelines in their pre-cruise

materials. Although it was not possible to determine the extent to which the material was read
or how it affected passenger behavior, several operators expressed the view that basic messages
regarding safety and conservation could not be over-emphasized and provided them in different
forms.

Daily programs were delivered to cabins each evening to provide general ship information and
45

Only English materials were considered in this study.
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inform passengers of events taking place the following day.

Changes to schedules were

announced over ship intercom systems as needed. Each operator's daily program followed a
similar format but differed in presentational style. A typical daily program appears as Fig 6.1.
Two companies followed a single-page program format while the two larger ships (capacities 250
and 480) used a four-page daily program.

This was due primarily to the need to relay

information on the extensive entertainment programs offered.

Shipboard education programs varied in terms of quality, content, accessibility and popularity.
Each operator offered a planned program of briefings, recaps and lectures and employed
naturalists or other experts to impart specific information to passengers throughout each cruise.
Personnel ranged from those having no previous Antarctic experience to experience d scientists
having worked with national Antarctic programs or as lecturers on previous Antarctic cruises.
Passenger safety and education programs were highly complementary. 46 Visitor guidelines and
safety and environme ntal issues and policies were often reinforced throughout cruises during
lectures, pre-landing briefings, recap sessions and in the daily programs.
Operator AA held all English briefings, recaps and lectures in the main lounge of the ship. Some
of the French briefings were held in conjunction with English sessions, but lectures and recaps
were conducted separately. Company BB held lectures in the ship's lecture theatre at va1ious
times and recaps and briefings in the main ship lounge before dinner. Operator CC held all
lectures, briefings and recaps in the main lounge and Company DD held all lectures, recaps and
briefings in the lecture theatre with the exception of the safety briefing which was conducted in
the main ship lounge.

The standard and content of shipboard education programs also varied between cruises offered
by the same operator in a given season depending on staff changeover, which was often
considerable. Multiple cruises made with two operators yielded insight into more specific
management issues arising within those companies. For example, passenger language groups
differed between cruises made with one of the operators. The languages used for shipboard
announcements, lectures, recaps and briefings varied according to the proportion of passenger
46

Adequate staff and crew briefings are also important to effective tourism management.
However, infonnation on staff and crew safety and educational policies was difficult to obtain. One
operator conducted several fire drills and a man overboard drill for crew members (NSF 1992e).
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Figure 6.1

A typical daily program delivered to passengers aboard Antarctic cruise ships.
Source: Salen Lindblad Cruising 1992

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 22ND, 1992
Sunset: 21 :50

Sunrise: 06:31

HALF MOON ISLAND
Very early tomorrow noon we will arrive at an interesting little island named Half
moon island. Oddly enough, shaped like a half moon! Gentoo and chinstrap penguins
greet us as we make our early morning landing in a protected bay surrounded on all
sides by memorable scenery. We will spend the entire morning here with many
options. To including , hiking, zodiac cruising, penguin watching or perhaps just
get away by yourself and and contemplate your visit to Antarctica. After lunch we
Later the Frontier
weigh anchor and search for whales in the early afternoon.
Spirit sets course across the Drake Passage for South America and Cape Horn.
06 :00 - 07 :30
07:00 - 08:30
QJLM
11 :00
-11.&Q
12:00 - 13:00
AFTERNOON
16:00 -17:00
LATE AFTERNOON
17:15

18:30
19:00
19:30 -21 :00
21 :30
22 :30

FRONTIER CLUB
EARLY MORNING COFFEE & PASTRIES
DINING ROOM
BREAKFAST
START ZQQ.!AQ SHUTTLE IQ HALF MQQN ISLAND
FRONTIER CLUB
BOUILLON AND CRACKERS IS SERVED
LAST ZODIAC FROM HALF MQQN ISLAND
DINING ROOM
LUNCH IS SERVED
WHALE HUNTING IN BRANSFIELD STRAITS
FRONTIER CLUB
AFTERNOON TEA, WITH ZBIGNIEWATTHE PIANO
DEPARTURE FOR DRAKE PASSAGE
ADAPTIVE STRATEGIES.EQB.FEEDING. DIVING AND
BREEDING IN CETACEANS AND PINNIPEDS IN THE SOUTHERN
DOLPHIN LOUNGE
.oc..E.Af4 -SLIDE LECTURE BY .:Q.OJ..Ki CHEESEMAN
FRONTIER CLUB
COCKTAILS WITH HOT SNACKS AND MUSIC
FRONTIER CLUB
RECAP
DINING ROOM
FRENCH DINNER IS SERVED
FRONTIER CLUB
AFTER DINNER MUSIC AND DANCING WITH NOVA TRIO,
FRONTIER CLUB
LATE EVENING SNACK

CALL 105 OR 101
EMERGENCY:
DIAL 0
RADIO ROOM:
BEAUTY PARLOR: 10:00 · 12:00
07:45 - 09 :00
SHOP:
VIDEOS:
CHANNEL 38:
CHANNEL 40:
CHANNEL 42 :

16:00 · 18:00
12:30 • 13:30

21 :00 · 22:00

RUNNING CONTINUOUSLY THROUGHOUT THE DAY
RADIO CHANNEL WITH MUSIC ALL DAY LONG
THE MAN FROM SNOWY RIVER & WORKING GIRL 21 :30 - WORKING GIRL
WILD SOUTH & ANTARCTICA STOP PRESS 1990 21 :30 - WILD SOUTH

IFOINJAIL ACGOUIN17f ~!EITIL.!EliW/£!M7f
7f()) AVOJW !LOINJOINJG IJJIP l()INJ l[))fEIBJt\lPJIKA7f!/l()INJ ![))Jn!. 'tf()}IJJ MA'tf ILIE#l.VIE #l.b'VJ
OMfJIPJOINJ7f OJ!F 'Jf())IJJ!Rt CQJ,//E!I))ff Ct\/Rt/f)) ~rff!h1 7fUc,J!E UZ/!£C!Ef!J7fOl()b'VJ #J.7! 'tfl/JIJJIPJ
fEAIPJ/LO!ES7T CI/JINJV!Eb'VJU!EINJC/E, '/TlhJIE fffEMO~fE/f)) S7TlfffE~\flfEINJ7f WOILIL VN!EINJ f!3JIE
IJ)fEIL.OV/EQJ,/1£1!) 7f()) 'Jf())IJJQJ,I CAIEJOINJ WffN 'Jfl/JIJJUZI COP'tf OJIF TfNIE SOGINJfEIJ) UIMIIPIR/Ob'V/7!
OINJ TfN!E ILASTf f#i/ORINJOINJG • V!ER'tf' /E#J.QJ,//L V.
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nationalities aboard each cruise. Materials had to be prepared, translated, copied and distributed
each day for each language group represented on board. Different language groups had to
compete for limited space, facilities and equipment with which to conduct briefings, recaps and
lectures.

Numbers and times of lectures on offer varied according to the length of the cruise; sea, ice and
weather conditions; expertise represented by lecturing staffs; numbers of landings made; and the
number of passenger language groups aboard. See Table 6.10 for a list of lectures, by subject,
offered during the cruises under study. Some lectures relevant to the Antarctic were scheduled
after all landings had been made in the Treaty Area (see Table 6.11). Attendance at briefings,
recaps and lectures was influenced by such factors as time of day, popularity of the speaker, sea
and weather conditions, the pace of activity on a given day, passenger age and physical condition
and the nature of other shipboard activities offered during the same time frame. In rough seas,
talks were often poorly attended since passengers were advised to remain horizontal to prevent
the onset of seasickness.
Among the educational materials used during cruises were slides, photographs, videos, films,
overhead projections, handouts, maps and reprints. Some operators were better equipped than
others. One ship carried only one slide projector and no spare lamp. Another offered single or
multiple showings of its videos on one television in a room with a seating capacity of 20.
Occasionally, additional materials such as maps, Antarctic reading lists, guidelines, wildlife
identification sheets and checklists and information on staff members were also delivered along
with the daily programs. This occurred most often aboard the larger ships. Some passengers
traveled in small groups led by private tour leaders who prepared and distributed additional
information packets to their passengers. All ships posted large maps in public areas. Some were
more detailed than others. One operator updated a large map regularly to show the ship's
location and path to date. This proved popular with passengers. Some ships posted the visitor
guidelines in a prominent place aboard ship, usually near the gangway. The quality and quantity
of Antarctic materials available in each ship's library varied considerably. Some had extensive
collections. Others did not, but stocked many popular paperbacks. In general, there was a dearth
of material printed in the foreign languages represented aboard.
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Table 6.10 List of lectures, by subject, offered to English speaking passengers aboard the four
ships under study. Lectures offered in other languages are not listed. Some cruises
offered more than one lecture on the same subject. Each X represents one lecture.
Some lectures covered more than one subject. Only those cruises aboard which the
author completed the itinerary are listed. Lectures relating to destinations outside
of the Treaty Area are not listed. *Denotes lectures given after all Antarctic
landings were made.

Ship
Subject
Introduction to Antarctica
Guidelines
History/Exploration of Antarctica
Antarctic politics
Glaciology
Geology
Vulcanology
Oceanography
Natural history
Conservation
Environment/Ecosystems
Marine biology (general)
Penguins
Whales
Seals
Krill
Seabirds
Antarctic science programs
Personal accounts (e.g. wintering)
Scenic slide show
Other

AA

BB

cc

X
X
X
X
X

XX
X*

X*
X*

DD1

DD2

X

X
X
X* X* X*
X

XX*
X
X
X*

X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X

X
XX*
X
XX*

X
X*
X*

X
X
XX* X*
X
X*
X*
X
X
X
X
X
X* X* X
X*
X*

X

X
X*

X
X* X*
X*

Operators also differed with respect to their level of Antarctic experience (see Section 6.4). In
some cases, this affected their ability to deliver appropriate information on sites being visited
including the types of wildlife, vegetation, terrain, research stations or historic sites to be
encountered.
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Table 6.11

List of English lectures offered during two Antarctic cruises with cruise day in
which they were given. Lectures offered in other languages are not listed.
***Denotes all landings in the Treaty Area were completed by this point.

Cruise AA
Day Title
3
Seabirds of the Southern Ocean
A year at the South Pole
4
Environmental guidelines, boat operations and safety
The marine environment
Introduction to the Falkland Islands
7
Ice
Stones, soils and springtails
Introduction to the Antarctic Peninsula region and
The love life of the Adelie penguin
13
The Antarctic Treaty system
The economics of Antarctica
***
14
Discussion on conservation
Tierra del Fuego and Patagonia
16
Adventure in travel

Cruise BB
Day Title
2
Antarctic boat operations and the fine art of observing wildlife
The natural history of the penguins: a discussion of the Antarctic penguin species
3
Whales of Antarctica
Natural history and behavior of fur seals
4
Seabirds of Antarctica
Shackleton the explorer and his epic sea survival story
7
Antarctic science programs
8
The Swedish expeditions of Nordenskjold
***
9
Adaptive strategies for feeding, diving and breeding cetaceans and pinnipeds in the
Southern Ocean
10
Icebreaking in the Ross Sea and McMurdo Sound
Antarctic scenery and sunsets
Antarctica: where do we go from here: an overview of the Antarctic Treaty followed by
group comments and discussion by expedition staff
A year at the South Pole
11
Summary of the behavior of adelie, chinstrap and gent~o penguins

The following brief profile of each operator's educational program reveals fmther differences.
Operator AA distributed copies of visitor guidelines to each passenger with pre-cruise materials
and aboard ship. The initial talk covering tourism guidelines and conservation was optional, well
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attended and covered a broad range of environmental issues and guidance on behavior ashore.
Briefings and recaps for all landings were presented in English and French during the same
sessions. Lectures were given separately at different locations. Eight naturalists and lecturers
were employed for the cruise. The ship library housed a small collection of Antarctic material.
Different Antarctic films and videos, in either English or French, were also shown intermitten tly
in the ship's cinema or cocktail lounge.

Operator BB included a copy of the COMNAP visitor guidelines and guidelines on boat
operations in its pre-cruise materials, but did not distribute them or post them in a prominent
place aboard ship. The initial conservation briefing was well attended and provided thorough
coverage of environme ntal issues. The Japanese passengers were led by two tour leaders from
Tokyo and had a lecturer from Japan's national Antarctic program. Six other naturalists and
lecturers presented educationa l material in English during the cruise. Briefings were not provided
before all Antarctic landings. The ship library contained a small collection of Antarctic mate1ial.

I

Antarctic and other videos were shown over the cabin television service and after some lectures.
Operator CC distributed visitor guidelines to each passsenger with pre-cruise materials and
reinforced them during some briefings and recaps. All passengers spoke English. All
presentatio ns and announcements were made in English.
Six lecturers and naturalists
accompani ed the cruise. Two guest lecturers from an Antarctic research station joined the ship
for the return journey. The library contained the most extensive collection of Antarctic material
of the four ships under study. Antarctic and other videos were shown in the ship library.
Operator DD distributed an extensive packet of pre-cruise materials, but it did not contain a copy
of the visitor guidelines. However, guidelines were distributed to each passenger aboard ship,
in different languages, .as needed. Pre-landing briefings and recaps were not always held in all
languages represented aboard, resulting in unequal access to information and resentment among
some passengers. The lecture program was also weighted heavily toward the dominant language
group aboard (containing 45% of the passengers). The safety and boat briefing for one cruise
was conducted in three languages during the same session. The operator hired a total of seven
lecturers and naturalists for each cruise studied. The ship library contained very little Antarctic
material, although a few such books were made available through the ship excursion office.
Antarctic and other videos were run continuously on the cabin television service dming most days
of the cruise.

I,
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6.4 Personnel experience
Ship personnel experience levels varied between tour operators and within staffs when
substitutions were made mid-season. Previous experience was an asset when conducting tours
in the Treaty Area since captains, officers and experienced expedition leaders knew where

Specially Protected Areas (SPAs), Sites of Special Scientific Interest (SSSls) and historic sites
were located and each had made decisions previously with respect to landings in a variety of sea
and weather conditions.
6.4.a Captain and crew experience
All of the ships under study were run by captains with previous Antarctic or polar experience.
One captain was a qualified ice master. Two other ships carried one or more ice masters. One
ice master had previous Antarctic experience as a captain.

The ship captains were each of

different nationalities. Ship officers represented many different countries, but most had previous
Antarctic experience and some were also qualified captains.
Details on crew experience levels were not obtained for this study, but interviews with ship staff
revealed that some of the ships carried crew members who had worked aboard the ship during
previous seasons in Antarctica. All of the operators under study reported that regular drills and
emergency exercises were held for crew members according to mruitime regulations. When
asked, some crew members reported they had never been ashore in Antarctica. Others went
ashore whenever oppo1tunity allowed.

f

6.4.b Expedition and other staff experience

1

I I

Three of the four expedition leaders had previous Antarctic experience and were familiar with
the landing sites visited. One operator hired an expedition leader with no previous Antarctic
experience to lead six trips during the season. A number of problems resulted. Factual errors
were made during announcements throughout the cruise in question. Briefings and recaps also
contained misinformation. Passengers were not warned that one l~nding would be made near an
SSSI. Ship staff learned of the SSSI after landing and announced the fact to the remaining
passengers as they arrived.

Three of the four operators hired one or more lecturers or shore guides who had no previous
Antarctic experience. The remainder had previous experience in the Peninsula region or another
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were located and each had made decisions previously with respect to landings in a variety of sea
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6.4.a Captain and crew experience
All of the ships under study were run by captains with previous Antarctic or polar experience.
One captain was a qualified ice master. Two other ships carried one or more ice masters. One
ice master had previous Antarctic experience as a captain. The ship captains were each of
different nationalities. Ship officers represented many different countries, but most had previous
Antarctic experience and some were also qualified captains.

Details on crew experience levels were not obtained for this study, but interviews with ship staff
revealed that some of the ships carried crew members who had worked aboard the ship during
previous seasons in Antarctica. All of the operators under study reported that regular drills and
emergency exercises were held for crew members according to maritime regulations. When
asked, some crew members reported they had never been ashore in Antarctica. Others went
ashore whenever opp01tunity allowed.

6.4.b Expedition and other staff experience
Three of the four expedition leaders had previous Antarctic experience and were familiar with
the landing sites visited. One operator hired an expedition leader with no previous Antarctic
experience to lead six trips during the season. A number of problems resulted. Factual errors
were made during announcements throughout the cruise in question. Briefings and recaps also
contained misinformation. Passengers were not warned that one landing would be made near an
SSSI. Ship staff learned of the SSSI after landing and announced the fact to the remaining
passengers as they arrived.

Three of the four operators hired one or more lecturers or shore guides who had no previous
Antarctic expelience. The remainder had previous expelience in the Peninsula region or another
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part of Antarctica. Two operators hired naturalists with extensive
Antarctic experience. During
shore visits these naturalists interpreted the features at each
site and provided thorough and
accurate answers to questions posed by tourists. The majority of
lecturers and naturalists on each
ship were dedicated professionals, respectful of the environmen
t, with a commitment to Antarctic
conservation. However, one lecturer who also served as a shore
guide provided passengers with
inaccurate or misleading information. When questioned why this
was done, the guide remarked
that it did not matter what answers were given to tourists since
they would not remember what
was said.
Boat driver experience levels also varied. Three companies
hired boat drivers with previous
Antarctic or polar experience. One team had the most experience
by far. One of its drivers had
15 years of Antarctic experience and was a qualified captain for
vessels up to 50 tons. Another
had worked in Antarctica 11 summer seasons and was makin
g his 46th trip. Most of the boat
drivers hired by the fourth operator had no previous Antarctic
experience. Lack of previous
Antarctic experience affected the ability of some drivers to select
suitable landing sites and avoid
SPAs and SSSis. Interviews conducted with experienced boat
drivers revealed a consensus of
thought on what was needed to conduct safe and environmen
tally sound boat operations in
Antarctica. Table 6.12 provides details.

Table 6.12

Some factors to consider when conducting safe and environmen
tally sound boat
operations in Antarctica. Source: Experienced boat drivers interv
iewed during the
study

1. Make proper landings at appropriate locations.
2. Possess the necessary driving skills and competence in
emergency situations.
3. Be familiar with Antarctica, its weather and sea conditions and
environmental risks such as
collapsing icebergs, tidal waves and katabatic winds.
4. Command a knowledge of boats (general seamanship)
and repairs.
5. Be familiar with the geography of the area. Drivers may be sent
to scout new landing sites
or otherwise go further afield. In the event of fog or a breakdown
, know where refuges and
huts are located.
6. General knowledge of Antarctic natural history and wildli
fe helps since tourists often ask
questions of boat drivers who often serve as a liaison between
passengers and tour operator
management.
7. A certification scheme would assure a minimum standard
of proficiency with boat operations.
8. There is no substitute for Antarctic experience.
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6.5 Waste management policies, practices and equipment
The following information on the waste management policies, practices and equipmen t of the four
ships under study is based on interviews conducted with ship staff and passengers, personal
observation, promotional literature and NSF observer reports covering two ships in the study.
Waste managem ent differed between the ships under study although there was no mention of
operator waste policy, practice or equipment during any briefings made aboard three of the ships.
One operator offered tours of the ship's engine room, waste storage area and incinerator.
Passenger access to waste management facilities aboard three ships was restricted for insurance
purposes. The quality and condition of shipboard waste handling facilities influenced the ability
of tour operators to implement more progressive waste management policies. Some discrepancies
in information and violations of waste regulations contained in Annex N of the Protocol were
observed. A brief profile of each operator follows.
Operator AA literature reported that the ship was equipped with grinders and compactors for
handling non-degradable garbage except for glass. However, the NSF observer report for the
cruise stated that the ship did not sort, compact or incinerate its trash (NSF l 992f). Three

ma cerators were located in different parts of the galley to handle food waste. Sewage was held
in holding tanks and treated, but not released within the Treaty Area. Several passengers
witnessed crew members throwing bottles overboard within the Treaty Area.
Operator BB implemented an extensive sorting and recycling scheme on the ship. Separate
containers on passenger decks were labeled for paper, aluminum cans, bottles and plastic. The
ship also used a high temperature incinerator. No violations of waste management regulations
were reported while aboard the ship. Operator BB formulated the most comprehensive waste
management policy and also had the most modem equipment. This included a waste oil
incinerator, garbage incinerator, garbage compactor, can compactor, bottle crasher, garbage store
(29 m3) and a food waste refrigerator store (8 m3).
Operator CC's ship, built in 1962, carried no modem waste handling equipment. Passengers
reported that crew members threw plastic trash bags overboard in the Treaty Area. Nonindigenous plant material was introduced into the Treaty Area in contravention of cun-ent
regulations. Trash stored outdoors aboard this ship was not secured to withstand high winds or
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rough seas.

Operator DD ran the only ship that did not allow smoking on deck. The other ships hosed the
decks on a regular basis. All debris, including cigarette butts, went directly into the sea. This
ship also carried non-indigenous plant material into the Treaty Area.
6.6 A comparison of tourism management at landing sites

This section considers the nature of tour visits made by each operator to compare the
effectiveness of different management practices and investigate compliance with current
guidelines. Tour management practices employed during shore visits differed between operators.
Tour management options at landing sites were affected by factors such as numbers of tourists
and guides landed at any given time, weather conditions, operator experience and knowledge of
11

the site, visit duration and site features.
6.6.a Description of landing sites

11

During the study, 38 landings were made at 20 different sites within the Treaty Area. Each site
had specific features including wildlife, vegetation, scenery, terrain, huts, SSSis, research stations
and historic sites and monuments. Some sites were similar, others varied greatly. Table 6.13
lists the landing sites, with features, visited by each operator during the study. Beach access,
snow and ice cover and weather conditions also varied at each site. The features at each site
influenced how visits were managed. For example, sites that offered different species of wildlife
in addition to an historic monument, research station, hut or other feature often demanded more
rigorous patrolling by shore guides to enforce the visitor guidelines. Sites with large patches of
mosses or lichens often required the placement of a shore guide nearby to prevent visitors from
inadvertently walking on them. Visits to self-contained sites were generally easier to manage
than sites that offered more opportunities for tourists to spread out widely or walk out of sight
of the group. Safety considerations at some sights included limiting hazards posed by crevasses,
snow cornices or climbing opportunities.

Each operator visited at least one operational research station (see Table 6.13). Planned visits
to some stations followed strict procedures that have been developed over time by station
management in consultation with national Antarctic program officials. In one case these were
explained aboard ship by station personnel during a passenger briefing that included a short
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Table 6.13 List of Antarctic sites visited by the tour operators under study with features available at each site.
Landings were made at all but one of these sites. W=wildlife; HS=historic site; ORS=operational
research station; URS=unoccupied research station; BC=boat cruising; and SW=swimming in thermal
waters. Source: NSF 1993f
Site
Operator AA
Hope Bay
Paulet Island
Yankee Harbor
Half Moon Island
Cuverville Island
Gonzalez Videla station (Chile), Paradise Harbor
Port Lockroy, Wieneke Island
King George Island

w

HS

ORS

URS

BC

SW

X
X
X
X

X

X
X

X

X

X
X

Operator BB
Ferraz station (Brazil), King George Island
Arctowski station (Poland), King George Island
Palmer station (US), Anvers Island
Gonzalez Videla station, Paradise Harbor
Port Lockroy, Wieneke Island
Whaler's Bay, Deception Island
Pendulum Cove, Deception Island
Esperanza station (Argentina), Hope Bay
Half Moon Island

Operator CC
Palmer station, Anvers Island
Torgersen Island
Petermann Island
Almirante Brown station (Argentina), Paradise Harbor
Cuverville Island
Half Moon Island
King George Island
Bailey Head, Deception Island (boat cruising only)
Hannah Point, Livingston Island
Operator DD (cruise 1)
Hannah Point, Livingston Island
Petermann Island
Neko Harbor
Gonzalez Videla station, Paradise Harbor
Cuverville Island
Whaler's Bay, Deception Island
Arctowski station, King George Island
Operator DD (cruise 2)
Hannah Point, Livingston Island
Whaler's Bay, Deception Island
Petermann Island
Neko Harbor
Gonzalez Videla station, Paradise Harbor
Cuverville Island (boat cruising only)
Arctowski station, King George Island

X
X

X
X

X

X

X

X
X

X
X
X

X

X

X
X
X

X

X
X

X

X
X

X

X
X

X
X

X

X
X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

.X
X

X

X
X

X
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description of the science program underway at the
station. Two operators in the study visited
Palmer station (US), where numbers ashore were strict
ly limited to 30 at a time. Outdoor guided
tours of the facilities were conducted by volunteer statio
n personnel. Tourists were then invited
indoors for refreshments and a chance to meet other
station personnel. Souvenirs were available
for sale during the visit. Similarly, during a visit
to Esperanza station (Argentina), station
personnel conducted a guided tour around the statio
n that included entering several buildings.
Refreshments or souvenirs were not available. Visit
s to other stations were less structured. This
may be explained, in part, by the fact that research statio
ns differ in the extent to which science
programs may be affected by tour visits.
Historic sites were also popular with tourists. Of the
more than 50 designated historic sites in
Antarctica (NSF 1993t), four were visited during the
cruises under study. Most operators did not
mention that historic sites were being visited. Often
such sites were poorly marked.
Landings were made near three SSSis during the cruis
es under study. The SSSis at Pendulum
Cove and Wha ler's Bay, Deception Island were poor
ly marked. The sole marker at Whaler's
Bay, written in English and Spanish, was not highl
y visible or placed where tourists on foot
would first encounter the area.
Two of the landing sites visited during the cruises
had huts that served as survival shelters.
Tourists were briefed not to enter huts without permissio
n, but on one occasion several passengers
entered a hut without authorization. Shore guides soon
directed them to leave the building. In
one case, visitors entered a research station without
permission.
6.6.b The nature and frequency of tour visits and
landings
Tour operators aimed a~ providing passengers with
a wide variety of landings (see Table 6.13).
Numbers of tourists landed at a given time varied with
each operator according to numbers of
tourists aboard; numbers of guides, staff and crew asho
re; time a!located for the visit and weather
and sea conditions. Numbers of landed passengers and
boat trips for each visit were not counted.
Three operators landed shore guides before tourists
arrived. The other operator placed a guide
in each boat to accompany passengers ashore. The distri
bution pattern of groups ashore differed
at each site according to shore management policies,
site features, numbers of shore guides, size
of group, passenger fitness and time allowed asho
re. Shore guide policies are described in
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Section 6.6.d.
The number of landings made by each operator varie
d (see Table 6.3) according to the number
of days spent in the Treaty Area, weather, ice and
sea conditions, landing schedules of other
operators and the features available at each site. For
example, if weather conditions prevented
landing at a site with particular features, operators
sought alternate landing sites with those
features (such as a penguin species that passengers had
not yet seen), rather than visit a new site
similar to one already seen. In some cases, plans listed
in the daily program had to be changed
when another ship was found visiting a site. In such
cases, ships relocated to alternate sites.
Operators made an average of 1.5 landings each day in
Antarctica and an average of 7.6 Antarctic
landings per cruise (see Table 6.3). One company visite
d three different sites during the same
day. Two operators offered boat cruising trips at certa
in sites either as the sole option or in
conjunction with shore visits (see Table 6.13).
6.6.c Duration of visits and environmental constrain
ts
The duration of shore visits varied, ranging from 11.4
to nearly five hours, averaging more than
three hours each . Visit duration was influenced by the
time of day in which visits were made,
the number and nature of previous Antarctic landings
made during each trip, weather and sea
conditions, numbers of boats used, passenger fitnes
s, the terrain and layout of the site, total
numbers going ashore and the operators' plans for the
day. For example, snow cover and weather
conditions affected how long some visitors remained
ashore. Frail or elderly passengers often
spent less time ashore than younger more fit tourists,
especially when windy or rainy or when
terrain was slippery. In general, tourists spent less
time ashore at rookeries after having seen
other rookeries during previous landings. Sites that offer
ed many features, or features that were
widely spread out, required more time for tourists to
visit, especially if boat shuttle service was
offered at only one loc~tion.
6.6.d Guide policies ashore and adherence to guid
elines
Guide policies ashore differed between operators and
were often influenced by the type of
features available at each site. Tourists were allowed
to walk about freely at most sites. Two
operators directed guide placement at each site and
guides exchanged positions at regular
intervals. One operator placed shore guides at regular
intervals near the periphery of established
rookeries or seal colonies to remind passengers that
there were restrictions on their behavior.
This was effective since few visito rs transgressed the
distance guideline at these sites. Two
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operators did not position shore guides according to a plan. Instead, guides walked around the
site to oversee tourist conduct. This was less effective in some respects since they spent a large
proportion of time watching their footing and negotiating terrain or other shore features instead
of observing visitor behavior. In general, guide to passenger ratios recommended by IAATO did
not ensure adequate patrolling at all sites since most visitors spread far apart soon after arrival
and random movement continued throughout visits. Communication between shore guides was
limited once visits began since guides spread out and operators did not provide all guides with
radios. Most guides at each site returned to the ship aboard the final shuttle.

As mentioned in Chapter 5, the IAA TO guidelines for visitors and tour operators were used to
assess compliance in this study because they were the most widely distributed and comprehensive
set of Antarctic tourism guidelines available when fieldwork was conducted (see Figs 3.2 and
3.3). Limited access to guidelines may go some way toward explaining why visitors traveling
with some operators transgressed more guidelines.

By far, the most commonly breached

guideline was the distance to be maintained from wildlife. This guideline was breached during
each landing made. Visitors blocked animal paths to the sea or came between parents and their
young numerous times during landings made with each operator. Visitors walked off alone out
of sight of the group during most tours, although this was a greater problem for some operators
than others. In many cases, transgressions occurred unwittingly due to clothing that restricted
vision or hearing and visitors having to watch their footing. In other cases transgressions were
intentional, such as tourists touching wildlife or approaching resting wildlife within 5ft.in order
to take photos.

Guideline transgressions were observed during every shore visit and to varying degrees depending
on factors such as operator experience, quality of shipboard education programs, effectiveness of
shore guide policies and passenger fitness and awareness. Operator guideline transgressions were
observed during travel with each operator and occurred to varying degrees depending on factors
such as knowledge of the area, Antarctic experience, awareness, management decisions, quality
of staff and crew briefings and familiarity with regulations. Summaries of guide policies and tour
operator and visitor guideline transgressions observed by the author during travel with each
operator follow.

See Table 6.14 for a list of guideline transgressions for each group

accompanied. The list provides a basis for comparison between operators that will be used to
consider how management practices affected guideline compliance levels.
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Table 6.14 Infractions of IAATO guidelines for visitors and tour operators observed by the
author during fieldwork, by operator. x Denotes observed infractions.
X Denotes infractions that occurred repeatedly during visits. The IAATO
guidelines appear as Figs 3.2 and 3.3.
IAATO visitor guidelines
•Distance from wildlife
•Be alert when ashore
•Do not get between an animal and its path to the. sea, do
not surround animals, yield the right of way to animals
•Be aware of the periphery of a rookery and keep outside it
•Do not touch the wildlife
•Do not harass wildlife for the sake of photography
•Keep noise to a minimum
•Avoid walking on mosses and lichens
•Take only memories and photographs, no souvenirs
•Return all litter to the ship
•Do not bring food of any kind ashore
•Do not enter buildings unless invited to do so
•No smoking ashore
•Do not wander off alone, stay with the group

AA
X
X
X

BB
X
X
X

cc

DD

X
X
X

X
X
X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X
X

X

X

X
X

X
X

X

X

X
X

X
X

X

IAATO tour operator guidelines
•Be aware that it is prohibited to enter SSS Is
•Enforce the visitor guidelines in a consistent manner
•At least 75% of staff should have previous Antarctic
experience, place an emphasis on lecturers and naturalists
who guide passengers when ashore
•Hire boat drivers familiar with driving in polar regions;
boat drivers should not approach icebergs or other floating
ice too closely, wildlife may be sensitive to engine noise
•Passenger: staff ratio ashore should not exceed 20-25: 1
•Limit numbers ashore at any one time and place to 100
X
•Brief all passengers thoroughly on the visitor guidelines
and the specifics about the landing sites prior to going ashore
•Leave no evidence of a visit; litter must never be left ashore
X
•Follow Annex 5 of the MARPOL Agreement; retain all plastic x
for proper disposal; glass must be crushed before disposal
•Do not introduce non-indigenous plant material into the
Treaty Area

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

Operator AA carried the greatest number of passengers of the companies studied. No set policy
regarding numbers of visitors allowed ashore at a given time was employed. Some effort was
made to limit numbers at smaller sites, but the guideline that limits numbers ashore at any given
time to no more than 100 was transgressed on a regular basis. Antarctic rock specimens were
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offered for sale to tourists at one research station. The guideline prohibiting the taking of natural
souvenirs of any kind was therefore broken by station personnel and tourists who bought them.
Some passengers took whale bones or other rocks. Passenger litter was observed at one site. A
passenger was seen touching a penguin during one shore visit. Another brought food ashore.
During one landing several tourists entered the middle of a large penguin colony and caused
considerable disturbance to nests and chicks.

One boat driver smoked ashore.

Passengers

wandered off alone out of sight during different landings. In one case, after passengers were to
have returned to the ship, shore guides were sent in search of missing tourists who were then
found. Passengers disturbed wildlife at numerous sites to improve photographic opportunities.
Operator BB hired an expedition leader who did not have previous Antarctic experience. The
expedition leader, assistant leader and shore guides were needed to drive boats for some landings.
This resulted in an inadequate number of shore guides to oversee landed passengers. Fewer
guideline transgressions were observed during visits in which all designated guides were ashore.
During a station visit, one tourist was found in an area of a building that was off limits and was
asked by station personnel to leave the area. Fur seals charged four passengers at one site upon
being disturbed. One visitor approached a skua nest too closely and elicited violent behavior
characteristic of that species when it is threatened. The visitor responded by throwing a snowball
at the bird, but missed. Several passengers wandered off alone out of sight during shore visits.

In one case, the expedition leader had to climb a remote hill to look on the other side before
finding the passenger and leading him back to the group. Passenger litter was observed at one
site. This operator landed passengers near three SSSis, but did not so inform them before visits
were made. During one visit, an SSSI was entered inadvertently by several tourists. Tourists
approached the boundary of another on more than one occasion and were stopped by the NSF
observer accompanying the trip.

Operator CC was observed to have the most effective guide policies ashore. Guideline infractions
were minimal.

Guides wore different colored parkas47 so that they could be more readily

approached to answer questions or otherwise assist passengers ashore. Most passengers followed
the group leader because site interpretation was often offered. This operator landed a shore guide
with each boat and encouraged groups to stay together if possible, although passengers were
allowed to explore landing sites individually if desired. Landings were made near two SSSis, but

47

Parkas issued to passengers were red and guide parkas were light green.
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passengers had been properly briefed and no one entered these areas. This operator permitted
smoking ashore, but only near the boats. Passengers and crew were observed smoking ashore.
Two passengers brought food ashore and tried to feed the birds. Passengers were observed to
walk on lichens at one site. Non-indigenous plant material was introduced into the Treaty Area
in the form of a crew Christmas tree. The tour operator brought champagne ashore at one site.
Untreated food waste was dumped in an enclosed bay near one landing site.

Operator DD introduced non-indigenous plant material into the Treaty Area. Visitors collected
stones at several sites. Passenger litter was observed during one shore visit. At one site, several
passengers walked on extensive beds of lichens and later entered an SSSI without permission,
unwittingly. At another site, a visitor startled an elephant seal causing it to rear up and jump
over a 12 m ledge when it saw no means of escape. Tourists approached fur seals too closely
at one site and were forced to retreat when charged. One visitor entered a penguin colony. At
one site, tourists near a penguin colony shouted across the site. Passengers entered a hut at one
site without permission. During boat cruising trips, drivers caused seals to rear up and leave ice
floes by driving closely with loud engines. In one case, a boat driver told of his plan to land
across the bay and explore the area once shuttles were completed. The area was an SPA. Upon
being told this, the trip was not made. Various passengers wandered off alone out of sight of the
group during several shore visits.

6.7 Discussion
The above findings document what happened aboard ship and ashore at different landing sites in
Antarctica and demonstrate the differences between tour operator management practices.
Transgressions of tour operator and visitor guidelines frequently occurred.

The following

discussion examines the effectiveness of different management practices and policies in the light
of these findings. The 4ata have been divided into six subject areas: 1) tour safety policies and
procedures; 2) passenger education programs; 3) personnel experience; 4) waste management
policies, practices and equipment; 5) the nature, frequency and duration of shore visits; and 6)
guide policies ashore and adherence to guidelines.
6.7.a Tour safety policies, practices and procedures
Shipboard emergency drills and briefings on safety and boat operations are important means
through which to disseminate information to tourists. The professionalism and thoroughness with
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which briefings and drills were conducted influenced general attitudes to safety aboard ship and
ashore.

Since attendance was taken by only one operator at the mandatory emergency drill, some
language groups were not addressed during safety briefings and one operator held the safety
briefing in a public area unable to seat all passengers aboard, it is clear that some operator
policies can be improved. Operator policies that provided for taking attendance at the mandatory
emergency drill, offered safety briefings in the main languages represented by passengers and
ensured adequate seating was available for all briefings promoted passenger safety and
underscored the importance of safety issues during an Antarctic trip.
When safety briefings were conducted in two or three languages during the same session,
passengers often complained at having to sit through briefing material presented in foreign
languages. The noise level increased as passengers grew restless waiting for their language to
be spoken again. As a result some information was inaudible. Passengers were not briefed about
~hat should be done in the event a boat overturned or a passenger went overboard. Briefings on
boat operations, safety and conservation were not always provided before the first landing was
made. Data suggest that with proper planning it is possible to provide timely and informative
emergency drills, briefings and recaps to different language groups aboard the same ship.
Management efforts directed at these issues would improve tour safety policies and procedures.
Some tour operator management practices were observed to be highly effective. For example,
one operator placed sandbags in boats for use as ballast. This practice was welcomed and
appreciated by the drivers, especially during solo trips, since the extra weight counteracted wind
and rough seas and helped to prevent boats from overturning. Also, the practice of cleaning the
bottom of boots with brushes before leaving shore served an important function since clean boots
provided better traction in the boats and on the ship's loading platform, especially during swells.
However, some boat policies and practices were observed to be less effective. For example, not
all operators hired enough boat drivers or drivers with polar experience. Not all boat drivers were
able to communicate with their passengers. When boat cruising was offered in conjunction with
landings and guides were called upon to operate boats, this resulted in inadequate shore
supervision . Guides were used by several companies to assist passengers into and out of boats
at the landing beach. This prevented them from observing visitor conduct elsewhere at the site.
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Crew members trained to assist passengers at the shore would improve the ability
of guides to
oversee visitors. Boat drivers were not always aware of the effect boat cruisin
g had on marine
life and often disturbed resting seals on ice floes. Management efforts aimed
at addressing these
issues would promote passenger safety, increase visitor awareness and
improve guideline
compliance in Antarctica.

During one visit to a research station, a passenger fell and required stitches .
The station doctor
provided medical attention and the visit proceeded as planned. Such inciden
ts point to the
hazards of Antarctic tourism and underscore the importance of adequate safety
briefings, policies
and procedures on behalf of tour operators and cooperation with the science
community during
shore visits.
6.7.b Passenger education programs

Passenger education programs play an important role in increasing awareness
of safety and the
environment while in Antarctica. Detailed planning is needed to provide equal
access to material
contained in passenger education programs for all language groups aboard.
Components of
shipboard education programs included ship intercom announcements, daily program
s, briefings,
recaps, lectures, map labeling, shore guides and supplementary educational materia
ls. Access to
information and lecture, briefing and recap standards varied between operato
rs.
This study has identified management practices that were effective in
providing relevant
information to Antarctic passengers. These included one operator's thorough
coverage of visitor
guidelines, stated fomly and with emphasis at the start of the cruise. This set
the tone for shore
visits. Guidelines posted in prominent places aboard ship, such as near the
gangway, for the
duration of the cruise reminded tourists that rules were in place to govern
their behavior.
Guidelines distributed in different languages, as needed , provided equal access
to important
information. Pre-landing briefings that contained information appropriate to the
sites being visited
(taking into account special features such as terrain, wildlife, vegetation
and historic sites)
prepared passengers for their visits. One company displayed large maps for
each landing with
information on wildlife and terrain to be encountered. This practice reinfor
ced information
relayed during pre-landing briefings and could readily be adopted by other
operators. Recap
sessions provided an opportunity for tour leaders to discuss problems encoun
tered during shore
visits and suggest means by which to avoid them. Antarctic films, videos and
library materials
also provide d an important means by which to reinforce messages about conserv
ation and the
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need to minimize the environmental effects of tours.

Other management practices appeared to be less effective. For example, language issues were
not addressed adequately aboard some ships carrying international groups. Far fewer briefings,
recaps and lectures were offered to the non-dominant language groups aboard some ships.
Operators with limited facilities carrying several language groups were not always able to relay
important information promptly and effectively.

Visitor guidelines were not always made

available in suitable languages. Persons designated to make announcements for each language
group were not always available when needed. Passengers grew increasingly frustrated at having
to listen to prolonged announcements in one or two additional languages. Further animosity arose
when announcements made in different languages lasted longer than others and passengers
perceived another group was getting more or better information. Access to ship facilities such
as the lecture theatre, slide and overhead projector and photocopier were often limited during
cruises with several language groups aboard.

Furthermore, inadequate seating was provided for passengers at briefings and recaps aboard the
largest ship. One operator never provided maps during pre-landing briefings. This made it more
difficult to understand information on areas to be avoided during visits. Intercom announcements
made aboard one ship were often inaccurate. Numerous factual errors were made during some
lectures. Passenger access to important and relevant information was limited accordingly. Some
expedition leaders presented the guidelines in an apologetic way. This sent a mixed message to
passengers. Two operators landed passengers at some sites without providing pre-landing
briefings. Each of these issues points to the need for improvement in current practice.
Of the different components of shipboard education programs, pre-landing briefings and recap
sessions provided the most important means of disseminating information relevant to shore visits.
Lectures often provided interesting background information and enhanced tourists' experience (see
Chapter 7), but were not always relevant to what occurred during shore visits.

Therefore,

emphasis on pre-landing briefings and recap sessions would be well placed during tours,
especially when ship schedules, facilities and personnel are limited. Tour operator efforts to
provide well planned and coordinated passenger education programs for all language groups
promoted safety, guided visitor behavior and improved awareness of the Antarctic environment.
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6.7.c Personnel experience levels
Personnel experience is important to an operator's ability to provide safe and environmentally
sound tours in Antarctica. The operators under study hired personnel with various levels of
experience. This section considers the issue of personnel experience and the role it played in the
overall effectiveness of tour operator management practices.
Treaty Recommendation X-8 Part III recommends that tour operators carry guides with
experience of Antarctic conditions (US Department of State 1994a:2287). IAATO tour operator
guidelines recommend that at least 75% of staff have previous Antarctic experience and that
operators hire boat drivers with experience in polar regions and educate and brief crew on the
visitor guidelines and Treaty instruments and make sure they are enforced consistently. Operators
are encouraged to offer crew members guided tours ashore in order to stimulate crew interest in
Antarctica and ensure the need for environmental protection of the region is understood. Also,
I'

unsupervised crew are not to be sent ashore (see Fig 3.2). Observation revealed that these
guidelines did not meet with full compliance (see Table 6.14). Tour operators attempted to hire
personnel with previous Antarctic experience, but this was not always possible.
While aboard, ship and expedition staff with previous Antarctic experience were better equipped
to answer passenger questions during briefings and recap sessions. Shipboard announcements
made by experienced personnel were less likely to contain inaccurate .information.

This

experience allowed tour operators to manage passengers more effectively aboard ship.
Ashore, personnel with previous Antarctic experience were aware of environmental conditions
to be expected in the Treaty Area and the time frame involved for a typical landing. Experienced
shore guides were familiar with popular landing sites, including their wildlife, terrain, other
features, locations of

SP As and SSS Is and special safety and environmental considerations that

needed to be taken into account during visits. Experienced personnel were able to answer general
questions about the sites being visited.

Little information was available on how tour operators briefed staff and crew.

However,

differences were noted between staff and crew members' knowledge of Antarctica. For example,
some boat drivers were unaware of nearby protected areas. Staff of one ship carrying US citizens
were unaware of the Antarctic Conservation Act. Some crew members had never heard of the
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visitor guidelines. Some guideline infractions could have been avoided if personnel had more
knowledge and experience of the area. Personnel training programs designed specifically for
Antarctic conditions have yet to be developed. Several operators mentioned the desirability of
certification programs for expedition leaders, boat drivers and shore guides. If developed,
valuable information gained by experienced personnel would be passed on directly to new
employees before entering the Treaty Area.
6.7.d Waste management policies, practices and equipment

Waste management policies, practices and equipment play an important role in minimizing the
environmental effects of tour visits to the Treaty Area. Waste management regulations were in
place, but violations occurred (see Section 6.5). Treaty instruments such as the Code of Conduct
annexed to Recommendation VIII-11 and subsequent recommendations contain provisions for
waste disposal practices in Antarctica. Annex III to the Protocol also covers waste management
and Recommendation XV-3 addresses ship incinerator facilities, sewage and the dumping of
waste at sea, although these have yet to enter into force. Data were difficult to obtain. It was
not always possible to establish the frequency or scale of violations. This section considers the
effectiveness of waste management observed aboard the ships under study.
Awareness, compliance and enforcement are central to the overall effectiveness of waste
management policy. An understanding of how and why violations occurred yields insight into
how waste management policies and practices can be made more effective. Some of the
environmental effects of Antarctic tourist activity observed were avoidable (such as the dumping
of waste overboard and the introduction of non-indigenous plant material). Crew members may
have violated waste regulations because they were not properly briefed. Personnel education
programs aimed at increasing awareness of waste management issues and regulations and regular
reminders delivered during crew briefings would reinforce operators' waste management policies.
Some tour operator waste management policies that were effective could readily be adopted by
other operators. For example, the dumping of cigarette butts into the sea can be addressed by
either banning smoking on deck, as was done aboard one ship, providing appropriate receptacles
on deck or filtering out the material collected before dumping the wastewater into the sea. Trash
sorting and recycling schemes for passengers, staff and crew aboard all Antarctic vessels and
similar voluntary small scale initiatives would improve environmental practices in Antarctica.
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Efforts to regulate waste management in Antarctica are limited due to the lack of an effective
enforcement mechanism . An operators' desire to preserve the environment that attracts increasing
numbers of tourists may provide the greatest incentive for compliance with waste management
provisions. Economics and space limitations aboard ships may drive some decisions to violate
current waste management regulations or guidelines. Further incentives are needed to achieve
improved compliance with existing waste management provisions. Pay incentives could be
offered to waste handling crew who complete special training or awareness programs. Stiff
penalties could be levied upon violators. One crew member of a ship under study was reported
to the captain for dumping trash overboard. The captain threatened job termination for any future
offenders. Ship captains play an important role in giving effect to management policies and
regulations. The extent to which their authority was used to similar effect during the study was
diffic ult to measure. A system that confirmed ship waste handling equipment such as
incinerators, compactors, macerators and sewage treatment facilities were in working condition
would also give greater effect to waste management practices in Antarctica.
I

I

6.7.e The nature, frequency and duration of shore visits

I

I

The nature, frequency and duration of shore visits were directly affected by tour operator
management practices. Some operators provided greater variation in the types of sites visited
than others. This was planned in most cases, while in others, weather or sea conditions caused
ships to change plans and land at other sites. The factors contributing to the frequency and
duration of landings were set out in Sections 6.6.b and 6.6.c. On average, the larger groups spent
more time ashore when landings were made. More surprisingly , the smallest group did not make
the most landings. The operator that made the most landings spent a less than average amount
of time in the Treaty Area (see Table 6.3).

Historic sites were poorly marked and operators did not relay much information to passengers
about them. This called into question the ability of such sites to be preserved. Some expedition
leaders were not aware of SSSis and SPAs. Prominent markers at SSSis and historic sites with
text in popular tourist languages (such as English, French, German, Japanese and Spanish) would
assist shore manageme nt of tourists.
Walking over terrain at some sites proved difficult.

Visitors needed to check their footing

constantly. Dozens of passengers fell at some sites. In such conditions, the potential for injury
and disturbance to wildlife was greater than at sites with less slippery or more even terrain.
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Given the added impediments of limited hearing or peripheral vision when wearing hats, parka
hoods and/or sunglasses with side shades, safer practice and fewer guideline n·ansgressions would
result if sites with difficult terrain were avoided.

Ship observation decks were often used

throughout each ni.p in Antarctica. Some popular activities included iceberg, whale and bird
watching.

Boat cruising trips also proved very popular.

These forms of activity provided

alternatives to shore visits and could be explored further by operators to reduce numbers of
landings and the accompanying effects on the environment.

6.7.f Guide policies ashore and adherence to guidelines
Findings presented in this chapter have shown how conscientious shore guides influenced tomist
behavior during shore visits. Shore guide policies provide perhaps the most important means by
which to promote and enforce adherence to tour operator and visitor guidelines and minimize the
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environmental effects of tourist shore visits. Guide policies that reinforced the principles set forth
in passenger education programs were important to effective tourism management. This section
examines the effectiveness of guide policies in the light of data on adherence to current
guidelines.

Visitor guidelines were transgressed during every shore visit, to varying degrees depending on
the group. Operator guidelines were transgressed by each company in the study, again to varying
degrees.

Some operators did not employ rigorous shore guide policies. This resulted in an

increased number of visitor guideline infractions and passengers unaware of important safety and
environmental considerations ashore. For example, shore management problems arose when three
or four language groups scattered widely over a landing site and guides were unable to
communicate with those seen to violate the visitor guidelines. Visitor management would be
assisted by the issuance of radios to shore guides. This would allow guides to communicate with
each other and the expedition leader, draw attention to passengers transgressing guidelines and
improve response times in cases of emergency. Management of multilingual groups would be
assisted by placing small groups of passengers unable to speak the dominant language with a
knowledgeable guide able to speak their language.

The attitudes and behavior of ship expedition staff, shore guides and crew were found to be
crucial to conveying approp1iate messages to passengers both aboard ship and ashore. This in
tum resulted in more effective management of visitors. In particular, guide conduct influenced
the tone of shore visits. For example, at one landing site a member of staff violated an agreed
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guideline by approaching the periphery of a penguin colony within 15' and sitting on the ground
to attract curious penguin chicks. After twenty minutes several chicks approached and jumped
onto the person's outstretched legs where they remained for more than ten minutes. A passenger
at the same site was later observed touching penguins. Both incidents were witnessed widely by
other passengers. Although it was difficult to determine the extent to which the staff member's
actions affected the behavior of others, authority figures had a responsibility to set an example
and comply with guidelines while ashore. Mixed messages confused passengers in need of
guidance while in Antarctica.

Double standards of behavior for staff and passengers were

inappropriate.

When shore visits were canceled due to poor weather or sea conditions, some passengers placed
considerable pressure on expedition leaders to land. In most cases this pressure was resisted, but
in one case management decisions were made that contravened current guidelines. More than 100
passengers were landed at a time in order to get all tourists ashore before weather conditions
changed. Some passengers lingered at the shore at the end of visits stating that they felt they did
not yet get their money's worth. As Butler (1991:206) noted, tourists 'expect that, if they have
traveled considerable distances and spent considerable sums of money, they should be able to
experience what they have come to see'. Customer satisfaction is important to operators,
especially since word of mouth is crucial to tour sales (see Chapter 7). This study was unable
to determine the extent to which economic motives influenced tour management practices or
caused operators to transgress guidelines, but these can reasonably be expected to have affected
some management decisions.

An NSF observer with experience of large and small tour ships noted in a report (on a cruise also
examined in this study) that although larger ships land more passengers and total numbers of
guideline transgressions may be higher for larger groups than smaller ones (especially infractions
of the distance guideline), the overall percentage of guideline transgressions was not observed to
be higher than those of smaller groups (NSF 1992f:3). The findings of this study do not fully
support this position because larger ships were observed to encounter considerable management
problems with different language groups. The report also noted an increase in the amount of selfpolicing among tourists as a cruise progressed. The author's observations did not bear this out.
For instance, when an unusually colored penguin was seen, passengers crowded around and often
knowingly transgressed the distance guideline to get a photograph. Of all the shore visitors,
photographers (especially professionals) violated the distance guideline most often. The

observation made in another NSF observer report that '(t)he longer the camera lens, the closer
they want to get to the wildlife' (NSF 19931:3) held true during shore visits studied. Wide angle
lenses go some way in explaining the need to get closer to the subject to fill the frame, but most
tourists carried telephoto lenses. Some visitors stated their goal was to take photographs similar
to those found in prize-winning books on Antarctica. One passenger remarked that the 15' rule
was not taken seriously since no one obeyed it. In the previously mentioned incident, when a
tourist caused a seal to escape backwards over a 12 m cliff, upon re-boarding the ship a stern
announcement was made over the intercom that 'Seals are not known to commit suicide' . This
was the most serious wildlife incident that occurred during the study. The reprimand given by
the expedition leader underscored the importance of remaining alert while ashore and avoiding
provocation of wildlife. Although the ship captain had the authority to prevent the passenger
involved from going ashore again, no further action was taken. These incidents could have been
avoided. They demonstrate the important role shore guides play in visitor management and the
consequences of inattention to guide duties, ineffective management and the failure to obse1ve
guidelines.

However, expedition leaders, cruise personnel and fellow passengers were not the only influence
on Antarctic tourists. Research station personnel also set examples for tourists during visits
(Codling 1982a). Their example was not always positive. Station personnel selling Antarctic
rock specimens violated visitor guidelines. During one visit station personnel smoked outdoors
then extinguished cigarettes on the ground. Later when raising a flag, a member of the station
entered a small rookery. This upset several penguins causing them to abandon their nests. Such
behavior sent mixed messages to tourists who were told to behave in one way, but witnessed a
different standard of behavior by station personnel ashore. One tourist remarked, 'It makes you
wonder how they behave when we are not here '. Station personnel have a responsibility to
convey appropriate messages to the public concerning safety and the environment. Such eff01ts
also assist tourism management.
6.7.g Comparison of findings with USAP Observer Program final season reports
USAP Observer Program final season reports are brief and contain information that is only
partially comparable to the findings of this study.

A comparison revealed some notable

differences. The reports of the NSF observers who accompanied two of the cruises under study
(see Table 6.3) did not contain specific information regarding individual landings (NSF 1992e-f).
One mentioned the need for more boat drivers, shore guides, experienced expedition staff
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members and guidelines for conduct ashore. The other mentioned repeated violations of the
guideline regarding the distance to be maintained from wildlife and the lack of adequate shore
supervision, further stating that the distance rule was the only visitor guideline breached on a
regular basis. This conflicts with data collected for this study which observed a number of
repeated guideline infractions during each shore visit made by the operator in question. Neither
report contained references to numerous other IAATO visitor and operator guideline
transgressions observed during this study. This can be explained in part by the fact that the goals
of this study differ in some respects from those of the USAP Observer Program (see Sections
1.5.d.1.b and 3.3.a). More detailed information can reasonably be expected to appear in the
I
individual site visit reports filed by NSF observers (see Fig 1.5). In other respects, the findings
of this study and information contained in the USAP Observer Program final season reports are
complementary. The report sections covering shipboard briefings, adherence to conservation
measures and recommendations often contained comments that supported the findings of the
study. Some of these have been noted where appropriate. Taken together, the findings of this
study and information contained in the NSF observer reports provide a clearer picture of how
Antarctic cruises are managed aboard ship and ashore by operators organized in and outside the
United States. Further comparison of the findings is limited by the fact that the USAP Observer
Program cruise summary reports and individual site visit reports were not available for study.
6.8 Summary of findings
Travel with four different operators has yielded data on Antarctic cruise ship tourism including
ships, tours and personnel. The study has documented and compared tour operator management
practices aboard ship and ashore at different landing sites. In particular, the study has recorded
data on passenger safety and education programs; waste management policies, practices and
equipment; the nature, frequency and duration of visits; and shore guide policies. Drawing upon
the regulatory framework fqr Antarctic tourism presented in Chapter 3, the study has investigated
how Antarctic tourism regulations operate in practice noting adherence levels to operator and
visitor guidelines.

To a great extent, the findings of the tourism monitoring project described in Chapter 5 concur
with the findings of this chapter. Namely, that the IAATO tour operator and visitor guidelines
were transgressed frequently during visits observed in this study and that effective tour operator
management practices were the result of detailed planning and included relaying accurate and
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relevant information to passengers, staff and crew throughout the cruise; close supervis
ion of
tourists; and knowledge of and strict adherence to current guidelines. The visitor guidelin
e
transgressed most often was the distance to be maintained from wildlife. Other frequent
infractions included surrounding animals on land, wandering off alone out of sight of the
group,
inattention near wildlife, taking souvenirs and disturbing wildlife to obtain photographs.
The
operator guidelines transgressed most often were those that specify a guide to visitor ratio
of one
guide to every 20-25 visitors; stress that at least 75% of staff should have previous Antarcti
c
experience and guides should actively manage tourists ashore; and stipulate that passengers
should
be briefed properly before landings are made. Furthermore, as was observed on Half
Moon
Island, the most guidelines were breached by visitor groups managed by operators with the
least
stringent shore guide policies. The visitor groups that were seen to breach the fewest guidelin
es
were well managed and closely supervised.
The tour operator management practices that were observed to have the greatest effect on limiting
guideline infractions were the provision of a thorough briefing on the visitor guidelines
before
landings were made; reinforcement of safety and environmental information during pre-land
ing
briefings, recap sessions and shore visits; maintaining a firm and commanding presence
when
delivering information to passengers regarding visitor guidelines and procedures for shore
visits
and overseeing tourists ashore; the placement of shore guides who led small groups of
10-15
visitors while providing site interpretation; limiting numbers ashore to no more than 100
at a
time, especially at sites with many different features where visitors spread out to conside
rable
distances; and positioning shore guides near the periphery of penguin rookeries or seal colonies
to remind passengers to keep their distance.
Many guideline infractions such as disturbing wildlife during boat operations, dumping
waste
overboard, walking on lichens, surrounding wildlife on land and entering SSSis could have
been

I
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avoided and were the direct result of poor communication or lack of awareness among passeng
ers
and ship personnel. Failure to provide adequate seating or language interpretation for safety
or
other briefings, lectures and recap sessions resulted in illinformed passengers. The lack
of
relevant information on landing sites was observed to cause confusion among passeng
ers.
Although some of the guideline infractions cited in Sections 6.6.d and 6. 7 .f occurred on a
small
scale, each draws attention · to the importance of effective tourism management and
the
consequences of lax shipboard management and shore guide policies.
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Management practices that were found to result in organized and efficient operations included
employing guides who actively monitored visitor behavior; providing guides in adequate
proportions to numbers landed (such as one to 15-20); maintaining regular contact with other
operators to avoid over-visitation of sites; preparing detailed (and contingency) plans for daily
events including boat driving schedules, the placement of shore guides and consideration of
special site features to be visited; and the hiring of experienced expedition leaders and staff who
were familiar with Antarctic conditions, landing sites, boat operations and procedures for visiting
research stations. Knowledge of landing beaches and locations of wildlife habitats prevented
unnecessary disturbance of wildlife at some sites. Tour operator and staff experience levels were
also important to a company's ability to run organized and efficient shipboard safety and
education programs, boat cruising trips and waste management practices since knowledge of the
regulations in effect for vessels and visitors in the Treaty Area were necessary to achieve
compliance. Those who worked in Antarctica before were able to draw on their experience when
making management decisions aboard ship and ashore. Overall, experienced personnel were
better placed to pass accurate and relevant information on to passengers during a trip.
A wide range of skills was seen to be required to manage effectively all aspects of tour
operations. It is significant that the ship that appeared to handle waste most effectively was in
urgent need of revised shore management policies. Conversely, the ship with the most antiquated
waste management equipment employed the most thorough shore guide policy. A detailed and
coordinated management effort made on behalf of all operators to oversee all aspects of shipboard
and shore operations in Antarctica would result in more safe and environmentally sound practice.
The management and environmental issues most closely identified with larger ships cruTying more
passengers included inadequate guide to visitor ratios during shore visits; language barriers
between expedition staff (especially shore guides and boat drivers) and some passengers; and
unequal access to safety and educational material in all languages, including pre-landing briefings,
recap sessions, lectures, announcements, handouts, maps and library materials.
Some management and environmental issues associated with smaller ships included the greater
likelihood of disturbing wildlife during boat cruising trips (some larger ships are less inclined to
offer them); for one operator, the use of expedition staff members as boat drivers resulted in a
lack of shore guides during visits; and the opportunity for tourists to stay ashore longer at sites
and go further afield compared to those with larger ships who had to rotate to allow all
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passengers the chance to visit each site. It is important to note that all the operators often
had
similar management problems. These occurred in different combinations and to differen
t scales.
Ship and group size alone were not responsible for the success or failure of tourism manage
ment
practices while in Antarctica.

Effective management practices need not entail farther costs on behalf of tour operators.
Policies
that worked well for some operators could readily be adapted to another compan y's operatio
n
with proper planning and consideration. Most operators hired adequate numbers of personn
el.
The question is therefore one of resolve to make better use of current staff resource
s. A
willingness to consider successful management practices of other operators and emphasis
placed
on further training, briefings, awareness of guidelines and a serious commitment to close
shore
supervision and compliance with current regulations would result in more effective
tourism
management in Antarctica.

Firsthand observation of different cruises provided a basis for comparison of operator approac
hes
to management issues and the means by which to identify factors that influenc
ed tour
management decisions. These included weather, ice and sea conditions; staff experien
ce; ship
facilities; tourist behavior aboard ship and ashore; and time constraints. Compliance with
IAATO
tour operator and visitor guidelines provided one means by which to measure the effectiv
eness
of tour operator management practices. As with data gathered during the _tourism monitor
ing
project, this information on tour operator management practices and popular Antarctic
tourism
sites could be entered into an Antarctic tourism database. It could then be used to
develop
tourism management plans for specific sites or areas taking into account their different
features
and any special environmental and safety considerations appropriate to the sites or areas.
This chapter has documented and compared different tour operator management practice
s and
investigated how Antarctic tourism regulations operate in practice. Implications of these
findings
will be considered in Chapter 9 which draws on other research to discuss policy options availabl
e
within the Antarctic Treaty system and Chapter 10 which suggests directions for further Antarcti
c
tourism research . The next chapter presents the findings of tourism questionnaires distribu
ted
aboard cruise ships in Antarctica, yielding insight into visitor demographics, motivati
ons,
expectations, impressions and satisfaction levels and examines their implications for
tourism
management and policy issues.

II
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Chapter 7 Fieldwork results: Part III - A survey of tourist demographics,
motivations, expectations, impressions and satisfaction levels
Given the dearth of information on tourists who visit Antarctica noted in Chapte
r 1, the aim of
the tourism survey was to establish baseline data on Antarctic tourists that would
inform the
tourism management and policy decision-making process. To achieve
this, a two-part
questionnaire was developed to collect demographic, motivational and attitudinal
information from
tourists in Antarctica. The first half of Parts I and II of the survey request
ed identical
demographic information in the event respondents did not complete both questio
nnaires (see

I

Appendix E for copies of the survey). Part I was distributed before the first
Antarctic landing
was made. Part II was distributed after all Antarctic landings had been made. Demog
raphic data
also allowed visitors to be classified according to factors such as age and gender
to look for
patterns in responses provided to other survey questions. The methods employ
ed for this prong
of the study were described in Section 4.3 and included a description of the
questions and the
rationale for including them in the survey.
This chapter first describes tour operator and respondent participation and coding
. Results are
then presented in two main categories: tourist demographics, motivations and
expectations and
tourist impressions and satisfaction levels (corresponding with Part I and Part
II of the survey,
respectively). As noted in Chapter 4, Smith (1989:16) identified the need for
policy analysis in
tourism research. The survey data are considered in the light of other fieldwork
results to explore
further Antarctic tourism management and policy issues. A summary of the
findings is then
presented.

7.1 Survey questionnaires I and II: tour operator and respondent participation
There was generally a very high response rate to the survey on most ships, with
nearly

two-thirds
of passengers participati~g overall (see Table 7 .1). Nearly two-thirds of the respon
dents traveled
aboard a cruise ship with a capacity of 480; the remainder traveled aboard ships
with a capacity
of 164 or less. In all, 1126 respondents participated (having co~ple ted Part I,
Part II or both).
A total of 1796 questionnaires were collected. Of these 83 were deemed invalid
for various
reasons including incomplete responses; completion by ship staff members,
lecturers or other
ineligible personnel; and jointly completed forms (most often married couples
) that made it
impossible to attribute responses to individuals. The remaining 1713 questionnaires
were used
in the analysis below. Refer to Tables 7.2 and 7.3 for numbers of respondents
traveling with
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each tour operator participating in the study (including each company 's IAATO status).

Table 7.1

Percentages of tourists participating in the study based on the total number
of passengers carried aboard ships during each trip. Cruise numbers provided
below reflect the number of cruises that participated in the survey and may not
represent the total number of cruises offered by each tour operator during the
1991/92 season.· Pax=passengers. Source: Enzenbacher 1992a:259

Tour operator

Survey cruise no. No. respondents

Company A
1
"
2
"
3
Company B (sub-charter) 1
"
2
3
Company C
1
Company D
1
Company E
1
Company F
1
Company G
1

199
298
219
44
63
26
95
64
49
39
30

It

Table 7.2

Total pax

% participation

376
390
386
95
98
97
131
79
89
40
36

52.9
76.4
56.7
46.3
64.3
26.8
72.5
81.0
55.1
97.5
83.3

Average

64.8% participation

11

Seven tour operators participated in the survey; each is referred to by a
separate letter. Numbers of survey respondents traveling with each operator,
the representation of each operator in the overall sample as a percentage and
company IAATO status appear below. Numbers of participating cruises for each
operator appear in parentheses after the tour operator reference letter. *Denotes this
company operated tours on a sub-charter basis. Although not an IAATO member,
the operator drew heavily upon staff from IAATO member companies. 1126 valid
cases were counted in this study.

Tour operator

No. survey respondents

Percent

Company A (3)
Company B (3)
[sub-charter]
Company C (1)
Company D (1)
Company E (1)
Company F (1)
Company G (1)

716
133

63.6
11.8

IAATO
member
yes
no*

95
64
49
39
30

8.4
5.7
4.4
3.5
2.7

yes
yes
yes
yes
no

1126

100.0

Totals

176
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Table 7.3

Numbers of respondents by ship capacity and tour operator.
Numbers appearing
in parentheses represent the total numbers of surveys collected
from respondents who
completed both parts. Note that two ships were used by more
than one operator
during the 1991/92 season. Total numbers of surveys collected
appear in the bottom
rows after the total numbers of respondents having participated
in the study.

Ship capacity
480
98

Tour operator/sub-charter Both
Company A
Company B
(sub-charter)
Company C
Company D
Company E
Company F
Company G

164
140
98
40
40

356 (712)
24 (48)
77
46
33
36
15

(154)
(92)
(66)
(72)
(30)

Total numbers of respondents 587
Total number of Part I completed
Total number of Part II completed
Total number of surveys completed

Part I
only
253
94

Part II
only
107
15

9
8
12
3
6

9
10
4

385

9
154

Total
1072
157
172
110
82
75
45
1126

(587 +385=972)
(587+ 154=741)
(972+741=1713)

Note that numbers of valid responses for each survey questi
on may differ (because not all
respondents answered every question or completed both parts of
the survey). These appear in the
respective table headings. Demographic data were collected
from 1126 respondents. Data on
motivations and expectations (Part I) were collected from 972
respondents. Data on impressions
and satisfaction levels (Part II) were collected from 741 respondent
s. Table 7.3 lists numbers of
surveys completed according to tour operator and totals. Perce
ntages appearing in tables are
based on the number of valid responses obtained for each questi
on.

7. l .a Coding
Having collected the questionnaires, a coding scheme was devel
oped to allow statistical analysis
of the data. Coding is relatively straightforward and involves
two steps, deciding categories and
allocating individual answers to them (Moser and Kalton 1979)
. For closed format questions, a
simple numerical value was assigned to responses. For open
format questions, responses were
examined to determine a reasonable set of response categories.
Average numbers of responses
were calculated to determine the maximum number of allowed
responses for each question. Each
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questionnaire was then manually coded. When respondents provided an uncharacteristically high
number of responses to a question, a separate coding category reflected this, but numbers of
responses used for statistical analysis did not exceed the maximum allowed for each question.
For example, if five responses were allowed for a given question, only the first five responses
were counted, but it was noted that more than five responses were provided. The numbers of
responses determined to be appropriate for each question appear in the respective table headings.
Where the number of allowed responses is not specified, one response was counted. Frequencies
calculated the number of times survey answers fell within given categories of response, allowing
a maximum of one response per question category. Therefore, multiple responses that fell under
the same category for any one question are not reflected in the data.
7 .2 Tourist demographics, motivations and expectations: survey results

7.2.a A demographic profile of Antarctic tourists: results
Demographic information collected on Antarctic tourists included gender, age, nationality, country
of residence, language, occupation, retirement status, main leisure interests and clubs or
organizations in which they were most active. The results are presented below.
Table 7.4 shows a breakdown of survey respondents by gender; more than 55% were female.
More than 56% of all respondents were at least 65 years old (Table 7.5) and nearly two-thirds
were retired (Table 7 .6). More than half of all tourists surveyed currently worked, or if retired
previously worked, in professional occupations such as law, medicine, science and engineering,
teaching professions or management and administration (Table 7.7).
Twenty-nine different nationalities or combinations of nationalities were represented in the survey
(Table 7.8). Nearly two-thirds of the sample were citizens of the United States; more than 16%
were citizens of the United Kingdom . Two-thirds of survey respondents named the US as their
country of residence (Table 7.9); the next largest group, 16%, resided in the UK. Surveys were
completed in six different languages48 , although English was ·used by more than 95% of
respondents (Table 7 .10).

48

Questionnaires were distributed in English. French, German, Portuguese and Spanish
responses were made on English forms. A Japanese tour leader translated and administered the survey
for the Japanese nationals aboard one ship.
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Table 7.4

Survey respondents according to gender. 1111 valid responses; 15 cases did not
respond to this question.
Gender

Frequency

Percent

Male
Female

492
619

44.3
55.7

1111

100.0

Totals

Table 7.5

Survey respondents according to age groups. The highest age category offered
in the survey was 75 or over. Respondents who stipulated they were older than
85 were recorded in a separate category. 1117 valid responses; 9 cases did not
respond to this question.
Age

Frequency

0-14
15-24
25-34
35-44
45-54
55-64
65-74
75 or over
> 85

Totals

Percent

2
9
31
64
131
254
439
185
2

2.8
5.7
11.7
22.7
39.3
16.6
.2

1117

100.0

.2

.8
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Table 7.6

Retirement status of survey respondents.49 868 valid responses; 258 cases did
not respond to this question.
Retired

Table 7.7
Occupation

Frequency

Percent

Yes
No
Semi-retired

565
284
19

65.1
32.7
2.2

Totals

868

100.0

Occupations of survey respondents. 50 1068 valid responses; 58 cases did not
respond to this question. Source: Standard Occupational Classification 1990
Frequency
Percent

Professional occupations
Managers and administrators
Homemaker/housewife
Associate professional & technical occupations
Sales occupations
Clerical & secretarial occupations
Personnel & protective service occupations
Farmer/agriculture/ranching/forester
Craft & related occupations
Student
Plant & machine ·occupations
Insufficient description/information
None
Other occupations

Totals

404
165
128
119
72
47
24
17
12
12
7
38
13
10

37.8
15.5
12.0
11.1
6.7
4.4
2.3
1.6
1.1
1.1
.7
3.6
1.2
.9

1068

100.0

49

It is not known why a high proportion of respondents did not answer this question;
however, since it appeared on the right hand side of the form it may have gone unnoticed.
50

A more complete list of occupations under each heading appears in Appendix F. The
majority of respondents provided one occupation. In rare cases where more than one was listed, only
the first was counted.
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When asked their main leisure interests, the most common response (appearing at least once as
one of five allowed responses for the question) named by 60% of participating tourists was travel;
more than half named at least one sport, fitness or outdoor recreational activity; more than onethird named reading as a main leisure interest; and more than 8% named animals or bird watching
(Table 7.11). The question also sought to determine how many respondents had an interest in
the environm ent or conservation; just over 2% replied that they did.

Table 7 .8 Survey respondents according to nationality. Dual nationalities appear as separate
categories. 1120 valid responses; 6 cases did not respond to this question.
Nationality

Frequency

Argentina
Australia
Australia/United Kingdom
Austria
Belgium
Brazil
Canada
France
France/United Kingdom
Germany
Germany /Argentin a
Ireland
Ireland/United Kingdom
Italy
Japan
Mexico
The Netherlands
New Zealand
Slovenia
Spain
Sweden
Switzerland
Taiwan
United Kingdom
United Kingdom /Argentin a
United Kingdom /New Zealand
United Kingdom /United States
United States
United States/Ca nada

Totals

Percent

1
47
1
10
4
4

.1
4.2
.1

.9
.4
.4
.8
2.5
.1
.7
.2

9
28
1
8
2
5
1
4
23
2
12
3
1
10
1

.5
.1
.4
2.1
.2
1.1
.3
.1

.9

1
187
1
1
2
741
1

.1
.8
.1
16.7
.1
.1
.2
66.2
.1

1120

100.0

9

18 1

Table 7.9

Survey respondents according to country of residence. 1121 valid responses;
5 cases did not respond to this question.

Country of residence
Antigua, West Indies
Argentina
Australia
Austria
Belgium
Brazil
Canada
Cayman Islands
Channel Islands
France
Gabon
Germany
Ireland
Italy
Japan
Malta
Mexico
The Netherlands
Saudi Arabia
Slovenia
South Africa
Spain
Switzerland
United Kingdom
United Kingdom/Gre ece
United States

Totals

Table 7.10

Frequency

Percent

2
8
50
8

.2
.7
4.5
.7
.5
.4
.8
.2
.3
2.3
.2
.5
.4
.2
2.1
.1
.2
1.1
.1
.1
.2
.9

5
4
9
2
3
26
2

5
4
2
23
1
2
12
1
1
2
10
10
179
1
749

16.0
.1
66.8

1121

100.0

.9

Survey respondents according to language used in completing questionnaires.
1126 valid responses.

Language

Frequency

Percent

English
French
German
Japanese
Portuguese
Spanish

1075
20
2
18

95.5
1.8
.2
1.6

Totals

3

.3

8

.7

1126

100.0
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Table 7.11

Survey respondents according to main leisure interests. A maximum of five
responses were counted for each respondent. 1103 valid responses; 23 cases did
not respond to this question.

Leisure interest

Frequency

Travel (cruising/sightseeing)
Sports & fitness/Outdoor recreational activities
Reading
Hobbies/crafts (photography, knitting, needlework, sewing,
drawing or painting)
Arts & music (theatre, film, ballet, dance, opera, choral
or instruments)
Gardening (plants, horticulture or nature)
Educational/academic (science, astronomy, geography,
history or museums)
Bridge/indoor games (cards, board games or puzzles)
Animals/bird watching (wildlife/animal welfare)
Social/family activities (children/grandchildren/people)
Volunteer work (community service/charity work/
museum docent)
Food & drink (baking, cooking, dining, entertaining
or wine)
Environment/conservation
Church/religious activities (spiritual)
Civic (politics)
Professional organization
Other (flying, writing, tv, motor sport, DIY, gambling,
computing, antiques, investments, geneology, etc.)
More than five responses
Unrecognized acronym
None
Various

Percent

662
583
386
266

60.0
52.9
35.0
24.1

242

21.9

219
111

19.9
10.1
I

108
95
62
56

9.8
8.6
5.6
5.1

49

4.4

24
20
9
4
161

2.2
1.8
.8
A
14.6

136
7
3
2

12.3
.6
.3
.2

When asked in what clubs or organizations respondents were most active, the most frequent
response was 'none' (nearly 18%); 17% named church or religious groups; 16% named a civic
involvement; nearly 12% named an environmental or conservation organization (Table 7 .12). Just
over 2% listed more than five responses.

I
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Table 7.12

Survey respondents according to membership in clubs or organizations. A
maximum of five responses were counted for each respondent. 954 valid
responses; 172 cases did not respond to this question.

Club/organization

Frequency

None (no longer active)
Church/religious
Civic (community, scouting, Lions, Kiwanis,
Rotary, VFW, Masons, fraternal, etc.)
Professional
Academic (science, historical society, library board,
alumni, museum, natural history, etc.)
Sports/recreation
EnvironmentaVconservation
Charity/volunteer/service
Women's groups
Yacht/country club
Garden/plants
Theatre/art/dance
Senior citizens/retirees
Hobbies/crafts
Music/choir
Health-related
Other (travel, military, animal protection, ethnic, social,
political, computers, cards, investments, flying, etc.)
Unrecognized acronym/unspecified
More than five responses
Various

Percent

169
162
153

17.7
17.0
16.0

142
137

14.9
14.4

118
113
99
61
49
45
43
40
39
36
26
150

12.4
11.8
10.4
6.4
5.1
4.7
4.5
4.2
4.1
3.8
2.7
15.7

94
20
4

9.9
2.1
.4

7.2.b Tourist motivations: results
Tourists were asked whether this was their first trip to Antarctica (Table 7 .13); more than 97%
replied yes. Of the nearly 3% who had traveled previously to the Antarctic, most had made only
one trip (Table 7.14). When asked why Antarctica was chosen as a travel destination nearly 40%
of respondents said it was because they enjoyed travel, had been most other places and Antarctica
was new, different or unique; the second most popular response (more than 20%) was wildlife
or marine life; the third (more than 16%) was the view that Antarctica, a remote polar region with
few people, was the last frontier on earth with unspoiled wilderness.

Nearly 14% of the

respondents mentioned that Antarctica was their seventh continent to have been visited; more than
5% mentioned their concern for Antarctica's environment (Table 7.15).
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Table 7.13

Survey respondents were asked whether this was their
first trip to
Antarctica. 51 1126 valid responses.

First trip?

Frequency

Yes
1093
No
28
No, one overf light made before
2
No, one overf light & one cruise made before
2
No, one flight made to King Georg e Island before
1

Totals

Table 7.14

1126

Percent
97.1
2.5
.2

.2
.1

I

I

100.0

Numbers of previous trips survey respondents made to Antar
ctica. 1126 valid

respo nses.

I I
I

I

I

Number of previous trips to Antarctica

Frequency

Percent

1093
25
1
1

97.1
2.2
.5
.1
.1

1126

100.0

0

1
2
3
4

6

Totals

1 1
1 1

I
I
,1

51

Note there is a distinction between overflights and flights in this table,
only the latter landed
in Antarctica. Numbers of respondents having made previous cruise
s to Antarctica appear in Table

7.14.
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Table 7.15

Survey respondents were asked why they chose Antarctica as a travel
destination. A maximum of three responses were counted for each respondent.
964 valid responses; 8 cases did not respond to this question.

Why was Antarctica chosen?

Frequency

New place/been most places/different/unique/curious/
likes travel/to see it firsthand/because it's there
Wildlife/marine life
Last frontier/unspoiled/wilderness (remote, polar, snow,
ice or liked Arctic)
Nature/beauty/scenery
Always wanted to/oppmtunity/timing/dream come true
7th continent (counting continents)
Adventure/excitement/challenge/pleasure/desire/impulse
Recommended/ad/media coverage/brochure
Education/knowledge/academic interest/science
Accompany spouse, family, friend or group/meet people
Concern about environment/before closed, changed or
damaged/conservation theme
Early explorers/polar history/books/reading
Other nearby places to see (Falklands, South America, etc.)
Affordable/good price/cost was a factor
Professional interest/invited
Other (to photograph, won prize, spiritual, etc.)
More than three reasons cited
Incomplete reply

Percent

373

38.7

201
160

20.9
16.6

138
136
134
118
68
66
59
51

14.3
14.1
13.9
12.2
7.1
6.9
6.1
5.3

32
14
13
10
43
24
1

3.3
1.5
1.4
1.0
4.5
2.5
.1

When tourists were asked how they became interested in Antarctica, more than 26% responded
that it was through reading or books; more than 30% cited various media sources including
newspapers, magazines, television, radio, news programs, documentaries, film, slide shows, photos
or videos; more than 27% said either that it was due to their interest in travel or that they had
always been interested, but the trip was not possible before (for various reasons); nearly 20%
became interested through a personal contact or recommendation (Table 7.16).

Table 7.16

Survey respondents were asked how they became interested in Antarctica.
A maximum of three responses were counted for each respondent. One
respondent replied extensively to this question. 945 valid responses; 27 cases did
not respond to this question.
I

How did you become interested.?
· Frequency
Reading/books
248
Media (tv, radio, news, wildlife program, documentaries, 190
film, slide show, photos or video)
Contact/recommended (family, spouse, friend, associate 182
or word-of-mouth)
Likes travel/previous travel/new place/7th continent/
137
adventure
Always have been interested/lifelong dream or
126
ambition/previously impossible or too expensive/
intellectual curiosity/drawn to it
Newspaper/magazine (National Geographic)
102
Brochure
93
Childhood/school education/teaching
92
Early explorers/expeditions
88
Special environment/place (wildlife, flora, beauty,
81
nature, unique, remote or polar)
Travel agent/tour company/travel news/travel club/mail
54
Conservation group/concern for the environment
18
Due to government's involvement/politics
15
Ad
11
Other (theatrical play, science, etc.)
39
Don't know/can' t remember
8
Museum visit sparked interest/ship visit/statue
7
More than 3 responses
6
By chance/on impulse/luck
5
Not very interested
3
/ (slash mark made on the form)
1
Unintelligible
1

Percent
26.2
20.1
19.3
14.5
13.3

10.8
9.8
9.7
9.3
8.6
5.7
1.9
1.6
1.2
4.1
.9
.7
.6
.5
.3
.1
.1

When respondents were asked how they found out about their particular Antarctic trip, nearly
two-thirds replied it was through a travel company, travel agent, brochure, posted material, travel
news or travel club. More than 20% learned about their nip through media sources including
newspapers, magazines, television or radio; approximately 14% found out about it through a
personal contact or recommendation (Table 7.17).
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Table 7.17

Survey respondents were asked how they found out about their particular
trip to Antarctica. A maximum of three responses were counted for each
respondent. Unless the respondent stipulated that the reading material contained
an ad, the reading source was taken to be a magazine or newspaper article. 968
valid responses; 4 cases did not respond to this question.

How did you find out about this trip?

Frequency

Travel company, travel agent, brochure, mailing,
travel news or travel club
Personal contact/recommended
Newspaper, magazine ad or travel magazine ad
Newspaper, magazine article, reading or travel magazine
Alumni group
Previous cruise/travel
TV/radio
Other (unclear, medical seminar, etc.)
Don't know/can't remember

Percent

644

66.5

134
92
91
37
27
13
30
1

13.8
9.5
9.4

3.8
2.8
1.3
3.1
.1

7.2.c Tourist expectations: results
When tourists were asked what they hoped to gain from their Antarctic trip, more than 45%
replied knowledge, education or information (Table 7.18). One-third of the respondents named
memories or experience with the wildlife, scenery or other aspects of the physical environment.
A conservation theme was noted in more than 23% of the replies as an appreciation of the
Antarctic environment was cited given the importance of the area's ecology and the need to
preserve it. For example, one female respondent replied that she would like to gain 'A better
appreciation of how we can retain in perpetuity an area of unspoilt beauty which can be a base
from which all nations can work together for the enrichment of life in general'. More than onefifth of the respondents provided an aesthetic response such as beauty, pleasure, relaxation or
satisfaction.

Table 7.18

Survey respondents were asked what they hoped to gain from their visit to
Antarctica. A maximum of three responses were counted for each respondent.
948 valid responses; 24 cases did not respond to this question.

What do you hope to gain?
Knowledge/education/information
Memories/experience wildlife or scenery/
physical environment/new sights/7th continent
Appreciation for the place or wildlife/importance
of ecology/conservation/need to preserve it
Aesthetics/beauty/pleasure/adventure/relaxation/
satisfaction/life-long dream fulfilled
Understanding/awareness/philosophical/new outlook
on life
Photos
Friends/family sharing/meeting people/share with
others
Other
More than 3 responses
Don't know

Frequency

Percent

430
325

45.4
34.3

221

23.3

197

20.8
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19.0
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54
40

5.7
4.2

43
10
5

4.5
1.1
.5

7.3 Tourist impressions and satisfaction levels: survey results
7.3.a Tourist impressions: results
When asked what their impressions of Antarctica were, more than 51 % of respondents provided
a superlative term with emotional or spiritual content; just over 43% mentioned the beauty of its
scenery; 31 % described Antarctica in physical terms; and nearly 13% expressed the need to
protect or conserve such a fragile and important area (Table 7 .19). One male respondent noted
that visiting Antarctica 'makes you a better person'; another stated that the trip provided 'perhaps
the greatest experience of my life'.
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Table 7.19

Survey respondents were asked to provide their impressions of Antarctica.
A maximum of five responses were counted for each respondent. 733 valid
responses; 8 cases did not respond to this question.

Impressions of Antarctica

Frequency

Emotional/spiritual superlatives (unforgettable, awesome,
overwhelming, fantastic, amazing, spectacular, . better than
expected, exciting, interesting, etc.)
Beautiful/scenery mentioned
Physical description (vast, huge, remote, desolate, rugged,
inhospitable, extreme weather, ever-changing, unique, etc.)
Wilderness/pristine/unspoiled (clean air/vulnerable/
tranquil/serene/peaceful)
Interesting wildlife or marine life/more wildlife than
expected/wildlife unafraid
Fragile/needs to be protected/conservation important/
place is important
Beyond words/indescribable/hard to describe
Some pollution noted from humans, science or tourism/
crowded/danger of pollution
Other (as expected, frightening, Alaska mentioned, etc.)
More than 5 responses

Percent

379

51.7

318
227

43.4
31.0

122

16.6

118

16.1

94

12.8

29
26

4.0
3.6

62
3

8.5
.4

When asked what they learned from their trip, more than 40% named wildlife, flora or other
components of the natural environment; more than one-third drew attention to the importance of
the continent and the need to protect and preserve it; a similar number replied that they had
learned a great deal. Nearly 9% felt that tourism should be limited or controlled in some way
and more than 6% replied that man and/or science caused impacts that need to be cleaned up
(Table 7.20). One male respondent noted that tourists should be permitted to visit only via cruise
ships with a maximum of two visits per person. One female stated that it was not necessary ' to
land to enjoy the region'; another noted, 'I believe that tourists should not be allowed to land and
wander around among the nesting birds' ; while yet another stated, ' (Y)ou shouldn't allow so
many people ashore at once, and you should keep them farther away from the penguins' . One
respondent felt that the scientists and politicians 'should get their acts together before they start
criticising tourists for upsetting nature. In the past they have quite obviously broken all the rules
that they are putting out for tourists and possibly still are breaking them. I feel that they need
more stringent checks'. Another tourist observed 'Anyone who suggests that we can't come here
may close the door (on) the best public awareness means available - the best way to keep public
support for funding etc.'. Yet another noted 'There is a value to humanity and people in general
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in allowing them to experience Antarctica... The more that people are exposed to the beauty and
value of Antarctica, the more pressure (politically and financially) people can apply to make it
easier for science to continue its research ... By having more people visit this wonderful place, it
can then be truly protected'.

Table 7.20

Survey respondents were asked what they had learned from their visit. A
maximum of three responses were counted for each respondent. 694 valid
responses; 47 cases did not respond to this question.

What have you learned?
About wildlife, flora and fauna, marine life, nature or
physical environment/vastness of area
Importance of place and preserving it/appreciation for
it/do not exploit it/balance of nature important/keep
it pristine/protect it/don't change it/respect for it
A great deal/greater general knowledge (of natural history,
history, politics, geology, biology, Antarctic science,
ice, icebergs, environment, etc.)
It's fragile, vulnerable, beautiful or unique/humility
Tourism should be limited, controlled or regulated/tourists
cause impacts, but tourism need not harm the
environment/strict enforcement needed
Man/science causes impacts or spoils it/too many bases/
need to clean it up
Keep political interests out/very bureaucratic/politics/
keep mining out
Other (nothing, etc.)
Don't know
More than 3 responses

Frequency

Percent

278

40.1

233

33.6

232

33.4

79
60

11.4
8.7

46

6.6

21

3.0

105
4
3

15.1
.6
.4

When asked to name the highlight of their trip, more than 46% replied it was the wildlife; just
over 40% named a particular landing site, landing on the continent itself or boat trips; more than
one-fourth listed snow, ice, icebergs or other physical features; a similar number of respondents
replied it was nature, beautiful scenery or the environment itself (Table 7.21).
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Table 7.21

Survey respondents were asked what had been the
highlight of their trip. A
maximum of three responses were counted for
each respondent. 712 valid
responses; 29 cases did not respond to this question.

What has been the highlight of your trip?

Frequency

Wildlife
Landings, a particular landing or site, boat trips
or to land on 7th continent
Ice, snow, icebergs, mountains or other physical featu
res
Nature, scenery or environment/being there
(aesthetic reply/beauty/peace/quiet)
Lectures, lecturer(s), shipboard activity,
staff, crew, passengers or ship
All/whole trip
No one highlight/each day special/difficult to
choose one highlight
Seeing it before it is spoiled/conservation theme
Other (isolation, knowledge, etc.)
More than 3 responses

Percent

332
288

46.6
40.5

198
183

27.8
25.7

51

7.2

48
47

6.7
6.6

3
31
20

.4
4.4
2.8

7.3.b Tourist satisfaction levels: results
The survey asked tourists whether they would like
to return to Antarctica; more than 60%
responded with an unqualified yes; a further 5%
qualified a positive response in some way;
approximately 22% recorded an unqualified no; fewe
r than 8% qualified a negative response in
some way (Table 7 .22).

Table 7.22

I
I 1

Survey respondents were asked whether they
would like to return to
Antarctica. 725 valid responses; 16 cases did not respo
nd to this question.

Would you like to return?

Frequency

Percent
1:

Yes
No
No, conditional/qualified (too old/other places to
see/probably not/trip too rigorous/once is enough)
Yes, conditional/qualified (see other places first/
save more money/if younger/probably never will)
Maybe/perhaps
Don 't know/undecided/not sure
No, cost mentioned/too expensive/can't afford it/
if chea per
No, so as not to spoil it
Yes and no

192

438
161
45

60.4
22.2
6.2

37

5.1

22
9
6

3.0
1.2
.8

4
3

.6
.4

When smvey respondents were asked why they would like to return to Antarctica, nearly 29%
replied they wanted to see or do more the next time they visited; more than 18% said they
enjoyed the scenery so much they would like to repeat the experience; and more than 16%
wanted to see more or different wildlife (Table 7 .23). One female respondent replied 'As a
tourist who has very much enjoyed the visit to Antarctica I cannot possibly deny others the same
opportunity. However, I do worry about the impact of too many of us. To that end, as much
as I would love to return, I will not on principle'. Fewer than 40% of respondents answered the
question; this may be attributed in part to a flaw in its format given that it was asked in
conjunction with another question, namely, where tourists would like to visit if they returned.
Nearly half the respondents answered the latter question; more than 25% named the other side
of the continent, i.e. the Ross Sea and McMurdo Station area; nearly 22% replied they would like
to repeat the Peninsula trip, but make different landings (Table 7.24).

Table 7 .23

Survey respondents were asked why they would like to return to Antarctica.
278 valid responses; 463 cases did not respond to this question.

If yes, why?

Frequency

To see or do more or see new places/curious/spend more time
Enjoy the scenery/love its wildness/repeat experience
To see more wildlife/spend more time with animals
If younger or had more money/if not difficult/probably won't
be able to/will see more places first/in a few years
To learn more
To see more research stations
To fly there/travel with- different ship, operator or during
another time of year
Work here/clean it up
Other (bring grandson, to compare, etc.)
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Percent

80
51
46
32

28.8
18.4
16.6
11.5

12
10
10

4.3
3.6
3.6

4
33

1.4
11.9

Table 7.24

Survey respondents were asked where they would like to go if they returned
to Antarctica. A maximum of three responses were counted for each respondent.
363 valid responses; 378 cases did not respond to this question.

If yes, where?
The other side/Ross Sea, Ross Ice Shelf or McMurdo
Same trip, but different landings/places missed this trip
Same trip (Peninsula)
Further south/cross Antarctic Circle
South Pole/interior
Research stations
Subantarctic Islands/Falklands
Anywhere
Where different wildlife can be found/view wildlife
Everywhere
Major ice shelf
Mainland
Anywhere, but Peninsula/other area(s)
Observe uninhabited area
Punta Arenas/f ierra del Fuego
Circumnavigate Antarctica
Dry Valleys
Other (wherever it is safe, etc.)
Don't know/not sure
More than 3 responses

Frequency

Percent

91
79
62
62
60
33
33
27
15
10
9
8
5
2
2
1
1
33
7
4

25.1
21.8
17.1
17.1
16.5
9.1
9.1
7.4
4.1
2.8
2.5
2.2
1.4
.6
.6
.3
.3
9.1
1.9
1.1

I
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When tourists were asked whether the trip met their expectations nearly 88% replied yes; more
than 15% of these said the trip exceeded their expectations. Fewer than 7% provided any sort
of negative response (Table 7 .25). When asked to comment after stating whether the trip met
their expectations, nearly two-thirds did so; of these, more than half supplied a range of responses
that, in essence, reaffirmed their satisfaction with the trip; nearly 35% complimented tour
management, staff, landings, lectures or the trip itself; more than 12% of the respondents
complained in some manner; conservation or pollution was mentioned in more than 4% of the
replies (Table 7 .26). One female respondent wrote 'I would have liked to have a guide available
to answer questions while we were ashore. One guide for hundreds of people was not
satisfactory'. One male respondent noted that 'it is vital to have an "international organization"
to monitor the impact of tourism on Antarctica' (sic).
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Table 7.25

Survey respondents were asked whether the trip met their expectations. 733
valid responses; 8 cases did not respond to this question.

Has this trip met your expectations?
Y~
Yes, it has exceeded them/better than expected
Yes, qualified
Yes and no
No
No,~al ill~

Totals

Table 7 .26

Frequency

Percent

5W
115
40
22
23
4

72.2
15.7
5.5
3.0
3.1
.5

733

100.0

Survey respondents were asked to comment after stating whether the trip met
their expectations. A maximum of three responses were counted for each
respondent. Upon completing this section of the form, more than 4% of
respondents continued writing on the reverse side, at times filling the page. 490
valid responses; 251 cases did not respond to this question.

Comments

Frequency

Compliment of tour management, landings, staff, trip or lectures
Suggestion made/disappointed in some way/wanted more time
ashore, to see more wildlife or different sites
Compliment of ship, cruise lines, food, service or crew
Complaint concerning tour management, landings, staff,
lectures, trip or weather
Complaint concerning ship, cruise line or food
Conservation theme/pollution noted
Group too large/more guides needed ashore
Other (satisfied curiosity, all hopes met, not as different
as expected, everything ok, great memories, expected colder
weather, satisfied, more beautiful than expected, will
recommend to others, etc.)

Percent

169
87

34.5
17.8

53
38

10.8
7.8

23
22
13
267

4.7
4.5
2.7
54.5

The above findings are significant for a number of reasons. Firstly, they provide for the first
time, a profile of a typical Antarctic tourist. A visitor was likely to be 55 or older, a retired
English speaking professional from the US or Europe with interests in travel, sports and
recreation and reading and membership in church, civic or professional organizations, making a
first trip to Antarctica. Antarctica was chosen because it was a new place to be visited that
offered different wildlife, unspoiled wilderness and beautiful scenery. Interest in Antarctic a was
sparked by reading, the media or a personal contact. A travel company or brochure ale1ted them
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to the trip. The visitor hoped to gain knowledge, experience and an appreciation for the continent
and described the trip using superlatives having been awed and overwhelmed by its beauty,
splendor and vastness.

The visitor learned about Antarctica's wildlife, the importance of
preserving the area and a great deal about its natural history in general. The highlight of the n·ip
was seeing the wildlife in its natural setting, particular sites or making landings. The visitor
would be inclined to return to the Peninsula or Ross Sea region aboard a cruise ship to see more
and enjoy the scenery and wildlife, the trip having met or exceeded his or her expectations.
Secondly, data on why tourists visited Antarctica, how they became interested and how they
found out about the trip yield insight into why Antarctic tourism is increasing. Since the factors
that influenced tourists to visit still exist, these may reasonably be expected to continue to
influence tourists to visit, especially if accompanied by increased media coverage of Antarctica
and aggressive marketing and advertising (the increase in the European market was documented
in Chapters 1 and 2). A significant proportion of tourists found out about their trip or became
interested in Antarctica through a personal contact.

The high satisfaction level tourists

experienced with their trips and the substantial growth of Antarctic tourism documented in
Chapter 2 may reasonably be expected to result in an increase in tourists recommending an
Antarctic visit to business or personal contacts. In sum, survey findings support the view that
Antarctic tourism is likely to increase further. This has important tourism management and policy
implications and adds urgency to the need for relevant officials to address outstanding tourism
management and policy issues.

Thirdly, questions concerning whether passengers had been to Antarctica before and whether they
would like to return also shed light on future demand for Antarctic tours. The survey established
that the vast majority of tourists were making their first trip to Antarctica and would like to
return. This trend can reasonably be expected to continue until it can be confirmed that the vast
majority of visitors have already been to Antarctica and no longer wish to return.
The survey results provide useful baseline data on Antarctic tourists. Subsequent surveys could
be developed to compare findings and determine shifts in demographics, motivations,
expectations, impressions and satisfaction levels. The survey data can be used to inform the
tourism management and policy decision-making process. The following section examines some
of the factors that connibuted to passenger satisfaction in the light of other fieldwork results in
order to consider how Antarctic tourism management practices may be improved and policies
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concerning tourism use of the Treaty Area may be formulated.

7.4 Implications for tourism management and policy issues

Further information that is relevant to Antarctic tourism management and policy issues can be
gleaned from the survey data and other fieldwork results. 52 This study has established that a
significant number of tourists first became interested in visiting Antarctica, chose to visit or
learned about their trip through a personal contact or recommendation. Since visitor satisfaction
plays an important role in continuing to attract tourists to a destination (Cater 1993:87), it follows
that as Antarctic tourism expands, so does the potential for visitor satisfaction to play an
increasing role in attracting new or return visitors to the Treaty Area. Given its importance to
Antarctic tourism management and policymaking, the issue of visitor satisfaction is considered
in greater depth below. If factors contributing to passenger satisfaction could be identified, tour
operators and policymakers will be better equipped to adopt policies aimed at providing what
passengers want while reducing unnecessary impacts on Antarctica's environment.
This section examines survey results in the light of other data on the Antarctic tourism industry
to explore further possibilities for Antarctic tourism management and policy. Statistical methods
such as frequencies, t-tests, crosstabulations and the Pearson chi-square (X2 ) test53 were
employed to investigate the relationships between visitor satisfaction levels and each of the
following variables: the size category of cruise ships, numbers of days spent in the Treaty Area
and landings made during each trip54 and passenger age, gender, occupation and nationality.
In particular, data were examined to consider how Antarctic tours might be better managed so
as to conserve the environment and whether any demand indicators emerged. For example, if it
could be established that tourists having made fewer Antarctic landings were as satisfied as
tourists having made more, operators could be urged to reconsider the number of landings that
need to be made to achieve high levels of visitor satisfaction, with the possible result being a
sparing of the environment from damage caused by an unnecessarily high number of repeat visits
52

There are limits on the scale and scope of this study. It is acknowledged that further
analyses of the survey data and other fieldwork results were possible, but were not conducted for
purposes of this study.
53

In all cases for which chi-square tests were run, the Pearson chi-square statistic

(X2)

will

be cited.
54

For both these variables, data on two trips went unreported and were treated as missing
cases for purposes of this study.
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to popular sites. Furthermore, if it could be established that younger people were not as satisfied
with their trip as older passengers, and qualitative data confirm that older passengers are
perceived to hold back younger visitors at landing sites, it could reasonably be argued that in the
future, there may be an increase in demand for more, or more adventurous, shore-based activities
if more younger tourists visit.
741 respondents completed Part II of the survey which asked whether the trip met visitors'
expectations. Some survey response categories were condensed to facilitate the running of
statistical tests. Age categories were combined to create three groups (0-44; 45-64; and 65 and
over), as were nationalities (US; UK; and all other nationalities). Trip satisfaction levels were
condensed two different ways to test for significance.

The first grouping split respondents

according to those who expressed less than full satisfaction (those having responded no; no with
qualification; yes with qualification; and yes and no), [hereafter referred to as sub-group 1] and
those who expressed full satisfaction (those having responded yes; and yes, the trip far exceeded
expectations). The second grouping split respondents according to those who expressed complete
or nearly complete dissatisfaction (those having responded no; and no with qualification),
[hereafter referred to as sub-group 2] and those who expressed partial or full satisfaction (those

having responded yes and no; yes with qualification; yes; and yes, the trip far exceeded
expectations). Sub-group 1 (89 out of 741 respondents, or 12% of the sample) was larger than
sub-group 2 (27 out of 741 respondents, or 4% of the sample) since it conta_ined those having
qualified their positive response to the question regarding visitor satisfaction.
When crosstabulations and chi-square (X2) tests were run comparing sub-group 1 and those fully
satisfied with their trip, the following were found to be significantly related to nip satisfaction
level: passenger age; passenger age and gender; numbers of landings made; and ship size. In
particular, more older people (65 or older from both genders) than expected were fully satisfied
than either age group 0-44 or 45-64 (X2 =6.77; p<0.05). The difference was most pronounced for
males aged 65 or older wherein nearly 8% more than expected from this age group were fully
satisfied with their trip (X2=7.94; p<0.05); fewer males in the other age categories (45-64 and 044) expressed complete satisfaction with the trip than expected. For example, one male survey
respondent remarked that 'more latitude for exploration, landings (despite swells55 , etc.) should
be given to the younger and/or more athletic members of the group - this reduction of activity

55

rough sea conditions that may prevent landings being made
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to the lowest common denominator (in terms of phys
ical ability) would lead me to look closely
at presumably more selective groups .. .in future'. Anot
her male noted 'It is a hard trip even on
a luxury liner and worth the effort, but I don' t think
it is a trip for everyone'. A significant
difference was also noted between passengers having
made seven and eight landings during their
2
trip (X =28.04; p<0.001) , with those having made
eight landings being more fully satisfied.
Slightly more passengers having made five or nine
landings were fully satisfied than expected.
More passengers having traveled with ships with a capa
city of 40 to 164 were fully satisfied than
expected compared to those having traveled aboard
ships with a capacity of 480 (a group for
which the figure was 17% lower than expected) (X2
=16.42; p<0.001). For small ships (40
capacity) the percentage of fully satisfied passengers
was more than 5% higher than expected and
for medium-sized ships (98 to 164 capacity) the full satisf
action rate was nearly 12% higher than
expected.

The results from t-tests run on the same groupings
supported the above findings. Significant
differences were found between passengers in the age
groups 0-44 and 65 and older (t=.035;
p<0.001) wherein older passengers were more satisf
ied than younger passengers; passengers
having made five landings were more satisfied than
those having made seven landings (t=.011;
p<0.001); passengers having made eight or nine landi
ngs were more satisfied than those having
made seven landings (t<.001; p<0.001, respectively);
those having traveled aboard medium-sized
(98 to 164 capacity) or small ships (40 capacity) were
more satisfied than th-0se aboard a large
ship (480 capacity) (t<.001; p<0.001 , respectively).
Furthermore, a significant relationship was
found to exist between those having spent six or seven
days in the Treaty Area; the former were
slightly less satisfied than the latter (t=.012; p<0.001)
.
Crosstabulations that compared visitor satisfaction level
s with numbers of landings made and
nationality revealed that the only category in which
all passengers were fully satisfied was the
trip that offered the fewest landings (five); however,
with 15 respondents, this was the smallest
group in this response category.
Frequency tests revealed that overall, males were more
likely to be dissatisfied with their trip than
females. Males represented 43% of the larger samp
le of 741 , yet more than 48% of those who
expressed dissatisfaction with their trip; females repre
sented 56% of the main sample, but less
than 52% of the dissatisfied group. A substantially
higher prop01tion of passengers aboard a
large capacity ship were dissatisfied as compared to
those aboard medium and small-sized ships;
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more than 62% of respondents from the main sample of 741 traveled aboard a 480 capacity ship,
nearly 30% traveled on ships carrying between 98 and 164 passengers and 8% traveled aboard
a 40 capacity ship. However, more than 81 % of passengers having expressed less than full
satisfaction (sub-group 1) traveled aboard the 480 capacity ship, 16% on ships with capacities
from 98 to 164 and just over 2% on a ship with a capacity of 40. A similar pattern was noted
for passengers having expressed complete or nearly complete dissatisfaction with the trip (subgroup 2); refer to Table 7.27 for details. Those having made seven landings comprised nearly
15% of the main sample, but nearly 35% of the dissatisfied group. All other landing categ01ies
were proportionately lower in their ratios of dissatisfied passengers as compared with the main
sample. Tourists having spent four, five or seven days in the Treaty Area were more inclined
to be satisfied than those having spent six days there.

Table 7.27 Satisfaction level frequencies of the most dissatisfied passengers by size category of
ship and percentages, with percentages of passengers in the main sample traveling
aboard each size of ship.
For passengers having expressed the greatest dissatisfaction with the trip (sub-group 2)
Ship capacity
40
98-164
480

Frequency
1
6
20

Percent
3.7
22.2
74.1

% of passengers in main sample
8.1
29.4
62.5

When frequencies of occupations of the overall sample were compared with those of the subgroup of respondents who were fully satisfied with their trip, the greatest difference noted was
for managers and administrators who were 1.4% less likely to appear in the satisfied group than
those in other occupations; the difference in satisfaction levels between the two samples for all
other occupational groups was .04% or lower. Retired people were slightly more inclined to be
satisfied than those who were employed (the difference being just over 1%). Frequency tests also
revealed that females were slightly more (<1 %) inclined to be fully satisfied with their trip than
males and confirmed that passengers aboard ships with capacities of 40 and 98 to 164 were more
inclined to be fully satisfied (.9% and 2.2%, respectively) than those aboard the 480 capacity
vessel (-3.1%). At-test run on the main sample of 741 revealed that on average, US citizens
were slightly more satisfied with their trips than all other nationalities (excluding the British)
combined (t=.046; p<0.001). Table 7.28 provides details on nationalities of the most dissatisfied
passengers (sub-group 2).
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Table 7.28 Satisfaction level frequencies among the most dissatisfied passengers by nationality
and percentages, with percentages of passengers in the main sample according to
nationality.
For passengers having expressed the greatest dissatisfaction with the trip (sub-group 2)
Nationality
Frequency Percent
US citizens
11
42.3
British
8
30.8
All other nationalities
7
26.9

% of passengers in main sample
64.0
18.0
18.0

7.4.a Comparing dissatisfied groups
Statistical methods using the same variables tested above were also employed to compare the
group of 89 who expressed less than full satisfaction with the 27 respondents who expressed more
blatant dissatisfaction with the trip. Findings revealed that a disproportionate number of very
dissatisfied passengers (more than 74%) traveled with one particular tour operator. 56 Although
it is not possible to determine with certainty all the factors that caused dissatisfaction with this
operator, data suggest that the operator's having used a large capacity ship (480) contributed to
passenger dissatisfaction.

For example, survey comments from passengers aboard this ship

included: 'The number of ships visiting should be very much restricted, certainly no more than
currently come here. This ship has too many on board, not all of whom are interested in the
region, so cruises should be marketed with care'; 'I felt there were too many people on board'
(this respondent also noted concern about the area becoming irrevocably spoiled by too many
indiscriminate tour operators wanting 'to make a fast profit'); and the observation that 'inadequate
guides' were used, namely musicians from the ship.

When t-tests were run comparing sub-group 2 and the rest of the sample, the following significant
relationships emerged: Those having made five landings were slightly more satisfied than those
having made seven landings (t=.001 57 ; p<0.01).

However, passengers having made eight

landings were more satisfied than those having made seven landings (t=.028; p<0.001). Of the
27 in sub-group 2, more than half spent six days in the Treaty Area; also each person traveling
aboard a large ship (480 capacity) qualified their negative response whereas. those aboard ships

56

This tour operator carried 62.5% of survey respondents.

57

All t values cite the separate variance estimate.
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with capacities from 98 to 164 did not (t=.042; p<0.01).
Crosstabulations revealed that all passengers having made five landings were satisfied to varying
extents as were all passengers having spent four days in the Treaty Area. A very high percentage
of all passengers were satisfied with the trip; nearly 96% aboard a large ship (480 capacity), more
than 97% aboard medium-sized ships (98 to 164 capacity) and more than 98% aboard a small
ship (40 capacity).

Of the respondents having expressed either qualified or complete satisfaction with their trip,
the greatest percentage spent four days in the Treaty Area (100%), followed by those having
spent five days (97%), seven days (96.5%) and six days (94.9%), respectively.
The above findings are significant because they established, for the frrst time, some of the factors
that influence passenger satisfaction in Antarctica. These include numbers of landings made and
days spent in the Treaty Area and the size of ship used for the tour. Survey comments also
revealed that tourism management aboard ship and ashore had a significant influence on
passenger satisfaction. Shipboard lecture programs, guide to passenger ratios and the amount of
time spent ashore were among the factors that contributed to passenger satisfaction. To
summarize, tourists most likely to be dissatisfied with their trip were male, under 65, employed,
non-US citizens aboard a large capacity ship. Tourists most likely to be satisfied were retired
men or women, over 65, from the US, aboard a small capacity ship.

These results must,

however, be considered in the light of the limited number of tour operators participating in the
study.

7.5 Summary of findings
These findings represent the first large scale documented profile of Antarctic tourists and provide
useful reference tools for the tourism policy decision-making process. This study demonstrates
how survey results can be applied to Antarctic tourism managel!lent and policy issues. For
example, although very high levels of Antarctic visitor satisfaction were noted in this study,
statistical methods provided a mechanism to examine the relationships between those who were
satisfied and the dissatisfied and, in more general terms, consider what contributed to passenger
satisfaction. It was then possible to consider the results in the context of other findings from this
study (such as the numbers of landings made and days spent by each cruise in the Treaty Area)

to explore further possibilities for tourism management and policy. Tourists were often eloquent
in expressing their perceptions of the positive and negative aspects of tourism. Their comments
that yield insight into important environmental and safety issues could be used by policymakers
to guide the direction further regulations should take.

Carefully designed surveys aimed at

building upon this research have the potential to provide further insight into specific tourism
management and policy issues.

Several significant tourism management and policy implications arise from these findings. In
many cases, passengers having made fewer landings or spent fewer days in the Treaty Area were
as satisfied with their trip as those having made more landings or spent more time in Antarctica.
Most notably, all those surveyed having made the fewest landings or spent the fewest days in the
Treaty Area, were satisfied with their trip.

These results challenge the notions that tomi.st

satisfaction is directly proportional to the numbers of landings made or days spent in the Treaty
Area and that more of either or both is better. While many factors contribute to passenger
satisfaction, these findings suggest that the numbers of landings made or days spent in the Treaty
Area may not be the most important factors in providing overall visitor satisfaction. This is
significant since, if tour operators agreed to offer Antarctic trips that spend fewer days in the
Treaty Area and limit numbers of landings, environmental effects resulting from visits could be
reduced accordingly.

Passengers who were dissatisfied with their trip complained about tourism management issues
such as inadequate shore guide to passenger ratios, insufficient shipboard education programs or
too little time allowed for shore visits due to group size. Some of these problems were observed
during the tourism monitoring project and travel with different tour operators. Tour industry
efforts to address these causes of dissatisfaction would result in more effective tourism
management and improved compliance with tourism guidelines in Antarctica.

Data from the survey also yielded insight into the development of Antarctic tourism, its market
forces, cmTent trends and future demand. Overall, younger people ~ere not as satisfied with their
trip as older passengers. Survey and shipboard comments made by younger passengers revealed
the attitude that older passengers sometimes hold back younger, more active visitors at landing
sites, in many cases due to frail health. Given that the bottom end prices of the Antarctic cruise
market have decreased significantly over the past few seasons, it could reasonably be argued that
in the future, as more younger people are able to afford an Antarctic cruise, there may be an
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increase in demand for more, or more adventurous, shore-based activities. If demand indicators
are noted by tourism managers and policymakers, both will be better placed to respond to policy
needs arising from demographic shifts in the tourism base.
US and British passengers were more satisfied with their trips than other nationals. It is
suggested that this can be explained in part by the greater access to shore guides, educational
materials, briefings and lectures that English speakers were provided (see Chapter 6). Moreover,
given that fewer passengers traveling aboard a large ship were satisfied as compared with those
aboard medium and small-sized ships, tour managers and policymakers could consider limiting
the size of passenger vessels. This would also avoid the potential difficulty of rescuing large
numbers of passengers and crew from a large ship meeting with incident in the Treaty Area.
Although passenger satisfaction does not depend solely on ship size, the problems noted in
Chapter 6 concerning unequal access to shore guides and shipboard announcements, educational
materials, maps, briefings and lectures for all language groups represented on board, which are
exacerbated in some cases by a lack of shipboard facilities such as meeting rooms, through which
to relay information, occur more often aboard larger ships carrying greater numbers of passengers.
Each of these problems could, in turn, be addressed through appropriate tour operator
management practices.
These findings underscore the important role tour operators play in guiding tourist attitudes and
behavior aboard ship and ashore in Antarctica. As Butler (1991:204) noted, 'If tourists are only
in a location for a few days, and may never return, not only are they unlikely to be really
sympathetic to the long-term view, but they may see it as their right to use the resource by virtue
of the financial outlay they have made to visit'. It is therefore important that tour operators be
encouraged, on an ongoing basis, to keep the long-term view regarding environmental
conservation in mind when conducting tours in the Treaty Area and reinforce sound tourism
principles among passengers, staff and crew during every phase of Antarctic operations. Regular
assessments of survey feedback from Antarctic tourists and tour operators would facilitate this
process and shed light on the direction future policy should take.
This chapter presented original data on Antarctic tourist demographics, motivations, expectations,
impressions and satisfaction levels and considered the tourism management and policy
implications that arose from the findings. Chapter 8 examines the adequacy of cun-ent Antarctic
tourism regulations in the light of fieldwork results and other data sources.
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Chapter 8 Environmental issues and the adequacy of current Antarctic
tourism regulations
Regulations need to correspond to the real problems and safety and environmental issues that
arise during tourist activity conducted in the Treaty Area. Yet, 'problems resulting from tourism
are often more profound and less easily solved than may have been anticipated' (Butler
1991 :201). Research into tourism and the environment is characterized by a wide spectrum of
complex interrelationships and impacts (Pearce 1985:251). This chapter explores these
relationships and considers the overall effectiveness of regulations in place for the Antarctic
tourism industry in the light of fieldwork results and available data on other recently conducted
Antarctic tours. Consideration of what is known about the real and potential environmental
effects of Antarctic tourism and the issue of cumulative impacts facilitates discussion of the
adequacy of tourism regulations. In particular, it will reveal how well regulations address current
tour industry practices in Antarctica and the relationship between tour operator management
practices and compliance with tourism regulations.

8.1 The real and potential environmental effects of Antarctic tourism
'There is no example of tourist use that is completely without impact' (Butler 1991:208).
The environment is the basic resource upon which the tourism industry depends (UNEP 1992:2),
yet, impacts and changes are inevitable wherever tourism is conducted (Hendee et al. 1990:462;
Butler 1991:208). Even the most environmentally conscientious tourist or tour operator causes
some degree of impact (Cater 1993:88; Berkowitz 1994b:6). Environmental impacts may be
direct or indirect; both forms may contribute to cumulative impacts. Comprehensive data on the
specific environmental effects of Antarctic tourism are lacking, but research to date, including this
study, indicates some . areas in which visitor impacts occur.

This section aims at briefly

summarizing what is known about some of the environmental effects of the forms of tourism
currently practiced in Antarctica, namely shipborne, yacht, airborne and land-based adventure
tourism.58

This will facilitate an examination of the overali adequacy of existing tourism

regulations in a subsequent section.

58

Fieldwork on yacht tourism was limited. lnfonnation on airborne and land-based tourism
was based largely on interviews conducted with staff members of the main airborne tour operator and
tourists having traveled to Antarctica aboard aircraft.
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Various frameworks have been developed in which to discuss the environmental effects of
tourism (Reich 1979; Erize 1987; NSF 1988; Hendee et al. 1990; Manheim 1990; IUCN 1991;
Berkman 1992). The categories of impact and their components used for purposes of discussion
in this study (see Table 8.1) draw upon elements of each along with others appropriate to the
Antarctic as revealed during fieldwork including marine impacts; and effects on the atmosphere,
landscape, science and logistics programs, soils and ·vegetation, wildlife and other biological
resources. These are discussed briefly before being considered in the context of each form of
tourism.
Each method of tourist transport in Antarctica involves different impacts (Reich 1979:84). For
example, engine emissions from tourist transport vessels contribute to air pollution in Antarctica.
Human and engine noise may also disturb wildlife and marine life. 'Tour operators and tourists
entering the antarctic area bring with them waste materials or other substances that if not properly
handled by individual tourists or by commercial tour operators may degrade antarctic
environments and harm protected species. Examples include... refuse associated with tour activity
(e.g. film wrappers, plastic wastes), and fuel spills. Tourists landing on accessible portions of
the Antarctic coast or on islands may disturb critical breeding areas, impede the normal activities
of resident fauna, or destroy limited plant habitats. These types of actions could run counter to
the requirements of the Antarctic Treaty and the (Antarctic Conservation) Act' (NSF 1988:11).
'The major factors that influence how much change occurs on an individual site are (1) the
amount and frequency of use the site receives, (2) the type and behavior of its users, and (3) the
environmental conditions of the site itself' (Hendee et al. 1990:438). In particular, precise
numbers of visitors, including group size and knowledge of their movements are essential to
assessing overall impact (Reich 1979:85). Since shore visits are concentrated largely in the icefree areas of Antarctica, the issue of soil and vegetation impacts is of particular relevance to
tourism. 'Trampling disturbance, particularly loss of vegetation, varies widely between vegetation
types' (Hendee et al. 1990:439) yet, little is known, to date, of the effects of tour visits on soils
and vegetation at popular landing sites.
The natural scenery of Antarctica is non-renewable. If it is either damaged or destroyed, new
areas have to be developed for tourism (Butler 1991:207). Although, to date, graffiti is virtually
non-existent in the Antarctic, the irresistible urge of tourists to leave their mark has been noted
(NSF 1988). Antarctic historic sites and monuments may be disturbed or damaged during
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Table 8.1 Categories of environmental effects resulting from Antarctic tourist activity (as
discussed in this study) and their components.
Water
•water pollution including rubbish, sewage and hydrocarbon contamination
•tour vessel wreckage at sea (e.g. Southern Quest, Bahia Paraiso)
•anchor damage on sea beds
Terrestrial and marine biological resources
•wildlife disturbance (by visitors on foot, landing in boats on beaches or flying overhead in
helicopters, feeding wildlife)
•effects on habitats and the micro-environment (e.g. the introduction of alien microorganisms
or non-native animals)
•marine life disturbance (e.g. engine noise, ship and boat operations)
•fishing

. 'I

Atmosphere
•air pollution including engine emissions from ships, boats, planes, helicopters and other
vessels used for tourism
•noise (e.g. aircraft engine noise, human noise)
•smoke fumes
Soils and vegetation
•soil change (e.g. the introduction of non-native unsterilized soils, vehicle tracks)
•vegetation change (e.g: trampling on mosses or lichens, the introduction of alien plants)
Landscape
•damage to or degradation of natural scenery
•introduction of foreign material
•collection of natural artefacts
•visual impacts (e.g. litter, graffiti, damage to historic sites and monuments, aircraft wreckage
on Mt. Erebus and at the geographic South Pole)
Effects on science and logistics programs
•disruption of science schedules or programs
•interference with scientific equipment or data collection
•diverting limited base personnel to greet or host tour parties or sell souvenirs
•resources expended to host tourists, provide refreshment and/or literature and/or sell
souvenirs

recurrent visits of tourists at these sites, a problem heightened since these ·places are unguarded
and receive only periodic maintenance by the national programs that established them.
Designated research sites may also be disturbed by tourists and potential biological or geological
scientific specimens may be collected as souvenirs (ibid.:11).
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Tourism also affects national Antarctic science and logistics programs; on numerous occasions
their resources have been diverted when emergencies arose with tour vessels or tourists.
Furthermore, large numbers of tourists may disrupt the closely knit schedule of science activity.
For example, tour operators may request assistance in the form of local weather and ice
conditions at some stations and information on scientific fieldwork and research programs,
including requests for lectures. For airborne tourism (overflights and landings), requests for the
provision of air navigation, radio communications and in-flight information have been made
(ibid.:12) as well as rescue operations as in the Mt. Erebus disaster of 1979 (New Zealand

Government 1980; Mahon 1985). In December 1993, a 1200 mile rescue mission was launched
by a joint US/New Zealand team from McMurdo Sound to reach an adventurer trapped in a
crevasse.

The aircraft used were scheduled to support the installation of an automated
geophysical laboratory before being diverted. Although the governments involved in the rescue
attempt do not support private Antarctic expeditions, responses are made to render humanitarian
assistance in life-threatening situations as required under the Antarctic Treaty (NSF 19930).
Yachts have also requested materials, fuel and assistance from research stations. Table 8.2 lists
incidents involving tour vessels, many of which required assistance from national Antarctic
Science program resources59 are also used to transport material to host tourists,
provide refreshments and literature and stock souvenirs, although such amounts are nominal at
programs.

present.

Various 'species in the marine ecosystem surrounding Antarctica are impacted by human
activities' (Berkman 1992:303). Water pollution is caused by fuel spills and the disposal of
human and other waste at sea. Foreign material unwittingly or otherwise introduced into the
Antarctic marine environment 'may significantly compromise the conduct of science by altering
habitats and subsequently the nature, population dynamics, or health of resident biota' (NSF
1988:11). For example, marine biota were affected by local anthropogenic perturbations caused
when Bahia Paraiso, carrying 81 tourists, ran aground on 28 January 1989; more specifically,
macroalgae, molluscs and birds were directly affected (Enzenbacher 1991:97, 1992a:264;
Berkman 1992:303). Some ships that meet with incident in Antarctic waters are not removed
after environmental and budgetary considerations are taken into account.

59

such as program funding, personnel wages, time and fuel for transport (with incidental waste
generated from packaging)
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Table 8.2 Some incidents involving Antarctic tour vessels and aircraft (in chronological order).
Sources: Enzenbacher 1991:91-92, 1994b:ll l; Swithinbank 1994
Date

Vessel/aircraft

Tour operator/
party involved

Occurrence

14 Feb 67

Lapataia

Lindblad Travel

26 tourists stranded on Half Moon
Island

Jan 68

N avarino

II

Steering engine failure

22 Jan 68

Magga Dan

II

Ship ran aground off Hut Point,
McMurdo Sound

22 Jan 69

Aquiles

II

Approximately 70 tomists
stranded at Palmer station

23 Jan 70

Piper Aztec
twin engine

Max Conrad (US)

Plane crashed during take off at
South Pole, pilot survived

24 Dec 71

Lindblad Explorer Lindblad Travel

Ship grounded in Gerlache Strait,
tourists rescued by Chilean Navy

11 Feb 72

Lindblad Explorer

Ship grounded on rocks in
Admiralty Bay, King George Is.

29 Nov 72

Ice Bird

David Lewis (NZ)

Yacht capsized and dismaste d

22 Dec 72

Ice Bird

David Lewis

Second capsize of yacht, later
reconstructed at Palmer station in
1973

73

Libertad

DNT/ELMA

Damage of ship

28 Nov 79

DC-10 Flight 901

Air New Zealand

Plane crash on Mt. Erebus, Ross
Island, no survivors among the 257
passengers and crew

24 Dec 79

Lindblad Explorer Lindblad Travel

Ship grounded on rocks off
Wieneke Island

1 Dec 83

DC-3

11 member team requested fuel
from Siple station to assure safe
return home, remained 5 days at
the US station, 250 gallons of fuel
provided

21 Jan 85

Lindblad Explorer Society Expeditions

II

7 Summit 1983
Antarctic Expedition
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Ship call to Faraday station
requesting medication for
seriously ill passenger, request

'I

Ii

was granted
31 Dec 85

aircraft

Chilean tourist flight

Plane crash on King George
Island, all 10 men on board killed

10 Jan 86

Southern Quest

"In the Footsteps of
Scott" expedition

Ship crushed by pack ice, 21 crew
members rescued by US
helicopters from McMurd o, ship
sank 4 mi. east of Beaufort Island

28 Jan 89

Bahia Paraiso

Argentine Government
supply/tourist ship

Ship ran aground off Anvers
Island then sank leaking
600,000 l of fuel

21 Feb 90

World Discoverer

Society Expeditions

Person brought ashore to BAS
station for x-ray of suspected
fracture

21 Jan 91

World Discoverer

Society Expeditions

Ship grounded during approach
to Cape Evans

Feb 91

BAE-146

LAN Chile

Puerto Williams air crash, 20
tourists killed

Feb 91

Pomaire

Marinsular

Ship grounded in Jones Sound

DC-6B

Allcair

Crashed 9 mi. from Patriot Hills
Base Camp, 8 evacuate d by ANI

26 Nov 93

With respect to terrestrial life, different species demonstrate varying degrees of sensitivity to
human disturbance during tour visits at breeding sites. For example, species demonstr ating high
sensitivity include giant petrels, Antarctic terns and kelp gulls; moderate sensitivity is evident
among gentoo penguins, macaroni penguins, brown skuas, south polar skuas, sheath bills and blueeyed cormorants; and low sensitivity is noted among adelie penguins, chinstrap penguins, cape
petrels and Wilson's storm petrels (Trivelpiece 1991). Periodic reviews of recomme nded
distances from wildlife will be needed as new information comes to light. Furthermore, in
consideri ng the effects of humans on the Antarctic environment, Benningh off and Bonner
(1985:47) stated that perhaps the most significant, but as yet little understood activity that might
give rise to impacts is the release of alien microbiota by wind.
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To date, penguins have been the most studied Antarctic animal with respect to human impacts.
Penguin monitoring studies consider such parameters as 'breeding population size, breeding
success, incubation shift durations, diet characteristics, foraging trip duration, chick fledging
weight, demography, and adult arrival weight' (Trivelpiece et al. 1990:191). The preliminary
results from the cmTent study on human disturbance and long-term changes in adelie penguin
populations on Torgersen Island noted in Chapter · 160 are not counterintuitive. However, the
recent emphasis placed on wildlife, notably penguins, as the sole or most importan t issue to
consider when assessing the environmental effects of tour visits in Antarctica warrants closer
examination. Firstly, no single species or breeding site is likely to be an ideal indicator for all
types of environm ental impact. Secondly, few sites used for tourism offer identical ecosystems,
weather patterns, wildlife or visitation patterns so results from one site will not necessarily apply
to other areas. Thirdly, it may not be possible to attribute changes in breeding success, body
weight, mortality rates or other natural processes of wildlife to specific forms of tourist behavior
or activity given the difficulties inherent in quantifying wildlife responses to human visitation and
other environmental pressures. Furthermore, the research methods and samples employed in some
studies warrant considerable scrutiny. Other components in Antarctic ecosystems apart from
wildlife need to be studied before a clear picture of environmental change emerges.
8.1.a Shipborne tourism

Many of the environmental impacts described in the previous section apply to shipborne tourism,
but a brief summary is provided to clarify the issues relating to this fo1m of tourism and facilitate
future discussion.

The main environmental concern with shipborne tourism is the effect repeated visits to the same
sites have on all parts of the ecosystem. Most obviously, visits are made during sensitive times
in the life cycle of seals, penguins and other birds.

In particular, the feeding and breeding

patterns of wildlife are interrupted. Science programs may be interrupted to conduct tours thereby
diverting limited base personnel to tasks outside of their remit. Marine impacts resulting from
ship and boat operations that may affect marine life include ship and boat exhaust and waste
disposal at sea.
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'data suggest that the potentially adverse effects of tourism and research may be negligible
relative to the effects imposed by long-term changes in other environmental variables' (Fraser and
Patterson 1994a)
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Some maintain that shipboard cruising in Antarctica is the only form of tourism that can be
properly controlled, provided that ships are suitably equipped and operated (Zehnder 1989:5).
Given an ability to control groups of tourists by means such as placing a monitor aboard each
cruise ship, organized ship-based visits offer the most ecologically safe approach to tourism in
vulnerable island ecosystems (Sanson 1992:6). However, a number of recent developments may
prompt a rethinking of this position including the overnight camping trip made ashore by cruise
tourists and crew (NSF 1993b:44); the trekking holiday marketed by at least one cruise operator
(Blyth 1993); shifting demographics, especially as competition drives down prices and increases
tour options such as length of trip (shorter trips may prove attractive to travelers with limited
holiday time) and points of origin (especially ports closer to Antarctica such as the Falkland
Islands); and an increasing number of ships carrying helicopters for use in taking tourists to the
interior or other parts of Antarctica inaccessible by boat. Each raises safety and environmental
issues that have yet to be addressed by policymakers.
The natural protection Antarctica's environment provides itself by way of remoteness, sea ice
cover, extreme weather, rough seas and the like will become more limited as advances are made
in technology and navigational equipment, communications, vessel design, expedition clothing,
mapping and as global economic growth permits increasing numbers of people to expend greater
amounts of time and money for holidays, but can still be expected to prompt landing cancellations
at specific sites or prevent cruising in certain bays or channels. Yet, in the end, operator
management practices, individual awareness and behavior and the state of tour vessels and
equipment most directly affect levels of tourism impacts caused in Antarctica.
8.1.b Yacht tourism
Yachts present special challenges to policymakers because they are more difficult to monitor and
control than cruise ships. At the NSF/Antarctic Tour Operators Meeting held in 1992, the
operations manager of Palmer station (US) identified yacht visits as the number one tourism
policy concern at the station. The author conducted interviews at the yacht harbor in U shuaia,
Argentina during the 1991/92 season with owners, crew or tourists from nine yachts that have
been to the Antarctic, in order to gather information on yacht tour and environmental practices.
The following findings yielded insight into some of the real and potential environmental effects
arising from yacht tourism.

The limited numbers arriving in Antarctica aboard yachts may be attributed largely to the difficult
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nature of the journey and the availability of more comfortable and sometimes cheaper nips
offered aboard cruise ships. Yacht voyages are made for a variety of reasons including pleasure,
egotism, personal challenge, improved reputation or fame in yachting circles, to write a book or
magazine articles about the experience or to subsidize a yachting lifestyle by carrying fare-paying
passengers.

No one interviewed had notified their home government of their plans to visit

Antarctica; some stated they did not know this was required.

Yacht owners revealed a preference for British Admiralty charts while in Antarctica given their
reliability and accuracy, although Chilean and Argentine charts were used by some since they
contained more details of areas in which those countJ.ies had research stations. Antarctic Pilot
(1974) was also used aboard many of the yachts. The guide book developed specifically for
yacht tourists in Antarctica (Poncet and Poncet 1991) met with mixed reviews among those
interviewed; only two stated it was used, one problem being that the guidebook was only
available in English and was therefore not always understood. It was notable that some strong
opinions were voiced against the principles underlying the writing of such a book.

The

pioneering free spirit pervasive amid the yachting community voiced resentment toward anyone
presuming authority in Antarctica, a place where many yachts are attracted precisely because little
visible authority exists such as customs or passport and border control. One person said the book
was not needed since it did not solve anything, adding that the book only makes you want to do
what is forbidden since so much attention is drawn to what should not be done while in
Antarctica.

All yachts made landings at numerous Antarctic sites using either inflatables or plastic dinghys
to get ashore. Some yacht passengers smoked ashore. Regarding wildlife, one person admitted
touching a seal and told passengers they could touch penguins if the animals let them, but added
that no passengers touched them. Some stated they liked to see wildlife move and stood two feet
from fur seals to get good photographs. One yacht policy was to maintain a distance of five m
from seals (more for fur seals) and two m from penguins. One yacht owner said that humans can
walk through gentoo colonies without causing disturbance, but adelies are more aggressive,
adding that generally, tourists do not like to hold penguins and that seals could be touched if
approached slowly. One yacht brought two cats to the Treaty Area, but these were not let ashore.
One yacht owner relied on ice fishing (in holes made by seals) for a food source.
All non-governmental expeditions to the Antarctic are encouraged to remain self-sufficient. Yet,
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safety issues arise when yachts meet with incident. One yacht broke a propeller in Antarctic pack
ice; the electronics also failed, but outside assistance was not needed. During the previous season
a wintering yacht at Deception Island required help from a national Antarctic program, thereby
calling upon resources intended for the support of science. Some yacht safety issues also have
environmental ramifications. For example, not all yachts carry radios; this was done in one case
specifically to prevent asking for outside help. Radios are needed to communicate with ships in
fog or other types of bad weather. During field research, one cruise ship narrowly avoided
collision with a yacht in the Lemaire Channel during fog.

Radio communications were

instrumental in averting an accident.

Waste disposal practices varied between yachts, the only common policy being that human waste
and wastewater went directly into the sea, including anchorages. Yachts brought varying amounts
of fresh water that was later resupplied from Antarctic glacial or ice meltwater. The lack of
space aboard yachts was often cited as the reason trash was thrown overboard, even though no
new supplies were obtained by any yachts while in Antarctica. Most yachts threw food scraps
into the sea, but some did not do so in anchorages. Food waste was saved on deck aboard one
yacht and dumped in the Drake Passage. Persons from three yachts said that all plastic was
brought back to Argentina; one also brought back aluminum and tin, another brought back plastic
and aluminum. Some broke glass and disposed of it in the Drake Passage. One yacht threw tins
and cans overboard in Antarctica, but not bottles. Several yachts threw aluminum and tin cans
and broken bottles in the Drake Passage; one policy was to do so only when in water more than
200 m deep. Generally it was not considered a problem to dump trash in deep water; one person
stated that waste policy was not important, all waste could be brought back if owners had to, but
that it was a matter of organization. One yacht owner tried to burn trash in a large drum at Port
Lockroy but met with difficulty, stating the task proved to be a lot of work for a small result.
Yachtspersons admitted removing objects from Antarctica; one took small rocks from each
landing site. Another took small whale bones at Port Lockroy and an unspecified item from an
abandoned Argentine station.

Others took stones or rocks, bird feathers or parts of dead

penguins. One noted that all small whale bones were now gone; another that the number of
whale bones was diminishing. One yacht took 200 l of fuel from an unoccupied station, another
used fuel at abandoned stations after filtering it.
Weather, ice and sea conditions protect the Antarctic from yacht tourism to some extent.
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However, the individual practices of yacht owners, especially those carrying fare-paying
passengers, greatly influence the extent of environmental impacts caused during yacht visits. The
environmental effects of wintering yachts are necessarily greater than those made during sho1tterm stays in summer, yet also vary according to the practices of those involved. Given the
inherent difficulties in monitoring and controlling yachts in such a large area, the view of one
yacht owner may hold the most practical approach to limiting the environmental effects of yacht
visits: 'There will always be people who will abuse a privilege. Since people resent regulations,
it is better to educate and increase awareness' among all Antarctic visitors.
8.1.c Airborne and land-based adventure tourism
The environmental effects arising from airborne tourist activity and land-based adventure tourism
are closely linked since at present, aircraft bring the majority of adventurers to the Antarctic.
Some effects include or result from engine emissions, noise pollution (notably the potential for
disturbing wildlife, especially with helicopters), infrastructure needs and the number of visits
required and impacts caused in erecting such facilities, fuel storage and leaks and visitor activities
once landed including trips to wildlife colonies, trekking, skiing, mountain climbing and camping.
Although some airborne tourism poses little or no threat to wildlife in the interior, the main
concern rests in the need for an infrastructure to support land-based activities and the potential
need for search and rescue operations. Whereas ships and yachts are largely self-contained,
airborne passengers require some form of housing, meals, a water supply and waste disposal
facilities as a minimum. Although ANI has a policy to remove all forms of waste generated
during Antarctic operations, there is currently no mechanism to check compliance with Treaty
system provisions. Major land-based tourism schemes have been proposed. For example, in the
1980s, Helmut Rohde and Partners, an Australian developer, proposed Project Oasis be built in
the Vestfold Hills in East Antarctica near Davis station (Australian House of Representatives
1989:24-26), but was denied permission. Press reports have also indicated that the Holiday Inn
chain sought permission from the Argentine Government to construct a hotel at Esperanza station
on the Antarctic Peninsula (Vidas 1992:11). The EIA procedures in place under the Protocol,
although not yet in effect, provide Treaty Parties with a means by which to scrntinize more
closely and control such capital ventures as well as airborne operators and adventure expeditions .
For example, the recent American Women's Trans-Antarctic Expedition prepared an EIA for their
planned journey in accordance with Articles 3 and 8 of the Protocol (NSF 1992a) and ANI
commissioned an independent IEE that was presented at XVIII ATCM in Kyoto (ATCM 1994b).
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The first surveys and extensive testing of snow-free blue-ice runways suitable for wheeled aircraft
were conducted during the 1987/88 season resulting in the establishment of ANI' s base at Patriot
Hills in the Ellsworth Mountains (Beck 1991:20). The US Antarctic Program has recognized the
benefits of using wheeled aircraft on blue-ice runways since less fuel is required and more weight
can be carried than with ski-equipped aircraft; also fewer trips would result in fewer emissions
(NSF 1993n). However, ANI's use of a wheeled Hercules to land tourists on a blue-ice runway
during the 1993/94 season raises a number of important safety and environmental concerns. The
implications that result as larger and/or wheeled aircraft are proven with tourist operations most
notably concern: 1) air traffic control and safety, including the availability of appropriate landing
sites for wheeled aircraft that run into difficulty; 2) emergency response planning; 3) the potential
for science programs to be disrupted; and 4) the effect such aircraft operations have on the
environment.

Helicopters are used aboard some Antarctic cruise ships to overfly or land at particular scenic or
wildlife areas on the coast or land in the interior at places such as the Dry Valleys. To date, little
is known about the nature of these visits or the scale of impacts caused although the applicable
environmental effects previously described may reasonably be expected to apply in many cases.
On this subject, one cruise industry spokesperson stated 'that one helicopter can do more damage
than 5,000 controlled and supervised visitors' (Zehnder 1989:5). The offering of helicopter
flights to Antarctic tourists raises a number of safety and environmental issues including: 1)
whether it is appropriate to allow tour operators to continue to open up previously unused sites
in the Antarctic to tourism; 2) the ability of expedition staff and pilots to conduct safe and
informed operations in areas in which they have no previous experience; 3) whether or not the
intrinsic scientific value of these new areas is fully known and how this form of tour visit may
be affecting local environments; and 4) whether an adequate safety net is available in parts of
Antarctica that are rarely visited.

8.2 Cumulative impacts
Having considered some of the known and potential environmental effects resulting from yacht,
airborne, shipborne and land-based adventure tourism, attention now turns to the cumulative
impacts of Antarctic tourist activity. The issue of cumulative impacts is central to consideration
of the environme ntal effects of Antarctic tourism, but remains perhaps the most important tourism
issue yet to be addressed adequately by Treaty Parties and Antarctic tour operators. Given that
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'different types of visitors impose different types of impacts and make different demands upon
resources and areas' (Butler 1991:201) in particular, repeated localized visits are made year after
year by increasing numbers of visitors to rising numbers of wildlife and other popular sites, the
issue of cumulative impacts is complex and will likely prove difficult to resolve. However, the
issue has been gaining increasing attention from policymakers and was mentioned frequently by
respondents (all of whom were connected to tourism or its issues in some way) in a recent survey
when asked to identify possible barriers to the development of Antarctic tourism (Bauer
1994:412). Treaty Parties have acknowledged the importance of the issue by stating in very
general terms throughout the Protocol that cumulative impacts resulting from all forms of human
activity are to be considered on an ongoing basis, but do not provide any practical guidance on
how this might be done or the means through which to assess them. Protocol implementing
legislation can play an important role here since national laws can mandate and enforce specific
EIA procedures. Article 2 of the Protocol requires consideration of cumulative impacts in the
light of existing and known planned activities for all IEEs. Article 3 requires consideration of
cumulative impacts of the proposed activities for which CEEs are required (see Section 3.2.a) but,
as yet, it is unclear what, if any, provisions will be made to address these issues. However, some
positive steps have been taken by tour operators. Quark Expeditions contracted an independent
environmental audit of its Antarctic and Southern Ocean cruises that was tabled at XVIII ATCM
in Kyoto (ATCM 1994a). Recalling the initial environmental evaluation also tabled by ANI, it
has not yet been made clear how these reports will be handled by Treaty Parties or whether future
EIAs will be considered in conjunction with each other. This is important since even if EIAs are
conducted by all Antarctic tour operators, the net effect of tour operations will not have been
made clear, nor is it evident who is responsible to conduct such an assessment, e.g. the tour
industry, Treaty Parties or some combination thereof. Moreover, cumulative impacts need
attention in the environmental evaluation and assessment process on bi-lateral (e.g. tour activity
at New Zealand and US facilities on Ross Island), regional (e.g. King George Island, Peninsula)
and continent-wide (CEP) levels (Hemmings and de Poorter 1994). Perhaps most importantly,
the cumulative effects of landings on frequently visited sites and wildlife need to be examined
with a view to developing regional area management plans (Berkowitz 1994b).
Many tour operators expend considerable effort to address environmental and safety issues in
order to minimize environmentai disturbance. The challenge lies in getting the balance right
when regulating for the lowest common denominator, i.e. negligent or rogue operators. A look
at the overall picture of tour operator compliance with current regulations yields further insight
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into this challenge and regulatory effectiveness.
8.3 Tour operator management practices and compliance with current tourism
regulations
Chapter 3 set out the regulatory framework for Antarctic tourism. Briefly summa
rized it includes
international instruments such as the Treaty and its Recommendations, Protoco
l provisions, codes
of guidance for visitors and tour organizers and other Treaty measures; nationa
l instruments such
as national legislation and observer schemes, rules covering visits to Antarctic
research stations
(as determined by national Antarctic program policies); and self-regulatory measur
es imposed by
the industry including operator and visitor guidelines and bylaws. Tour operato
r compliance with
IAATO guidelines was examined in Chapters 5 and 6. This section conside
rs more generally,
tour operator management practices and compliance with the other current tourism
regulations
summarized above (except for the Treaty codes of guidance for visitors and
tour organizers61 )
in order to yield insight into the overall effectiveness of tourism regulations.
This will be done
by considering, in turn, compliance with Treaty Recommendations applicable to

tourism, Protocol

and Annex provisions and IAATO bylaws with respect to fieldwork results
and other data on
tourism . However, given that the Protocol and its Annexes have not yet
entered into force,
emphasis is placed on compliance with established Treaty provisions and IAA
TO guidelines and
observance of IAATO bylaws.
It is important to bear in mind that IAA TO guidelines and the recently agreed
Treaty guidance
recommend behavior to be followed by providing a list of do's and don't's ,
but do not address
the issue of how full compliance may be obtained from tour operators and visitors
. This makes
the role of tour management practices even more instrumental in guiding visitor
behavior while
in Antarctica. The concept of 'best operating practice' borrowed from other
global industries is
relevant to Antarctic tourism since considerable knowledge and expertise
is accrued among
experienced Antarctic staff and crew members that can directly be passed
on to other tour
personnel and visitors over time. It is highly desirable that management mistake
s not be repeated
given their potential to disturb the environment.

61

The issue of adherence to the codes of guidance agreed at XVIII ATCM in Kyoto will
not
be addressed in this study since fieldwork was completed before the codes were agreed.
1994/95
marks the fi rst season for which the guidance will apply.
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8.3.a Compliance with Treaty Recommendations
The Treaty Recommendations concerning tourism (see Table 3.1) that will be considered are
those for which compliance can be assessed62 including Ree IV-27(1) [information on tourist
and non-governmental expeditions should be provided in advance]; Rees VIl-4(2), VIII-9 and X-8
Part I [visitors should be aware of the relevant provisions of Treaty Recommendations and
accepted practices]; Ree X-8 Part III [tour operators are encouraged to carry experienced guides];
Ree X-8 Part II [non-governmental expeditions should be self-sufficient and carry adequate
insurance]; and Ree XVIII-1 [agreed Guidance for visitors and tour organizers should be
circulated widely as quickly as possible] . Hereafter, each shall be referred to by number. Table
8.3 contains a summary of Treaty tourism Recommendations that have not met with full
compliance.

Table 8.3

Antarctic Treaty tourism Recommendations that have not met with full compliance.
(F) non-compliance was noted during fieldwork; (0) non-compliance noted for other
tourism conducted in Antarctica. *The Recommendation was made after fieldwork
was conducted and therefore did not apply. Source: Table 8.2

Recommendation(s)
IV-27(1)
VIl-4(2), VIII-(9), X-8 Part I
VIII-9 Annex A
X-8 Part II
X-8 Part III
XVIII-1

Issue
Provide tour information in advance
Visitor awareness of ATS provisions
Guidance for visitors is provided
Expeditions should be self-sufficient
Carry experienced guides
Circulate Treaty codes of guidance

Status
(F),
(F),
(F),
(F),
(F),

(0)
(0)
(0)
(0)
(0)

*

Fieldwork revealed that not all operators or tour parties provided advance notice of their activities
to their home governments, therefore, governments were not able to notify other countries having
stations that would be visited (IV-27(1)). Not all operators, boat drivers or other expedition staff
were aware of SSSis, protected areas, accepted practices or relevant Treaty provisions, especially
the reporting of activities conducted in the Treaty Area once completed (VIl-4(2), VIII-(9), X-8
Part I). Furthermore, it is not known whether all such submitted reports were distributed by the
Consultative Parties involved at the next ATCM as required by VIII-9(3) . Not all guides were
62

Bearing in mind that Recommendations may not have a counterpart in national or
international law, the aim of this exercise lies in determining whether and/or how widely they are
disregarde d or ignored.
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experienced or aware of the p1inciples underlying the Agreed Measures and protection of the
Antarctic environme nt (X-8 Part III). There are gaps in communications between Treaty Pa1ties
over tour expeditions that are organized in one country, but request assistance from another.
Some private expeditions have been self-sufficient or carried adequate insurance cover (X-8 Part
II). From all indications, Treaty Parties have circulated agreed guidance among known Antarctic
tour operators, but it is not yet clear what mechanism will be put into place to reach all
subsequent tour organizers and private expeditions, especially those based in Non-Consultative
Party states or non-Treaty countries that carry citizens of Treaty nations (XVIII-1). For example,
X-8 Part II requires that Consultative Parties exchange information, but does not address NonConsultative Parties. Given that Canada is in the latter category and has increasing numbers of
tours marketed within its territory, this gap needs to be addressed.
8.3.b Compliance with Protocol provisions
Although the Protocol and its Annexes provide a comprehensive approach to the protection of
the Antarctic environment (see Section 3.2.a for a list of specific aiticles and annex issues of
particular relevance to tourism) and noting they have not yet entered into force, it is not cleai· that
operators and tourists are aware of their provisions or if they are, the extent to which they have
met with compliance.

Some of the IAATO guideline infractions noted in Chapters 5 and 6

constitute non-compliance with Protocol provisions. These include the bringing of non-sterile soil
and houseplants (without a permit) aboai·d cruise ships (Annex II) and the dumping of plastic
bags overboard in the Treaty Area (Annex IV); and for yachts, the transp01t of pets into the
Treaty Area without a permit (Annex II). These examples demonstrate how some operators,
tourists and private expeditions have failed to comply with Protocol provisions; a detailed
discussion of the shortcomings of Protocol provisions follows in the next section.
8.3.c Compliance with IAATO bylaws
Although many IAATO bylaws (Appendix D) are strictly observed by members, some have been
transgressed including Article II, Section D since some operators did not comply with provisions
of the Protocol and its Annexes. There is no evidence that IAA TO coordinates tour itineraries
in order to avoid overlapping site visits (Art II, Sect E). This task was left to the discretion of
the IAATO members that were studied. Given the frequent changes made to tour schedules once
in Antarctica, it may prove difficult to meet this objective. Table 8.4 provides a summary of
bylaws transgressions.
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Table 8.4

A list of IAATO bylaws transgressions observed during fieldwork or mentioned to
the author during discussions with sources in the tourism industry.

Article II, Section D

Some operators did not comply with provisions of the Protocol and its
Annexes.

Article II, Section E

There is no evidence that IAATO was instrumental in coordinating tour
itineraries in order to avoid overlapping site visits.

Article II, Section G

Efforts to enhance public awareness and concern for Antarctic
conservation and better inform media, governments, politicians and
environmental organizations about Antarctic tourism have been minimal
in some respects.

Article III, Section A

Full membership has been granted to an operator that has carried more
than 400 passengers per trip to Antarctica.

Article III, Section E

Some full members blatantly disregarded IAATO guidelines for
operators and/or failed to enforce IAATO visitor guidelines.

Article III, Section G

Not all IAA TO members have been current with their fees.

Efforts to enhance public awareness and concern for Antarctic conservation and better inform
media, governments, politicians and environmental organizations about Antarctic tomism have
been minimal in some respects (Art II, Sect G). For example, IAATO does not yet prepare and
make publicly available a comprehensive report on its members' activities. Furthermore, many
travel agents and tour companies are not aware of IAATO or its objectives and therefore are not
able to encourage potential customers to travel with responsible .Antarctic tour operators. Article
III, Section A was transgressed when full membership was granted to an operator that carried
more than 400 passengers during each of four trips made during the 1993/94 season (Appendix
A; NSF 19941:3). Some full members blatantly disregarded IAATO guidelines for operators
and/or failed to enforce IAATO visitor guidelines, especially during shore visits (Art III, Sect E).
Not all IAATO members have been current with their fees (Art III, Sect G); it is not known what
measures have been taken against such members. Furthermore, no visible progress has been
made with respect to the objectives in the IAATO bylaws 'to develop, and encourage
international acceptance of... Certification/Accreditation for field personnel' and ' Education
programs linked to the certification program' (Art II, Sect C).
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8.4 Shortcomings of current Antarctic tourism regulations
The major limitations of current regulatory measures for Antarctic tourism were described in
Chapter 3. Section 8.3 documented how tour operators have failed to comply with current
regulations. This section and the discussion that follows consider the shortcomings of current
Antarctic tourism regulations, emphasizing the weaknesses of the Protocol, in order to present,
in the next chapter, some of the policy options available to Treaty Parties.
The responsibility for developing adequate tourism regulations lies with Treaty Parties who
undertake stewardship of the Antarctic. Regulatory efforts are greatly assisted by cooperation on
behalf of all tour operators, tourists and other concerned parties. However, as Butler (1991:202)
noted, 'one would logically expect all involved in tourism, including the tourists themselves, to
be strongly supportive of measures to ensure the preservation and protection of the resources
which they spend so much time, money, and effort, to visit. Yet such is not the case'. When
coupled with the tendency for some operators to disregard regulations the scale, complexity and
urgency of the current situation becomes more apparent.

The questions may well arise, 'Why is it important to regulate Antarctic tourist activity?' and
'What are the consequences if no further action is taken?'. Regulations are needed not only to
limit impacts on the environment, but also to control tourism's effect on other uses of Antarctica
(notably science programs); limit risks to public safety; and to maintain and uphold the Antarctic
Treaty system. Moreover, it would be shortsighted of policymakers to ignore the complex issues
arising from recent substantial increases in Antarctic tourism. Treaty Parties would be remiss to
do so given their obligations as stewards of Antarctica. The consequences of inaction are not
known. However, it may reasonably be expected that given visitation levels at currently used
sites, the documented increases in the number of sites used for tour visits, recent tomism trends
and developments and the projected growth of the Antarctic tour industry, no lessening of current
environmental pressures or concerns for safe practice and non-interference with national science
programs are likely to ensue.

Antarctic policies and regulations are implemented on national and international levels; national
authority proves more significant at an operational level. A clear understanding of the 'distinction
between the two levels of authority in Antarctica may prove critical for the regulation of tourism'
(Herr 1989:64). The legal mechanisms available to enhance existing measures on the
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international level include further Treaty Recommendations, a Code of Practice appended to the
Protocol or a new regulatory convention devoted solely to tourism (ATCM 1992a:7), and on the
national level, Protocol implementing legislation and any other laws aimed at furthering the
principles established in Treaty system provisions. In essence, Treaty Parties are faced with the
considerable task of bridging the gap between international and national (domestic) legal levels.
However, the problems facing the ATS now are not attributable to imperfect implementation of
existing regulation, rather they are the 'results of gaps and inadequacies in the existing regulation
when applied to Antarctic tourism' (Vidas 1992:34). With the CEP the principle innovation of
the Protocol (Pineschi 1992: 196), Treaty Parties have an instrument through which to address
specific tourism issues arising from implementing Protocol legislation and other environmental
regulatory challenges. Some maintain that given the significance and expanding nature of tomism
in Antarctica, tourist activity warrants a separate legal instrument to regulate it in order to effect
a comprehensive approach that properly considers management requirements (ATCM 1992a:4).
However, working from the premise that the Protocol provides the most appropriate means by
which to regulate tourism effectively, a closer examination of its provisions allows an assessment
to be made.
8.4.a Assessing the ability of Protocol provisions to guide tourist and tour operator conduct
in Antarctica
The Protocol provides comprehensive protection of the Antarctic environment (Article 2). As the
most important environmental document of the ATS, the Protocol carries with. it the means to
provide regulatory cover for all forms of human activity in the Treaty Area and the flexibility to
address issues unforeseen at the time of its negotiation. It is precisely these characteristics that
make the Protocol such an important and powerful regulatory tool. Noting that the organized
Antarctic tourism industry 'seeks to make its own contribution to the implementation of the
Protocol's environmental protection objectives' (Herr 1993:93) and given the Protocol's potential
to form the regulatory core for tourist activity (once it enters into force), the following discussion
examines the provisions of the Protocol and Annexes that bear most directly on tomist activity
and considers whether they provide clear instruction to those conducting commercial tours and
private expeditions in the Treaty Area.

Article 3, concerning environmental principles, is vague in many places.

For example, it is

unclear how or by whom cumulative impacts will be assessed, what constitutes an
environmentally safe operation for tour operators and how these can be assured, what form
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environmental monitoring for tourism might take so that operators can confirm whether it is
possible to monitor their operations, what a tour operator's accident response plan should entail
and precisely what is meant by saying that tourism shall be modified, suspended or cancelled if
it results in or threatens to result in impacts on the environment or its ecosystems.
Article 6, regarding cooperation, does not address the issues of the extent to which Treaty Parties
should provide assistance to other parties or whether tour operators are to be assisted with
conducting EIAs for their planned activity. Furthermore, the extent to which Treaty Parties are
responsible to provide assistance to minimize the effects of accidents involving tourists or tour
vessels that may damage the environment has yet to be clarified.
Article 8 does not address the issues of how Treaty Parties shall ensure EIA procedures will be
applied to tour operators and private expeditions, to which government tour operators based in
more than one country are required to report or what should be done in the event of noncompliance with this provision. Articles 11 and 12 cover the establishment and functions of the
CEP, but do not address the issue of what role the committee will play with respect to the
commercial tourism industry in Antarctica, especially regarding IEE and CEE paperwork. Article
13 addresses the issue of compliance with the Protocol yet does not stipulate what would
constitute 'appropriate measures' to adopt laws, regulations, administrative actions and
enforcement measures to ensure compliance with the Protocol, ensure that n.o one engages in
activity contrary to it or draw the attention of all Parties to any activity contrary to it.
Inspections are covered in Article 14, but there is no mention of how they will be applied to
tourist activity. Article 15 dealing with emergency response action does not address the issues
of the extent to which tour operators should be self-sufficient or station personnel should be
rendered vulnerable when the safety net in place to cover them is diverted to assist tourists or
tour vessels and the effect that knowledge of this provision may have on less conscientious tour
operators in Antarctica. Article 16 addresses liability, but rules and procedures covering tourist
activity have yet to be agreed. Under Article 17, Treaty Parties are required to provide annual
reports to each other and the CEP on steps taken to implement the Protocol, yet the issue of
whether Parties are required to inform tour operators organized in or proceeding from their
territory of any new obligations they may be subject to is not addressed .
The EIA procedures set forth in Annex I do not define minor or transitory impacts or explain
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how the intensity of activities is to be measured, the extent to which
alternatives are to be
considered and the impacts they may have or how cumulative impacts
are to be addressed, given
that tour operators would need each other's IEEs and CEEs before
being able to address this
issue. Furthermore, it is not clear that it is appropriate for tour operat
ors to conduct their own
EIAs given the commerical interests and profit motive underlying their
activity in Antarctica and
the skills, knowledge and qualifications needed to prepare thorough
and accurate assessments.
The questions of whether or not IAATO or industry members should
be made responsible to
conduct a joint EIA or consider the cumulative impacts of the industry,
their qualifications to do
either and the issue of what mechanism could be put in place to assess
objectively all tourist
activity with EIAs (i.e . who would be responsible to cover costs entaile
d in conducting single
and/or joint EIAs for tour industry members) also have yet to be addres
sed. Given that all CEEs
are to be circulated for comment 120 days prior to the next ATCM
and the need for tour
operators to change plans in response to equipment failures, contract disput
es, market fluctuations,
consumer demand and personnel needs, it is difficult to see how cunen
t EIA provisions can be
met, especially in the event issue is taken with an EIA for which activit
y is imminent and passage
has been sold. The monitoring procedures to be put in place to assess
and verify impacts of
activities conducted following the completion of a CEE by a tour operat
or have not been outlined.
Moreover, the issue of monitoring all actual tourist activity and compa
ring it with planned activity
reported in EIAs needs to be addressed.
Annex II on the Conservation of Antarctic Fauna and Flora remains
vague with respect to the
importation of non-sterile soil stating it shall be avoided 'to the maxim
um extent practicable'.
The question of which · Treaty Party shall be made responsible to prepar
e and make available
information on prohibited activities and lists of Specially Protected Specie
s and relevant Protected
Areas to tour operators or private expeditions (especially those
marketed or organized
internationally) was not addressed, nor was the issue of languages in
which such material should
be prepared.

Annex III addresses waste disposal and waste management, but does
not describe how waste is
to be stored and remains vague by using language such as 'to the maxim
um extent practicable'.
The provisions covering the prevention of marine pollution in Annex
IV appear difficult to
enforce without a comprehensive monitoring program to cover tour
operators. This issue is
important since many cruise ships, given passenger, crew and staff loads
and sometimes e~tensive
stays in the Treaty Area, generate enormous amounts of waste. The
issue of limiting tour ship
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use of ports having inadequate or over-subscribed facilities to receive sludge, dirty ballast, tank
washing water and garbage has yet to be addressed. Furthermore, Annex IV does not mention
whether tour operators are to develop marine pollution contingency plans as Treaty Parties are
expected to do or how it may be determined that port reception facilities of Parties adjacent to
the Treaty Area are overburdened.

Annex V covering area protection and management does not establish guidelines to 'suitably
mark' historic sites and monuments, clarify to whom information shall be made available, in
particular whether information is to be provided to tour operators or the languages in which
materials or markers are to be prepared. Furthermore, it is not clear which Treaty Party is to be
made responsible for granting permits to tour operators or private expeditions organized in, or
having members from, more than one country.
These points are made to demonstrate the omissions and lack of detail provided in the Protocol
with respect to tourist activity. The ability of the Protocol to guide adequately tourist and tour
operator conduct in Antarctica is therefore called into question. The aims and objectives of the
Protocol and its Annexes cannot be fully met until these issues are addressed by Treaty Parties,
the CEP and/or a committee designated to do so within the A TS.
8.5 Discussion
One means by which to measure the adequacy of current tourism regulations is to pose the
questions, 'Would Antarctic tourism regulations be considered adequate if current international
instruments (including Protocol provisions once they enter into force), national legislation and
industrial self-regulation were either fully complied with or enforced?' and 'If not, why not?'.
Alternatively, one might ask, 'To what extent are the objectives of the Antarctic Treaty system
met by existing regulations and tour industry practice?'.
For the first two questions the answer is no, because some iss9es relating to tourism were left
unresolved or inadequately addressed (as this study has shown), including EIA procedures
wherein tourism is not defined and no list of activities exists for which prior environmental
assessment is made mandatory (Pineschi 1992:188). Also, it is not clear who will be responsible
to conduct environmental assessments or set criteria for issuing permits to private expeditions and
tour operators, especially for land-based operations. This is important given the international
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character of tour marketing, sales and operations and the proliferation of sub-chartered tours and
vessels. Informational requirements for tour operators need revision to provide an accurate
picture of current activity; as yet, they do not provide all the information needed to formulate
effective regulations. As a minimum, tour operators should be required to report the duration of
all landings and boat cruises made in the Treaty Area. Further inf01mational requirements should
be imposed as and when deemed necessary. With respect to effects on wildlife, baseline
distances to be maintained and other guidelines addressing behavior around wildlife exist, but
only on a voluntary basis. Even though tour ship activity differs considerably from national
vessel trips made in support of science, specific provisions applicable to tour operators are not
mentioned in the Protocol. For example, since tour ships currently carry far greater numbers of
passengers and crew into the Treaty Area, important questions regarding waste management arise,
yet detailed guidance on waste disposal is lacking. A simple checklist clarifying tour operator
obligations while in the Treaty Area and guidance on non-mandatory waste management
procedures made available in suitable languages would prove useful to tour operators. Rules for
liability and emergency response action planning are needed (ATCM 1992a:4). A credible threat
of prosecution also needs to be developed (Berkowitz 1994b: 10). 63
The fact that tourism is regulated by identical provisions covering the prevention of
environmental impact on the Antarctic environment produced by other forms of human activity
means that Treaty Parties have failed to respond to specific issues and problems unique to tomist
activity (Pinsechsi 1992:186). Furthermore, even if the Protocol entered into force, its ability to
regulate Antarctic tourism would face serious difficulties (Vidas 1992:32) given interpretive
differences between parties with respect to Protocol provisions, in particular how they should be
applied to tourism.

However, the major issue that neither Treaty Parties or IAATO have
addressed adequately is cumulative impacts associated with tourist activity. The concept is
mentioned in various places within the Protocol but only in very general terms that do not
provide a clear indication of how it applies to tourism, or more specifically, to environmental
assessments for tourist activities. It remains unclear how the issue of cumulative impacts will
be addressed by either group.

63

NSF 's first ACA Enforcement Officer employed during the 1993/94 season (see Section
3.2.c) stated in a subsequent report that 'no mechanism exists for pursuing criminal prosecutions'
(Berkowitz 1994a:3). If true, this renders current enforcement efforts on behalf of NSF futile and
draws attention to the need for Treaty Parties to ensure that appropriate national laws are enacted.
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The aforementioned actions should be taken in as timely a manner as possible, especially the
consideration of cumulative impacts. This state of affairs underscores the importance of domestic
implementing legislation for the Protocol and other national legislation aimed at regulating
Antarctic tourist activity since it is through these measures that states will have authority to
impose sanctions, levy fines or otherwise 'reach' tour operators for failure to abide by established
Treaty system provisions. In short, legally binding obligations are needed to cover more aspects
of tour operations in a comprehensive manner.
With respect to the third question, although current regulations governing tourism are considerable
primafacie , they 'are inadequate, and insufficiently integrated with other measures for regulating
human access to Antarctica and use of its resources' (ATCM 1992a:7). The objectives of the

ATS are met by existing regulations and tour industry practice only to the extent to which they
are complied with. This study has established that widespread transgressions of current guidelines
and other regulatory measures occur. It is likely that many additional violations go undetected
so it is not yet possible to assess conclusively the extent to which regulations meet with
compliance by all industry members and tourists. An official tourism monitoring program is
needed to provide this information. It is not practical to allow an industry to regulate itself since
no incentive then exists to report non-compliance or impose fines on or censure transgressors.
In general, regulations can only succeed if there is inter-governmental consensus and resolve
strong enough to withstand political, economic, industrial and other pressures encountered.
The difficulties of monitoring and controlling Antarctic tourism have been noted. Yacht, airborne
and land-based forms of tourism are perhaps the most difficult to control since no observer
programs are yet in place to cover these activities and little is known about them. Since the
majority of cruise operators and the main airborne operator are members of IAATO, the
organization's self-regulatory arm extends over most tourist activity, but has thus far failed in
some respects to provide a credible deterrent to or censure members that deliberately or
unwittingly transgress bylaws and guidelines. As a minimum, 'IAATO should develop the ability
to see that its members comply with its standards and guidelines' (Berkowitz 1994b: 11). Credible
sanctions are needed. Some options that have been suggested for repeat offenders or intransigent
members include imposing fines, loss of privilege to visit research stations, requiring the
provision of some form of service to Antarctica such as transporting science personnel or cleaning
up soiled sites and expulsion from IAATO with forfeiture of the right to use IAATO's logo in
advertisements (ibid.: 12).
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However, given the general trend to develop more regulations to hold individuals, operators and
governments responsible for their actions in the Treaty Area (Monastersky 1993:235) it should
be remembered that over-regulation can result in undesirable or unanticipated responses. For
example, applying unnecessarily stringent laws to tour operators could drive them to organize
their operations in such a way so as to avoid the 'arm of the law' which in tum could result in
unfavorable actions, unsafe practices or deleterious effects on the Antarctic environment that may
otherwise have been avoided.

The challenge lies in getting the balance right by regulating

adequately while avoiding under or over-regulation.
Furthermore, the infrastructure of tourism operations needs to be considered when developing
safety and environmental regulations so that policies are appropriate and likely to meet with
compliance. It is important to consider the underlying causes of non-compliance, for even if
adequate regulations are applied to tourist activity, this does not necessarily mean they will be
adhered to or enforced (Pearce 1985:254). Compliance and enforcement are central to any
regulatory framework. Enforcement is difficult in such a vast international area and may be
considered the greatest impediment to effective tourism regulation. Unenforceable regulations
might invite apathy or blatant disregard. Butler (1991:207) noted that in the absence of controls
and responsibility, tour operators 'can flout commonsense and secure profits within the timescale
which they have to work on'. Therefore, national legislation needs to be uniformly introduced
by Treaty Parties to cover any agreed tourism regulations in the Antarctic. When considering
how to regulate the industry it is important that Treaty Parties anticipate how the industry may
respond to proposed regulation.

Tourism management strategies and techniques influence the amount of impact caused during
visits and can be employed to limit levels of impact. These include restricting the amount and/or
type of use of an area (e.g. limitations on length of stay, managing the timing of site use);
dispersal of use (e.g. controlling site usage and locations, containment of use and impacts);
temporary site closures where warranted; group size limits; minimum-impact education (e.g.
encouraging less-damaging behavior, bliefing visitors, staff and crew); adequate shore supervision
including comprehensive guide policies; encouraging use of resistant sites or shifting use to more
durable sites (once these have been identified); actively increasing site resistance (e.g. signposting
protected areas); and site cleam.ip or rehabilitation (where indicated). Monitoring site conditions
provides an important means by which to inform the management decision-making process on
a continuing basis. Effective management calls for an evaluation of objectives, problems and
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potential solutions before selecting a series of coordinated actions, often employing several
different strategies.
At present, tourism regulations do not restrict vessel size or rating, numbers of visitors carried
or landed at each site, landings made per trip, trips made per season per operator and/or the total
number of trips made by all operators each season, ship length of stay in the Treaty Area per
cruise, the duration of shore visits at each site, numbers of sites used for tour purposes, numbers
of visits allowed at each site per day, week or season, or landings at certain sites depending on
wildlife breeding and chick hatching cycles. Neither do they require a permit for all landings and
boat cruising trips or visits to all Antarctic research stations (whether operational or abandoned),
a fee to enter or land in the Treaty Area, operators to carry an observer for all trips at operator's
expense, the distribution of specific educational materials in languages suited to all passengers
carried, that mandatory captain, staff, shore guide, boat driver and crew training and experience
levels be imposed or that mandatory contract provisions be imposed for all Antarctic tourism
personnel stipulating all regulations will be observed on pain of dismissal or loss of wages.
Many of these measures have been advocated (Codling 1982a:9; Zehnder 1989:3-4; Pinsechi
1992:200). Each of these options needs to be considered, in turn, by Treaty Parties in a
comprehensive review of current tourism practices in order to determine their efficacy, feasibility,
administrative costs and means of implementation in an effort to devise the most appropriate and
effective regulatory mechanism for tourism. A means must be found by which to regulate
adequately, tourism as it is practiced on the ground, monitor compliance and apply an
enforcement mechanism that provides comprehensive cover, without prejudice, for all forms of
tourist activity. Overall, decisions need to be taken to determine a level of tourism use that will
allow for the perpetuation of environmental quality.
Detailed discussion of the real, potential and cumulative environmental effects of Antarctic
tourism and compliance with current tourism regulations may focus attention on many of the
problems associated with the industry, but, in keeping a balanced view, it is important to bear in
mind that there are many positive aspects to tourism. These include opportunities for scientists
to show non-scientists on whom they depend for funding the value of their work (Reich 1979:54);
tourists seeing how taxpayers' money is spent in Antarctica and ensuring that the continent's
environment is not being abused by careless scientists or support personnel; supporting Antarctic
research in general by way of transporting base personnel, delivering mail, fresh fruit, vegetables,
meat or other morale items; the possibility for persons to see Antarctica who would otherwise be
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unable to visit; the lasting sense of appreciation for the Antarctic gained during tours and the
resulting desire to protect the continent through conservation (Erize 1987:133); the considerable
influence and pressure that tourists may exert to effect positive change in Antarctica; providing
an important educational role for many people by developing a better public understanding of
Antarctica (Wace 1990:339); the positive nature of international relations aboard most cruise
ships; the possibility of base personnel in an isolated place to meet new people and share news;
boosting base morale which may serve to improve work output; possibilities for base personnel
to socialize aboard ship or be taken to see nearby sites; the transfer of knowledge on
improvements in shipborne or airborne operations to national programs resulting in a reduction
of transit time and more time for science; and economic benefits, if somewhat limited, to some
national programs which may serve to boost science budgets or local economies. The benefits
of Antarctic tomism are desc1ibed in greater detail in Donachie 1994 and Enzenbacher 1994a.
Upon closer examination, many of these benefits can provide a means by which to improve the
regulatory framework for Antarctic tourism. For example, raising awareness of environmental
issues may positively affect future tourist behavior in the Treaty Area; the transport of base
personnel may be used to provide feedback to Treaty Parties on the nature of tour visits.
Responsibility for preserving the integrity of the Antarctic environment lies with all tour
operators, tourists, Antarctic Treaty Parties and all others who visit the area. Cooperation is
essential to the development and implementation of appropriate and effective environmental
regulations that adequately protect Antarctica.
8.6 Summary
The following points should be clear from the preceding discussion. All forms of Antarctic
tourism cause environmental impacts.

The major factors affecting levels of impact are the

amount and frequency of use, type of visitor behavior and the environmental condition of the site.
The main environmental concern arising from shipborne tourism is the effect that repeated,
localized visits to popular sites have on all parts of the ecosyster1, especially during sensitive
times in the life cycle of Antarctic wildlife. Yacht tourism occurs on a small-scale at present,
is difficult to monitor and control and is rarely reported.

Recent developments in Antarctic

airborne and land-based tourism raise a number of important safety and environmental issues.
All forms of Antarctic tourist activity need to be monitored carefully to ensure the objectives of
ATS provisions are met.
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This study has shown that numerous Treaty Recommendations concerning tourism, Protocol
provisions and IAATO bylaws have not met with full compliance. These include notifying
governments of planned Antarctic activities, maintaining an awareness of ATS provisions,
remaining self-sufficient and carrying no more than 400 passengers per Antarctic nip.
Compliance with current regulations is important to the provision of safe and environmentally
sound tours, but full compliance in itself will not ensure adequate protection of the Antarctic
environment as long as there are weaknesses in the regime negotiated for the Treaty Area.
The current regulatory framework for Antarctic tourism does not address adequately tourism
issues. This calls into question its effectiveness. The Protocol remains vague in many places,
especially with respect to the role of the CEP. Some issues that are especially relevant to tomist
activity that have not been dealt with adequately include cumulative impacts, EIA procedures,
emergency response planning, liability and enforcement. The issue of cumulative impacts is
complex and remains perhaps the most important of these. In particular, the Protocol does not
explain how EIA procedures will be applied to tour operators and private expeditions or take due
account of cumulative impacts. As the driving force of the Protocol, the CEP is an instrument
through which specific tourism issues can be addressed, but the role the Committee will play with
respect to the commercial tourism industry, especially regarding IEE and CEE paperwork, has
yet to be outlined.

Liability rules and procedures and emergency response action planning

covering tourist activity have yet to be agreed. A credible threat of prosecution needs to be
developed. Numerous tour expeditions have met with incident. These issues need to be
addressed if tourism regulations are to be made more effective, visitors are to be protected
adequately and the environmental goals of the ATS are to be met.

This chapter has examined the environmental issues associated with Antarctic tomist activity and
the adequacy of current Antarctic tourism regulations. The next chapter draws upon this study's
findings and other research to discuss policy options available within the Antarctic Treaty system
to address some of the outstanding tourism issues and the need for coordinated Antarctic tourism
research.
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Chapter 9 Policy options within the Antarctic Treaty system: a way
forward
'[I]he environment problems which are likely to arise from tourist activities are by now well
known and the time has come to identify the specific policy options to deal with these
problems ... The problems are not a natural order of things and ... can be corrected or avoided
by appropriate actions' (WTTER64 1992:2).
Even though Antarctica imposes perhaps the most effective controls on tourism given its hostile
environment that challenges commercial tourism operations (Beck 1994:384), previous chapters
have identified various shortcomings of current tourism regulations. Protocol provisions that
clearly guide tourist and tour operator conduct in Antarctica, if implemented, will address some
of these issues. Nevertheless, more needs to be done by Treaty Parties to address adequately
tourism issues. The basic options available are: maintenance of the status quo (i.e. taking no
further action); addressing specific tourism issues, especially those for which political agreement
is likely to be reached with little or limited difficulty; or undertaking a comprehensive review of
current issues and policies with the ultimate goal of implementing a fully inclusive regulatory
regime. Taking into account the regulatory shortcomings previously identified, the first option
would be neither environmentally nor politically prudent; Treaty Parties would be open to the
charge that they are neglecting their duties as stewards of Antarctica. No consensus appears to
be forthcoming in the Treaty forum with respect to the third option. This chapter, therefore,
pursues the second option and sets out some specific and practical measures that would
significantly improve the management of Antarctic tourism.
Although cooperation may allow all humans in Antarctica to coexist peacefully (Reich 1979:87),
the fact remains that Treaty Parties are charged, on a self-appointed basis, with administering the
Treaty Area and must be seen to take this commitment seriously while implementing effective
policies for the region if the international community is to continue to accept their authority as
exercised south of 60°S. Although the ATS provides a forum in which more tourism regulations
can be agreed, it remains to be seen whether the political will exists to carry through new
regulatory ideas. Given the different means available by which , to regulate Antarctic tourist
activity, it is important that Treaty Parties take a unanimous policy approach to tourism given its
international nature and the vastness of the area involved. It may prove more difficult or
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The World Travel and Tourism Environment Research Centre (WTTERC) based in Oxford,
was founded in September 1991 to monitor, assess and communicate effective environment strategies,
objectives and programs for world travel and tourism (WTTER 1992:19).
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expensive to monitor and control airborne, yacht and land-based tourism, but for the time being,
efforts to reach the majority of ship operators responsible for bringing the greatest numbers to
the Treaty Area provide the most practical approach to the regulatory challenge of tourism. The
following policy options (taking into account their feasibility, costs and relative ease of
implementation) considered collectively, provide a way forward in addressing the major gaps in
current tourism regulations and improving the quality of information on tourist activity and
communication between tour operators and policymakers needed to inform the Antarctic policy
decision-making process.

9.1 The development of more comprehensive guidelines for tourists and tour operators
This study has demonstrated that current IAATO visitor and operator guidelines lack adequate
detail. 65 Accurate information relevant to visits to the Treaty Area, made freely and widely
available in clear, consistent and unambiguous terms in suitable languages, needs to be provided
to Antarctic tourists and operators. A laypersons guide to Protocol provisions would also prove
useful since visitors and operators would then be made aware of their obligations and any
restrictions on their movements as well as be alerted to some of the consequences of their actions.
The three major concerns traditionally identified with tourist activity, which may overlap, include
the impact of tourism on wildlife and the environment; the impact of tourism on scientific
research programs; and the cost of search and rescue operations and other safety issues. Recent
tourism developments discussed in Chapters 1 and 2 present further policy challenges that also
need attention, including increasing numbers of ships, operators, visitors, sites used for landings
and the growth in helicopter operations and shore-based activities. Comprehensive guidelines that
address all relevant tourism issues are needed at least until other forms of regulation take effect.
Most importantly, comprehensive guidelines need to 'extend on a uniform basis to all visitors and
tour operators in Antarctica' (National Research Council 1993:95). These actions would be
assisted by a full review, undertaken by Treaty Parties, of how tour operators and visitors might
be provided with further incentives to comply with tourism regulations. For example, Parties can
consider withdrawing station visitation privileges to operators known to have transgressed
guidelines or other regulations. Such a move represents one of the more important sanctions that
can be used by individual governments to ensure that tour operators comply with national and
65

As noted in Chapter 5, the Treaty codes of guidance were not used in this study because
they were adopted after fieldwork was completed.
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ATS objectives (Herr 1993:96).
9.2 An annual Antarctic Treaty system tourism meeting
Cooperative efforts currently underway between tour operators and Treaty Parties were described
in Chapter 3. However, possibilities for further cooperation exist. Given that the main tour
operators need to figure largely in any future tourism equation (Beck 1994:384), open and regular
communications with all Treaty Parties are needed to inform properly the policy decision-making
process. Since the ATS does not as yet have a secretariat, there is no mechanism through which
tour operators can maintain regular contact with all the Treaty Parties. Therefore, Treaty Parties
could sponsor an annual meeting, before each austral summer, with all Antarctic tour operators
planning entry into the Treaty Area during the upcoming season, at least until such time as
regular communications are otherwise made possible. Among the issues such a meeting might
address are the coordination of site visits (Manheim 1992b), uniformity in reporting procedures
and the development of educational materials for ship passengers, staff and crew. The last of
which could include videos aimed at explaining what visitors may expect in Antarctica, how to
conduct themselves while ashore around wildlife or at scientific research stations and any
regulations to which they are subject. Materials would need to be produced in several languages
in order to reach all those involved. These materials could be developed by IAATO in
conjunction with Treaty Parties and NGOs under the direction of the TEWG, CEP or a SCAR
advisory working group.

Tour operators have an incentive to cooperate with regulatory authority in general, and Treaty
Parties in particular, and should be closely involved in any action taken to resolve pressures or
conflicts relating to Antarctic tourist activity. There is growing acceptance within the industry
of the need for commercial organizations, wherever possible, to pursue tourism programs and
policies that integrate environmental planning within their activities. The industry acknowledges
past mistakes and is prepared to accept its responsibilities regarding environmental issues.
Industry must also do more to communicate their progress, influence policymaking and work with
governments to ensure new regulations are effective. To date, the tourism industry has played
only a small part in framing environmen tal policies that are vital to its interests (WTTER 1992: 1).
Full participation of all Antarctic tour operators in an annual meeting with Treaty Parties would
provide for a productive dialogue in the policymaking process. The viewpoints of the tourists
themselves are also important and should be considered when deciding how best to move forward
with tourism issues. Since the commercial interests of operators are best served if passengers are
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satisfied, there is value in seeking to understand and respond to visitor requirements (Codling
1982a:9) and represent these views at annual meetings.
Some cooperative options that have, as yet, been only partially explored could be considered
further at a Treaty-wide meeting with tour operators. For example, the bulk of summer science
schedules and Antarctic cruise ship tours coincide. · Some operators already transport science
personnel on an irregular basis, but more personnel could be transported by tour ship, thereby
aiding the marginal Antarctic programs by reducing overhead costs associated with logistics and
providing opportunities for passengers to attend presentations made by science personnel and
learn more about life in Antarctica. This policy would have the added benefit of reinforcing the
international cooperative spirit long characteristic of Antarctic operations. It would also serve
to debunk some of the myths that are perpetuated in the popular media regarding the nature of
science and tourist activities in the Treaty Area.

An annual meeting could also be used to encourage IAATO to publish an annual list of its
members in travel trade journals and popular press sources, in an effort to increase travel agent
and potential customer awareness of their existence and aims. Not all Antarctic tour operators
that conducted visits during the 1993/94 season joined IAATO, despite having been invited or
stating an intent to join. A list of operators that refuse to join and members that fail to remain
in good standing could be published in similar sources as a further incentive for operators to
formalize their responsibilities and conform to agreed guidelines, bylaws and other regulations
while in the Treaty Area. Some Antarctic tour operators already make a significant contribution
toward self-regulation, notwithstanding the economic incentives variously affecting operator levels
of compliance with current regulations. Such a meeting would allow for discussion of the role
that economic incentives play with respect to tour operator and visitor compliance with tourism
regulations. Furthermore, it would provide Treaty Parties with an opportunity to acknowledge
and encourage the responsible management practices of Antarctic tour operators.
The annual meetings between Antarctic tour operators, government officials and other interested
parties held in the US (since 1989) and Germany (since 1993) are a positive development since
the vast majority of operators attend one or both meetings. However, no single meeting currently
exists at which all tour operators planning Antarctic trips attend. Other countries with increasing
numbers of citizens visiting the Antarctic should undertake similar initiatives, at least until
Treaty-wide meetings with operators are held on an annual basis. However, ATS-sponsored
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tourism meetings need not replace the annual meetings some Treaty Parties hold with operators
organizing Antarctic trips within their territory since these may address different issues and have
the potential to complement annual Treaty-wide meetings.
9.3 Standardizing and exchanging reported Antarctic tourism information
Current ATS provisions for information reporting and exchange do not meet with full tour
operator, private expedition and Treaty Party compliance. Given that the quality, nature and
amount of reported and exchanged tourism information varies considerably (see Section 3.5.b.3)
and such data are vital to the regulation and management of the industry and associated activities
in the Treaty Area, there is a need for a mechanism by which to collect complete and accurate
information on Antarctic tourism. Furthermore, the scope of reporting should be broadened
beyond the requirements of Recommendation VIII-9 to better inform the policy decision-making
process. 66

For example, at present, the amount of time that elapses between tour visits to

popular landing sites is not known, therefore, the duration of each site visit should be reported
(Manheim 1992b) as well as numbers of crew and staff ashore at each site and the ratio of guides
to passengers ashore. Reporting forms containing a map of the Peninsula and/or Ross Sea area
(and other areas as appropriate to tour itineraries), with landing sites labeled clearly, could be
completed for each visit made in the Treaty Area. Such forms could be made available in the
four official languages of the Treaty system (and others as needed) and distributed to tour
operators and·expedition organizers by Treaty Parties (or IAATO if appropriate) when operators'
and expeditioners' intentions to visit the Treaty Area are known. This additional information
collected from tour operators and expeditioners would provide a clearer picture of Antarctic
tourist activity and enable appropriate regulation and management of the industry and associated
activities to be introduced.

One means of addressing these issues is by the introduction of standardized reporting forms.
Standardizing information is a straightforward matter. Form contents can be approved for prompt
distribution by Treaty Parties (or an authorized group working in conjunction with relevant tour
66

ATCM Recommendation VIII-9 (3) provides for tour organizers, to whom permission has
been granted to visit Antarctic research stations, to report their activities within the Treaty Area at the
end of the season to the Consultative Parties whose stations they have visited, in accordance with the
requirements listed in Annex C. Consultative Parties are to transmit any such reports received by them
to the next ATCM. Matters to be reported include name and nationality of ship; name of captain;
itinerary of each separate cruise; number of tourists accompanying each cruise; and places and dates
at which landings were made in the Antarctic Treaty Area, with the number of persons landed on each
occasion.
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operators and environmental organizations).

The standardized reporting form developed by
ICAIR in conjunction with Treaty Parties, IAATO members and other interested parties for use
during the 1994/95 season67 (see Appendix G) addresses many, but not all, of the
aforementioned informational needs.

The reporting requirements under Protocol Annex I may be too vague in their current form to be
met fully by all concerned parties. Efforts on behalf of Treaty Parties are needed to ward off
potential problems and backlogs before they occur. As countries pass domestic implementing
legislation for the Protocol, all parties involved in Antarctic activities, including tour operators,
would benefit from a timely clarification of information requirements under the Protocol, updated
as new information comes to light. Efforts are also needed to distribute reporting forms to all
yachts and airborne operators; only then will details on the full scale of Antarctic tourist activity
emerge. Incentives can be devised to promote compliance with Treaty reporting provisions such
as refusing station visits to operators who fail to report in accordance with current
Recommendations. Diplomatic pressure also needs to be applied on Treaty Parties that fail to
exchange reported tourism information.
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9.4 Monitoring Antarctic tourism: an Antarctic Treaty system observer program
Treaty Recommendations VIl-4(3) and VIIl-9(3) note that the environmental effects of Antarctic
tourism can be monitored (US Department of State 1994a:2287), but as yet, no Treaty-wide
tourism monitoring program is in place. Given the vastness of the region, the increasing amount
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of tourist activity, lack of information on the nature of all tour operator practices occurring in the
Treaty Area and problems of enforcement described previously, a comprehensive tourism observer
program administered by the ATS offers perhaps the only effective means of monitoring operator
compliance with tourism regulations. Long-term monitoring of visitor impacts is crucial to the
management of Antarctic tourism because it is difficult to manage tourism properly without
knowing what sort of pressure natural areas can sustain. A conservative policy approach is
warranted and could be reviewed when results gathered during a monitoring program identify a
need for change (Sanson 1992:10).
Tourism monitoring can be viewed as an extension of current Treaty inspection provisions.
However, the question of who will conduct a monitoring program arises. One option would
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The outcome of this initiative was not known at the time of writing.
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involve the nomination or appointment of a national representative from each Treaty Party, with
skills and qualifications suitable for the monitoring task, to be approved by inter-Party consensus
for placement on a rota to serve as a tourism observer for a specified period (e.g. five years).
The observer(s) would report to the CEP or other designated body within the ATS in order that
policy could be assessed in the light of current practices and developments within the Antarctic
tourism industry on an ongoing basis. The size and remit of the monitoring program would be
agreed by consensus and influenced by the nature and scale of tourist activity each season. It
would be essential that such a Treaty-sponsored tourism monitoring program have clear and welldefined objectives. The TEWG, CEP or SCAR, in consultation with the tourism industry and
non-governmental organizations, could advise on the types of data to be collected by observers
and the most appropriate information gathering methods to be employed (ATCM 1992a:6).
As noted previously, although possibilities may be limited, tourism guide and monitoring
programs in other geographical regions could be studied to draw comparisons to Antarctica where
appropriate. For example, the licensed Naturalist Guide program in place in the Galapagos
Islands68 has been said to have particular relevance to Antarctica (Tangley 1988:591) because
it emerged from practices developed voluntarily by the early operators and nearly 'all
international visitors are required to eat and sleep on their cruise vessels' (Kenchington
1989:228), but a thorough comparative case study has yet to be published. Lessons can also be
learned from the USAP Observer Program. 69 A recent assessment concluded that USAP observers
are underutilized (Berkowitz 1994b). Tourism observers need a clearly defined role, proper
training, suitable gear and clothing, field checklists and good communications with operators and
each other in the field. · A handbook for observers containing maps of sites, protected areas, lists
of site features and summaries of regulatory documents also needs to be compiled (NSF 1992f,
1993j). Careful consideration should also be given to the issuance of appropriate field equipment
to tourism observers that would allow them to collect the most useful data to inform the policy
decision-making process. For example, field glasses, calculators, cameras and camcorders may
each be employed to broaden the scope of data collected by observers.

68

Certified naturalists are held personally responsible for the conduct of their passengers
(application of this principle may prove difficult in an international area such as Antarctica).
69

As noted previously, individual site visit reports compiled by USAP observers and filed
with NSF were not available for study. However, summary reports filed by each USAP observer at
the end of the tourism season have been made available by NSF at annual NSF/Antarctic Tour
Operators Meetings for the past several years and provide insight into how the program is structured.
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The USAP observer scheme operates to a budget of approximately $85,000 (USO) per annum.
As yet, the role of observers does not extend to enforcement (Berkowitz 1994b:4). While to date,
'nothing egregiously untoward has ever' appeared in USAP observer reports (ibid.), they have
recorded infractions of IAATO guidelines (as noted in Chapter 6). More importantly, even if
actionable violations of the ACA took place, 'no workable mechanism for either civil or criminal
prosecution is in place' (ibid.:5).

Treaty Parties rteed to consider how observers might be

empowered to have the greatest effect in the Treaty Area.

An effective tourism monitoring program administered by the ATS requires the full and sustained
cooperation of Antarctic tour operators. It has been suggested that ships registered in count:Iies
that have ratified the Protocol should not be allowed to conduct tours unless they agree to carry
an official observer (Manheim 1992b). Once such a program is in place, a brochure describing
it in simple but thorough terms could be developed in suitable languages (as with the educational
materials mentioned in Section 9.2) for dist:Iibution to all passengers at the start of each tour.
Contact and open communication with tour operators and visitors could also be encouraged by
observers throughout each journey. Observers could be charged with making a brief presentation
at the start of each tour describing their role and duties and inviting questions arising from
material presented. Alternatively, a video could be prepared to convey the same message that
is introduced by the observer and followed by a question and answer session once it has been
shown. Observers can also be charged with administering a survey developed to solicit feedback
on issues relevant to the tourism policy decision-making process.

Funding for such

a program could be obtained in a number of ways.

One option would be to

require tour operators to reserve one berthing space during each visit to the Treaty Area for use
by an authorized observer who would be able to board a vessel unannounced at the final port of
call before entering the Treaty Area or any site in Antarctica and remain aboard, at the latest,
until the first port of call reached after leaving the Treaty Area. Tour operators could bear the
cost of accommodation and meals for observers and Treaty Parties could provide remuneration.
Alternatively, fees could be levied (Pineschi 1992:201) on individual passengers or tour
operators70 entering the Treaty Area, for payment into a central fund from which observer
salaries and travel expenses could be drawn.71
70

A higher fee could be levied on operators that do not hire certified staff for Antarctic trips.

71

Research on the effects of tourism could also be supported by this fund.
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The effectiveness of the monitoring program should be assessed on a regular basis and updated
as needed. Given the high level of cooperation provided by tour operators working with the
USAP Observer Program, it seems probable that a comprehensive and effective A TS tourism
observer program could be implemented.
9.5 Antarctic tourism personnel training programs

Further cooperation between Treaty Parties and tour operators could be encouraged to improve
tourism personnel skills. When Antarctic operators leave the market, expe1ienced personnel may
work for other Antarctic operators, but many never return to Antarctica. To address the
substantial increase in Antarctic tourism and the loss of experienced Antarctic personnel, IAA TO,
in consultation with Treaty Parties, could consider developing an expedition staff training program
and/or assisting with the placement of experienced staff and naturalists with operators planning
to visit the Antarctic for the first time. IAATO, in conjunction with Treaty Parties, could also
develop and implement educational and training programs for tourism personnel and accreditation
schemes for tour operators. The TEWG, CEP or SCAR could provide advice in overseeing this
initiative. For example, the Canadian Coast Guard operates a boat driving certification program
in Vancouver that could be requested to provide training for prospective Antarctic boat drivers
and testing for those already employed in the Treaty Area. Alternatively, criteria for certification
could be developed drawing upon available expertise within national Antarctic programs. Tour
operators could fund such programs.

Tour operator management practices could be adapted to better promote safety and minimize
environmental effects, as described in Chapters 5 and 6. Tourism policies are not static. They
evolve in response to acquired knowledge and experience; safety, environmental, political and
economic considerations; consumer demand; and societal influence at large. Any training
programs devised would also need to be reviewed on a regular basis and adapted to incorporate
new information, especially data on the environmental effects of tours.
9.6 Developing a management plan for Antarctic tourism

Given the responsibility of Treaty Parties to safeguard the Antarctic environment from the
negative effects of human activity, the rapid growth in Antarctic tourism noted in Chapter 2 and
the findings of this study and other work, the development of a comprehensive management plan
for Antarctic tourism must be a priority. Such a plan would aim at protecting the values and
features of the Antarctic environment and ecosystems, especially popular landing sites. 'Total
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area management should become a goal because it has a more significant ability to minimize
impact than the current focus (of the USAP Observer Program) on one ship, and one passenger
at a time' (Berkowitz 1994b:8). Local and regional management plans can also be developed and
revised as new information comes to light.

Such a plan would incorporate many of the ideas discussed above.

The need for close

consultation between all Antarctic tour operators, IAATO, COMNAP, Treaty Parties and national
agencies charged with implementing Protocol provisions has already been emphasized.

A

management plan for Antarctic tourism that drew upon this collective expertise would be well
placed to respond to future developments in tourist activity as they arose. Issues to be addressed
by a comprehensive tourism management plan would include: better marking and signposting of
protected areas and SSSI boundaries in suitable languages; regular and thorough assessments of
the cumulative effects of Antarctic tourism on a local, regional and continental scale, since
different types of environmental change may not be evident at each level at any given time; the
coordination of site visits, including consideration of issues such as over-visitation, sensitive times
in the life cycle of certain wildlife and limiting access to new sites for which the intrinsic
scientific value has not yet been determined; and the development and provision of adequate
maps, clear and concise descriptions of popular landing sites including features and an apt
summary of all Treaty provisions to which visitors are subject in suitable languages made
available in lay terms to all Antarctic visitors. The dissemination of information is vital and may
require special attention. Although NSF has provided considerable amounts of useful material
to tour operators in English, distribution has been sporadic. Furthermore, at present educational
materials aboard tour vessels vary in terms of quality, quantity and language. Education and
awareness of tourists are central to the proper management of Antarctic tourism. As this study
has shown, current guidelines are not uniformly distributed aboard all tour vessels in Antarctica.
The A TS could sponsor and develop videos, pamphlets and other educational aids in several
languages (as described in Section 9.2) to reach a wider audience more uniformly in furtherance
of a comprehensive management plan for tourism.
9.7 Other policy options and issues that need to be addressed
Some other proposed policy options available to Treaty Parties include collecting fees from states,
operators or tourists in which Antarctic tours are organized or marketed, to establish emergency
response plans for tourism incidents. Such a scheme could be administered centrally by a
designated institution, such as the CEP.

Passenger quotas could be assigned to states or
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operators. Quota allocations could be traded between parties as in the 1987 Montreal Protocol
to the Vienna Convention for the Protection of the Ozone Layer that provides for excesses on
limits imposed on controlled substances (Pineschi 1992:201). Tourism policy adopted by some
national Antarctic programs could be considered for wider adoption, such as current BAS policy
that strictly limits tour visits and allows only IAATO members to visit its stations (Enzenbacher
1994a:308).

Treaty Parties could also explore the application of the ASMA designation to

provide integrated management of different uses at one site; the possibility of placing restrictions
on land activities, such as prohibiting overnight stays ashore; and the application of quarantine
measures at points of departure, aboard vessels and at disembarkation points in the Treaty Area
(ATCM 1992a). All visiting expeditions, whether private or commercial, could be required to
carry adequate insurance while in the Antarctic and criteria for vessels able to operate in
Antarctica could be established.

Given the current difficulties in obtaining comprehensive and accurate data on nationalities of
Antarctic tourists, Treaty Parties could request that IAATO compile this info1mation from
member data submitted to passport control at port authorities when in transit to the Antarctic.
To date, only NSF's revised reporting form requests this information and not all IAATO members
are required to report to NSF.

Such information would make it possible to identify Treaty

governments with the most citizen tourists in Antarctica and language needs for educational
materials.

As noted in Chapter 3, SCAR and Treaty publications are not readily accessible to the public, nor
are they phrased for busy expeditioners and tourists (Stonehouse 1990:58). Treaty Parties could
develop informational materials with input from IAATO and NGOs to address the informational
needs identified in this study (see Sections 6.3, 6.7.b, 9.1 and 9.2).

The appropriateness of designating specific sites solely for tourism use, such as ASTis, has yet
to be decided (Zehnder 1989: 11) and warrants closer examination by Treaty Parties. Conclusive
scientific evidence is not yet available to establish whether it is better to concentrate tour visits
at a limited number of sites or allow visits to be made at increasing numbers of sites. Zoning
may be used as a management or regulatory tool, but is not always the pe1fect solution that some
suggest; it should only be adopted where and when there is ample evidence that such measures
can control environmental degradation (Codling 1982b:15-16). It is likely that new sites will
continue to be used for tourism until this issue is resolved.
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Technical, legal, political, economic and institutional barriers to tourism manage
ment, research
and regulatory objectives also need to be considered in the Treaty forum on
an ongoing basis,
with regular input from the tour industry. For example, science and supp01t
personnel need to
be reminded to obey codes of conduct while in Antarctica because their behavi
or often sends
mixed messages to tomists. All visitors should be held to the same standard
of behavior while
in the Treaty Area. Specific training programs and educational materials could
be developed for
Antarctic personnel to address this issue. Diplomatic pressure could be
applied on Treaty
countries in which Antarctic tours originate, to deny non-IAATO ships or intrans
igent operators
logistical support and supplies, including port access and fuel.
The central question remains, 'Who will set the limits and enforce them?'. Valuab
le lessons may
be learned from tourism policies in place at other remote tourism destinations.
For example,
there is a close relationship between Antarctic and subantarctic tourism given
that many ships
visit both areas during a cruise itinerary and similarities exist between these
environments such
as climate, wildlife and marine life. Strict tourism policy and visitor guidelines
are in place on
New Zealan d's subantarctic islands. Some rules include a ban on overnight stays
on the islands,
a maximum of 180 passengers per ship, a limit of one ship visit per site per day,
a maximum of
600 tourists per site per cruise season, a minimum one to 20 guide to visitor
ratio and the
adoption of precautionary measures for rodent and plant quarantine. In
addition, special
restrictions are in place at certain sites with breeding grounds that require
further protection
(Sanson 1992:6-7). New Zealand's tourism policies for subantarctic islands
err on the
conservative side 'principally because as managers it is difficult to set tourism
limits on impact
for which the results rrtay not become evident for a ten to twenty year period
' (ibid.: 11). This
study argues that a similar approach should be taken in Antarctica.
Minimum impact codes are also in place for other subantarctic islands . For examp
le, policy for
the Macquarie Island Nature Reserve (Parks and Wildlife Service Tasmania
1993) requires a
permit for each visit, strict observance of visiting times (between 7am and
7pm) and does not
provide for toilet facilities during visits. Each of these issues has yet to be
addressed in the
Treaty Area. A permit system would provide greater control over who visited
Antarctica and the
conditions placed on visits. Although lessons may well be learned from other
tourist sites outside
of the Treaty Area72 , they will need to be examined in the light of Antarc
tica's unique
72

Other such sites were not considered within the scope of this study.
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environment and specific problems.

9.8 Coordinated Antarctic tourism research
'Most studies refer to the effects of tourism on one particular environmental component.
There has been little attempt to integrate the effects on a number of components to provide
an assessment of the impacts of tourism on the environment as a whole. The components of
the natural environment are closely interrelated and highly interdependent. As the activities
of tourism are likely to affect more than one environmental component at a time, it is
imperative that studies examine the environment as a whole and not individual components
in isolation. In practice this is extremely difficult to do' (Mathieson and Wall 1982:94).
Academic studies, such as this one, can provide important input into the policymaking process.
Given the wide range of Antarctic tourism issues that need to be examined, ranging from impacts
on the Antarctic environment and its related marine and terrestrial ecosystems to passenger safety,
a coordinated approach to Antarctic tourism research would clearly yield benefits. SCAR may
prove a suitable body to develop such an approach. Chapter 10 discusses some of the specific
issues that need to be addressed and suggests directions for further Antarctic tourism research.

9.9 Summary
This chapter has set out a number of policy options aimed at improving tourism management in
Antarctica. These include improving communications between tour operators and policymakers;
providing more and better quality information to visitors; improving reporting procedures and
exchanges of information; and developing training programs for Antarctic tour personnel. The
feasibility of establishing a mandatory observer scheme has been examined and some possible
funding mechanisms have been outlined. The desirability of integrating tourism policies into a
clearly defined management plan for Antarctic tourism has been stressed. Finally, the need for
coordinated Antarctic tourism r~search has been emphasized. Successful tourism management
approaches used in other parts of the world could be examined to determine whether they could
be applied in the Antarctic. The extent to which these policy options ,are adopted will depend
on many political and economic factors, especially the will of Treaty Parties to address tourism
issues. Given the rapid growth in the Antarctic tourism industry over the past few years, a
prompt response on behalf of Treaty Paities to the issues set out in this study would cleai·ly
benefit the Antarctic environment and improve passenger safety and tourism management in
Antarctica. The next and final chapter presents the conclusions of this study.
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Chapter 10 Conclusions
This dissertation has established the size and development of the Antarctic tourism industry,
described current tourism trends, presented a demographic profile of Antarctic visitors and
discussed how Antarctic tourism is regulated. The study has examined the management practices
of Antarctic tour operators (during a tourism monitoring project at a popular landing site and
travel aboard four different ships), relevant environmental issues, levels of regulatory compliance,
the adequacy of current regulations and policy options available to Treaty Parties within the
Antarctic Treaty system. The findings of this study have implications for three separate groups
of people: Antarctic tour operators, policymakers and researchers.
conclusions drawn from the study is presented below.

A summary of the main

10.1 Size and development of the industry and current trends in Antarctic tourism
Record numbers of tourists have visited the Treaty Area for the past four seasons. Totals from
the 1989/90, 1990/91, 1991/92, 1992/93 and 1993/94 seasons for airborne and seaborne activity
were 2581, 4842, 6567, 7222 and 7933, respectively. This represents a three-fold increase in the
last five years. Upon examining the data gathered for this study, it appears that numbers are
likely to continue to grow. The industry, once characterized by a few small ships carrying
between 90 and 140 passengers several times each season has now greatly expanded to offer
approximately 100 cruises aboard different sized vessels during the 1994/95 season. Recent
developments include the use of larger ships, a broader marketing base and more operators and
tour options. Small ships must now compete with larger ones that often offer lower fares due
to overhead costs shared out over a larger client base. Yacht, airborne and land-based activities
have also increased bringing new developments such as helicopter flights and tourist landings in
more remote, previously unvisited sectors of Antarctica. This raises questions about the
ramifications of entering areas for which the intrinsic scientific value is unknown. New operators
entering the market, often with little or no experience of the area, carry an increasing number of
passengers to Antarctica.

Little has been proven about the effect tourist activity has on the Antarctic environment. There
is growing concern over the effects of repeated, localized visits to wildlife breeding and other
sites and the overall management of tourist activity in the Treaty Area. The increase in Antarctic
tourism has prompted research oh Antarctic tourism management and how visits affect specific
sites. However, most of this work has yet to report its results.
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10.2 The current regulatory framework for Antarctic tourism
The developme nt and implementation of Antarctic tourism regulations is complex because
Antarctica is an internationally administered area involving a variety of political systems and
legislative machinery. Antarctic Treaty system instruments are used to oversee the Treaty Area
and provide a framework within which to regulate Antarctic tourism. Impedimen ts to the
formulation of Antarctic tourism regulations include such issues as jurisdiction , third parties,
sovereignty and territorial disputes, enforcement, the area of applicability, liability and
implement ation delays.

Other barriers include the cultural, environme ntal and economic

differences between Treaty Parties, the terminology used in Treaty documents and the lack of an
administrat ive center for the ATS.

The cmTent regulatory framework for Antarctic tourism consists of official and unofficial
instruments. The former include the Antarctic Treaty, Recommen dations made subsequent to its
entry into force, codes of guidance for visitors and tour organizers and all other applicable
supplemen tary instrument s agreed within the ATS (including the Protocol), national legislation
enacted by Treaty Parties to implement these instruments, other applicable national laws and
policies covering visits to Antarctic research stations. Unofficial instrument s include various sets
of guidelines including those developed by IAATO, COMNAP, SCAR and Oceanites. The
IAATO guidelines for visitors and operators enjoyed the widest distribution at the time of study.
Current visitor and operator guidance and guidelines provide a practical approach to Antarctic
visits aimed at minimizing environmental impacts, but are not based on hard scientific evidence.
Given the proliferation of tourism guidelines, it may not be clear to visitors or operators which
set is to be followed. Nor are they available in all suitable languages. The role of IAATO is
important given the current emphasis on self-regulation. Industry efforts to comply with current
regulations would be complemen ted by the consistent application of existing tourism regulations
and the urging of a prompt ratification of the Protocol by all Treaty Parties accompani ed by
equally rigorous implement ing legislation. These actions would signal the ~ntent of Treaty Parties
to regulate Antarctic tourism with greater effect.

10.3 Tourism management and compliance with current regulations
Fieldwork revealed that Treaty Recommendations, Protocol provisions and IAATO guidelines and
by laws did not meet with full compliance .

The most commonly breached IAA TO visitor
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guideline was the distance to be maintained from wildlife. Infractions were observed during
every landing studied, many appeared to occur inadvertently. Other observed visitor guideline
transgressions included the taking of souvenirs, littering, walking on mosses or lichens, wandering
off alone and touching wildlife. IAATO operator guidelines were breached frequently by most
of the operators under study, including the landing of more than 100 visitors at a time, hiring
inexperien ced expedition staff and employing inadequate guide to passenger ratios. Some
operators did not report their activities or were not aware of ATS provisions. Adherence to
visitor and operator guidelines was influenced by weather; group size; visit duration; guide
policies; language barriers; site features; and operator experience levels.

This study compared the effectiveness of the management practices of various tour operators.
The tour operator manageme nt practices seen to have the greatest effect on limiting guideline
infractions were the provision of a thorough briefing on the visitor guidelines; reinforcem ent of
these points during pre-landing briefings and recap sessions; maintaining a firm and commandi ng
presence when delivering information regarding visitor guidelines and procedures for shore visits,
especially during shore duty; the placement of conscientious shore guides to lead small groups
of tourists and interpret surroundings; and positioning shore guides near the periphery of penguin
rookeries or seal colonies to prevent wildlife disturbance .

Effective manageme nt practices found to result in organized, efficient operations that minimized
effects on the environme nt included providing guides in adequate proportions to numbers landed,
strict shore supervision, maintaining regular contact with other operators to avoid over-visitation
of sites, preparing detailed plans for daily events with options for alternate activities and the
hiring of experienced expedition leaders and staff familiar with Antarctic conditions, landing sites
and procedures for visiting research stations. In particular, knowledge of landing beaches and
locations of wildlife habitats were observed to have helped prevent unnecessary disturbance of
wildlife at some sites. Carefully considered tour operator manageme nt practices were observed
to alleviate some of the environmental pressures identified in this study such as littering,
trampling on vegetation, souvenir or natural artefact removal, engine emissions, fuel consumption,
noise and continual close contact with marine and wildlife while ashore or during boat operations.
Fieldwork revealed that many of the environmental effects of Antarctic tourism could have been
prevented through education and increased awareness among passengers and ship personnel.
Furthermore, the more serious management problems observed in the study occurred when
passengers were not provided with adequate information concerning the site to be visited.
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This study has identified a number of ways in which Antarctic tourism management can be
improved aboard ship and ashore. These improvements need not be expensive. Thorough prelanding briefings and recap sessions could be achieved simply by consulting reference books and
maps. The use of different colored clothing for shore guides by one operator was found to
heighten awareness of authority figures and serve as a gentle reminder that guidelines were in
place during visits. Since operators typically provide both staff and passengers with parkas this
practice could easily be emulated. Shore guides with radios were better placed to relay and
receive important information. Guidelines and other safety and informational material translated
into appropriate languages would also promote safe and environmentally sound tours. Violations
of waste regulations were observed aboard three of the four ships studied. Many could have been
avoided. Regular staff and crew briefings would raise awareness of environmental issues while
in the Treaty Area. Stiff penalties or sanctions imposed by the ship's captain would also promote
compliance with current regulations.
Ship size alone was not responsible for the overall success or failure of tour operator safety and
environmental policies in the Treaty Area. This study found that larger ships were more efficient
in their use of boat trips; one was less inclined to offer boat cruising trips. Visit duration did not
correspond directly with ship size or numbers landed. Often small groups ashore for long periods
were able to go further afield. More efficient boat operations would reduce their environmental
effects. Environmental pressures at popular sites would be alleviated to some extent if tourists
were allowed the option of boat cruising more often. This approach proved popular with elderly
passengers because rough terrain, mud, guano, snow and ice caused frequent falls during shore
visits.

Findings from the tourism monitoring project on Half Moon Island and travel with four different
operators provided baseline data on tourism management practices aboard ship and ashore that
may be used in the development of tourism management plans for the Antarctic Peninsula.
10.4 Survey results and policy implications
The survey results yielded information on the people for which regulations are aimed. The
majority of respondents were US citizens and at least 65 years old; most were retired and more
than half currently or previously worked in professional occupations. The trip was the first to
Antarctica for more than 97% of respondents. Reading, various media sources and interest in
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travel were largely responsible for generating a desire to visit Antarctica. Nearly 20% became
interested through a personal contact or recommendation. More than two-thirds learned about
their trips from a travel agent or brochure. Others learned about trips through media sources or
personal contacts or recommendations.
The data confirmed that many tourists took a keen interest in the Antarctic environment and
indicated a desire to protect the area. Antarctica was chosen by many because of its wildlife,
unspoiled wilderness and beauty, while for others it represented a chance to visit their seventh
continent, realize a long-held dream and experience adventure and excitement. Nearly half of
respondents hoped to gain knowledge or education during the trip; one-third sought memories or
experiences with wildlife and the physical environment; more than 23% expressed a deep-rooted
appreciation for the place and mentioned the importance of preserving the Antarctic. Most felt
they had learned a great deal from the trip, especially concerning wildlife and the natural
environment and conservation.

The survey findings have several important policy implications. Wildlife was most often named
as the highlight of the trip, followed by a particular site or landing, snow and ice, nature, scenery
and the environment itself. This is significant because landings need not be made to see wildlife.
Survey data revealed that many Antarctic tourists derived satisfaction from a variety of tour
activities suggesting that operators that encourage deck observation of wildlife and scenery and
boat cruising trips may reduce the numbers of landings needed to satisfy passengers. This view
is further supported by the fact that the survey found no evidence of a strong link between
numbers of landings and visitor satisfaction. Furthermore, data revealed that passengers spending
fewer days in the Treaty Area were as satisfied with their trips as those spending more time in
Antarctica. The findings suggest that numbers of landings made and days spent in the Treaty
Area may not be the most important factors in determining overall visitor satisfaction. If tour
operators agreed to offer Antarctic trips that spend fewer days in the Treaty Area and make fewer
landings, the environmental effects resulting from tour visits would be reduced accordingly.
Many of the dissatisfied passengers cited problems with tourism management as their cause for
complaint. These included inadequate shore guide to passenger ratios, insufficient shipboard
education programs and too little time allowed ashore due to group size. Tour industry efforts
to address these causes of dissatisfaction would result in more effective tourism management and
improved compliance with Antarctic tourism guidelines.
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Nearly two-thirds of the visitors expressed a desire to return to Antarctica. Approximately equal
numbers wished to return to the Peninsula, travel further south or visit the other side of the
continent. Some of those who did not wish to return attributed this to their desire to protect the
area. An overwhelming majority of tourists stated that the trip met or exceeded their
expectations.

Fewer than 7% provided any sort of negative response.

These findings are

significant because they indicate the role that visitor satisfaction plays in limiting the number of
return visitors. Antarctic tourists who were completely satisfied with their trips often stated that
they had no reason to return as their curiosity had been satisfied. Carefully planned and managed
tours that improve visitor satisfaction may produce visitors that have no desire to return, but every
intention of ensuring the area is protected in perpetuity.
Overall, the fieldwork shed light on how tours might be better managed to increase visitor
satisfaction while limiting effects on the environment. The data will prove valuable in the
tourism management and policy decision-making process and form a baseline for further research.

10.5 The adequacy of current Antarctic tourism regulations
This study has established that neither full compliance with nor enforcement of current tourism
regulations has been achieved. Compliance with current regulations is important to the provision
of safe and environmentally sound tours, but full compliance in itself will not ensure adequate
protection of the Antarctic environment as long as there are weaknesses in the regime negotiated
for the Treaty Area. Activities unique to tourism require special attention if Antarctic tourism
is to be regulated effectively. This study has revealed that some important tourism issues are not
dealt with adequately in existing regulatory instruments. Perhaps the most important of these
concerns the cumulative impacts of Antarctic tourism.

Other important issues include

enforcement, EIA procedures, emergency response planning and liability.
A systematic approach to the regulation of Antarctic tourism is needed, one based on reliable data
that addresses all forms of tourism. Additional tourism regulations should consider the protection
of historic sites and monuments, liability, operational safety and emergency response action
planning; limit impacts on Antarctic science programs; and elaborate EIA procedures and waste
management provisions. A credible enforcement mechanism is also needed. Action should be
taken promptly. Given recent Antarctic tourism trends and developments it makes sense to
implement appropriate regulations now before issues have the chance to become even more
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complex and difficult to address.
EIA procedures for tour operators have yet to be clearly described. Guidance from Treaty Parties
is needed with respect to whether annual EIAs are to be conducted individually or jointly by tour
operators. Consideration needs to be given to the issue of how the EIAs will be reviewed by
Treaty Parties so as to ensure adequate protection of the Antarctic environment and the subject
of cumulative impacts. Joint EIAs have been mentioned, but as yet, no clear description of how
they should be conducted is available.
Given the difficulties inherent in reaching consensus in the Treaty forum on issues as sensitive
as tourism and the limitations of the current regulatory framework for Antarctic tourism, it is
unlikely that any expedient solution will be found to address all the outstanding tourism
regulatory issues. As this study has shown, trusting voluntary compliance with cun-ent guidelines
to protect Antarctica's environment from the adverse effects of tourist activity would not be
adequate or responsible. Measures taken on behalf of Antarctic tour operators such as mandatory
contract provisions for Antarctic personnel, certification schemes for boat drivers and expedition
staff and personnel training manuals specific to Antarctic conditions would improve personnel
awareness of specific safety and environmental issues in Antarctica and may reduce the need to
introduce regulations.

The increase in Antarctic tourist activity brings with it an increased chance of a serious mishap.
Bad accidents can lead to bad law. Adequate regulations need to be put into place in a timely
manner to avoid potential knee jerk reactions in the event of a serious tourism accident.
Implementation of the Protocol on Environmental Protection to the Antarctic Treaty offers an
important means by which to regulate Antarctic tourism. It is essential that the Protocol be
ratified by the remaining Co.nsultative Parties as soon as possible and that implementing
legislation be applied with uniform stringency by all parties concerned. The entry into force of
the Protocol would result in the establishment of the CEP which has the potential to play an
important role in addressing Antarctic tourism issues. In the meantime, compliance with current
Treaty provisions (notably the Protocol, tourism Recommendations and Guidance for visitors and
tour organizers agreed at XVIII ATCM) and voluntary operator and visitor guidelines is needed,
at least until the environmental effects of tour visits are better understood and more effective
tourism regulation is agreed within the Treaty forum. The provision of relevant information to
the tour operators responsible for bringing the greatest numbers to the Treaty Area would provide
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a practical approach to promoting operator responsibility in Antarctica.
10.6 Policy options within the Antarctic Treaty system
A number of policy options have been identified to address the gaps in the current regulatory
framework for Antarctic tourism. These range from taking no action, some action or considerable
action. The first is unacceptable because Treaty Parties must be seen to take their commitment
to administer the Treaty Area seriously. A failure to respond to growing concern over the
increasing number of issues arising from tourist activity would be shortsighted and ultimately
undermine their authority in Antarctica. The second option is more likely given the difficulties
inherent in reaching consensus on tourism issues in the Treaty forum. Treaty Parties are likely
to continue to respond to tomism issues in a manner that sustains their authority in Antarctica,
but recognizes the limitations of their regime. The third option may be necessary to address the
many policy gaps identified in this study, but is less likely given the time frame in which Treaty
issues are typically negotiated, financial constraints of the ATS and the limitations of Antarctic
regulatory measures and other barriers to the formulation of Antarctic tourism regulations
described in Chapter 3.

Of primary importance are the establishment of a credible enforcement mechanism and an
ongoing tomism monitoring program to provide accurate inf01mation to policymakers on tourism
practices and management issues that arise as increasing numbers of visitors enter the Treaty
Area. Given the growing numbers of operators, ships, yachts, aircraft, tourists, expedition staff
and other personnel in Antarctica, a coordinated, systematic approach to monitoring tourist
activity and environmental change is needed. Findings can be used to inform future tourism and
environmental policies.

Other policy options set out _in Chapter 9 that aim at addressing gaps in current tourism
regulations include the development of more comprehensive guidelines for tourists and tour
operators; improved communication between Treaty Parties and operato~s through an annual ATSsponsored tourism meeting; improved reporting procedures using standardized forms to assure
uniformity of information and regular and consistent exchanges of inf01mation between Treaty
Parties (and tour operators); the provision of an official ATS-sponsored tourism monitoring
program and enforcement mechanism; certification and accreditation schemes for Antarctic tour
personnel; local and regional management plans for Antarctic tourism; and coordinated Antarctic
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tourism research.

The administrative needs and costs of each option, taking into account its feasibility and means
of implementation, have also been outlined. Administrative costs for a Treaty-sponsored
Antarctic tourism monitoring program could be shared by Treaty Parties, tour operators and
tourists. The TEWG, CEP, SCAR and NGOs could play an advisory role in setting up the
program. Licensing can be used to ensure compliance with mandatory reporting provisions and
compliance with other regulations.

Further incentives for compliance with current tourism

regulations are needed and can be considered at future Treaty meetings.
A commitment by Treaty Parties to undertake a regular review of Antarctic tourist activity is
needed to ensure that regulations are appropriate to the size and scale of the industry. The
question arises as to whether it is appropriate to regulate an industry further before hard scientific
data are collected. Conclusive scientific evidence may be a long time in coming. Steps can be
taken now to implement a conservative approach to regulations based on available information
that can be revised as further data become available. Proactive measures are preferable to
reactive ones. Treaty Parties and tour operators can cooperate to devise methods for gathering
accurate data on the effects of tourism. NSF, IAATO, ICAIR and IN.FUE.TUR provide a base
from which to coordinate the dissemination of information and collection of data on how tomism
is conducted in the Treaty Area. These efforts would benefit from central coordination either
through the TEWG, CEP, the proposed Treaty secretariat or a designated Treaty sub-committee.
IAATO plays an important role in providing relevant information to tour operators organizing
visits to the Treaty Area, but more could be done by this organization and non-members to
comply with current regulations and preserve the Antarctic environment. Positive actions to be
taken include the timely reporting of all activities in the Treaty Area, improved compliance with
visitor and operator guidelines and the development of educational materials such as overhead
projection maps of popular landing sites labeled with clearly marked zones for protected areas,
SSSis, wildlife nesting areas, mosses, grasses and other features. The priority must be to provide
guidelines and educational materials in all appropriate tourist languages.
These policy options address the major gaps in current Antarctic tourism regulations identified
in this study. If implemented, they would also improve the quality of information collected on
tourist activity and communications between tour operators and policymakers needed to inform
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the Antarctic policy decision-making process.

10. 7 Implications for future research
The findings of this study have provided baseline data on what happens when tourists visit
popular Antarctic sites. Examination of the results suggests that future research on Antarctic
tourism should be concentrated in the following main areas:

Ongoing collection of data on the size and development of the Antarctic tourism industry
and the tourists who visit Antarctica. Such information would inform the Antarctic
management and policy decision-making process and prove useful in assessing market forces,
visitor satisfaction and future demand.

Tourism research benefits from a combination and

integration of different methods and techniques (Hartmann 1988:88) since they offer
counterchecks and provide complementary information at different levels (ibid.:96). This research
would also benefit from central coordination.

An ATS-sponsored tourism monitoring program to provide information on the management
of Antarctic tours. Further data on how Antarctic tourism is managed and levels of regulatory
compliance will provide useful information to policymakers charged with regulating tourist
activity in Antarctica. Regular feedback from official observers will allow the regulatory process
for Antarctic tourism to respond more readily to emerging tourism issues. Periodic independent
research aimed at assessing the effectiveness of the ATS tourism monitoring program would also
provide valuable information to the Antarctic policy decision-making process.

Increased cooperation of tour operators and Treaty Parties in the development of the
International Database on Antarctic Tourism. Current efforts on behalf of ICAIR to
coordinate data on Antarctic tourism are to be encouraged. In particular, the accurate reporting
by tour operators of numbers. of landings made, passengers landed at each site and the duration
of site visits is needed if a clearer picture of tourism use in the Treaty Area is to emerge. Treaty
Parties could apply pressure on operators that have not reported information or those Parties that
have not forwarded reported information for entry into the IDAT.

The examination of tourism management plans for specific sites, areas and regions such as
the Antarctic Peninsula, as needed. Data on how tours are managed will also assist the creation
of visitor management plans aimed at protecting the Antarctic environment. Once developed,
these management plans will need to be examined on a regular basis as new information comes
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to light.

In particular, new forms of tourism, increased levels of visitation and problems

identified by official observers will need to be taken into account.

Long-term research on the environmental effects of Antarctic tourism.
'There are no previous or ongoing studies that allow researchers and managers to distinguish between
natural variability in Antarctic animal populations and variability induced by tourist-related activities.
To critically assess the effects of large tourist groups on Antarctic animal communities, relatively longterm studies need to be .initiated that will compare coincident ecosystem variability at sites being visited
by tourists with control sites where tourists are being excluded. Until we define the range of natural
variation in the ecosystem and test hypotheses of the effects of human disturbance through controlled
experiments, attempts to directly link the impacts of tourism to environmental degradation in Antarctica
will be limited. This will seriously restrict our abilities to design and implement sound regulatory
practices' (Trivelpiece 1991:1).
Data are required to establish the environmental effects of Antarctic tourism. 'Mariations in
natural ecological processes need to be understood within the context of human disturbance; and
possible pollution effects need to be evaluated against the pattern of natural variability in the
environment, and in the plant and animal populations inhabiting the ecosystem. Polar regions are
no exception' (Quetin and Ross 1992:234). Baseline data for such assessments are lacking for
many areas that are visited regularly by tourists. Environmental impact indicators and impact
thresholds need to be identified so that impact rating system criteria can be applied. Recent
research into the relationship between species diversity and rarity is also 'of considerable interest
for conservation purposes' (Curnutt et al. 1994:327).

Given the need to establish in greater depth the real and potential environmental effects of
Antarctic tourism, the challenge to field scientists is to develop methods that consider the nature
and scale of tourism, the components and adaptive strategies of the natural environment and how
each part interacts with the whole; compile environmental baseline data; identify factors that
influence how the area is visited and how the environment is affected by tourism; and accurately
measure the extent of environn:iental change resulting from tour visits. Effects may not be easy
to establish with certainty since, in some cases, it may prove difficult or impossible to
differentiate the amount of change attributable to natural variation from human-induced impacts
caused during visits. Such research is expensive and labor intensive given its scale and scope;
ultimately, it may prove difficult to find funding for coordinated long-term research on Antarctic
ecosystems.

Natural environmenta l variation plays an important role in species survival and adaptation.
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Moreover, it is difficult to conduct quantitative behavioral studies on wildlife since many
parameters within the natural environment must be considered. For example, declining wildlife
, I

populations at tourist sites may be caused by a complex array of factors that also contribute to
environmental change such as weather patterns, shifts in water masses, changes in local currents,
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pack ice, oil spills, krill or other food availability, predation pressure, other applicable terrestrial
or pelagic processes and the effects of visitor interaction on wildlife (Quetin and Ross 1992:235).
Research on the environmental effects of tourism may need to shift focus from impacts made on
wildlife to change occurring in other components of the ecosystem.
Other issues identified in this study that would benefit from further research include: how tourist
behavior ashore is affected by shipboard education programs; how tourist, staff and crew behavior
are affected by different tour operator management practices73 ; and how impact indicators and
impact thresholds for Antarctic tourist activity aimed at determining the extent of environmental
change attributable to Antarctic tour visits can best be identified and evaluated. Many other
issues warrant consideration. Other researchers will no doubt add to this list. The need to
develop and implement environmental monitoring programs to detect and quantify the effect
human activity has on the Antarctic environment (Abbott and Benninghoff 1990; Champ et al.
1992) and the benefits of integrating monitoring programs and research efforts have also been
identified (Champ et al. 1992). What remains clear is that '(i]ncreased cooperation and
communication at all stages and in all fields of research relating to tourism and the environment
are necessary if research in this field is to mature and realise its potential' (Pearce 1985:254).
Treaty Parties are considering means by which to improve current tourism regulations. The
formulation of sound policies depends upon reliable information gathering. Efforts to improve
the quality and type of information on which Antarctic tourism regulations are based would assist
Treaty Parties in administering the Treaty Area. The research suggested above would yield such
information. SCAR could be asked to provide advice on the direction Antarctic tourism research
should take and the coordination of its findings.
10.8 Final remarks
In conclusion, this dissertation has investigated the management of Antarctic tourism, relevant
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It may be possible to design a field study that asks tourists to engage in a particular activity
at a specific site to determine the extent of environmental change caused by the activity.
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environmental issues, the adequacy of current regulations and policy options within the Antarctic
Treaty system. It has presented original data on the size and characteristics of the Antarctic
tourism industry. Results from the three prongs of fieldwork yielded data on tourist activity
aboard ship and ashore in Antarctica and provided insight into the tourists who visit Antarctica
including their motivations, attitudes and satisfaction levels with the trip.

Current Antarctic

tourism regulations have been examined in the light of the fieldwork findings. The results
demonstrate the importance of developing regulations appropriate to the conduct of commercial
tourist activity in Antarctica and providing the policy decision-making process with accurate and
reliable information on an ongoing basis. The findings suggest that the Antarctic Treaty system
provides a forum within which adequate regulations for the Antarctic tourism industry can be
agreed, provided the combined political will exists for Treaty Parties to address outstanding policy
issues and cm.Ty through new regulatory ideas.

Given the current regulatory framework for Antarctic tourism, it is suggested that the most
effective protection of the Antarctic environment will result from consistent self-regulation by the
tourism industry including better education and briefing of tourists and ship staff and crew
members and rigorous shore guide policies; improved communication between all parties
concerned especially with regard to information exchange and reporting; the uniform application
of all legislation governing human activities in Antarctica, especially a timely ratification of the
Protocol and implementing legislation on behalf of all Treaty Parties; coordinated research on the
effect tourism has on the Antarctic environment; the undertaking, on behalf of Treaty Parties, of
an ongoing review of tour industry practices and regulations with regular input provided by an
ATS-sponsored tourism monitoring program; the development of more comprehensive guidelines
for tourists and tour operators; a credible and effective regulatory enforcement mechanism;
consideration of the cumulative impacts of Antarctic tourism; and implementation of a
management plan for Antarctic tourism on local, regional and continental levels.

Continued cooperation between Treaty Parties, tour operators, SCAR, NGOs and other interested
parties is essential to the development of appropriate tourism regulations and the protection of
the Antarctic environment that will prove to be acceptable to current and future generations.
These aims are pru.t of an ongoing process.

In the meantime, efforts should be directed at

encouraging full compliance with current regulations and proactive tourism management policies
that result in safe and environmentally sound tours. This research has outlined a number of
policies through which these goals can be achieved.
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Appendix A

Date
1957/58
Jan 58

Jan-Feb 58

1958/59
Jan 59
9 Feb 59

1965/66
27 Jan 66

List of cruise or other ships known to have carried tourists to the Antarctic from January
1958 to March 1994. Dates of departure from ports or landings in Antarctica are provided
when known. When figures reported to IN.FUE.TUR differed from NSF estimates, the
former were used. When numbers reported by observers and tour operators differed, the
latter were used. Blyth & Company cruises were also marketed by Marine Expeditions
beginning with the 1993/94 season. Other undocumented cruises may have been made.
*Indicates passenger numbers for unreported visits have been estimated based on ship
capacity and typical load factors. Cruise destinations in Antarctica have been reported when
known.
P=Peninsula, R=Ross Sea, W=Weddell Sea and EA=East Antarctica.
NA=information is unknown or not available; U=cruise data were initially reported, but
remain unconfirmed. Sources: NSF 1975, 1978, 1979, 198la-b, 1982, 1990c, 1991d, 1992b,
1993b-c, 19941; Reich 1980:207-208; Headland 1989; Enzenbacher 1991, 1992a-b, 1993a,
1994b; Galimberti and Bugnest 1993; IN.FUE.TUR 1994

Tour operator

Ship

Transportes Navales,
Argentina
Transportes Navales

Les Eclaireurs

100

p

Les Eclaireurs

94

p

Transportes Navales
Empresa Maritima del
Estado, Chile

Yapeyu
Navarino

260
84

p
p

Lindblad Travel, Inc.
(LTI), USA

Lapataia

58

p

No. passengers

Cruise
no.

Area(s)

1966/67
19 Jan 67
Feb 67

LTI
LTI

Lapataia
Lapataia

48
46

p
p

1967/68
20 Jan 68
21 Jan 68
Jan-Feb 68
Feb 68
Feb-Mar 68

NA
LTI
LTI
LTI
LTI

Aquiles
Navarino
Magga Dan
Navarino
Magga Dan

110

p
p
R
p
R

42
24 (or 25)
61
20

I

1968/69
26 Dec 68

I

Direccion Nacional
Libertad
del Turismo (DNdelT) and
Empresa Lineas Maritimas Argentinas (ELMA)
20 Jan 69
LTI
Aquiles
Jan 69
DNdelT and ELMA
Libertad
Jan-Feb 69
DNdelT and ELMA
Libertad
Feb 69
DNdelT and ELMA
Libertad
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400 (berths)

p

112

p
p
p
p

400 (berths)
400 (berths)
400 (berths)

I
1,,11
:111.

11

1969/70
Jan-Feb 70
7 Feb 70
21 Feb 70
Feb 70

DNdelT and ELMA
LTI
LTI
DNdelT and ELMA

Rio Tunuyan
Lindblad Explorer
Lindblad Explorer
Rio Tunuyan

394 (berths)
92 (berths)
92 (berths)
394 (berths)

p
p
p
p

1970/71
Jan-Feb 71
Jan-Feb 71
Feb 71
Feb 71

DNdelT and ELMA
LTI
DNdelT and ELMA
LTI

Rio Tunuyan
Lindblad Explorer
Rio Tunuyan
Lindblad Explorer

394 (berths)
85
394 (berths)
70

p
R

11

p

I

R

11

I,

1971/72
18 Dec 71
21 Jan 72
Jan 72
5 Feb 72
Feb 72
Feb 72

DNdelT and ELMA
LTI
DNdelT and ELMA
LTI
Argentine expedition
Argentine expedition

Libertad
Lindblad Explorer
Libertad
Lindblad Explorer
General San Martin
Bahfa Aguirre

400 (berths)
92 (berths)
400 (berths)
92 (berths)
NA
NA

p
p
p
p
p
p

1972/73
4 Jan 73
18 Jan 73
31 Jan 73
Jan 73
13 Feb 73
27 Feb 73
Feb 73
Feb 73

LTI
LTI
LTI
Spanish tourist cruise
LTI
LTI
DNdelT and ELMA
DNdelT and ELMA

Lindblad Explorer
Lindblad Explorer
Lindblad Explorer
Cabo San Roque
Lindblad Explorer
Lindblad Explorer
Libertad
Libertad

92 (berths)
92 (berths)
92 (berths)
900*
92*
92 (berths)
352
363

p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p

1973/74
18 Jan 74
Jan 74
Jan 74
1 Feb 74
Feb-Mar 74

LTI
Ybarra, Spain
Ybarra
LTI
LTI

Lindblad Explorer
Cabo San Roque
Cabo San Vicente
Lindblad Explorer
Lindblad Explorer

92 (berths)
800 (approx)
800 (approx)
92 (berths)
92 (berths)

R,P

1974/75
25 Dec 74
Dec 74-Jan 75
2 Jan 75
29 Jan 75
Jan 75
Jan 75
Jan 75
Jan-Feb 75
14 Feb 75
Feb 75
Feb-Mar 75

LTI
DNdelT and ELMA
LTI
LTI
Ybarra
DNdelT and ELMA
DNdelT and ELMA
DNdelT and ELMA
LTI
DNdelT and ELMA
DNdelT and ELMA

Lindblad Explorer
Regina Prima
Lindblad Explorer
Lindblad Explorer
Cabo San Roque
Regina Prima
Regina Prima
Regina Prima
Lindblad Explorer
Regina Prima
Regina Prima

92*
474 (average)
. 92*
92*
800 (approx)
474 (average)
474 (average)
474 (average)
92*
474 (average)
474 (average)
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p
p
p
p

-

-

-

-

p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p

'I'
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1975/76
Dec 75-Mar 76

DNdelT and ELMA

1 Dec 75
29 Dec 75
16 Jan 76
3 Feb 76

LTI
LTI
LTI
LTI

1976/77
Dec 76
14 Jan 77
Jan 77
Jan 77
Feb 77
NA

LTI
LTI
LTI
Costa Lines, Italy
LTI
Chilean Navy

1977/78
Dec 77
Dec 77

LTI
Neckem1ann und Reisen
(NUR), West Gem1any
Dec 77-Jan 78
LTI
Jan 78
NUR
Jan 78
LTI
Jan-Feb 78
LTI
10 Feb 78
Transportes Navales
Feb-Mar 78
LTI
NA
Costa Lines

1978/79
Nov-Dec 78
Dec 78
Dec 78-Jan 79
Dec 78-Jan 79
Jan 79
Jan 79
Feb 79

1979/80
Nov-Dec 79

Dec 79
Dec 79-J an 80
Jan 80
Jan 80
Jan-Feb 80

p

Regina Prima
315
(average for 6 cruises made from Dec-Mar)
Lindblad Explorer
90*
Lindblad Explorer
90*
Lindblad Explorer
90*
Lindblad Explorer
90*

p
p
p
p

Lindblad Explorer
92 (berths)
Lindblad Explorer
92 (berths)
Lindblad Explorer
92 (berths)
Enrico C
700 (approx) Lindblad Explorer
92 (berths)
NA
NA
(several ships carried tourists during the season)

p
p
p
p
p
p

Lindblad Explorer
World Discoverer

p
p

92 (berths)
193 (berths)

Lindblad Explorer
92 (berths)
World Discoverer
122
Lindblad Explorer
92 (berths)
Lindblad Explorer
92 (berths)
Bahia Buen Suceso
70 (approx) Lindblad Explorer
92 (berths)
Enrico C
NA
(no landings made due to weather conditions)

p
p
p
p
p
p
p

NUR
LTI
NUR
LTI
NUR
LTI
Society Expeditions,
USA

World Discoverer
Lindblad Explorer
World Discoverer
Lindblad Explorer
World Discoverer
Lindblad Explorer
World Discoverer

193 (berths)
92 (berths)
193 (berths)
92 (berths)
193 (berths)
92 (berths)
193 (berths)

p
p
p
p
p
P,R
p

LTI and de Vries
(dV), West Germany
LTI
dV
LTI
dV
LTI

World Discoverer

.193 (berths)

p

92 (berths)
193 (berths)
92 (berths)
193 (berths)
92 (berths)

p
p
p
p
P,R

Lindblad Explorer
World Discoverer
Lindblad Explorer
World Discoverer
Lindblad Explorer

i
I

Ii
I

I
I

/I
I

'
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1980/81
13 Nov 80
22 Nov 80
14 Dec 80
31 Dec 80
2 Jan 81
16 Jan 81
22 Jan 81
1 Feb 81

LTI
Society Expeditions
Society Expeditions
LTI
Society Expeditions
LTI
Society Expeditions
LTI

Lindblad Explorer
World Discoverer
World Discoverer
Lindblad Explorer
W arid Discoverer
Lindblad Explorer
World Discoverer
Lindblad Explorer

76
115
115
106
115
109
115
88

LT6230
IT9RG1W889
IT9LA1SE22
LS6231A
IT9LA1SE23
LS6231B
IT9LA1SE24
6232

p
p
p
p
p
p
P,R
P,R
!I

1981/82
19 Nov 81
11 Dec 81
13 Dec 81
31 Dec 81
6 Jan 82
8 Jan 82
14 Jan 82
20 Jan 82

Society Expeditions
Society Expeditions
LTI
Transoceanica, Chile
LTI
Transoceanica
Transoceanic a
Society Expeditions

Jan-Feb 82

from Argentina

1982/83
25 Nov 82

p
IT1RG1F96
97
p
148 ITOLA1SE24-WD-17
LS6247
EA
105
p
170
1
LS6248
EA
120
p
170
2
p
170
3
ITOLA 1SE24- P,R
150
WD-19
p
Bahia Buen Suceso
300
(total for two cruises made)
World Discoverer
World Discoverer
Lindblad Explorer
W arid Discoverer
Lindblad Explorer
World Discoverer
World Discoverer
W arid Discoverer

Salen Lindblad
Cruising (SLC), USA
Society Expeditions
SLC
Society Expeditions
Society Expeditions
SLC
Society Expeditions

Lindblad Explorer

98

LS6260

p

World Discoverer
Lindblad Explorer
World Discoverer
W arid Discoverer
Lindblad Explorer
World Discoverer

90
70
105
130
104
110

WD27
LS6262
WD28
WD29
LS6263
WD30

p
p
p
p
P,R
P,R

1983/84
19 Nov 83
29 Nov 83
13 Dec 83
16 Dec 83
5 Jan 84
6 Jan 84
18 Jan 84
29 Jan 84

SLC
Society Expeditions
SLC
Society Expeditions
Society Expeditions
SLC Society Expeditions
SLC

Lindblad Explorer
World Discoverer
Lindblad Explorer
W arid Discoverer
World Discoverer
Lindblad Explorer
W arid Discoverer
Lindblad Explorer

93
111
95
100
130
105
85
103

LE3114
WD39
LE3122
WD40
WD41
LE4012
WD42
LE4014

p
p
p
p
p
p
p
P,R

1984/85
22 Nov 84
6 Dec 84
17 Dec 84
5 Jan 85
15 Jan 85
26 Jan 85

Society
Society
Society
Society
Society
Society

Lindblad Explorer
Lindblad Explorer
Lindblad Explorer
Lindblad Explorer
Lindblad Explorer
Lindblad Explorer

85
55
90
92
92
92

SEB
SEC
SE2
SE3
SE4
SES

7 Dec 82
23 Dec 82
27 Dec 82
9 Jan 83
20 Jan 83

Expeditions
Expeditions
Expeditions
Expeditions
Expeditions
Expeditions
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p
p
p
p
p
p

I

I

i
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1985/86
4 Dec 85
19 Dec 85
11

Society Expeditions
Society Expeditions
NA (LTI?)

31 Dec 85
NA (LTI?)
6 Jan 86
Society Expeditions
10 Jan 86 Footsteps of Scott expedition
11 Jan 86
NA (LTI?)
17 Jan 86
Society Expeditions
28 Jan 86
Society Expeditions
NA
from Argentina

1986/87
16 Nov 86
25 Nov 86
5 Dec 86
11 Dec 86
16 Dec 86
27 Dec 86
29 Dec 86

9 Jan 87
11 Jan 87
20 Jan 87
21 Jan 87
22 Jan 87
2 Feb 87
20 Feb 87

1987/88
13 Nov 87
18 Nov 87
3 Dec 87
7 Dec 87
10 Dec 87
14 Dec 87
16 Dec 87
18 Dec 87
29 Dec 87

5
9
11
18
20
24

Jan
Jan
Jan
Jan
Jan
Jan

88
88
88
88
88
88

II

31 Jan 88
11

11 Feb 88

World Discoverer
World Discoverer
Society Explorer
Society Explorer
World Discoverer
Southern Quest
Society Explorer
Society Explorer
Society Explorer
Bahia Paraiso

WD223
131
WD2124
86
90
100
WD2125
135
21
95
EX126
110
116
EX127
NA
u
(several cruises made)

Lindblad Travel
Society Expeditions
Lindblad Travel
Society Expeditions
Lindblad Travel
Argentine Navy
Society Expeditions
Society Expeditions
Society Expeditions
Argentine Navy
Society Expeditions
Society Expeditions
Argentine Navy
Society Expeditions
Society Expeditions
Society Expeditions

Society Explorer
World Discoverer
Society Explorer
World Discoverer
Society Explorer
Bahia Paraiso
World Discoverer
Society Explorer
World Discoverer
Bahia Paraiso
Society Explorer
World Discoverer
Bahia Paraiso
Society Explorer
Society Explorer
Society Explorer

89
140
79
130
98
37
140
101
150
120
110
150
80
110
110
110

LT6584
WD250
LT6585
WD251
LT6586

Society Expeditions
Society Expeditions
Society Expeditions
Society Expeditions
Lindblad Travel
Mountain Travel, USA
Society Expeditions
Society Expeditions
Society Expeditions
Society Expeditions
Lindblad Travel
Society Expeditions
Society Expeditions
Lindblad Travel
Society Expeditions
Society Expeditions
Mountain Travel
Society Expeditions
Lindblad Travel
Society Expeditions
Society Expeditions

Society Explorer
World Discoverer
Society Explorer
World Discoverer
Illiria
Bahia Paraiso
Society Explorer
World Discoverer
World Discoverer
Society Explorer
I 1/iria
World Discoverer
Society Explorer
I lliria
World Discoverer
Society Explorer
Bahia Paraiso
W arid Discoverer
I lliria
Society Explorer
W arid Discoverer

110*
140*
110*
140*
125*
90
110*
140*
140*
110*
125*
140*
, 110*
125*
140*
110*
87
140*
125*
110*
140*

EX182
WD267
EX183A
WD268
LT6590
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WD252
EX153
WD253

p
p
p
p
p
R

p
p
p
p

i 11

p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p

EX154
WD254

P,R

EX155
EX156
EX157

p
p
p
p

EX183B
WD269
WD270
EX184
LT6591
WD271
EX185
LT6592
WD272
EX186
WD273
LT6593
EX187
WD274

II

;I

p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p

11
1,

,1

I

i
' 1
I ,
·1

1

I
i
i

'
' f

22 Feb 88

NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

Society Expeditions
Sobek Expeditions, USA
Sobek Expeditions
Argentine Navy
Argentine Navy
Chilean Navy

W arid Discoverer
Rio Baker
Rio Baker
Bahia Paraiso
Bahia Paraiso
Capitan Luis Alcazar

140*
22*
22*

WD275

NA
NA
NA

u
u
u

p
p
p
p
p
p

1988/89 AAntartur S.R.L. (Argentina) tours were offered in conjunction with Mountain Travel and Condor
Expeditions; «Eastern boundary of Queen Maud Land
p
19 Nov 88
Society Expeditions
Society Explorer
EXlllOR
89
p
Society Expeditions
World Discoverer
122
WD299R
p
5 Dec 88
Society Expeditions
Society Explorer
70
EXl 111
p
11 Dec 88
Society Expeditions
World Discoverer
144
WD2202R
p
12 Dec 88
Lindblad Travel
Antonina Nezhdanova
62
LT6620
p
16 Dec 88
Society Expeditions
Society Explorer
102
EX1112
p
21 Dec 88
Lindblad Travel
Antonina Nezhdanova
LT6621
77
p
24 Dec 88 Travel Dynamics, USA
llliria
120
9000
p
29 Dec 88
Society Expeditions
Society Explorer
EX1113
90
p
Society Expeditions
World Discoverer
143
WD2203
p
1 Jan 89
Lindblad Travel
Antonina Nezhdanova
LT6622
80
p
9 Jan 89
Society Expeditions
World Discoverer
121
WD2901
Polar High Corp. (charter)
Wilhaditurm
13
«
p
10 Jan 89
Lindblad Travel
Antonina Nezhdanova
74
LT6623
11 Jan 89
p
Travel Dynamics
l lliria
120
9020
Antartur S.R.L.A
p
Bahia Paraiso
90
p
Society Expeditions
Society Explorer
EX1901
100
20 Jan 89
p
Society Expeditions
World Discoverer
128
WD2902
p
Travel Dynamics
llliria
120
9021
22 Jan 89
p
Lindblad Travel
Antonina Nezhdanova
LT6624
95
24 Jan 89
p
Society Expeditions
Society Explorer
100
EX1902
28 Jan 89
Antartur S.R.L.A
p
Bahia Paraiso
81
p
30 Jan 89
Lindblad Travel
Antonina Nezhdanova
62
LT6625
31 Jan 89
Society Expeditions
p
World Discoverer
135
WD2903
1 Feb 89
Travel Dynamics
p
llliria
120
9022
11 Feb 89
Society Expeditions
p
Society Explorer
107
EX1903
Lindblad Travel
p
Antonina Nezhdanova
76
LT6626
13 Feb 89
Travel Dynamics
p
llliria
120
9023
18 Feb 89
Society Expeditions
p
World Discoverer
134
WD2904
22 Feb 89
Society Expeditions
p
Society Explorer
EXI904
95
25 Feb 89
p
Travel Dynamics
llliria
120
9024

I,

II

II

II

1989/90
26 Nov 89
7 Dec 89
15 Dec 89
21 Dec 89
29 Dec 89
4 Jan 90
6 Jan 90
7 Jan 90
8 Jan 90
15 Jan 90

I
1

11

I

'

111 1
jl

Society Expeditions
Society Expeditions
Society Expeditions
Society Expeditions
Travel Dynamics
Society Expeditions
Travel Dynamics ·
Chilean Navy
Society Expeditions
Travel Dynamics

Society Explorer
Society Explorer
World Discoverer
Society Explorer
llliria
World Discoverer
llliria .
Pilato Pardo
Society Explorer
llliria

283

110*
110*
140*
110*
120
140*
128
46
110*
95

EX1927
EX1928
WD2931
EX1929
2009
'WD2001
2011
EX100I
2012

p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p

I

1i1
I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

17 Jan 90
24 Jan 90
25 Jan 90
28 Jan 90
2 Feb 90
10 Feb 90
11 Feb 90
12 Feb 90
13 Feb 90
20 Feb 90
23 Feb 90

Society Expeditions
Travel Dynamics
Society Expeditions
Society Expeditions
Travel Dynamics
Society Expeditions
Travel Dynamics
Society Expeditions
Chilean Navy
Travel Dynamics
Society Expeditions

W arid Discoverer
llliria
Society Explorer
World Discoverer
llliria
World Discoverer
llliria
Society Explorer
Yelcho
llliria
Society Explorer

1990/91
5 Nov 90
18 Nov 90
9 Dec 90
22 Dec 90
23 Dec 90

Marinsular, S. America
Pomaire (ex Aquiles)
Society Expeditions
Society Explorer
Society Expeditions
Society Explorer
Society Expeditions
Society Explorer
Society Expeditions
World Discoverer
Ocean Cruise Lines, USA
Ocean Princess
30 Dec 90
Travel Dynamics
llliria
Dec 90 Forum Travel Intl, USA
Neptune
3 Jan 91
Marinsular
Pomaire
4 Jan 91
Society Expeditions
Society Explorer
6 Jan 91
Ocean Cruise Lines
Ocean Princess
8 Jan 91
Travel Dynamics
llliria
(chartered by APSARA Voyage, France)
11 Jan 91
Society Expeditions
World Discoverer
12 Jan 91
SLC
Frontier Spirit
16 Jan 91
Marinsular
Pomaire
17 Jan 91
Travel Dynamics
Polar Circle
Travel Dynamics
llliria
18 Jan 91
Ocean Cruise Lines
Ocean Princess
22 Jan 91
Society Expeditions
Society Explorer
27 Jan 91
Travel Dynamics
llliria
2 Feb 91
Society Expeditions
Society Explorer
3 Feb 91
SLC
Frontier Spirit
4 Feb 91
Travel Dynamics
Polar Circle
Travel Dynamics
llliria
6 Feb 91
Society Expeditions
World Discoverer
13 Feb 91
Travel Dynamics
llliria
(chartered by Moui:itain Travel)
20 Feb 91
Society Expeditions
Society Explorer
21 Feb 91
Chile
Aquiles II
22 Feb 91
Travel Dynamics
llliria
27 Feb 91
SLC
Frontier Spirit
3 Mar 91
Marinsular
Pomaire
Society Expeditions
Society Explorer
II

1991/92
11 Nov 91
16 Nov 91
26 Nov 91

140*
100
110*
140*
114
140*
109
110*
40
125*
110*

40*
103
109
99
158
340
214
40*
40*
119
358
125
155
165
40*
42
154
452
105
137
97
228
48
145
149
143

p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p

WD2002
2013
EX1002
WD2003
2014
WD2004
2015
EX1003
2016
EX1004

EX1026
EX1027
EX1028
WD2025
1
2090

u

EXl 101
2
1100
WD2101
6
PC1900
1101
J

EX1102
1102
EX1103
7
PC1901
1103
WD2102
1104

EX1105

90
97
98

WD2174
EXl 157
27

p
p
p

JI

11

I
11

I

I
:I

.I
i

I
I~

I!

I

Society Expeditions
Society Expeditions
SLC

World Discoverer
Society Explorer
Frontier Spirit

1

1

R
R,EA
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
R
p
p
R
p
p
p
p
R
p
p

1105
8

I

p
p
p
p
EA
p
p
p
p
p
p
p

67
225
139
·120
40*
95

EXl 104

I

I

'

,i'

1

1

284

1

1

I
111111

I

29 Nov 91
9 Dec 91
10 Dec 91
14 Dec 91
16 Dec 91
19 Dec 91
21 Dec 91
22 Dec 91
23 Dec 91
27 Dec 91
30 Dec 91
4 Jan 92
"

7 Jan 92
8 Jan 92

17 Jan 92
19 Jan 92
20 Jan 92
"
23 Jan 92
26 Jan 92
"
1 Feb 92
4 Feb 92

"
11 Feb 92
13 Feb 92
"
14 Feb 92
15 Feb 92
20 Feb 92
21 Feb 92
22 Feb 92
26 Feb 92
30 Feb 92
3 Mar 92
NA

"

Society Expeditions
Society Expeditions
Society Expeditions
Chilean Navy
SLC
Intl Cruise Center, USA
Travel Dynamics
Society Expeditions
Society Expeditions
Ocean Cruise Lines
SLC
Travel Dynamics
Intl Cruise Center
Society Expeditions
Quark Expeditions,
Australia/USA
Ocean Cruise Lines
SLC
Intl Polar Cruises, France
Society Expeditions
Travel Dynamics
Society Expeditions
Travel Dynamics
Society Expeditions
Intl Cruise Center
Intl Polar Cruises
Ocean Cruise Lines
SLC
Travel Dynamics
Society Expeditions
Intl Cruise Center
Society Expeditions
Travel Dynamics
Society Expeditions
Plantours• Partner,
Gem1any
Travel Dynamics
SLC
Society Expeditions
Intl Cruise Center
Society Expeditions
Travel Dynamics
Society Expeditions
Plantours•Partner
Travel Dynamics
Quark Expeditions
Plancius, The Netherlands
Plancius
Costa Lines
Chilean Navy
Chilean Navy
Chilean Navy
Charter (BBC)

World Discoverer
World Discoverer
Society Explorer
Pilato Pardo
Frontier Spirit
Columbus Caravelle
llliria
Society Explorer
World Discoverer
Ocean Princess
Frontier Spirit
llliria
Columbus Caravelle
World Discoverer
Professor Molchanov

110
90
89
10*
133
135
119
106
130
376
139
80
250
120
27

WD2175
WD2176
EX1159

p
p
p
p

28
TT1902
2101
EX1160
WD2177
1
29
2102
TT1903
WD2251

p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p

p

I
I

i

Ocean Princess
Frontier Spirit
Boris Petrov
Society Explorer
llliria
World Discoverer
l lliria
Society Explorer
Columbus Caravelle
Boris Petrov
Ocean Princess
Frontier Spirit
llliria
Society Explorer
Columbus Caravelle
World Discoverer
llliria
Society Explorer
Vistamar

97
101
120
82
89
125
27
386
88
109
95
115
130
88
98
160

llliria
Frontier Spirit
World Discoverer
Columbus Caravelle
Society Explorer
llliria
World Discoverer
Vistamar
llliria
Professor Molchanov
Professor Molchanov
Professor Molchanov
Daphne
Pilato Pardo
Pilato Pardo
Pilato Pardo
Abel J

90
131
120
145
97
85
125
285
79
40
36*
36
350
10*
10*
10*
18
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390
66
22

2
30
1
EX1251
2103
WD2252
2104
EX1252
TT1904
2
3
31
2105
EX1253
TT1905
WD2253
2106
EX1254
1
2107
32
WD2254
TT1906
EX1255
2108
WD2255
2
2109

I

p
p
p
p
p
p

p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p

p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p

p
p

p
p
p
p
p
p
p

'

I!
. 1
i
!
11
I

I
j

'l
l
i

1992/93
13 Nov 92

Abercrombie & Kent
Explorer
(A&K), USA
18 Nov 92
Quark Expeditions
Professor Molchanov
23 Nov 92 Clipper Cruise Line, USA
World Discoverer
Quark Expeditions
Kapitan Khlebnikov
24 Nov 92
A&K
Explorer
Transocean Tours, Gem1any Columbus Caravelle
1 Dec 92
Quark Expeditions
Professor Molchanov
4 Dec 92
Chilean Navy
Galvarino
8 Dec 92
TransOcean Tours
Columbus Caravelle
10 Dec 92
A&K
Explorer
11 Dec 92
Clipper Cruise Line
World Discoverer
14 Dec 92
Quark Expeditions
Professor Molchanov
17 Dec 92
Plancius
Akademik Sergey Vavilov
21 Dec 92
A&K
Explorer
Transocean Tours
Columbus Caravelle
22 Dec 92
Clipper Cruise Line
World Discoverer
24 Dec 92
Ocean Cruise Lines
Ocean Princess
27 Dec 92
Quark Expeditions
Kapitan Khlebnikov
Quark Expeditions
Professor Molchanov
SeaQuest Cruises, USA
Frontier Spirit
29 Dec 92
Chilean Navy
Lautaro
2 Jan 93
Quark Expeditions
Akademik Sergey Vavilov
6 Jan 93
Transocean Tours
Columbus Caravelle
Travel Dynamics
llliria
8 Jan 93
A&K
Explorer
Ocean Cruise Lines
Ocean Princess
9 Jan 93
Clipper Cruise Line
World Discoverer
Quark Expeditions
Professor Molchanov
14 Jan 93
Quark Expeditions
Akademik Sergey Vavilov
15 Jan 93 Blyth & Company, Canada
Northern Ranger
Travel Dynamics
llliria
17 Jan 93
SeaQuest Cruises
Frontier Spirit
19 Jan 93
Abercrombie & Kent
Explorer
Transocean Tours
Columbus Caravelle
21 Jan 93
Plail.tours•Partner
Vistamar
22 Jan 93
Blyth & Company
Northern Ranger
Quark Expeditions
Professor Molchanov
24 Jan 93
Ocean Cruise Lines
Ocean Princess
Travel Dynamics
llliria
27 Jan 93
Clipper Cruise Line
W arid Discoverer
Quark Expeditions
Akademik Sergey Vavilov
28 Jan 93
Chilean Navy
Galvarino
Quark Expeditions
Kapitan Khlebnikov
29 Jan 93
Blyth & Company
Northern Ranger
30 Jan 93
A&K
Explorer
Jan 93
Chilean Navy
Pilato Pardo
1 Feb 93
Transocean Tours
Columbus Caravelle
2 Feb 93
Plantours•Partner
Vistamar
Travel Dynan1ics
l lliria
3 Feb 93
Chilean Navy
Ye/cha
4 Feb 93
Quark Expeditions
Professor Molchanov
5 Feb 93
Blyth & Company
Northern Ranger
II

II

II

II

II

55

EX922

p

26
55
65
60
135
31
10*

1
WDl
1
EX923
TT1930
2

p
p
EA

111

TT1931
EX924
WD2
3
1
EX925
TT1932
WD3
1
2
4
57

67
85
26
53
64
165
115
324
70
33
95
10*
42
149
107
64
335
131
38
55
71
107
115

75
147
293
75
30
395
109
106
54

10*
83
' 64
64

10*
143
294
91
10*
38
69

1
TT1933
3311
EX931
2
WD4
5
2
1
3312
58
EX932
TT1934
l
2
6
3
3313
WD5
3

3
3
EX933
TT1935
2
3314
7
4

p
p

p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
EA
p
R

p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
R

p
p
p
p
p
p
p

p
p
p
R,EA

p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p

'r,

I!
1/

'Ii
I
1:
11

1jj

I

I,
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11 111,1

6 Feb 93
7 Feb 93
8 Feb 93
9 Feb 93
10 Feb 93
11 Feb 93
12 Feb 93
13 Feb 93
14 Feb 93
16 Feb 93
17 Feb 93
19 Feb 93
20 Feb 93
21 Feb 93
27 Feb 93
Feb 93

1993/94
10 Nov 93
12 Nov 93
18 Nov 93
21 Nov 93
29 Nov 93
30 Nov 93
6 Dec 93
7 Dec 93
8 Dec 93
11 Dec 93
17
18
19
21
22

Dec
Dec
Dec
Dec
Dec

93
93
93
93
93

23
25
28
29
30

Dec
Dec
Dec
Dec
Dec

93
93
93
93
93

1
4
5
6
7

Jan
Jan
Jan
Jan
Jan

94
94
94
94
94

9 Jan 94
10 Jan 94
13 Jan 94

World Discoverer
Frontier Spirit
Europa
Akademik Sergey Vavilov
Explorer
I lliria
Northern Ranger
Vistamar
Columbus Caravelle
World Discoverer
Professor Molchanov
Northern Ranger
I lliria
Explorer
World Discoverer
Akademik Sergey Vavilov

98
110
530
43
69
100*
61
247
179
124
34
78
45
95
99
42

WD6
59
1
4
EX934
3315
5
3
TT1936
WD7
8
6
3316
EX935
WD8
5

p
R
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p

Explorer
World Discoverer
Columbus Caravelle
Explorer
World Discoverer
Columbus Caravelle
Kapitan Khlebnikov
Professor Molchanov

66
79
110
52
127
106
103
24

EX330
WD2321
TT-1973
EX331
WD2322
TT-1974

p
p
p
p
p
p

KLB -1

P,W

MOL- I

p

Explorer
Marco Polo
Orient Lines, USA
Akademik I ojfe
Blyth & Company
World Discoverer
Clipper Cruise Line
Columbus Caravelle
Transocean Tours
Akademik Vavilov
Plancius
Explorer
A&K
Professor Mo /chanov
Mountain Travel*Sobek
Akademik Joffe
Blyth & Company
Khlebnikov
Kapitan
Quark Expeditions
World Discoverer
Clipper Cruise Line
Columbus Caravelle
Transocean Tours
Hanseatic
Hanseatic Cruises, Germany
I offe
Akademik
Blyth & Company
Marco Polo
Orient Lines
Akademik Vavilov
Quark Expeditions/
Zegrahm Expeditions, USA
Professor Molchanov
Mountain Travel*Sobek
Explorer
A&K
Joffe
Akademik
Company
&
Blyth
Khlebnikov
Kapitan
TCS Expeditions, USA
Bremen
Hanseatic Cruises
Columbus Caravelle
Transocean Tours
World Discoverer
Clipper Cruise Line
Hanseatic
Hanseatic Cruises
Marco Polo
Orient Lines

82
435
72
108
155
62
58
38
76
105
131
175
162
78
489
74

EX332

WD2324
TT-1976
HAT-28
AI-3
MP-2
VAV-1

p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p

MOL-3
EX401
AI-4
KLB-3
.BRE-02/94
TT-1977
WD2401
HAT-29
MP-3

p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p

Clipper Cruise Line
SeaQuest Cruises
Hapag Lloyd, Gemrnny
Quark Expeditions

A&K
Travel Dynamics
Blyth & Company
Plantours• Partner
Transocean Tours
Clipper Cruise Line
Quark Expeditions
Blyth & Company
Travel Dynamics

A&K
Clipper Cruise Line
Quark Expeditions

A&K
Clipper Cruise Line
Transocean Tours

A&K
Clipper Cruise Line
Transocean Tours
Quark Expeditions
Mountain Travel*Sobek,

USA
A&K

32
79
79
90
148
148
134
166
413

MP- 1

AI-1
WD2323
TT-1975
EX333
MOL-2

Al-2
KLB-2

Ii
11

I
1111
I
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j

14
15
17
20
21

Jan
Jan
Jan
Jan
Jan

94
94
94
94
94

22 Jan 94
26 Jan 94
27 Jan 94

28 Jan 94
31 Jan 94
1 Feb 94
2 Feb 94
6 Feb 94
II

9 Feb 94

10 Feb
16 Feb
20 Feb
22 Feb

94
94
94
94

II

23 Feb 94
24 Feb 94
3 Mar 94
13 Mar 94

NA
NA
NA

Blyth & Company
Mountain Travel*Sobek

A&K
Hanseatic Cruises
Clipper Cruise Line
Hanseatic Cruises
Transocean Tours
Blyth & Company
Cunard, Germany

A&K
Hanseatic Cruises
Mountain Travel*Sobek
Orient Lines
Quark Expeditions
Quark Expeditions
Blyth & Company
Hanseatic Cruises
Transocean Tours

A&K
Clipper Cruise Line
Hanseatic Cruises
Mountain Travel*Sobek
Blyth & Company
Quark Expeditions
Hanseatic Cruises
Blyth & Company

A&K
Mountain Travel*Sobek
Clipper Cruise Line
Quark Expeditions
Blyth & Company
Blyth & Company
Blyth & Company
Chilean Navy
Chilean Navy
Chilean Navy

Akademik I offe
Professor Mo lchanov
Explorer
Bremen
W arid Discoverer
Hanseatic
Columbus Caravelle
Akademik I offe
Sagafjord
Explorer
Bremen
Professor Molchanov
Marco Polo
Kapitan Khlebnikov
Akademik Vavilov
Akademik Ioffe
Hanseatic
Columbus Caravelle
Explorer
Wo rld Discoverer
Bremen
Professor Mo lchanov
Akademik Ioffe
Akademik Vavilov
Hanseatic
Akademik I offe
Explorer
Professor Mo lchanov
World Discoverer
Akademik Vavilov
Akademik I offe
Akademik I offe
Akademik I offe

NA
NA
NA
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79
20
84
125
121
149
145
79
223
82
114
20
486
95
78
79
149
208
71
110
130
16
77

75
128
75
75
24
109
47
78
75
78
NA

NA
NA

AI-5
MOL-4
EX402
BRE-03/94
WD2402
HAN-03/94
TT-1978
AI-6
EX403
BRE-04/94
MOL-5
MP-4
KLB -4
VAV-3
AI-7
HAN-04/94
TT-1979
EX404
WD2403
BRE-05/94
MOL-6
AI-8
VAV-4
HAN-05/94
AI-9
EX405
MOL-7
WD2404
VAV-5
AI-10
AI-11
AI-12

u
u
u

p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p

p
p

P,R
P,R
p

p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p

Appendix B List of Antarctic Treaty signatories with dates of accession and SCAR membership
by category. Source: compiled by R.K. Headland, Scott Polar Research Institute,
University of Cambridge on 20 September 1994

Parties and Members (in alphabetical order with Y-M-D dates):
Antarctic Treaty

ARGENTINA
AUSTRALIA

Austria

BELGIUM
Brasil
Bulgaria
Canada

C1m.E
China, Peoples' Republic
Colombia
Cuba
Czech Republic
Denmark

4

Ecuador
Estonia

Finland

1984-05-15 (1989-10-9)
1960-09-16
1979-02-5 (1981-03-3)
1974-11-19 (1987-10-5)
1987-01-8
1991-07-31
1984-01-27
1983-08-19 (1983-09-12)
1981-03-18 (1987-10-5)
1960-08-4
1987-01-21
1986-11-28 (1989-10-9)
1967-03-30 (1990-11-19)
1960-11- 1
1960-08-24

FRANCE

Germany

FRG I
GDR 1

Greece
Guatemala
Hungary
India

Italy
JAPAN

Korea (Pyongyang)

Korea (Seoul)
Netherlands
NEW ZEALAND
NORWAY
Pakistan
Papua New Guinea

1961-06-23
1961-06-23
1987-08-25
1960-07-26
1975-05-16 (1983-09-12)
1978-09-11
1988-05-4
1961-06-23
1983-06-8 (1985-10- 7)
1989-01-31
1984-08-16
1962-06 -14
1965-05-20
1987-09-15 (1990-11-19)

2

Peru
Poland
Romania
RussIA 3
Slovakia 4
SOUTH AFRICA

Spain
Sweden
Switzerland
UNITED KINGDOM
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Ukraine

Uruguay

SCAR
Full
Associate
1958-02-3
1958-02-3

1958-02-3
1984-10- 1
1994-09-5
1958-02-3
1986-06-23
1990-07-23

1992-06-15
1990-07-23
1958-03-3
1978-05-22
1981-09-9

1984-10- 1
1988-09-12
1958-02-3
1990-07-23
1990-07-23
1958-02-3
1958-02-3

(1988-09-12)
1992-06-15
(1988-07- 1)

(1987-05-19)
I

(1987-12-8)
(1987-05-20)

1)

1992-06-15
1981-03-16
1981-04-10 (1989-10- 9)
1961-06-8 (1977-07-29)
1971-09-15
1960-11-2
1962-06-14
1960-06-21
1982-03-31 (1988-09-21)
1984-04-24 (1988-09-21)
1990-11-15
1960-05-31
1960-08-18
1992-10-28
1980-01-11 (1985-10-7)

1987-04-14
1978-05-22
1958-02-3
1958-02-3
1990-07-23
1988-09-12

11
(1987-01-15)
(1987-03-24)
1987-06-16

1958-02-3
1958-02-3
1988-09-12

1994-09-5
(1987-07-29)

MEMBERS; the 12 states which made the Treaty and formed the Committee, are CAP!TAUZED;
the 'Treaty dates given these are those of the deposition of instruments of ratification, approval, or acceptance.
Consultative Parties of the Treaty; 26 states (emboldened), the 12 original signatories and 14 others which achieved
this status (with dates in brackets) after becoming actively involved in Antarctic research. A total of 42 states are
currently parties to the Treaty.
SCAR members are 25 Full and 7 Associate; the dates in brackets for some recent Full Members are those of admission as an Associate Member.
·
1 The two German
states unified from 3 October 1990.
2
Succeeded to the Treaty after becoming independent of Australia.
3
Formerly the Soviet Union, represented by Russia from December 1991.
4 Succeeded
to the Treaty as part of Czechoslovakia which separated into two republics from 1 January 1993.
ORIGINAL SIGNATORIES AND
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Appendix C

Antarctic Treaty Recommendation XVIII-1 with attachments. Source: SCAR
Secretariat 1995 (also Antarctic Treaty 1994:35-45)
Recommendation adopted by the
XVIIIth Antarctic Treaty Consultative Meeting
11-22 April 1994, Kyoto, Japan

Recommendation XVill-1
Tourism and non-Governmental Activities

its dependent and associated ecosystems. The Consultative
Parties have agreed that, pending its entry into force, as far as
possible and in accordance with their legal system, the provisions of the Protocol should be applied as appropriate.
The Environmental Protocol applies to tourism and nongovernmental activities as well as governmental activities in the
Antarctic Treaty Area. It is intended to ensure that these
activities do not have adverse impacts on the Antarctic environment, or on its scientific and aesthetic values.
This Guidance for Visitors to the Antarctic is intended to
ensure that all visitors are aware of, and are therefore able to
comply with, the Treaty and the Protocol. Visitors are, of course,
bound by national laws and regulations applicable to activities in
the Antarctic.

The Representatives,
Reaffirming the exceptional character of the Antarctic environment given in particular the fragility of its fauna and flora and of
the setting which the Antarctic offers for the conduct of scientific
activities;
Acknowledging the increase in the development of tourist activities in the Antarctic;
Noting that those who visit the Antarctic and organise or conduct
tourism and non-governmental activities in the Antarctic are
currently subject to legally binding obligations pursuant to national legislation implementing the Antarctic Treaty and associated legal instruments;
Noting further that such visitors or organisers will be subject to A. Protect Antarctic Wildlife
additional legally binding obligations upon entry into force of the
Taking or harmful interference with Antarctic wildlife is prohibProtocol on Environmental Protection to the Antarctic Treaty;
ited except in accordance with a permit issued by a national
Recognizing the need for visitors and organisers to have practical
authority.
guidance on how best to plan and carry out any visits to the
1.
Do not use aircraft, vessels, small boats, or other means of
Antarctic;
transport
in ways that disturb wildlife, either at sea or on
Recalling the Final Act of the Eleventh Special Antarctic Treaty
land.
Consultative Meeting, at which the Protocol was adopted, in
Do not feed, touch, or handle birds or seals, or approach or
which the signatories of the Final Act decided that the Annexes 2.
photograph them in ways that cause them to alter their
of the Protocol should be applied in accordance with their legal
behaviour. Special care is needed when animals are
systems and to the extent practicable;
breeding
or moulting.
Desiring to ensure that those who visit the Antarctic carry out
their visits or tours strictly in accordance with existing obligations 3. Do not damage plants, for example by walking, driving, or
landing on extensive moss beds or lichen-covered scree
and in so far as is consistent with existing national law, in
slopes.
accordance with the Protocol, pending its entry into force;
4.
Do
not use guns or explosives. Keep noise to the minimum
Desiring further to facilitate the early entry into force of the
to avoid frightening wildlife.
Protocol and of the implementation of its provisions in relation to
5.
Do not bring non-native plants or animals into the Antarcthose who visit or organise tours to the Antarctic.
tic (eg live poultry, pet dogs and cats, house plants).
Recommend to their Governments that:
1.
They circulate widely and as quickly as possible the Guid- B. Respect Protected Areas
ance for Visitors to the Antarctic and the Guidance for A variety of
areas in the Antarctic have been afforded special
Those Organising and Conducting Tourism and Non-govprotection because of their particular ecological, scientific, hisernmental Activities in the Antarctic annexed to this Rectoric or other values. Entry into certain areas may be prohibited
ommendation.
except in accordance with a permit issued by an appropriate
2.
They urge those intending to visit or organise and conduct
national authority. Activities in and near designated Historic
tourism and non-governmental activities in the Antarctic to
Sites and Monuments and certain other areas may be subject to
act in accordance with the attached guidance consistent with
special restrictions.
the relevant provisions of their applicable national law.
1.
Know the locations of areas that have been afforded special
Attachment
protection and any restrictions regarding entry and activities that can be carried out in and near them.
Guidance for Visitors to the Antarctic
2.
Observe applicable restrictions.
Activities in the Antarctic are governed by the Antarctic Treaty of 3. . Do not damage, remove or destroy Historic Sites or Monu1959 and associated agreements, referred to collectively as the
ments, or any artifacts associated with them.
Antarctic Treaty system. The Treaty established Antarctica as a
C. Respect Scientific Research
zone of peace and science.
In 1991, the Antarctic Treaty Consultative Parties adopted Do not interfere with scientific research, facilities or equipment.
the Protocol on Environmental Protection to the Antarctic Treaty, 1.
Obtain permission before visiting Antarctic science and
which designates the Antarctic as a natural reserve. The Protocol
logistic support facilities; reconfinn arrangements 24-72
sets out environmental principles, procedures and obligations for
hours before arriving; and comply strictly with the rules
the comprehensive protection of the Antarctic environment, and
regarding such visits.
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2.

Do not interfere with, or remove, scientific equipment or
marker posts, and do not disturb experimental study sites,
field camps, or supplies.

tic Treaty. This Protocol sets out environmental principles,
procedures and obligations for the comprehensive protection of
the Antarctic environment, and its dependent and associated
ecosystems. The Consultative Parties have agreed that, pending
D. Be Safe
its entry into force, as far as possible and in accordance with their
Be prepared for severe and changeable weather. Ensure that your legal systems, that the provisions of the Protocol should be
equipment and clothing meet Antarctic standards . Remember applied as appropriate.
that the Antarctic environment is inhospitable, unpredictable and
The Environmental Protocol designates Antarctica as a natupotentially dangerous.
ral reserve devoted to peace and science, and applies to both
1.
Know your capabilities, the dangers posed by the Antarctic governmental and non-governmental activities in the Antarctic
environment, and act accordingly. Plan activities with Treaty Area. The Protocol seeks to ensure that human activities,
safety in mind at all times.
including tourism, do not have adverse impacts on the Antarctic
2.
Keep a safe distance from all wildlife, both on land and at environment, nor on its scientific and aesthetic values.
sea.
The Protocol states, as a matter of principle, that all activities
3.
Take note of, and act on, the advice and instructions from are to be planned and conducted on the basis of information
your leaders; do not stray from your group.
sufficient to evaluate their possible impact on the Antarctic
4.
Do not walk onto glaciers or large snow fields without environment and its associated ecosystems, and on the value of
proper equipment and experience; there is a real danger of Antarctica for the conduct of scientific research. Organisers
falling into hidden crevasses.
should be aware that the Environmental Protocol requires that
5.
Do not expect a rescue service; self-sufficiency is increased "activities shall be modified, suspended or cancelled if they result
and risks reduced by sound planning, quality equipment, in or threaten to result in impacts upon the Antarctic environment
and trained personnel..
or dependent or associated ecosystems."
6.
Do not enter emergency refuges (except in emergencies). If
Those responsible for organising and conducting tourism
you use equipment or food from a refuge, inform the nearest and non-governmental activities must comply fully with national
research station or national authority once the emergency is laws and regulations which implement the Antarctic Treaty
over.
system, as well as other national laws and regulations implement7. Respect any smoking restrictions, particularly around build- ing international agreements on environmental protection, polluings, and take great care to safeguard against the danger of tion and safety that related to the Antarctic Treaty Area. They
fire. This is a real hazard in the dry environment of should also abide by the requirements imposed on organisers and
Antarctica.
operators under the Protocol on Environmental Protection and its
Annexes, in so far as they have not yet been implemented in
E. Keep Antarctica Pristine
national law.
Antarctica remains relatively pristine, and has not yet been
Key Obligations on Organisers and Operators
subjected to large scale human perturbations. It is the largest
wilderness area on earth. Please keep it that way.
1.
Provide prior notification of, and reports on, their activities
1.
Do not dispose of litter or garbage on land. Open burning
to the competent authorities of the appropriate Party or
is prohibited.
Parties.
2.
Do not disturb or pollute lakes or streams. Any materials 2.
Conduct an assessment of the potential environmental
discarded at sea must be disposed of properly.
impacts of their planned activities.
3.
Do not paint or engrave names or graffiti on rocks or 3.
Provide for effective response to environmental emergenbuildings.
cies, especially with regard to marine pollution.
4.
Do not collect or take away biological or geological speci- 4.
Ensure self-sufficiency and safe operations.
mens or man-made artifacts as a souvenir, including rocks, 5.
Respect scientific research and the Antarctic environment,
bones, eggs, fossils, and parts or contents of buildings.
including restrictions regarding protected areas, and the
5.
Do not deface or vandalize buildings, whether occupied,
protection of flora and fauna.
abandoned, or unoccupied, or emergency refuges.
6. Prevent the disposal and discharge of prohibited waste.

Guidance for Those Organising and Conducting
Tourism and Non-governmental Activities in the Antarctic
Antarctica is the largest wilderness area on earth, unaffected by
large scale human activities. Accordingly, this unique and
pristine environment has been afforded special protection. Furthermore, it is physically remote, inhospitable, unpredictable and
potentially dangerous. All activities in the Antarctic Treaty Area,
therefore, should be planned and conducted with both environmental protection and safety in mind.
Activities in the Antarctic are subject to the Antarctic Treaty
of 1959 and associated legal instruments, referred to collectively
as the Antarctic Treaty system. These include the Convention for
the Conservation of Antarctic Seals (CCAS) (1972), the Convention on the Conservation of Antarctic Marine Living Resources (CCAMLR) (1980) and the Recommendations and other
measures adopted by the Antarctic Treaty Consultative Parties
under the Antarctic Treaty.
In 1991, the Consultative Parties to the Antarctic Treaty
adopted the Protocol on Environmental Protection to the Antarc-

Procedures to be Followed by Organisers and Operators
A.

When Planning to go to the Antarctic

Organisers and operators should:
1. Notify the competent national authorities of the appropriate
Party or Parties of details of their planned activities with
sufficient time to enable the Party(ies) to comply with their
information exchange obligations under Article VII (5)of
the Antarctic Treaty. The information to be provided is
listed in Attachment A.
2.
Conduct an environmental assessment in accordance with
such procedures as may have been established in national
law to give effect to Annex I of the Protocol, including, if
appropriate, how potential impacts will be monitored.
3. Obtain timely permission from the national authorities
responsible for any stations they propose to visit.
4.
Provide information to assist in the preparation of: contingency response plans in accordance with Article 15 of the
Protocol; waste management plans in accordance with
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Annex ill of the Protocol; and marine pollution contin- 8.
Cooperate in monitoring programs undertaken in accordgency plans in accordance with Annex IV of the Protocol.
ance with Article 3(2) (d) of the Protocol.
5.
Ensure that expedition leaders and passengers are aware of 9.
Maintain a careful and complete record of their activities
the location and special regimes which apply to Specially
conducted.
Protected Areas and Sites of Special Scientific Interest (and
on entry into force of the Protocol, Antarctic Specially C. On Completion of the Activities
Protected Areas and Antarctic Specially Managed Areas)
Within three months of the end of the activity, organisers and
and of Historic Sites and Monument and, in particular,
operators should report on the conduct of it to the appropriate
relevant management plans.
national authority in accordance with national laws and proce6.
Obtain a permit, where required by national law, from the
dures. Reports should include the name, details and state of
competent national authority of the appropriate Party or
registration of each vessel or aircraft used and the name of their
Parties, should they have a reason to enter such areas, or a
captain or commander; actual itinerary; the number of visitors
monitoring site (CEMP Site) designated under CCAMLR.
engaged in the activity; places, dates and purposes of landings
7.
Ensure that activities are fully self-sufficient and do not and the number of visitors landed on each occasion;
any meteororequire assistance from Parties unless arrangements for it logical observations made, including those made a part of the
have been agreed in advance.
World Meteorological Organization (WMO) Voluntary Observ8.
Ensure that they employ experienced and trained person- ing Ships Scheme; any significant changes in activities and their
nel, including a sufficient number of guides .
impacts from those predicted before the visit was conducted; and
9. Arrange to use equipment, vehicles, vessels, and aircraft action taken in case of emergency.
appropriate to Antarctic operations.
10. Be fully conversant with applicable communications, navi- D. Antarctic Treaty System Documents and Information
gation, air traffic control and emergency procedures.
11. Obtain the best available maps and hydrographic charts, Most Antarctic Treaty Parties can provide through their national
contact points copies of relevant provisions of the Antarctic
recognising that many areas are not fully or accurately
Treaty
system and information about national laws and procesurveyed.
12. Consider the question of insurance (subject to requirements dures, including:
The Antarctic Treaty (1959)
of national law).
13. Design and conduct information and education programmes
Convention for the Conservation of Antarctic Seals (1972)
to ensure that all personnel and visitors are aware of
Convention on the Conservation of Antarctic Marine Living
relevant provisions of the Antarctic Treaty system.
Resources (1980)
14. Provide visitors with a copy of the Guidance for Visitors to
Protocol on Environmental Protection to the Antarctic Treaty
the Antarctic.
(1991)
Recommendations and other measures adopted under the
B. When in the Antarctic Treaty Area
Antarctic Treaty
Organisers and operators should:
Final Reports of Consultative Meetings
1.
Comply with all requirements of the Antarctic Treaty
Handbook of the Antarctic Treaty System ( 1994)
system, and relevant national laws, and ensure that visitors
Handbook of the Antarctic Treaty System (in Spanish, 1991
are aware of requirements that are relevant to them.
edition)
2.
Reconfinn arrangements to visit stations 24-72 hours before their arrival and ensure that visitors are aware of any
Attachment A
conditions or restrictions established by the station.
3.
Ensure that visitors are supervised by a sufficient number of
Information to be provided in Advance Notice
guides who have adequate experience and training in Antarctic conditions and knowledge of the Antarctic Treaty Organisers should provide the following information to the
appropriate national authorities in the format requested.
system requirements.
4.
Monitor environmental impacts of their activities, if appro- 1. name, nationality, and contact details of the organiser;
where relevant, registered name and national registration
priate, and advise the competent national authorities of the 2.
and type of any vessel or aircraft to be used (including name
appropriate Party or Parties of any adverse or cumulative
of the captain or commander, call-sign, radio frequency,
impacts resulting from an activity, but which were not
INMARSAT number);
foreseen by their environmental impact assessment.
intended itinerary including the date of departure and
5.
Operate ships, yachts, small boats; aircraft, hovercraft, and 3.
places to be visited in the Antarctic Treaty Area;
all other means of transport safely and according to approactivities to be undertaken and purpose;
priate procedures, including those set out in the Antarctic 4.
5.
number and qualifications of crew and accompanying
Flight Information Manual (AFIM).
guides and expedition staff;
6.
Dispose of waste materials in accordance with Annex V of
estimated number of visitors to be carried;
the Protocol. These annexes prohibit, among other things, 6.
the discharge of plastics, oil and noxious substances into the 7. carrying capacity of vessel;
intended use of vessel
Antarctic Treaty Area; regulate the discharge of sewage 8.
intended use and type of aircraft;
and food waste; and require the removal of most waste from 9.
10. number and type of other vessels, including small boats, to
the area.
7. Co-operate fully with observers designated by Consultabe used in the Antarctic Treaty Area;
tive Parties to conduct inspections of stations, ships, aircraft 11. information about insurance coverage;
and equipment under Article VII of the Antarctic Treaty, 12. details of equipment to be used, including for safety
and those to be designated under Article 14 of the Environpurposes,and arrangements for self-sufficiency;
mental Protocol.
13. and other matters required by national laws.
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Section G.

Section H.

>

To enhance public awareness and concern for the conservation of the
..\n:uctic en\'ironmcnt and ecosystem, and to better inforn1 media,
go,·ernrnents, politicians and environmental organiz.ations about private
sector travel to that region.

"O
"O

~

ARTICLE I • FOUNDATION, NA'.\fE, REGISTRATION,
HEADQUARTERS

Section I.

To support science in Antarctica through cooperation with Antarctic
>ational Programs and to pro,·ide logistical support for science.

Section A.

Section J.

To create ambassadors for the continued protection of Antarctica through
offering the opportunity to experience this continent first hand .

Section B.

The association was founded in 1991 by Se\'en Antarctica tour operators:
Ad\'enture Net\\·ork Intern ational, ~fountain Travel•Sobek, Paquet/Ocean
Cruise Lines, Salen Lindblad Cruising, Society Expeditions, Trani
Dynamics and Zegrahm Expeditions.
The name of the association is "International Association of Antarctica Tour
Operators". The abbreviated name "!AA TO" will henceforth be used in
these by-laws.

Section C.

!AATO is registered in Olympia, in the State of Washington, USA.

Section D.

!AATO's headquarters are currently located in Kent, in the State of
Washington, U.S.A. There are no affiliated chapters at present but, being
an international association, it is not excluded that foreign chapters may be
established in the future.

Section A.

To represent the ship and airborne tour operators and charter companies
· proYidingAntarctic travel opportunities, to the Antarctic Treaty
·
Organization, member countries and the public at large.

Section B.

To advocate, promote and practice safe and environmentally responsible,
private sector tra\'el programs, including tourism, toAntarctica.

Section C.

To de\'elop, and encourage international acceptance of:
Guidelines of Conduct for Tour Operators
Guidelines of Conduct for Visitors
Certification/Accreditation for field personnel
Education programs linked to the certification program

Section D.

Section E. ·
Section F.

To operate within the parameters of the Antarctic Treaty and the
En\'ironmental Protocol with Annexes, MARPOL, SOLAS and similar
international agreements, as amended.

There are two categories of membership:

1.
Full Members: For-profit companies who operate tra,·e! programs
to Antarctica and who ha,·e fulfilled the requirements for membership: who
ha Ye pledged to abide by !AATO's bylaws: who agree to not carry O\'er-WO
;;assengers per trip to the Antarctic: and whose application has been
formally accepted by at least two-thirds of the standing members.
2.
Associate Members: Other oreanizations and individuals who are
interested in Antarctica and wish to s.;-pport IAATO's objectiYes.
Section B.

\1embership application requirements are set by a standing committee and
zppro\'ed by two-thirds of the full members. These requirements may
ch2nge from time to time in accordance with the dynamics of the Antarctic
Treaty regulations.

Section C.

\lembership is non-transferable. In the c,·ent a member organization is
acquired by another entity, that entity would ha\'e to re-apply for
membership.

ARTICLE II · OBJECTIVES

Section D.
Section E

z '$.o:/

0

<

Current full members who drop their affiliation but wish to re-instate their
membership at a later time, must re-pay the initiation fee.
Full members are bound to strictly adhere to and actively support lAATO's
objecti\'eS as stated in Article II and, particularly, obey and enforce the
Guidelines of Conduct for Tour Operators and the Guidelines of Conduct
for Visitors, as amended.
~cw full members accept to have an Observer onboard who is appointed by

the office of their respective National Antarctic Programs.

Section G.

To provide a forum forthe international, private sector tra\'el industry
involved in Antarctica to share expertise and opinions among members
themselves and with prospe~tive members.

Section H.
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Section F.

To foster cooperation between tour operators in the coordination of their
itineraries so that overlapping site ,isits are avoided.

e;
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Full members are subject to annual membership dues and fees as agreed
from year to year by two-thirds of full members in good standing.
Full members in good standing ~e those who act in compliance with the bylaws and are current with their !AATO dues.
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Office Of The Secretariat
11417 S.E. 215th Street • Kent, WA 98031 • U.S.A.
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ARTICLE III · ~1D1BERSHI P
Section A.

=-....

To foster cooperation between private sector \'isitors and the international
sc ientific community acti,·e in Antarctica.
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Section I.

Section J.

Section K.

~on-compJi;,,ncc with ihe by-laws and non-payment of applicable dues and
'!°ecs will subject the full memt'<r 10 reprimand or cxpu1sio:i. 2f1cr rc\'icw by
1hc membcrshlp or their .;appointed committee.
Associate rncmbe:rs will be subject to pa)·mc:nt cf ~r.nl:~! ..:foes 2.s proposed
by the star.ding committee 2nd agreed by two-1hirds o{ full mcmbe~ in
good standin:.

Duri ng their annual July mcctint full members will iC\'icw ~heir An~rctic
oper21ior.s \'is-a-,is lAATO objectins and guidelines.

ARTICLE IV • ORGA:'\lZA T!OSAL STRUCTURE

Section E.

Associate ~1cmbc.rs ha Ye no ,·oting right.

Section D.

Section F~

Fu11 members in good s~2.nding who arC \Jnable to ane:id may ,·ote in wri t:ng
to the Secre1..2:iat, pro\'idcd 1h2.t the ballots a.re rctumed hit est one week prior
to the meeting.

Dues 2nd fees .are non·t~nsferab!e 2nd non-refunCcble. Any o\'Crpaymcnt
will be credited to the member"s account.

Section E.

A detailed budget will be proposed by a standing comminee 60 days priorto
the annl.lal Jul)' meeting. to be 2.greed upon during the meeting by 1wo-thin~s
of the full member.;.

Section G.
Section H.

Full rncrnbcn who arc not in cncndance at the meeting forfeit th~ir \'oting
right on any impromptu issues that require \'Oting during the meeting.
Any issue 10 be \'Oted on will p2.ss with a two-LhlrGs
iHUe.

\'Otc

&:eh ;·c2.1, during the 2.nnl:21 July f:'lccting a Sccrc:,ry .and a Spokes-Pc.so:,
will be 2ppointed for the duration of one year.

Section A.

Section B.

The Sccre:uy and Sr>ekes-Person ue elected positio:1s "·ilh a remuneration.
Responsibilities~ time requirements and rcmuneraticn "ill be defined in
connection with the proposed program and bud~et end .;agreed upon by two-,
thirds of fulJ members durin:, t.l-ie '1lnual July rncetbg.

A 3-mcm~r Executin Committee shall be elected •t the annual meeting 10
assist the Secrelari2.r. This committee shall m2kt decisions on behalf of the
fu ll membership where deemed appropria!e. subject to n.tification.

Section B.

Furiher sunding commir.ecs, ~s required. shall DC elected by a. two-thirds
majority o(thc full members durin: any annual meeting.

Section C.

N

'.f
Section D.

Section E.

The Secreta.•')''s respo nsibilities include. but.are not limite d to: coordinating
the 2.nnual prozram. act u a communlcation ccn:er between !'u11 members
and with non-members, act as the Treasurer, hep rt.cords.. rel2)" and
distribu·:e IA.ATC infonn.ation to intercS1ed panics. nc.1fonal1y .and
internationally and submit to lhe full members a smus report of IAATO
c. c:ti\'illes and finances durin &each a.nnua1 meetln:. Make rccommenlatio:is
in re gards to org,ar.iutional uid financial matters.

These By-Laws may be 2.dded to or othe~·isc amended by a rc!-Olution
p2.Ssed by t\l.·o--thirCs of the full members in good standing zt 2.n)' annual
r:-iee1ing.

Sec1ion B.

~oti1ic2.tion of any such Qmendment rriust be fof".·2.rc!ed 10 the full merr,bcrs
by the Secretary no 12.ter t'h2.n two weeks prior to the date of the meeling.

The Spokes-Person's resy'Onsibilities include: 10 rcprcsenr IA.ATO al
r,ationat and intematlonat.orficial and·unofficia.t rneetinis as directed by 'l.r.e
membership. promote lAATO's objec:ti\'eS. and spc•k for !AATO at
i.elec:ted forums. rrw:e recommendations and pr<>ent de:ailed rtports on
ac:til-ities earned out on behalf of IA.ATO.

lndhiduals with reie,·•nt qualifications who.,. thouihl of u beini: •ble and
"·illio; to pro,'ide iuidance to IAATO in it1 anemp<s to rcaeb it1 :pals m,y
be io\1ted to sit on the Ad,iso:y Board. Sucb indh-iduals ,.,;n be liamed as
Associate Members of IMTO. Members of !he .',d,·iso:y Board do not
receh·e an bonorarlum.

.\RTICLE Vll • ~1EETI:'\GS
Section A.

A minimum of one annu,1 me.ctirig will be held in the month of Juiy in
\Vtshin:ton D.C. in conjunction with the anr.ual !\SF Tour Operator
mteting.

Section B.

The Stcretiry will coordinate the time and \'en1.1c of the meeting and the
agenda .and ad\"ise full members in ,a.:ritin: at lcz.st 60 days prior 10 the
meeting.

S«1ion C.

Anendance at the annc.al meetin: it rcser\'e& for'full members only.
Ancnd1nce requests by non-members may be accep<ed by two-lhirds of !he
ancndinifull members.

Section D.

Meetings will be presided over by !he Spokes-Person. In tbe absence ofthe
Spokes-Person attendin& members will elect one member to preside.

Scctioo E.

TheSet:rewy will tal;e minutes during !he mcelini: and disuibu1e tbem to all
full members with.in one month after the meetin:.

ARTICLE V • ELECTJO:-;s AXD \"OTL'(G

ARTICLE \'Ill • n'(ASCES

Section A.

Elections v.ill be held one:< e,·ery year durini: !he 1U\nual meetin:.

Section A.

The S=wy will eollect a:id 1dminiiac:r all dues and fee, and will ac:tivoly
solicit timely pa)'lllenL

Section B.

All full members in &ood sw,dini:.,. olipble for eo:nminec positions 1U\d
olhcr clccti,·e offices. Before &1>)' election. lhe Se..,...ta:)· " ill qualify !he
czndida1cs.

Section B.

Tbe Secret.a.1')· •ill mana:e the rmances ud submit !or re,-iew a balance
,beet prior 10 eacb med.io:. to be apprO\'cd duriog the mectini:.

Section C.

Only full members in :ood standin:.,. eli:pble to ,·ote. Priorto any
elec::ion !he S=ta:}' will disqualify &o)' anendin& full members "·bo are
not in i:ood s:.andini:.

Sec:tion C.

The Seorewy "ill male pai,nents v.ithfo !he •:reed budgc.t consinjnts and

Section D.

Eacb qualif)ini: full member

make timely recommendations conecrnini any ,!,on falls in !he cub !low
durini: !he year.

"'I! have one vo1c.
P. 4
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Section A.

ARTICLE \"I • ST ASD!:S-G CO~lmTTEES
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Appendix E

Questionnaires I and II used in this study. The first half of the forms contain
identical demographic questions because it was not assumed that all respondents
would complete both forms.
Antarctic Tourism Survey

Name

(optional)

------------- - - - -------- - ---------

M

Sex:

Current occupation------------------------ ---------(if retired please list your past occupation) Retired: Yes
Age (please circle the appropriate response)
15-24
25-34
35-44
45-54
55-64
65-74
Nationality

F
No

75 or over

.

_

Country of residence-------------------------- --------What are your main leisure interests?------------------------

------------------------------------ --------------------------

------------------------------------ --------------------------

---------------------------1-------- ------------------------ - Clubs

or

organizations

in

which

you

are

most

active

Is this your first trip t o An tarctica?
Yes
No
(If
no,
please provide details
of
your
past
visit(s),
including date(s) , vessel(s), tour
operator(s), destinatian(s)
and highlights.)

------------------------------------ ---------

Why have you chosen to come to Antarctica?

What do you hope to gain from your visit?--------------------

--------- ,----------------------------------- ----------------How did y ou become interested in Antarctica?

How did you .f i nd out about this trip? --------- - --------------
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Appendix E continued
Antarctic Tourism Survey II
Name (optional) ----------------------------------

Current occupation---------- - ------------------ - ----(if retired please list your past occupation) Retired: Yes
Age (please ci r cle the appropriate response)
15-24
25-34
35-44
45-54
55-64
65-74
NationalityI

F

M

Sex:

No

75 or over

--------------------------------------------

Country of residence----------------------------------What are your main leisure interests? _________________ ------_

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Clubs

organizations

or

in

which

you

are

most

active

Has this been your first trip to Antarctica?
Yes
No
<If
no,
please provide details
of
your
past
visit(s),
including date(s), vessel(s), tour
operator(s), destination(s)
and highlights.) ---------------------------------------------

What are
there?

your impressions of Antarctica now that you have been

What

have

What

has

you

been

learned

the

from

highlight

your

of

visit?

your

trip?

Would you like to return to Antarctica?
Yes
No
If
yes ,
why
and
where
would
you
like
to

visit?

Has t h is t r i p met your expectations?
Please comment

Yes

No

-----------------------------296
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Appendix F

The Standard Occupational Classification (1990) provides a useful reference by which to classify
occupations of survey respondents. Some examples of occupations that fall under the respective
categories follow. N.B. Numbers 1-9 are from the Standard Occupational Classification (1990),
the remaining categories were developed for this study.
Category of occupation

-

examples

1.

Managers and administrators - corporate managers and administration, bank manager,
government administration, military officer, high ranking police and fire official, customs
officer, travel agency manager, estate manager

2.

Professional occupations - science and engineering: software engineer; health professionals :
doctor, veterinarian, pharmacist; psychologist, clergy, social worker, teaching professionals,
librarian, judge, lawyer, CPA, management consultant, architect, surveyor, town planner,
other professionals

3.

Associate professional and technical occupations - technician, draftsmen, computer
analyst/programmer, environmental health officer, nurse, midwife, writer, journalist,
photographer, artist, musician, actor

4.

Clerical and secretarial - receptionist, secretary, typist, computer operator, telephonist,
bookkeeper

5.

Craft and related - construction n·ades, tool maker, skilled engineering trades, computer
engineer, textiles, printing trades, other skilled trades, manufacturing, food preparation

6.

Personal and protective - police, firemen, non-commissioned military officer, security guard,
childcare, chef, waiter, bar staff, hairdresser, undertaker, bookmaker

7.

Sales occupations - buyer, seller, sales representative, imp01ter, cashier, telephone sales,
travel agent

8.

Plant and machine operatives - industrial plant and machine operators, chivers and mobile
machine operators, factory worker, conductor

9.

Other

10.

Homemaker/housewife

11.

Student

12.

Farmer/Agriculture - dude rancher, forester

13.

None/N/A

14.

Insufficient description or information provided
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Appendix G Revised standardized repo11ing forms for Antarctic tourist activity developed by
ICAIR for use during the 1994/95 season. Source: ICAIR 1994

TOUR EXPEDITION REPORT
Instructions

Qn~ Tour Expedition Report is complo!ed ~ . n . Qru! Site Visit Report is completed ~ wherever

of
Expodi11on momborn disembnrk or journey boyond base or camp. Pleaso subm~ all forms to your usual national point
mnnngomcnt.
tourism
Antarctic
wi1111s.slst
.:snd
roquirement:1
Treaty
Antarctic
satisfies
contnct. This information

Ex edition Details ( additiunal in(()ml(1tio11 on reveru)
Port r_, cm rnrkatton:

Date o embarkation:

Port of disemharkation:

Date of disemb11rk.11tion:

Cniise/Flight

number or Voyage Name:

ToUtl number of pa1;scngers•:

Tour itinernl)' travcllc,t - please provide tlcu,iled description of route. noting the dates you entered 11nd dcpm1ed
from the Anuirctic Treaty Arca (if possible please llltnch a route map):

Vessel details

Vessel name:

Cap!am's name:

[]\'MARSAT m1111h.r.r:

Ship
Yacht
Aircraft

Stille nnd/or Port of re{(istrv:
Vcs.<:cl call sign:
Rodio frequency:

U (tick) Tot~l numbei· ofcrew*:
0

D

Tour 0 r~anner
C0mp1my name:

ContncL person:

Comp11ny i1ddres/;:

Vessel owner:

Vessel chai1erer:
International phone:
Jniemationnl fax:
El:pedition Lcacler(s) name:

Vessel sub-chn11erer:
Total number of Expedition St,tff•:

Intcrnatinna l Obsen•ers*

Name:

Name:

Affiliation:

Affiliation:

Address:

Addrcs~:

Intematiunal phc,m~:
Intemutionul fax:

International phone:
International fax:

.

Staff (Include

...

Cr4:w1
1~nu,t-11g ti r~ :

*

vhsenrr~): fapedilion personnel. Je.:turer<, ··1.0dloc·· driver•.

bc)icu ,1t,r iloc~ iodudc crew ·1crvio

Vc,:i:.cJ"& car1uin unil oflJ1.!.<:'n:. ~r~w &r,J hotel/ cnt~ring. ~t(,f{ (cxdudinf; ahovc:~.
Mcmbcu Cl the [}xp<·A..1itil"lii thot nrc not Sin(( ._,r Crow .
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Append ix G continued
TOUR

Expedition Manifest:
Nationality

record

EXPED ITION REPOR T (continued)

of Expedltiu 11

'"Number of

numbers by natiortal ltv

Passengers Slltff Crew

.+:

Niltionali tv

Number o

Passen.l!,er.s Staff Crew

if ncccssnry)
Report on Expedlf/011 /Jy Expedition Leader (please t>e brief, but use additional sheets
Site Visit Report fonn
) on tb(';
Note: record infomrntio n sped fie to a £!.ill wbere Expedition members JeJ1 vc~~cl (1>1 · bnsc/camp
wns conducled:
Expedition
the
before
predtcted
those
from
I. Repon signifiC.'1111 changes in nctivi1ics a11t1 !heir tmpacts

ntal Prute\~lion I(• thr. Anl/U'Ctic Tre11ty on the
2. Describe nny clcparturc~ from the provisions of the Pn,wcol on Envtronmc
when:
Expedition (tg. r,cci,1cnlilf or for ~nfcty rc,L<;Ons). Nole where and

3.

Obscrva.tlons

or l.iuman efft',C:ls of 1hc Expc<lltlon: dlsUn&ulsh tho!-c rc~u lti11g

from your visit from those due. to previous visitors:

mcnut.1 expedition s in the Antarctic Tre1,1y Are.i:
4. Recommendations on mttnagcment mensures needed in rcl;11i,:,n to 11011-govem

5. Rt.port 1,ny ac1ic,ns rnkc:n in c--~~c: of emergency:

6. Any 0U1cr commc.nts or infonn;11ion:

*

pilots (iuclu,1c crew <crvinr; these functi<>u~) .
S111rr (h•clude Obsern•rs ): EXJ~dilion personnel, lecturers, ··t,,di(1(;.. drlvcrF, bclic<:>plcr

•

Crew:

"'

rn-~cni,<" r~:

Vc•6el', ,,~pt~ln and officcrn. crew und huld / ,;(1leriui,: Flaff (excluding ,,t,(,ve).
M.::ml•crs. <.•f the E•pcdilion lhal :,re ll(•I $taff r,,. Crew.

Captain
SignUlllrt: - - - - - - - - - - - - - Expedition Leader - - - - - - - - - - - - Vessel

DRte:
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SITE VISIT REPORT

Toor Comp.acy or Na me·

Fface visited

fuc

Location
coordinates

Time fir~l
people left
vessel
(or ba..<elcamp)

Cruise/Flig ht r-!lLII11-- or Voysgc / Ycs:s-el Nzsmc•

Tune last
people returned
to vessel
( or base/camp)

supervising Site Visit

l

Loo giru<le:

_l

demcated to

~

:,

x·

Ci

be brief. but use iddit:ional sheets if necessary)

was conducted:
I I. R ~ signifiC30l cha.o£C$ in site acti,·itics and their imp:icts from !hose predicted l:d0re tbe fapcditi-oo

>

"'O
"'O

Q.

Passenger-s Crew 1 Staff

L:itiruoe:

IRepCHt on Si!e Visit by E:rpedition Leader (please

Numt>erof guides

*NLUDberofpeop1e
maki.a g 5i te. \ isi.t

Tran,tx:ct for me aoxss
rcbeck all ibat applv)

·mac·

o·

HElX:Of'ITR
~r,"P,fC-B!LE

DistmD;; cravenoo from

veSS?Vc.amv to me $ite:

(")

0

:::s
......
I-'•
:::s
C

(1)

D
0

0..

0

Tre:aty at tbe Si:e I ~:ER
2. ~cribe aay departures from t.be provisions of the Protocol on Eovui:--nmenta.1 Protection to the Anta....:tic
-.-_-")_ _ __
--(spen!)I
(ct:. :i..--.::ident?..I or for ;afety J'\."1SODS)• Note wbae and when:

Am ..ities at ~ire
(check a]] that apply)
those due: to pn:vious
3. Ob5avations of bumaa cffec~ of the Site Visit: dis~uish those r<::$ultiog from your visit from
"ZOD!....C' LANIY.NG
~-isitrrs:
"ZODf.AC'" CRUl.c:rNG
l;.)

HELlOJPI1J{ IA'-ll:(NG

0
0

4. R,ecoomirndations oo :!D2llagc::meot measures needed to prctc:ct the values of the site:

HI110YTER AJG'.rIT
STATK?-1 \ 'NT
W,-\1.JJNG
HIXJ'< ~

CUMBING

SNO'il•M·::BCUNG
C\MJ'lNG

5. Rcpon aoy :i.:tioo.s Lakc:n in case of emergency:

Total numlx:r of:

0 ....
0 ....

D ... .
0 ....
D ....
D ....
D ....

D ....
D ....
0 ....

PVT-IN.S _
CRUlSES _

PICK-UPS _

PUT-JNS -

PICK-UPS -

HOURS

HOURS
FUCHrS _
HOURS AT STATION _ _

OOURS
HOURS

HOURS

---

TRIPS
HOURS CAMJSTTES _

-

....

OIBER

(spo.--if:;:•
Ari y vth er ,;crnm cats or i.nfor.m ati on:

Expedition Leader

Signed:
•
•

1::=:;;::;:: :;;;;iiii-----

Starr (Include
Crew:

• _..J>~ _C'_C_tl_D_. _..~1!.,.t~

Vessel Captain

crew sciving tbe..se fuo,."1:i,:,c,..,~.
Ol>serr,rs): E:i:pediliou personnel, l.tctnrers. ""zodiac· dri,·er.:, l>elicopcer pilots (ioclodiMand bO:cl / catuiog ~ f (excluding a.cove).
Vo::sstl"s cSPtaiD and ofiirecs,

c~..,.

A.~~~--Prs-thP4

~it'rt't

lh.:J,J.O"'..._r...ot St.:iff_OT

Crew

Date

..l

